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UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

Abstract

Faculty of Science

School of Physics

Doctor of Philosophy

Resonant Leptogenesis and Quark-Lepton Uni�cation with Low-Scale

Seesaws

by Tomasz P. Dutka

The seesaw mechanism, where a hierarchy exists between the moduli of di�erent entries

of a mass mixing matrix, is a simple and theoretically attractive explanation for the ob-

served large hierarchy between the neutral- and charged-fermion masses of the Standard

Model. The simplest neutrino mass seesaw predicts that, upon diagonalisation, the phys-

ical mass states will either all be Majorana or all form pseudo-Dirac pairs. Non-minimal

variants of this seesaw often generate a hybrid scenario with the physical mass states be-

ing a combination of both Majorana and pseudo-Dirac pairs. Such models often predict

unique phenomenology and also allow for much lower mass scales of new physics. This

thesis explores the implications such non-minimal variants can have beyond the simple

generation of neutrino mass, particularly the possible role they may have in explaining

the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry as well as implications for particular models

of quark-lepton uni�cation.

Chapter 1 reviews the current experimental evidence for neutrino mass and discusses

some possible tree-level origins. The matter-antimatter asymmetry is introduced and

the conditions necessary for the dynamical generation of this observed asymmetry are

reviewed. The idea of thermal leptogenesis is outlined as a simple mechanism for gener-

ating an asymmetry dynamically at an epoch between the the period of reheating and

the electroweak phase transition of the early universe. Finally, the idea that quarks and

leptons are related by hidden symmetries are discussed with a particular emphasis on

the quark-lepton unifying Pati-Salam gauge group.

In Chapter 2 we consider the leptogenesis implications for the Standard Model extended

by two gauge-singlet fermions for each generation of charged lepton. We focus on the

possibility of resonant scenarios without the need for inter-generational mass degeneracies

and therefore do not require a possible �avour symmetry origin. The possible connection
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between neutrino parameters measureable in low-energy experiments and the generation

of a matter-antimatter asymmetry is explored.

In Chapter 3 we extend the analysis of the previous chapter and highlight how a �avour

symmetry can allow for leptogenesis in a much wider region of parameter space for the

extended seesaw used in Chapter 2. The bene�ts of this extended seesaw, compared

to the minimal seesaw scenario, when the proposed �avour symmetry is included are

discussed and implications for low-energy �avour-violation experiments are explored.

In Chapter 4 di�erent possible Pati-Salam models are discussed with an emphasis on

the connection between the scale of Pati-Salam breaking and the scale of heavy neutrino

masses. Models allowing for the breaking scale to occur close to the electroweak scale

are introduced. The dominant experimental probe of Pati-Salam is discussed and the

current limits on the scale of breaking are calculated. Simple extensions of this model

are proposed which both break an undesired mass degeneracy in the theory and allow for

a signi�cant reduction in the experimental limits on Pati-Salam breaking. A thorough

analysis of the possible allowed parameter space in which both of these e�ects occur is

explored and any possible connection to the symmetries of the theory is made.

Chapter 5 brie�y concludes.



Preface

This thesis comprises �ve main chapters and �ve appendices. Chapter 1 is an original

introduction intended to motivate the work of this thesis and contains a review of the

literature. Chapter 2 and Appendices A and B are based on the work in Dirac-Phase

Thermal Leptogenesis in the extended Type-I Seesaw Model which was done in collabora-

tion with R. Volkas and M. Dolan and predominantly written by the author. Chapter 3

is based on the work in Low-scale Leptogenesis with Minimal Lepton Flavour Violation

in collaboration with R. Volkas and M. Dolan and written predominantly by the author

based on ideas explored in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 and Appendices C to E are based on the

work Lowering the scale of Pati-Salam breaking through seesaws done in collaboration

with R. Volkas and M. Dolan and written predominantly by the author. All calculations,

results and analyses presented within this thesis in Chapters 2 to 4 and Appendices A

to E are the author's own work unless stated otherwise. Chapter 5 is an original summary

of the ideas explored in each chapter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Currently the dynamics within our universe are well described by the combination of

the theory of general relativity [4] together with the interactions of matter through

fundamental forces described by the �Standard Model" (SM) [5�12]. The experimental

successes of the SM (see e.g. [13]) have been �rmly established with varying degrees of

precision down to distance scales roughly as low as 10−20 m. The SM is a combined

theory of the electroweak and strong interactions1 described by Lorentz invariance and

the gauge group

GSM = SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y (1.1)

which �xes the properties of the gauge bosons. The matter sector of the theory can be

considered more arbitrary as its existence is not predicted by the symmetries of the theory

and therefore must be experimentally observed and measured. Table 1.1 summarises the

experimentally observed �eld contents of the SM, grouped by their Lorentz structure, in

combination with their transformation properties under GSM which �xes the interactions

for each particle. Eighteen parameters2 are required in order to accurately model the

dynamics of particle interactions which are summarised in Table 1.2. Thirteen of the

parameters are due to the fermions of the SM, nine for their masses and four to described

the dynamics of quark mixing. With the exception of the lighter quark masses, which

are largely unimportant due to their con�nement into hadrons, the remaining parameters

1Gravity, while the most relevant force in the dynamics of macroscopic objects, is by far the weakest
force and as yet has no properly formulated quantum description. Probing distances scales below roughly
10−35 m will necessarily require a formulation of quantum gravity.

2The phase θQCD in the CP-violating term of the QCD Lagrangian can be included which would lead
to nineteen parameters however experimental observations suggest that this parameter is zero in the SM
(or close to) and for simplicity we neglect it.

1
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Field Content SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y

Scalar φ =

(
φ+

φ0

)
(1,2, 1

2)

Fermion

QiL =

(
uir,b,g
dir,b,g

)
L

(3, 2, 1
6)

(ur,b,g)
i
R (3, 1, 2

3)

(dr,b,g)
i
R (3, 1, −1

3)

`iL =

(
νi

ei

)
L

(1, 2, −1
2)

eiR (1, 1, −1)

GA (8, 1, 0)

Gauge W a (1, 3, 0)

B (1, 1, 0)

Table 1.1: The SM �eld contents grouped by their Lorentz structure (scalar, fermion
and gauge) with their corresponding transformation properties under GSM. The bolded
numbers correspond to the dimension of the representation of the given non-Abelian
group and the �nal unbolded number simply represents the hypercharge of the �eld
with the normalisation Q = T 3

L +Y . Here A = 1, . . . , 8 are SU(3)c indices, a = 1, . . . , 3
are SU(2)L indices and i = 1, . . . , 3 denotes the generational index for the fermions:
ei = (e, µ, τ)i, νi = (νe, νµ, ντ )i, di = (d, s, b)i and ui = (u, c, t)i. The fermion �elds are
subcategorised into quarks (which come in three di�erent `colours') and leptons which

are listed above and below the appropriate horizontal line respectively.

have all been measured to a remarkably high degree of experimental accuracy which leads

to highly testable and precise predictions for current and future experiments. In addition

to the gauge symmetries, the SM implies several `accidental' global U(1) symmetries

which appear within the Lagrangian but are not imposed. These global symmetries can

be identi�ed with baryon number, B, related to quark interactions and three unbroken

lepton numbers, Le,µ,τ , which relate to the leptons. As a consequence of these additional

global symmetries the proton is predicted to be absolutely stable in agreement with

current experimental observations.

Despite its numerous successes, there is overwhelming evidence suggesting that the SM

cannot be a complete description of nature and must be extended. For example: it

predicts that the neutrinos are exactly massless, however neutrino oscillations have been

observed in con�ict with this prediction, it does not contain a viable dark matter can-

didate for which there is compelling evidence and our present understanding of particle
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Parameter Experimental Value Comment

Scalar
GF 1.1663787(6)× 10−5 GeV−2 -

mh 125.10(14) GeV -

Fermion

me 0.5109989461(31) MeV Scheme-independent

mµ 105.6583745(24) MeV "

mτ 1776.86(12) MeV "

mu 2.16+0.49
−0.26 MeV MS scheme at Q = 2 GeV

mc 1.27+11
−5 GeV MS scheme running mass

mt 172.76(30) GeV Direct measurement

md 4.67+0.48
−0.17 MeV MS scheme at Q = 2 GeV

ms 93+11
−5 MeV "

mb 4.18+0.03
−0.02 GeV MS scheme running mass

λ 0.22453(44) -

A 0.836(15) -

ρ 0.122+0.018
−0.017 -

η 0.355+0.012
−0.011 -

Gauge

α1 0.0102021(23) at Q2 = m2
Z

α2 0.03392266(10) "

α3 0.1179(10) "

Table 1.2: Parameters of the SM at their current experimental precision [14] grouped
by their Lorentz structure (scalar, fermion, gauge). The values for the CKM mixing
parameters are given in the Wolfenstein parametrisation and numbers in parenthesis
after the values are the one-sigma standard deviation uncertainties in the last digit(s).

cosmology overwhelmingly indicates that the SM cannot explain the observed baryon

asymmetry. Additional evidence for modi�cations of the SM, which are not necessarily

in con�ict experimentally but aesthetically appealing, also exist. For example: the small

size of the neutron electric dipole moment may suggest an additional global symmetry,

the �avour structure of the SM leads to a large hierarchy in Yukawa couplings (and also

leads to the most parameters) in the SM which may suggest additional �avour symme-

tries, gauge coupling uni�cation is suggested by renormalisation group equation running

leading to additional gauge and scalar �elds which itself may lead to a potential gauge

hierarchy problem requiring additional stabilisation to protect the electroweak scale mass

of the SM Higgs. The purpose of this thesis is to pursue some of the above motivat-

ing factors speci�cally for models appearing at low energy scales close to experimental
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observation. The particular focus of this thesis is on the impact that mass matrix �see-

saws� at scales not far from the electroweak scale can have on some Beyond Standard

Model (BSM) theories in the context of neutrino mass, baryogenesis via leptogenesis and

quark-lepton uni�cation.

1.1 Neutrino Physics

As a result of the chiral nature of SU(2)L, the SM Lagrangian does not contain any terms

which explicitly give mass to the fermions. As indicated by Table 1.1, all left-handed

fermions transform non-trivially under the gauge group SU(2)L whereas every right-

handed state transforms trivially. As a result, bare mass terms for the SM fermions are

forbidden by the combined requirements that the Lagrangian remain gauge and Lorentz

invariant. Instead masses are generated for the SM fermions through the couplings of

each fermion to the SM Higgs scalar φ:

− LSM ⊃ (Y`)ij`
i
Lφ e

j
R + (Yd)ijQ

i
Lφd

j
R + (Yu)ijQiLφ

c ujR + H.c (1.2)

with φc = εφ∗. The gauge-invariant, renormalisable self-interaction terms of the doublet

φ produces the potential,

V (φ) = −µ
2

2

(
φ†φ
)

+
λ

4

(
φ†φ
)2
, (1.3)

which develops a non-zero classical minimum known as a vacuum expectation value (vev)

at the �eld value 〈φ〉. The minimum can always be rotated into the form

〈φ〉 =
1√
2

 0

vEW

 (1.4)

where vEW = µ/
√
λ. As a result, the ground state of the Lagrangian is no longer invariant

under SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y transformations and mass terms for the charged leptons, down-

and up-quarks will be given by the singular values of

ME =
vEW√

2
Y`, MD =

vEW√
2
Yd and MU =

vEW√
2
Yu (1.5)
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respectively. Clearly the �eld content of Table 1.1 predicts the neutrinos, νiL, to be

exactly massless as the SM does not formally contain a right-handed Weyl degree of

freedom to pair up with the left-handed �eld in the same way as for the charged-leptons

and quarks.

1.1.1 Neutrino Oscillations

All fermions come in three generations, or �avours, which couple to the gauge bosons

through their kinetic terms

− iLSMgauge ⊃ (`L)i /D`
i
L + (QL)i /DQ

i
L + (eR)i /De

i
R + (dR)i /Dd

i
R + (uR)i /Du

i
R (1.6)

where /D ≡ Dµγ
µ is the covariant derivative for the given fermion. Of particular interest

are the interactions between the left-handed fermions, corresponding to the �rst two

terms of Eq. (1.6), which when expanded out generates

LSMgauge ⊃ −
g2√

2

[
(νL)i /W

+
(eL)i + (uL)i /W

+
(dL)i

]
+ H.c (1.7)

for the electroweak charged-current interactions. For massless fermions this implies that

there are no inter-generational couplings between the gauge bosons and fermions, however

for massive particles, time-evolution is determined through the Hamiltonian and therefore

all �elds must �rst be rotated such that they have de�nitive mass. Diagonalisation of

ME,D,U proceeds via

UxLMX(UxR)† = Mdiag
X (1.8)

for X = E,D,U where UxL/R are unitary matrices and Mdiag
X is a diagonal matrix with

real and positive-de�nite values to be identi�ed with each particle's mass. The �avour

basis therefore relates to the mass basis for the left-handed fermions through

(x′L)i =
∑
i

(UL)ij(xL)j (1.9)

where primed parameters correspond to the mass eigenstate. After rotating into the

mass basis the relevant charge-current quark interactions of Eq. (1.7) are now given by
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LSMgauge ⊃ −
g2√

2
(u′L)i

[
(UuL)†UdL︸ ︷︷ ︸

]
ij

/W
+

(d′L)j + H.c

VCKM (1.10)

where VCKM is known as the Cabibbo-Kobayashi�Maskawa (CKM) matrix [15, 16] and

is necessarily unitary as it is the product of two unitary matrices. A priori there is no

reason to expect that the mass matricesME,D,U are diagonal, unless a �avour symmetry

was enforced, which implies that in general VCKM will be non-diagonal. Therefore for

massive particles, inter-generational charged-current interactions will be induced and

the strength of these interactions will be determined by the misalignment between the

�avour and mass basis. Importantly for the charged-current lepton interactions, as the

SM predicts massless neutrinos, there is no misalignment between ν ′L and νL and therefore

UνL can always be rotated such that the equivalent of VCKM, known as the Pontecorvo-

Maki�Nakagawa�Sakata (PMNS) matrix [17, 18] which we label as UPMNS, is equal to

the identity matrix. Therefore in the SM, massless neutrinos necessarily predict that the

left-handed leptonic charged-current interactions will be �avour diagonal.

Neutrino oscillation experiments proceed by producing neutrinos through charged-current

interactions of known �avour and then measuring the �avour of the neutrino at a �xed

distance away from the point of production. If the given neutrino's �avour composition

changes between the point of production and measurement, e.g. a νe neutrino is pro-

duced but a νµ neutrino is measured at the observation point, an oscillation between the

di�erent neutrino �avours has occurred. Importantly for massless neutrinos, the charged-

current interactions contain no inter-generational mixing and therefore �avour oscilla-

tions are forbidden within the SM. The probability to observe the oscillation να → νβ

over a distance L can be calculated (see e.g. [19] for a review):

P (να → νβ) =
∑
i,j

[
(UL)βi(UL)∗αi(UL)∗βj(UL)αj

]
exp

(
i∆m2

ijL

2E

)
(1.11)

where we have written UL = UPMNS for brevity, ∆m2
ij = m2

i −m2
j and mi corresponds to

a neutrino's would-be mass. In the case of massless neutrinos (UL)βi(UL)∗αi = 0 for α 6= β

and ∆m2
ij = 0 for all choices of i and j, therefore the predicted probability of oscillation

is zero as expected. Therefore observations of neutrino �avour oscillation unambiguously
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Normal Ordering Inverted Ordering

∆m2
21 7.42+0.21

−0.20 × 10−5 eV2 7.42+0.21
−0.20 × 10−5 eV2

∆m2
3k +2.514+0.028

−0.027 × 10−3 eV2 −2.497+0.028
−0.028 × 10−3 eV2

θ12 0.584(13) 0.584(13)

θ23 0.855(24) 0.860(21)

θ13 0.1496(21) 0.1503(21)

δCP 3.4(4) 5.0(6)

Table 1.3: Most recent universal �t data [34] on the neutrino mass squared di�erences
along with the mixing angles of the PMNS matrix (excluding the Majorana phases)

assuming either a normal (k = 2) or inverted (k = 1) hierarchy.

imply that neutrinos in fact have mass as UL cannot be diagonal and therefore the SM

must be extended.

Neutrino oscillations have now been �rmly established as a phenomenon occurring in

nature, historically observed from atmospheric [20�22] and solar [23�28] sources and

further con�rmed by terrestrial sources from various long baseline [29, 30] and reactor [31�

33] experiments. Due to the relationship between Eq. (1.11) and physical parameters,

oscillation measurements allow for measurements of the entries of the PMNS matrix as

well as the neutrino mass squared di�erences, for a given L and E. The PMNS matrix

is conventionally parametrised by

UPMNS =


1 0 0

0 c23 s23

0 −s23 c23




c13 0 s13e
−iδCP

0 1 0

−s13e
iδCP 0 c13



c12 s12 0

−s12 c12 0

0 0 1



eiα1 0 0

0 eiα2 0

0 0 1


(1.12)

where c[s]ij = cos[sin](θij) and the phases in the �nal matrix are possible Majorana

phases. The most recent universal �t results [34] from all oscillation experiments for the

mass squared di�erences and mixing angles are summarised in Table 1.3. The hierarchy

(normal or inverted) refers to the possible hierarchy between the three neutrino mass

states which is as yet undetermined: mν1 < mν2 < mν3 or mν3 < mν1 < mν2 in the case

of a normal and inverted ordering respectively. Oscillation experiments are not sensitive

to the Majorana phases, if they exist, but they can be probed in other experiments, such

as neutrinoless double beta decay [35].
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The absolute mass scale of the neutrinos is as yet undetermined and oscillation exper-

iments, being only sensitive to the mass squared di�erences, cannot measure the mass

of the lightest neutrino. Cosmological and kinematic probes of the sum of neutrino

masses exist which can be used to place an obvious upper bound on the absolute mass

scale. Cosmological bounds on the sum of neutrino masses arises from late times (on

a cosmological scale) when neutrinos become non-relativistic and their energy density

changes from contributing to the total radiation density to the total matter density.

This produces measurable e�ects in CMB data, baryon acoustic oscillations and large

scale structure measurements. Most recently [36, 37] the limits on the sum of the masses

has been set at roughly ∑
i

mνi ≤ 0.110 eV (1.13)

at a 95% con�dence level although this limit varies somewhat depending on di�erent

model-dependent cosmological assumptions, but is certainly below the eV scale. Kine-

matic experiments o�er a less model-dependent limit, for example from measuring the

end point distribution of �nal-state electrons in beta decay, which similarly o�ers upper

bounds on an `e�ective electron neutrino mass' de�ned as

mνe =

√∑
i

∣∣U2
1i

∣∣m2
νi (1.14)

which has most recently set the bound [38]

mνe ≤ 1.1 eV (1.15)

at a 90% con�dence level and is expected to be further reduced down to 0.2 eV [39].

As the current neutrino mass limits arise from a combination of observed mass squared

di�erences as well as upper bounds on the sum of the masses, it is still phenomenolog-

ically possible for the lightest state to be exactly massless. The existence of neutrino

mass (with a non-diagonal UPMNS) also indicates that three of the four accidental global

symmetries of the SM Lagrangian Le, Lµ and Lτ are broken, which is clearly evident

from an oscillation event such as νe → νµ. However it is still possible for certain linear

combinations of the these three global symmetries to remain unbroken, for example the

global lepton number L = Le + Lµ + Lτ .

In summary, observation of neutrino oscillations necessarily requires a modi�cation of
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the SM such that neutrino masses can be accommodated. As a result, the number of

parameters in the theory must be increased from the eighteen within the SM to more

than twenty-four. Furthermore although the absolute mass scale of neutrino mass is as

yet unknown, current upper bounds suggest that the neutrino mass scale is extremely

small compared to the masses of the other SM fermions listed in Table 1.2. These limits

place the neutrino mass of each generation close to seven order of magnitude below the

lightest charged fermion. This hierarchy is unlike the charged fermion mass hierarchies

where each generation of particle masses are su�ciently grouped such that all particles

within a given generation are lighter or heavier than all particles of a di�erent generation:

νe, νµ, ντ � me, md, mu < mµ, ms, mc < mτ , mb, mt. (1.16)

1.1.2 Neutrino Mass

There are a large number of ways in which masses for the SM left-handed neutrinos can

be generated, most of which require the introduction of additional �elds to those listed in

Table 1.1. Arguably the simplest extension is to introduce at least two right-handed Weyl

fermion states such that neutrino mass is generated through the Higgs vev in complete

analogy with the other SM fermions, as in Eq. (1.2):

− Lν-mass = (Yν)ij `iLφ ν
j
R + H.c. (1.17)

which leads to

mν =
vEW√

2
Yν . (1.18)

While aesthetically this has the advantage of explaining mass generation of all SM

fermions through the same mechanism, the very stringent upper bounds on the neu-

trino mass of each generation requires that the singular values of the matrix Yν are

signi�cantly smaller than for all other Yukawa couplings within the SM.

Additionally, from the principles in which the Lagrangian of the SM was constructed,

all possible renormalisable and gauge-invariant terms should be included. The would-be

right-handed neutrinos, required in order to generate the Dirac mass term of the form

νL νR, have the unique property of being gauge singlets and therefore transform trivially
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under GSM:

νR ∼ (1,1, 0) (1.19)

and we will therefore refer to them as sterile neutrinos (SN). An additional Majorana

mass term

− Lν-mass ⊃ 1

2
(νcR)i(MR)ij ν

j
R + H.c (1.20)

is both Lorentz and gauge invariant and therefore should be included within the La-

grangian. It is important however to note that the inclusion of this term will completely

break the accidental global L symmetry present within the SM. The neutrino mass states

are now found by diagonalising the full neutrino mass matrix

− Lν-mass =
1

2

(
νL νcR

) 03×3 mν
D

(mν
D)T MR

νcL
νR

+ H.c (1.21)

where mν
D = YνvEW /

√
2 and MR are 3×n and n×n dimensional matrices respectively,

with n corresponding to the number of generations of SNs, and the mass matrix is written

in the Majorana basis and is therefore symmetric. Note that the top-left entry of this

mass matrix is a 3×3 zero matrix as an explicit Majorana mass term for νL would violate

gauge invariance, though it can be generated spontaneously with the introduction of a

SU(2)L triplet scalar with non-zero hypercharge.

Diagonalisation of this (3 + n) × (3 + n) dimensional matrix does not in general have

a simple analytic solution. However, if large hierarchies between the two matrices mν
D

and MR exist, then perturbative expressions can be derived. The entries of MR are not

generated through any symmetry breaking, as they are in mν
D, and therefore there is no

reason to expect these two matrices to be similar in size to each other perhaps suggesting

that a hierarchy between these two mass blocks is almost expected. For more complicated

extensions of the SM beyond the simple introduction of gauge singlet fermions, the

Majorana mass terms could be dynamically generated through some mechanism, for

example through the breaking of a gauged3 U(1)B−L. Even without considering possible

experimental constraints for the size of this new scale in the theory, there is no reason

to expect these two scales to be of similar order in general.

3The combination B − L is required from anomaly cancellation.
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Assuming the hierarchyMR � mν
D, which is known as the type-I seesaw scenario [40�44],

with one generation of �elds for simplicity, leads to

mν ' −
(mν

D)2

MR
and mN 'MR (1.22)

for the two mass states after diagonalisation at lowest order in the perturbative expansion

where ν ' νL and N ' νcR which we show in Appendix D.0.1. Due to the assumed

hierarchy between MR and mν
D, the two masses themselves are hierarchical with

mν � mN (1.23)

and a suppression in the lightest mass state in proportion to the heaviest mass state

occurs. Therefore the structure of the matrix mν
D in the multi-generational scenario

could be such that the observed �avour structure of the SM is preserved and, in the limit

where MR → 03×3, might predict

νe, me, md, mu < νµ, mµ, ms, mc < ντ , mτ , mb, mt. (1.24)

Although this hierarchy of masses is only speculative and not enforced in this limit,

such a hierarchy might imply additional �avour symmetries within the Yukawa sector

which are unobserved due the `seesaw' induced by the size of MR. This results in the

observed smallness of neutrino mass and attractively allows for the Yukawa couplings in

the entires of Yν to be signi�cantly larger. Figure 1.1 plots the required size of MR for

di�erent choices of the Yukawa coupling matrix Yν in the one-generational scenario for

di�erent choices of the light neutrino mass scale. Requiring order one couplings for Yν

requires the Majorana mass term to satisfy MR ' 1013−14 GeV, signi�cantly larger than

the electroweak scale.

As the Majorana mass term is (in the simplest scenario) a free parameter, two mass scales

are now introduced into the extended SM Lagrangian4: the electroweak scale vEW and

the Majorana mass scaleMR. However the hierarchyMR � vEW causes the mass mixing

matrix to generate a third scale mν ∼ v2
EW /MR which can explain the required lightness

of the active neutrinos albeit requiring ultra-heavy SNs. In the multi-generational mass

4A third mass scale is generated by the scale of QCD con�nement, however this is not relevant for
neutrino mass generated through the seesaw mechanism.
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Figure 1.1: Plot of the variation in the required size of MR as a function of di�er-
ent choices of Yukawa coupling Yν in the one-generational type-I seesaw scenario for
di�erent choices of the light neutrino mass scale. Requiring an O(1) coupling requires

Majorana mass scales close to the traditional GUT scale.

mixing scenario of Eq. (1.21), the light and heavy mass states are now given by

mν ' −mν
DM

−1
R (mν

D)T and mN 'MR (1.25)

where mν and mN are 3×3 and n×n dimensional matrices respectively. The derivation

of Eq. (1.25) is outlined in Appendix D.0.2. The condition required for the desired

seesaw e�ect due to a hierarchy between MR and mν
D in a multi-generational scenario

is if σi(mν
D) < σ1(MR) for all i is satis�ed, where σi(. . . ) corresponds to the singular

values of the given matrix sorted in ascending order.

For the opposite hierarchy in Eq. (1.21) where mν
D � MR the mass states are simply

given by

mν ' mν
D −

1

2
MR and mN ' mν

D +
1

2
MR (1.26)

and therefore the two neutrino states develop masses at a similar scale with a mass-

splitting determined by MR. As in the limit MR → 0 the neutrino mass simply arises

from the Dirac-mass term (similar to the other SM fermions), in this hierarchy the

physical neutrino states are known as pseudo-Dirac. Importantly this hierarchy implies

that the entries of Yν are required to be orders of magnitude smaller than the other

SM Yukawa couplings and will spoil the potential �avour structure observed in the SM.

One theoretically attractive feature of this hierarchy stems from the fact that MR is

the only parameter of the Lagrangian which leads to violation of the accidental, global

lepton number L. Therefore setting MR → 0 restores this symmetry which is allowed to
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be small by the principle of technical naturalness [45] which guarantees that quantum

corrections will not spoil the small size of MR assumed at tree-level.

Both hierarchies between mν
D and MR can therefore be motivated through di�erent

theoretical arguments. A largeMR, known typically as a �high-scale" seesaw, leads to the

required light neutrino masses with Yukawa couplings within the entries of Yν much closer

in size to the other Yukawa couplings in the SM. AdditionallyMR can quite naturally be

associated with the breaking of a gauged U(1)B−L symmetry, which often is required to

occur at high scales, motivating the large size assumed. This hierarchy however leads to

SN masses signi�cantly larger than what can be currently experimentally probed. Small

values ofMR can be attractive from technical naturalness arguments albeit requiring the

entries of Yν to be very small. An interesting variation on the two scenarios presented

above exists which allows for signi�cantly larger Yukawa couplings compared to those

required by the simple seesaw of Eq. (1.21) for a given SN mass and can also motivated

by technical naturalness.

If instead two SNs are introduced per generation of `L, which for de�nitiveness will be

labelled νR and SL, the most general mass mixing matrix which arises will be given by

− LνS-mass =
1

2

(
νL νcR SL

)
0 mν

D mν
L

(mν
D)T µN MR

(mν
L)T (MR)T µS



νcL

νR

ScL

+ H.c, (1.27)

where now µN and µS correspond to the allowed Majorana mass terms for νR and SL

respectively and the remaining entries arise from Dirac couplings amongst νL, νR and SL.

A number of di�erent scenarios are now possible depending on the di�erent hierarchies

amongst each block matrix. For brevity we focus on arguably the most interesting and

well studied scenario which assumes that the Dirac-mass terms within MR are much

larger than all other masses. Under this assumption, diagonalisation leads to

mν ' mν
D(M−1

R )TµSM
−1
R (mν

D)T −mν
D(M−1

R )T (mν
L)T −

[
mν
D(M−1

R )T (mν
L)T
]T

mN1 'MR −
1

2
(µS + µN )

mN2 'MR +
1

2
(µS + µN ) (1.28)

for the relevant block matrices at lowest order where ν ' νL and N1,2 is a pseudo-Dirac
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pair of neutrinos composed primarily of νR and SL. Note that the Majorana mass term

µN is absent from mν at lowest order and that µS → 0 leads to mν = 0 at all orders

regardless whether µN is non-zero or not. Therefore, µN is often set to zero due to its

subdominant contribution to the light neutrino masses. Most commonly, limiting cases

of Eq. (1.27) are considered: taking mν
L → 0 is known as the Inverse Seesaw (ISS) where

mν ' mν
D(M−1

R )TµSM
−1
R (mν

D)T (1.29)

and µN/S → 0 is known as the Linear Seesaw (LSS) with

mν ' −mν
D(M−1

R )T (mν
L)T −

[
mν
D(M−1

R )T (mν
L)T
]T
. (1.30)

The additional parameters which are now present can lead to a signi�cant reduction

in the scale of the SN masses (dictated primarily by the size of MR) as the Lepton

Number Violating (LNV) mass terms µN/S and mν
L are linearly proportional to the light

neutrino mass block. This can be compared to the simpler scenario of Eq. (1.25) where

the light neutrino mass block is inversely proportional to the scale of LNV. Now the

SN mass scale can be reduced for a �xed Dirac mass mν
D by decreasing the size of the

LNV parameters. This scenario is therefore a hybrid of the two possible hierarchies of

parameters in the minimal type-I seesaw: the lightest neutrino mass states have masses

inversely proportional to the heavy SN masses similar to Eq. (1.25), but additionally

the LNV parameters are assumed to be small in a similar way to Eq. (1.26), which is

motivated by technical naturalness, albeit at the cost of introducing an additional singlet

state per generation of SM fermions. As this scenario allows for large couplings within

Yν for much lighter overall SN masses (even TeV scale masses are viable with order

one couplings) this is an example of a �low-scale" seesaw with much more optimistic

implications for testability in current and future experiments. An important prediction

in such a scenario is the pseudo-Dirac nature of the SNs introduced which are expected

to have a mass splitting well below the GeV scale.

As gauge singlet �elds do not introduce any quantum anomalies, more complicated seesaw

scenarios are also possible with additional mixing e�ects between an even larger array

of neutral particles, one of which we will explore in Chapter 4. However, the above

two models demonstrate the overall possible relationships between the LNV parameters,

the SN masses and the desired light neutrino mass states. The light neutrinos can be
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inversely proportional to powers of the LNV parameters as in Eq. (1.25) requiring large

LNV e�ects, the light neutrinos can be (pseudo-)Dirac and insensitive to small LNV

parameters (requiring extremely small Yukawa coupling if the Dirac mass arises from

the SM Higgs) as in Eq. (1.26) or the light neutrinos can be proportional to positive

powers of the LNV parameters requiring the LNV to be small as in Eq. (1.28).

The minimal scenario of Eq. (1.21) is known as the type-I seesaw mechanism which in-

duces neutrino mass at tree level, the more exotic scenario of Eq. (1.27) is an extension of

the minimal type-I scenario. There exist two additional models which generate neutrino

mass at tree level: through the addition of a scalar SU(2)L triplet �eld, known as the

type-II seesaw [46�50], or through the addition of fermion SU(2)L triplet �elds, known

as the type-III seesaw [51]. In both cases su�ciently light neutrino masses are produced

in a similar way through a seesaw due to a large hierarchy between two parameters

in a mass mixing matrix. Non-minimal extensions to these two neutrino mass models

are of course possible through the introduction of additional triplet scalar or fermions

however these three models constitute the full set of minimal scenarios that generate

a tree-level Majorana neutrino mass. Other neutrino mass mechanisms exist, many of

which generate the light neutrino mass at loop level, however in this work we will focus on

seesaw induced light masses and particularly focus on extended type-I seesaw scenarios

as described above.

1.2 The Cosmological Baryon Asymmetry

An explanation for the origin of the baryon and lepton asymmetries required in the early

universe is an important area of particle cosmology. While the �eld content of the SM

listed in Table 1.1 is quite large and diverse, the visible matter content of the universe

is primarily made up of the composite proton and neutron, which themselves contain

only up and down quarks as valence particles, and the fundamental electron. The Dirac

equation [52, 53] famously predicts that for each fermion which is introduced into a

theory an accompanying antifermion must be introduced which has identical properties

with the exception of opposite charges. The subsequent discovery of the positron [54]

cemented the existence of antimatter which led to rich history of experimental discovery.

Arguably the most important consequence of the discovery of antimatter is its role in

the early thermal history of the universe.
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As matter and antimatter annihilate into radiation, an imbalance in the early universe

between their respective number densities would lead to a universe primarily composed

of one type after annihilation of the symmetric parts. In contrast a symmetric abundance

of the two would lead to, after thermal freeze out, an admixture of the two where likely

di�erent patches of the universe would be composed of matter or antimatter. Therefore

precise measurements of the matter and antimatter content of the universe leads to

important implications on the evolution dynamics of the early universe. This motivates

the measurement of the total baryon number density of the universe de�ned as

nB = nb − nb (1.31)

where nb(b) corresponds to the number densities of baryons(antibaryons) in the universe

at the present epoch. A similar quantity could be de�ned for the total lepton number

density however currently this quantity is unmeasured. Although electric charge con-

servation implies that the total number density for charged leptons, nL+/− , is required

to equal that of the protons, the equivalent neutral lepton number density is currently

unknown and requires accurate measurements of the cosmic neutrino background (CνB)

which corresponds to the remnant population of light neutrinos which decoupled from

the thermal bath5.

1.2.1 Evidence of a baryon asymmetry

The experimentally measured baryon number density is typically expressed by normal-

ising it to the photon number density observed today

ηB ≡
nB
nγ
. (1.32)

This asymmetry has famously been measured from cosmological observations at two

distinct epochs of the early universe.

5There are however some constraints on the electron-neutrino asymmetry due to its unique role
in BBN, which is expected to apply to all three �avours due to e�cient neutrino �avour oscillations
occurring below T ' 10 MeV [55, 56]. This asymmetry a�ects the overall neutron-to-proton ratio which
changes the predicted 4He abundance and the 2H/1H ratio. The current limit [57] on the electron-

neutrino asymmetry �xes −4.5 × 10−3 ≤ ηνe =
nνe−nνe

nγ
≤ 2 × 10−3 at a 68% con�dence level and

therefore it is still unknown whether there is an excess of electron-neutrinos or electron-antineutrinos.
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Firstly, when the universe was at a temperature of T ' MeV, roughly corresponding to

a time scale of seconds after the big bang, protons and neutrinos begin to fuse together

to make nuclear elements. Importantly di�erent assumed values of ηB at this tempera-

ture will lead to di�erent expected yields of various elements. After propagating these

predicted nuclear abundances to the current epoch, the currently observed abundances

can be used to estimate the required value of ηB at the time of big bang nucleosynthesis

(BBN). This prediction is dominated by the measured abundances of the lightest ele-

ments, e.g. 2H, 3He and 4He, which are most abundant in the universe. The resultant

baryon to photon density is conservatively constrained [58] to be between

2.5× 10−10 ≤ ηB ≤ 6× 10−10. (1.33)

Two key observations stem from this measurement: ηB is positive implying that the

number density of baryons exceeded that of antibaryons before annihilation and that

this value of ηB must have existed before the epoch of BBN.

A more precise measurement of ηB can be obtained from the epoch when electrons and

protons combined to form neutral Hydrogen, known as recombination. At this point the

universe became transparent to the remaining photons which, after redshifting, make

up the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation we observe today. A detailed

calculation [59] �nds that recombination occurs at a temperature of Trec = 0.308 eV,

corresponding to a time scale of t ∼ 105 years after the big bang, signi�cantly after BBN.

A value of ηB can be measured from the small anisotropies present in the temperature

map of the CMB. Speci�cally, peaks and troughs within the power spectrum of the

anisotropies are sensitive to the value of ηB as before recombination, baryons and photons

are coupled due to Thomson scattering. Recent measurements [36] lead to a derived value

of

ηB = (6.097± 0.035)× 10−10 (1.34)

which is broadly consistent with previous measurements from di�erent collaborations [60]

as well as the value derived from BBN above.
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1.2.2 Baryogenesis

Experimental measurements have thus �rmly established the existence of a non-zero

baryon asymmetry within the universe whose origin is required to be explained. In

particular, dynamic explanations, where the universe started with ηB = 0 and through

some early universe dynamics a non-zero value was generated, are preferred from both

aesthetic and theoretical arguments. Importantly, a period of rapid expansion, known as

in�ation, was required at very early times [61, 62] in order to provide a solution to the

various theoretical problems with the model of big bang cosmology, namely the �atness

and horizon problems. This period of rapid expansion would e�ectively dilute any pri-

mordial baryon asymmetry which may be present at earlier times to levels exponentially

smaller than that which we currently observe. Therefore at some post-in�ationary pe-

riod, a non-zero baryon asymmetry must have developed dynamically which is referred

to as the period of �Baryogenesis�. In�ationary models therefore restrict baryogenesis

to occur between the periods of reheating (Treh), when the universe re-thermalises after

in�ation, and the epoch of BBN, from which we have the earliest experimental evidence

of a non-zero ηB which appears to remain constant up to the present epoch.

Three conditions are famously required in order to dynamically generate a baryon asym-

metry and are known as the �Sakharov conditions" [63]. These conditions are:

� Baryon number violation.

� C and CP violation.

� Departure from thermal equilibrium.

The �rst condition is required in order to produce an overall increase of baryons over

antibaryons, or vice versa. Although B appears to be a conserved global symmetry

of the SM Lagrangian, non-perturbative e�ects [64, 65] which will be discussed below

occur rapidly at high temperatures allowing for B violation in the early universe even

within the SM, though we note that these e�ects, while not controversial, are yet to be

experimentally veri�ed. The second condition is required in order for the interaction

rates between baryons and antibaryons to be di�erent, otherwise antibaryons would be

produced at the same rate as baryons and therefore ηB would remain unchanged. Finally

a departure from thermal equilibrium is required in order to generate a di�erence in the
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number densities of baryons over antibaryons. In thermal equilibrium the reaction rates

of a process will equal its time-reversed rate. This will lead to an equal number of

particle and antiparticle microstates which necessarily implies their number densities

will be equal through CPT invariance. Often baryogenesis models utilise the expansion

of the universe as the catalyst for the departure of thermal equilibrium. If the relevant

interaction rates are slower then the expansion rate, su�cient cooling of the �nal-state

products will occur such that the inverse reaction become kinematically suppressed.

In principle the SM itself almost satis�es all three of these requirements. C and CP

violation exists within the quark sector and, as mentioned, baryon number violation

(although suppressed at zero temperature) can occur rapidly in the early universe. The

interactions of the SM quarks, which violate C and CP , remain in thermal equilibrium

far longer than the non-perturbative B violating processes and therefore the departure

from thermal equilibrium can only be achieved if the electroweak phase transition in the

early universe is strongly �rst order, see e.g. [66] for a detailed review. Detailed numerical

simulations have shown that a strong �rst order electroweak phase transition requires

a Higgs mass, mφ, below 80 GeV [67�72]. As the Higgs mass has been measured to

be signi�cantly heavier, the SM is unable to dynamically generate a baryon asymmetry

alone and additional �elds must be introduced. Assuming an unrealistically light Higgs

such that all three Sakharov conditions are satis�ed by the SM leads to a prediction [73]

of ηB ' 10−20 many order of magnitude smaller than what is measured. This indicates

that extending the SM to allow for a departure from thermal equilibrium is not su�cient

and additional CPV interactions are therefore also required.

1.2.2.1 B + L within the Standard Model

In the SM B and L are anomalously violated by fermion currents of the form [64, 65, 74,

75]

∂µj
µ
B = ∂µj

µ
L =

nG
64π2

εµνρσ
(
g2W a

µνW
a
µν + g′2BµνBρσ

)
(1.35)

where jµB and jµL are the baryonic and leptonic fermion currents respectively, nG corre-

sponds to the number of fermion generations, g and g′ are the SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge

couplings with W a
µν and Bµν their respective �eld strength tensors. Clearly the linear

combination B − L will be anomaly free whereas the orthogonal combination B + L is

anomalously violated. Although naïvely this may suggest that in the SM global U(1)
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symmetries for B and L cannot exist, a more subtle treatment shows that within pertur-

bation theory these two currents are conserved (see e.g. [76] for a detailed explanation).

Non-perturbative �eld con�gurations for the non-Abelian SU(2)L gauge �elds however

lead to interactions which violate the potential conservation of the two charges [65].

At zero temperature this occurs through tunneling between degenerate vacua, termed

�instantons�, and the rate of charge nonconservation can be calculated. An exponen-

tial suppression by a factor of exp(−8π2/g2) ' 10−81 occurs, with additional factors of

Yukawa couplings leading to an even larger suppression. Therefore, at zero temperature

B and L can be considered e�ectively conserved.

At �nite temperature however, for a su�ciently hot thermal bath, thermal �uctua-

tions can overcome the potential barrier between the degenerate vacua and classically

transition between vacua without the need for tunnelling. These transitions, known as

�sphaleron processes�, are not exponentially suppressed and therefore can happen more

rapidly. B + L violation will therefore occur in the early universe, at su�ciently large

temperatures, where the rate of violation depends on the height of the potential barriers

as well as the temperature of the thermal bath. Sphaleron induced B + L violation is

rapid enough to be in thermal equilibrium in the temperature range [77�81]

100 GeV . Tsph . 1012 GeV (1.36)

and can therefore play an important role in baryogenesis, provided that the remain-

ing two Sakharov conditions are satis�ed within this temperature range. Importantly

sphaleron processes violate the aforementioned B + L but not B − L, therefore if some

asymmetry in B−L is generated by some mechanism, the net B−L cannot be increased

or decreased. The B + L violation causes a reprocessing such that this asymmetry is

shared proportionally between nB and nL. An analysis of the chemical potentials of

processes within the early universe [82] indicates that

nB =
8nG + 4nφ

22nG + 13nφ
nB−L and nL = −

14nG + 9nφ
22nG + 13nφ

nB−L (1.37)

where nφ counts the number of complex Higgs doublets in the theory and only the SM

fermion �eld content has been assumed to be in thermal equilibrium. Therefore if some

mechanism injects a net nB−L into the thermal bath, the net asymmetry stored in B
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and L individually can be predicted. This can be simpli�ed to

nB = −
8nG + 4nφ
14nG + 9nφ

nL = −28

51
nL (1.38)

where in the second equality we have set nG = 3 and nφ = 1 as in the SM. There-

fore if baryogenesis occurs in a temperature regime where sphaleron processes are in

equilibrium, a net asymmetry should be observed in both the net number of baryons in

the universe as well as leptons. Interestingly this allows for baryogenesis to occur from

processes which solely violate L as long as the sphaleron rates are su�ciently rapid. If

possible, measurements of the neutral lepton asymmetry stored in the CνB, such that

the total lepton asymmetry nL can be determined, could therefore play a pivotal role in

determining whether nonperturbative SM e�ects are responsible for the measured baryon

asymmetry.

1.2.3 Baryogenesis through Thermal Leptogenesis

One of the most appealing models of baryogenesis, known as leptogenesis, occurs through

the decays of heavy neutrino states which violate L [83]. As previously discussed, pro-

vided that the majority of L asymmetry generation occurs within the temperature regime

of Eq. (1.36), where electroweak sphaleron processes are in equilibrium, more than half

of the generated lepton asymmetry will be reprocessed into a baryon asymmetry. Its

appeal is in large part due to the connection formed between the BAU and the seesaw

mechanism described in Section 1.1.2.

In the high-scale variant of the type-I seesaw a large Majorana mass term, MR, is re-

sponsible for the smallness of the active neutrino masses which necessarily implies the

violation of L. Additionally due to the large size of MR assumed, the heavy neutrino

mass eigenstates, mN , in Eq. (1.22) ensure that the region in which the L asymmetry is

produced is before the critical temperature of the electroweak phase transition, Tc ' 100

GeV, after which reprocessing of nL into nB becomes exponentially suppressed. Addi-

tionally, a minimum of two heavy SNs are required to be introduced such that at least

two of the active neutrinos gain a non-zero mass, and quite conveniently at least two

SNs coupling to ` are also required in leptogenesis in order to generate a non-zero nL.

This therefore satis�es two of the three Sakharov conditions by construction: B violation

occurs due to MR violating L with MR � Tc and the departure of thermal equilibrium
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Figure 1.2: The tree-level and one-loop diagrams contributing to the L-violating decay
chain N → `φ. The interference between the tree and one-loop diagrams is necessary
such that a non-zero asymmetry is generated. The middle and right one-loop diagrams

are known as the vertex and self-energy contributions respectively.

will occur when the decay rate of the SNs

ΓNi ≡ ΓNi→`φ '
1

8π

(
Y †ν Yν

)
ii
MNi (1.39)

falls below the Hubble expansion rate of the universe where it is su�cient to calculate

ΓNi at tree-level in this case. Once the universe cools to temperatures roughly around

the masses of the SNs, the inverse decays `φ → Ni will become Boltzmann suppressed

and therefore the process Ni → `φ will fall out of equilibrium, allowing for a possible net

generation of nL. In order for generation of nL to occur, CPV within the leptonic sector

is required, which is simple to incorporate and may even be measured in low-energy

oscillation experiments suggesting even more CPV phases may exist in the ultra-violet

(UV) theory for the relevant leptons.

Commonly the parameters

εαi =
Γ(Ni → `αφ)− Γ(Ni → (`α)cφ†)∑
α [Γ(Ni → `αφ)− Γ(Ni → (`α)cφ†)]

(1.40)

are utilised to measure the extent of CPV per SN decay, where α and i represent the CP

asymmetry generated from the decays of a SNNi to the lepton �avour α. At tree-level the

decay rate and the CP conjugate process are equal and therefore ΓNi must be calculated

including loop-level corrections in this case. Figure 1.2 shows the relevant diagrams at

lowest order which will generate a non-zero εαi . The middle and rightmost Feynman

diagrams of Fig. 1.2 are known as the vertex and self-energy diagrams respectively and

their relative importance in the calculation of εαi varies depending on the speci�cs of the

model.
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A detailed calculation [84, 85] �nds

εαi =
mNi

64π2ΓNi

∑
j 6=i

(
Aαij f(xij)︸ ︷︷ ︸ + (Aαij

√
xij + Bαij)

m2
Nj

(1− xij)

m2
Nj

(1− xij)2 + Γ2
Nj︸ ︷︷ ︸
)

εV εS (1.41)

where xij = (mNj/mNi)
2 and the loop function f(xij) is de�ned in Section 2.4.

Aαij and Bαij are expressions which are fourth order in the Yukawa couplings6 within Yν

which we suppress here for brevity but write in full in later chapters. The right hand

side of Eq. (1.41) is the leading order contribution to εαi . Higher-order diagrams will lead

to additional terms albeit suppressed with additional powers of the Yukawa couplings.

The labels εV and εS in Eq. (1.41) identify the contribution to εαi arising from the vertex

and self-energy diagrams of Fig. 1.2 respectively.

Importantly, the self-energy contribution within Eq. (1.41) grows signi�cantly in the limit

where

mNj (1− xij)→ ΓNj (1.42)

whereas the vertex contribution does not. This will occur when the mass splittings be-

tweenmNi andmNj become comparable to their decay widths. In this limit εS dominates

over εV by several orders of magnitude and the amount of CP asymmetry generated per

SN decay grows signi�cantly. Leptogenesis models can therefore be categorised by the

mass spectrum between the heavy SNs, mNi which we sort from smallest to largest mass.

Scenarios where mNj � mN1 , for j 6= 1, are known as �hierarchical� leptogenesis sce-

narios. Here εS and εV have similar contributions7 to εαi and due to the hierarchical

spectrum, the heavier SNs will fall out of equilibrium in the early universe well before

the lightest SN. Therefore any asymmetry generation due to the decays of Nj will, in

general8, be e�ectively washed out from the inverse decays of N1 which remain in ther-

mal equilibrium. Therefore the �nal lepton, and therefore baryon, asymmetry can be

6From the full expressions for A and B written in Eq. (3.43), note that Aαii = Bαii = 0, con�rming that
at least two massive SN are required in order to generate a non-zero asymmetry, and that Aαij = Bαij = 0
if all CPV phases are switched o�.

7A simple argument to justify this is that in the limit where mNj � mN1 , mNj can be integrated
out from the diagrams of Fig. 1.2 leading to an e�ective four-point interaction and therefore the two
one-loop diagrams will become identical.

8See e.g. [86] for an example where the heavier SNs are important for asymmetry generation in a
hierarchical sceneario.
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predicted purely from tracking the decays of N1 at the temperature in which it falls out

of equilibrium.

Scenarios where mNj ' mN1 , for some j, are known as �degenerate� or �resonant� sce-

narios of leptogenesis. As discussed, the self-energy contribution to εαi can be resonantly

enhanced and therefore su�ciently large asymmetry generation can occur for a larger

region of parameter space. This comes at the cost of a highly degenerate mass spectrum

of SNs which ideally should be motivated and also requires tracking the asymmetry gen-

erated in the decays of multiple di�erent SNs which fall out of equilibrium at almost

identical temperatures.

The �nal lepton asymmetry is determined by solving Boltzmann equations of the form

dnNi
dz

= −D
(
nNi − n

eq
Ni

)
dnL
dz

= εD
(
nNi − n

eq
Ni

)
−WnL (1.43)

where z = mNi/T , D is a function of source terms, such as the two-body decay of Ni,

which leads to asymmetry generation andW is a function of the washout processes in the

theory, for example the inverse decay, which removes the net asymmetry. Typically the

densities are normalised such that a co-moving volume contains one heavy neutrino in

ultra-relativistic thermal equilibrium such that neqNi(T � mN ) = 1. For simplicity only

the dominant 1↔ 2 decay and inverse decays are included plus the resonant part of the

some9 2↔ 2 processes which cannot be ignored to prevent overcounting [87]. A number

of additional processes will contribute to the evolution of nNi and nL: ∆L = 1 scattering

terms which involve additional SM �elds, the non-resonant parts of the 2↔ 2 scattering

terms already included and additional 2 ↔ 2 processes which involve other SM �elds.

A more complete set of equations including expressions for D, W and the additional

scattering terms can be found in Chapter 2 and Appendix A. Additionally, depending

on the temperature regime in which the asymmetry generation is occurring, tracking the

total lepton asymmetry, nL, compared to the asymmetry in each lepton �avour, nLα ,

can incorrectly predict the �nal asymmetry [88]. This is particularly important in low

scale models where the lightest SNs fall out of equilibrium below T . 109 GeV and will

be further discussed in Section 2.1.
9Speci�cally the (∆L = 0 and ∆L = 2) 2↔ 2 diagrams which involve only Ni, `α and φ.
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1.2.3.1 Constraining Thermal Leptogenesis

Leptogenesis is clearly an attractive explanation for the measured BAU with a com-

pelling connection to the experimentally measured light neutrino masses. Unfortunately

the simplest variant of leptogenesis, that is a high-scale type-I seesaw with CPV cou-

plings, is notoriously di�cult to test experimentally. Due to the relationship between

mν and mN in Eq. (1.22), requiring sizeable Yukawa couplings for testability leads to SN

masses signi�cantly larger than what can be probed by current terrestrial experiments.

Additionally, to con�rm any connection to leptogenesis, a detection of a SN is not suf-

�cient. Precise measurements between CP conjugate processes are required in order to

con�rm, then measure, CPV in its relevant interactions.

However, a number of indirect constraints can be placed on the high-scale type-I seesaw

if successful generation of the BAU is required. For a hierarchical spectrum of SN masses,

such that the asymmetry is generated from the decay of the lightest SN and any potential

resonance e�ects are avoided, a lower bound can be placed on the masses of the SNs.

Decreasing the masses of the SNs implies a reduction in the Yukawa couplings, for a

�xed mν , which leads to a reduction in the relevant decay rates and therefore in the

�nal baryon asymmetry generated. At some SN mass scale the smallness of the required

Yukawa couplings from neutrino mass imply that the generated asymmetry from SN

decay will fall below what is experimentally measured. This lower bound, known as the

Davidson-Ibarra bound [89], is given by

mN1 & 109 GeV (1.44)

which was found from analytic arguments and con�rmed numerically [90, 91]. This relied

on a few simplifying assumptions; in particular only the lightest SN decay was considered

and �avour e�ects ignored, and therefore can vary slightly when these assumptions are

lifted. Nonetheless this suggests that leptogenesis requires experimentally unreachable

masses.

However, a number of theoretical implications can be derived for such large SNs masses

which might be in tension with this lower bound. In particular a possible upper bound,

known as the Visanni bound [92, 93], can be placed on the SN neutrino mass of order 107

GeV by requiring that radiative corrections to the Higgs mass parameter µ2, driven by
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the high seesaw scale, does not exceed 1 TeV2. A clear tension exists due to the lack of

overlap, which can be resolved in a number of ways, for example by invoking supersym-

metry to stabilise the Higgs mass. Supergravity however famously predicts the existence

of gravitinos which are long-lived, and their decay products can spoil predictions of BBN.

Requiring successful BBN in supersymmetric models leads to an additional, upper bound

on the reheating temperature of Treh ∼ 109 GeV [94�96] and the tension remains as the

Davidson-Ibarra bound now suggests that asymmetry generation occurs before reheating.

Additionally, a recent study also �nds that high scale thermal leptogenesis would have a

catastrophic destabilising e�ect on the Higgs potential during reheating if it couples to

the in�aton [97].

An exciting prospect for testing high-scale leptogenesis is through the potential gravita-

tional wave signatures, although this requires the SN masses to arise from some high-scale

symmetry breaking. Future space-borne missions can probe the entire parameter space

of [98] and may begin to give a de�nitive answer whether high-scale leptogenesis is a

viable baryogenesis mechanism.

Although the above does not rule out type-I seesaw high-scale leptogenesis, it strongly

motivates the study of alternative scenarios, particularly those which allow for lepto-

genesis to occur at much lower scales such that possible issues at large cosmological

temperatures are avoided and the Vissani bound is respected. The simplest way of low-

ering the scale of leptogenesis is by utilising the resonant enhancement in asymmetry

generation which occurs for a degenerate spectrum of SNs. Alternatively leptogenesis

could occur with SN masses below the critical temperature of the electroweak phase

transition [99�101] if the SN population never reaches thermal equilibrium or through a

modi�cation of the scalar sector such that the tight connection between the heavy and

light neutrino masses predicted in the type-I scenario is relaxed [102�104]. Particularly

in the case of low-scale models, experimental discovery of any particles involved can be

more optimistic, and identifying the regions of parameter space in these models which

lead to viable asymmetry generation is important.

Leptogenesis as a baryogenesis mechanism relies on the reprocessing of nL into nB from

electroweak sphalerons. As such the lepton asymmetry of the universe is strongly pre-

dicted by Eq. (1.38) to be of similar order to nB and, importantly, predicts an excess of

antileptons. Charge conservation enforces that the lepton asymmetry stored in charged
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leptons is equal, in size and sign, to that of the protons and therefore leptogenesis models

almost fundamentally predict a large antilepton asymmetry stored in the CνB. A future

measurement10 of the net neutral lepton asymmetry will therefore serve as the strongest

evidence for or against leptogenesis as a baryogensis mechanism.

1.3 Quark-Lepton Symmetries

At the level of the SM, quarks and leptons are unrelated to each other. Obvious parallels

exist between these two fermion types, namely: the experimentally discovered left- and

right-handed quark and lepton states transform the same way under SU(2)L of GSM and

there are three identical generations of both particle types. There are of course a number

of key di�erence between them: quarks are coloured and leptons are not, leptons carry

integer charge whereas quarks have fractional charge, quark and lepton masses di�er and

the electrically-neutral right-handed lepton state is potentially absent unlike in the quark

sector.

Nonetheless the idea that quarks and leptons can be related by some symmetry is one

which precedes the SM itself. Before the development of the quark model of the strong

interactions a similarity between the electric charges of the three baryons (p, n, Λ0) and

the three discovered leptons (νe, e
−, µ−), when ordered from lightest to heaviest, was

noticed. From this a baryon-lepton symmetry was proposed [109] and their electric

charges could be predicted by a formula if (p, n) and (νe, e
−) were assigned to transform

as doublets under a new isospin group while Λ0 and µ− were iso-singlets. After the

introduction of the quark model this proposed symmetry was modi�ed to a quark-lepton

symmetry with two triplet multiplets (u, d, s) and (νe, e
−, µ−) which similarly led to a

formula for the electric charges of each fermion with an additional re�ection symmetry

proposed between these two quark and lepton multiplets. After the discovery of the muon

neutrino [110], νµ, the previously formulated quark-lepton symmetry was obviously no

longer viable, but the idea of a re�ection symmetry persisted, which motivated the

successful theoretical prediction of the existence of a heavier up quark [111] which we

know today as the charm quark. The subsequent discovery of the third generation of

quarks and leptons only strengthens this apparent similarity between the two.

10Currently the CνB is completely unmeasured but a number of detection techniques have been
proposed [105�108].
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The aesthetic similarities between the quarks and leptons strongly suggest some exten-

sion to the SM in which a quark-lepton symmetry exists in the fundamental Lagrangian.

Additionally, a signi�cant fraction of the parameters within the SM in Table 1.2 arises

from the large number of Yukawa couplings present. If additional symmetries are present

between the SM fermions, such as a quark-lepton symmetry, this could lead to a the-

oretically attractive decrease in the number of free Yukawa couplings. As this would

generically imply mass equality between certain11 quarks and leptons at some higher

scale, this may ultimately lead to an understanding of the large hierarchies of masses

observed at low scales.

A number of di�erent quark-lepton symmetries or uni�cations are possible, most often

through a continuous symmetry. The many di�erent grand uni�ed theories (GUTs) are

well motivated and studied candidates. Here the fermion content of the SM is embedded

into larger multiplets of a gauge group which contains the SM gauge groups as a sub-

group. Minimally, the �fteen chiral fermions of a given generation of the SM �t into two

representations, the 5 and 10, of SU(5) [112]:

5→ (3,1,
1

3
)⊕ (1,2,−1

2
) ≡ (dR)c ⊕ `L

10→ (3,2,
1

6
)⊕ (3,1,−2

3
)⊕ (1,1, 1) ≡ QL ⊕ (uR)c ⊕ (eR)c (1.45)

which contains GSM as a maximal subgroup. Although unable to explain neutrino mass

without the introduction of a singlet, quarks and leptons are now partially uni�ed which

at the very least explains why quarks and leptons have the same number of generations

at the low scale and their unequal electric charges. With the addition of a singlet to the

SM �eld content, for the purpose of neutrino mass, additional possibilities of uni�cation

become possible. The now sixteen chiral fermions can be uni�ed into just one multiplet

of SO(10) [113, 114], the spinorial 16 dimensional representation. Although many GUT

theories are possible beyond the two presented, they all commonly require large scales

of symmetry breaking when moving from the scale where quarks and leptons are uni�ed

to the SM. A consequence of many quark-lepton unifying models is the existence of

new exotic bosons, both scalar and vector, which couple quarks and leptons together.

As a consequence quarks can convert into leptons leading to unobserved processes such

as proton decay. Requiring su�ciently slow proton decay rates requires the scales of

11Depending on the speci�c quark-lepton symmetry assumed di�erent mass equalities may be pre-
dicted.
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quark-lepton uni�cation breaking to be even larger than the seesaw scale described in

Section 1.1.2 in the case of the two aforementioned GUTs.

Although in general quark-lepton symmetries are expected to be broken at extremely

high scales simply due to the need to suppress baryon number violating interactions,

some scenarios can be constructed with low scales of quark-lepton uni�cation breaking.

The Pati-Salam (PS) [115, 116] gauge group, which embeds the SM into

GPS = SU(4)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R , (1.46)

is one such variant. The breaking of SU(4)c → SU(3)c ⊗ U(1)X is required and the SM

fermions, plus a right-handed neutrino, are embedded in the 4 dimensional representation

of SU(4) which breaks as per

4→ 1−1 ⊕ 31/3. (1.47)

X can be identi�ed with B − L and lepton number can be thought of as a �fourth

colour�, explaining the observed pattern that quarks, with fractional charge, are coloured

whereas leptons, with integer charge, are not. Here, the proton can remain absolutely

stable due to the combination of the gauged B − L and an accidental symmetry of the

Yukawa Lagrangian and therefore gauge-mediated proton decay is forbidden, allowing

for much lower phenomenological scales of PS breaking. Importantly two mass relations

are predicted in the minimal model,

mDirac
ν = mu and md = me, (1.48)

which must be broken. It naturally generates a seesaw mechanism through the scalar

content required for PS breaking which leads to high-scale and low-scale breaking variants

depending on the neutrino mass generation mechanism, which will be discussed in detail

in Chapter 4. If the neutrino mass mixing matrix is of the form of the minimal type-I

seesaw, as in Eq. (1.21), PS breaking is constrained to occur at a minimum of vPS & 1012

GeV, well outside of experimental reach. If instead the matter content is modi�ed such

that a low-scale seesaw is generated, as in Eq. (1.27), the breaking scale is not �xed by

the smallness of the active neutrino masses and can therefore be at a su�ciently low

scale such that it can be constrained experimentally. The PS gauge group also happens

to be a maximal subgroup of SO(10) and therefore quark-lepton uni�cation may be a
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part of a chain of breakings from a large GUT down to SU(3)⊗ U(1)EM.

The gauge and scalar leptoquarks within the theory, while not strongly constrained by

proton decay, still mediate processes which are experimentally testable allowing for the

possibility of discovering a quark-lepton symmetry in current and future experiments.

A recent resurgence in the popularity of low-scale PS has occurred due to a number

of discrepant measurements related to semi-leptonic decays of various hadrons. In par-

ticular a set of anomalies has been measured involving the charged-current transition

b → cτν [117�119] and the neutral-current transition b → sµµ [120, 121] which can be

explained quite naturally in a low-scale PS model, or PS-like models, through its gauge

and various possible scalar leptoquarks. If these anomalies are con�rmed in the future,

this may be the �rst hint of a quark-lepton symmetry which is broken at scales not far

from the electroweak scale, of which the PS gauge symmetry is one of the most promising

candidates.

An alternative way of achieving quark-lepton uni�cation at low scales may be through

a discrete symmetry between quarks and leptons, similar to that which was historically

proposed between baryons and leptons, where GSM is embedded into

Gq` = SU(3)q ⊗ SU(3)` ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)X , (1.49)

where SU(3)q corresponds to ordinary colour and SU(3)` is a leptonic equivalent [122�

124]. Three copies of leptons per generation are predicted similar to the quarks but

the breaking of SU(3)`, and not SU(3)q, at some scale above the electroweak scale

results in the extra leptonic states having masses signi�cantly heavier than their quark

counterparts. Here a discrete symmetry relates the quarks and leptons and similar to the

case of the continuous PS symmetry, the SU(3)` breaking can be brought low through a

low-scale seesaw.

The aesthetic similarities between quarks and leptons is therefore a promising indication

of a theory beyond the SM which contains additional symmetries broken at larger scales

compared to electroweak symmetry breaking. The large number of ways in which quarks

and leptons can be related to each other, both at high scales and low scales, leads to

unique phenomenology for each model which, particularly for low-scale variants, can lead

to exciting experimentally testable predictions.
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1.4 Thesis Outline

In this chapter we have presented a brief overview of the SM and presented evidence

for two areas in which the SM is unable to explain experimentally observed and mea-

sured phenomena: neutrino oscillations and the measured BAU. Additionally we have

discussed a third area, quark-lepton symmetries, which also motivates an extension of the

SM albeit from theoretical arguments and aesthetics as opposed to unambiguous exper-

imental observation. An obvious connection exists between neutrino mass and the areas

of leptogenesis and quark-lepton symmetries. The simplest explanation of neutrino mass

leads to a super heavy SN state whose decays naturally lead to an L asymmetry which

SM processes can reprocesses into a B asymmetry, connecting the BAU with neutrino

mass. Neutrino mass and quark-lepton symmetries are also obviously quite naturally

related due to the disparate masses between the quarks and leptons, particularly in the

case of the neutrinos, which quark-lepton symmetries often predict to be degenerate. We

will focus our attention on the Pati-Salam quark-lepton unifying gauge group where the

scalars required to break the PS symmetry also generate masses for SNs at the same

scale.

The purpose of this thesis is to explore these two connections, particularly the impli-

cations that low-scale neutrino mass seesaws can have for leptogenesis and some phe-

nomenological implications they have in the case of PS. As a working de�nition we will

de�ne a low-scale seesaw as one in which the heaviest SN masses are close to the elec-

troweak scale (no heavier than 1000 TeV). This typically requires small LNV parameters

within a seesaw in order to generate a viable active neutrino mass spectrum.

In Chapter 2 we study the leptogenesis implications of assuming an inverse or linear see-

saw for neutrino mass with the lightest SN masses �xed at the TeV scale. In particular we

focus on a resonant scenario where the only mass splittings between the SNs arise from

the small LNV parameters within the mass mixing matrix and therefore avoid degen-

eracies between the SN masses of di�erent generations. Due to the exciting connection

between low-scale leptogenesis and low-energy CP violation, which we discuss shortly,

we analyse the implications for leptogenesis driven solely by the Dirac phase within the

PMNS matrix which, at the time when the analysis was performed, was favoured to be

maximally violating at one standard deviation for the normal neutrino mass ordering we

assumed.
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Chapter 3 builds on the work of Chapter 2 by demonstrating that the parameter space of

viable leptogenesis can be extended if additional resonance e�ects, beyond that generated

by the small LNV parameters, are included. In order to motivate the additional small

mass splittings between SNs, we adopt a continuous �avour symmetry implied by the SM

which enforces exactly degenerate SN masses at some higher scale. The breaking of this

�avour symmetry generates small deviations from this exact degeneracy and can widen

the parameter space of leptogenesis for the low-scale seesaws assumed. Importantly we

highlight that a �avour-alignment issue, which strongly suppresses asymmetry generation

for the minimal type-I seesaw extended by the same �avour symmetry, is absent in

ISS and LSS models and therefore are the simplest viable leptogenesis models with the

assumed �avour symmetry.

In Chapter 4 we analyse the seesaw implications of requiring a phenomenologically viable

spectrum of neutral and charged fermion masses for all three generations when a PS gauge

symmetry is assumed. In particular we establish that if mass matrix seesaws occur in

both the neutral and charged fermion sectors, a substantial reduction in the experimental

limits on PS breaking can occur due to a chiral-suppression in the relevant meson decays.

We will quantify which fermion embeddings of exotic �elds within PS lead to the desired

mixing e�ects and analyse the regions of parameter space required in each viable model.

Lastly, in Chapter 5 we conclude with a summary of the results of each chapter.



Chapter 2

Low-scale Resonant Leptogenesis

from Low-energy CP Violation

CP violation is a necessary ingredient for any baryogenesis model, otherwise the B-

violating interactions introduced will produce an equal amount of baryons and an-

tibaryons. In thermal leptogenesis, as described in Section 1.2.3, the CP asymmetry

arises from the complex phases in the Yukawa interactions between the heavy SNs and

the SM leptons. This therefore requires the two processes ΓN→`φ and ΓN→`cφ† to occur

at di�erent rates at the time of asymmetry generation. Two distinct sources of CP vio-

lation occur in leptogenesis: from low-energy CP violating phases observable in neutrino

oscillation or double beta decay experiments, or from high-scale CP violating phases

related to the SNs themselves. The low-scale CP violating phases appear within the

PMNS matrix whereas the high-scale phases can be grouped into an �R-matrix� in the

Casas-Ibarra parametrisation of the Yukawa coupling matrix, which we will de�ne below.

In this chapter we simultaneously explore the viability of a low-scale inverse (ISS), linear

(LSS) or a combined (ISS+LSS) seesaw as a leptogenesis candidate as well as determine

whether leptogenesis in these models can viably arise when the CP violation occurs solely

due to low-energy phases. Speci�cally we analyse the feasibility of leptogenesis arising

from the CPV Dirac phase within the PMNS matrix, which is the only low-scale CPV

phase guaranteed to be measured in the near future. At the time when this analysis was

performed [1], the Dirac-phase had its best �t value close to the maximum violating value

of 3π/2 for a normal ordering between the three light neutrino masses [125], which we as-

sumed in our analysis for simplicity. Since then the best �t value has shifted closer to the

33
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CP conserving value of π [34] although this may continue to �uctuate and a maximally

violating value for δCP is still well within three standard deviations of the best �t value.

Once the experimental limits on δCP begin to signi�cantly narrow, it will become clearer

whether the Dirac phase is at least partially responsible for asymmetry generation1. If

the Dirac phase was eventually measured to be CP conserving, low-energy CP violating

leptogenesis would remain a viable possibility through the Majorana phases which are

currently unconstrained. For simplicity however, we set them to zero in this particular

analysis.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.1 brie�y discusses the viability of leptoge-

nesis ocurring from PMNS phases at di�erent temperatures. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 explain

how neutrino masses arise in this low-scale model and demonstrates how to guarantee

the correct light, active neutrino physics. Section 2.4 describes the relevant leptogenesis

calculations. Section 2.5 details the constraints used and estimates the possibility of

future experiments in constraining such models. Finally, Section 2.6 presents numerical

results obtained in the analysis and discusses implications of these results. In Appen-

dices A and B we present the decay and scattering formulas used, and discuss the δCP

dependence of the asymmetry in more detail.

2.1 Viability of low-energy CP violation in leptogenesis

Depending on the temperature regime in which leptogenesis occurs, di�erent SM pro-

cesses are in or out of thermal equilibrium. This a�ects the validity of certain approx-

imations used in the calculations of the generated baryon asymmetry. If leptogenesis

occurs at high scales,

Tlepto & 1012 GeV, (2.1)

the Yukawa interactions of the charged leptons are far out of equilibrium and it is justi�-

able to simply track the total lepton asymmetry generated in each SN decay, as opposed

to tracking the net lepton asymmetry generated into each speci�c lepton �avour. The

heavy SN will decay into the three lepton �avours, Le, Lµ and Lτ in proportion to its

couplings and as no other processes are in equilibrium, the ratio of lepton �avour asym-

metries will remain �xed. A basis could therefore be chosen such that the SN decays

1However we note that the best �t value in the case of an inverted ordering still favours a maximal
CP violating value.
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into only one �avour of leptons, Lz = aLe+ bLµ+ cLτ , which is not spoiled by any other

interactions within the thermal bath and the other two orthogonal �avour combinations

have zero net asymmetry generated2. As a consequence of this, the low-energy CP vio-

lating phases of the PMNS matrix can play no role in the production of an asymmetry

in type-I seesaw hierarchical leptogenesis. In regions where tracking of individual lepton

�avour asymmetries is not required, the CP asymmetry parameter depends only on the

matrix Y †ν Yν , which does not depend on UPMNS. This is clear to see from Eq. (2.24) in

Section 2.3.3.

At lower temperatures, the Yukawa interactions of the charged leptons begin to come

into thermal equilibrium, with the tau lepton Yukawa interaction coming into equilibrium

below 1012 GeV and the muon Yukawa interaction coming into equilibrium at roughly

109 GeV. As a result of this, the additional thermal interactions will cause a decoherence

e�ect and tracking of individual lepton �avour asymmetries becomes important. It is in

this regime where low-energy CP violating phases of the PMNS contribute to a non-zero

value of εi in type-I leptogenesis. As between 109−12 GeV only the tau lepton Yukawa

comes into thermal equilibrium, two lepton �avours must be tracked in this regime: the

asymmetry in nLτ and the asymmetry in nLµ+e . Below 109 GeV two lepton �avours have

Yukawa interactions in thermal equilibrium and as such all three lepton �avours must

be tracked even though the electron Yukawa is still far from equilibrium.

Therefore high-scale leptogenesis models are, in general, unable to produce an asymmetry

from the low-energy PMNS phases, further removing possible chances of connecting it

to terrestrial experiments. Leptogenesis models with asymmetry generation at much

lower temperatures however can viably generate an asymmetry through these potentially

measurable low-energy phases. This possibility was �rst noted over a decade ago [88, 126�

128] in the case of type-I seesaw hierarchical leptogenesis. However, due to the Davidson-

Ibarra bound discussed in Section 1.2.3.1, the PMNS phases can only contribute to

asymmetry generation in a very small window of SN masses, as larger masses will cause

the relevant Yukawa interactions to fall out of equilibrium3. This e�ect is quite interesting

2This statement assumes a hierarchical spectrum of SN masses where the asymmetry generated in the
decays of the heavier SNs is su�ciently washed out such that their contribution to the �nal asymmetry
is negligible. If multiple di�erent physical SN decays need to be tracked at the epoch of leptogenesis
their individual couplings to the lepton �avours may break this potential �avour basis choice and would
likely require tracking of all three �avours. Nonetheless low-energy CPV phases will still not contribute.

3See [129] for a scenario where the Davidson-Ibarra bound can be lowered through a cancellation
between tree- and loop-level neutrino mass contributions widening the potential parameters space for
low-energy CPV leptogenesis in the type-I seesaw.
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to explore in low-scale models, however, as a measurement of CP non-conservation in the

PMNS phases coupled with a discovery of the Majorana nature of the massive neutrinos

could conceivably lead to strong circumstantial evidence for, but not de�nitively prove,

a thermal leptogenesis mechanism.

2.2 Neutrino masses in the Inverse and Linear Seesaws

For completeness, we brie�y derive the resultant light neutrino mass block in the ISS

and LSS models after diagonalisation. A neutrino mass matrix of the form

Mtype-I =

 0 mν
D

(mν
D)T MR

 (2.2)

has its lightest neutrino mass block given by

mν ' −mν
DM

−1
R (mν

D)T (2.3)

which we perturbatively show in Appendix D.0.2. The general ISS+LSS mass mixing

matrix

MISS+LSS =


0 mν

D mL

(mν
D)T µN MR

mT
L MT

R µS

 (2.4)

can be repartitioned into a type-I-like matrix:

MISS+LSS =

 0 MD

(MD)T MR

 (2.5)

where

MD = (mν
D, mL) and MR =

µN MR

MT
R µS

 . (2.6)

By assumption, the singular values ofMR are larger than all the singular values of µN/S ,

mL and mν
D which implies that the singular values ofMR are all larger than the singular
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values ofMD4. Therefore the result in Eq. (2.2) applies leading to

mν ' −MD(MR)−1MDT . (2.7)

This can be expanded with the de�nitions ofMD andMR to give

mν ' mν
D(M−1

R )TµSM
−1
R (mν

D)T −mν
D(M−1

R )T (mν
L)T −

[
mν
D(M−1

R )T (mν
L)T
]T
. (2.8)

At lowest order, the two heavy SN mass states are trivially given by diagonalisingMR

itself which leads to

mN1/2
'MR ±

1

2
(µN + µS) . (2.9)

Note that the Majorana mass term µN does not a�ect the light neutrino masses at lowest

order5 and therefore is of negligible importance to the analysis below and justi�es setting

it to zero for simplicity, as is commonly done. In this limit the mixing between the light

and heavy states is given very simply by

ζ =MDMR−1 '
(
mLM

−1
R , mν

D(MT
R )−1

)
(2.10)

and the combinatoin ζ∗ζT will measure the degree of unitarity violation within the ob-

served PMNS matrix.

2.3 Model

The full Lagrangian, with the addition of three extra SM gauge singlet fermions alongside

the three right-handed neutrinos, is given by,

−LBSM = λDlL φ
cNR + λLlL φ

c (SL)c +MR(NR)c (SL)c

+
1

2
µS SL (SL)c +

1

2
µN (NR)cNR + H.c.

(2.11)

4This is certainly true when ‖µN/S‖ � ‖mν
D, mL‖ however care must be taken if µN or µS contain

entries close in size (but still smaller) to the singular values ofMR. For large enough values within µN/S ,
some singular values of MR could become suppressed compared to mν

D and mL potentially breaking
the assumed hierarchy between the singular values ofMR andMD.

5As mentioned previously, higher order terms in mν which contain µN will always contain at least
one factor of µS and therefore in the limit µS → 03×3, assuming the above hierarchy of block matrix
singular values, the entries of µN do not contribute to mν regardless of their size.
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After the SM Higgs doublet φ gains a vacuum expectation value, vEW , and breaks

SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y → U(1)EM, the neutral lepton mass matrix arising from Eq. (2.11) has

the general form, in the [(νL)c, NR, (SL)c]T basis6,

Mν =


0 mν

D mL

(mν
D)T 0 MR

mT
L MT

R µ

 , (2.12)

where µ is in general a complex, symmetric 3×3 matrix andmν
D = λDvEW ,mL = λLvEW

and MR are in general complex 3× 3 mass matrices. The full mass matrix of Eq. (2.12)

has a number of limiting cases, according to assumptions on the allowed couplings and

their strengths.

2.3.1 Inverse seesaw (ISS)

The ISS mechanism arises from Eq. (2.12) in the parameter regime where σi(µ, mν
D)�

σ1(MR) and mL → 03×3, leading to the neutrino mass matrix

Mν =


0 mν

D 0

(mν
D)T 0 MR

0 MT
R µ

 . (2.13)

Upon block diagonalisation of Eq. (2.13), one can calculate the light neutrino mass matrix

to �rst order,

mν = mν
D

(
MT
R

)−1
µM−1

R (mν
D)T . (2.14)

The heavy Majorana neutrinos will be primarily admixtures of the NR and (SL)c states

with mass matrices of the form (above the critical temperature and again to �rst order),

MN = MR ±
1

2
µ. (2.15)

By contrast with the type-I seesaw model, there is now a double suppression of the light

neutrino states in Eq. (2.14) due to the smallness of
(
mν
DM

−1
R

)2
as well as the smallness

of the parameter µ as discussed above. In the limit of µ → 03×3 the light neutrinos

6For brevity in the remainder of this chapter we will write µS = µ and set µN = 0 as justi�ed in
Section 2.2.
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become massless and the heavy sterile states form heavy Dirac singlets in a way that is

independent of any other parameter in the theory restoring lepton number conservation.

The scale required in order to achieve the necessary active neutrino masses can be esti-

mated7 [130] ( mν

0.1 eV

)
=

(
mν
D

100 GeV

)2 ( µ

1 keV

)( MR

104 GeV

)−2

, (2.16)

where now the mass scale of the heavy SNs has been brought down to a relatively low,

potentially experimentally testable level and with electroweak scale couplings.

2.3.2 Linear Seesaw (LSS)

The limit µ → 03×3 of Eq. (2.12) is known as the linear see-saw (LSS), with a mass

matrix of the form

Mν =


0 mν

D mL

(mν
D)T 0 MR

mT
L MT

R 0

 . (2.17)

After block diagonalisation, assuming a similar hierarchy: σi(mν
D, mL) � σ1(MR), the

e�ective light neutrino mass matrix is now given by,

mν = −
[
mν
D

(
mLM

−1
R

)T
+
(
mLM

−1
R

)
(mν

D)T
]
. (2.18)

The heavy SNs have mass matrix (above the critical temperature)

MN = MR. (2.19)

Similar to above, the correct active neutrino masses are possible with low-scale heavy

SNs, ( mν

0.1 eV

)
=

(
mν
D

100 GeV

)( mL

10 eV

)( MR

104 GeV

)−1

. (2.20)

Massless light neutrinos are recovered in the limit of vanishing mL, and, in complete

analogy with the ISS parameter µ, this is the parameter in the LSS that can be chosen

to explicitly break lepton number and therefore can be set small from the point of view

of technical naturalness.
7In the one generation approximation.
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2.3.3 Casas-Ibarra parametrisation

The Casas-Ibarra parametrisation of the Dirac mass matrix mν
D [131] can be generalised

in order to satisfy the light neutrino constraints for this extended type-I scenario. In the

conventional type-I scenario, the e�ective light neutrino mass matrix is given by [132]

mν ' −mν
DM

−1
R (mν

D)T (2.21)

in the limit mν
D � MR, and with the e�ective mass term being ν̄Lmν(νL)c + H.c. This

3× 3 block is approximately diagonalised by the unitary PMNS matrix UPMNS,

U †PMNSmν U
∗
PMNS = mn ≡ diag(m1,m2,m3), (2.22)

m1,2,3 are the light neutrino masses, and

UPMNS =


c12c13 s12c13 s13e

−iδCP

−s12c23 − c12s23s13e
iδCP c12c23 − s12s23s13e

iδCP s23c13

s12s23 − c12c23s13e
iδCP −c12s23 − s12c23s13e

iδCP c23c13


× diag(eiα1 , eiα2 , 1) (2.23)

where we have speci�cally assumed a basis for the charged-lepton mass matrix which

is diagonal. For the remainder of this chapter, the low energy Majorana CP-violating

phases α1 andα2 will be set to zero as our aim is to see if leptogenesis may be successfully

driven solely by δCP , we also suppress the PMNS subscript on UPMNS as there is not

chance of confusion.

Equations (2.21) and (2.22) can be solved for the Dirac mass matrix mν
D to obtain the

Casas-Ibarra parametrisation,

mν
D = iU m1/2

n RM
1/2
R , (2.24)

where the matrix R must be orthogonal: RRT = 13×3 but not necessarily real. Thus,

inputting U and two out of the three masses in mn from experiment, this equation spec-

i�es the required neutrino Dirac mass matrix for given choices of the unknown absolute
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neutrino mass scale for the light neutrino sector, and the matrices MR and R.8

2.3.4 Extended Casas-Ibarra parametrisations

We now derive equivalent Casas-Ibarra-type parametrisations in di�erent extended type-I

seesaw models formν
D in order to ensure agreement with neutrino oscillation experimental

results.

2.3.4.1 Inverse Seesaw

In the case of the ISS, combining Eqs. (2.14) and (2.22) gives

(
m−1/2
n U †mν

D

(
MT
R

)−1
µ1/2

)(
µ1/2M−1

R (mν
D)T U∗m−1/2

n

)
= 13×3. (2.25)

Since µ is symmetric, we de�ne an R matrix and rearrange for mν
D to obtain

mν
D = U m1/2

n Rµ−1/2MT
R . (2.26)

In general R is a complex orthogonal matrix. However, in order to maintain δCP as the

only source of CP-violation, we restrict R to being real orthogonal, parametrised by

R =


cycz −sxczsy − cxsz sxsz − cxsycz

cysz cxcz − sxsysz −czsx − cxsysz

sy sxcy cxcy

 (2.27)

where cx = cosx and sx = sinx and so on for x, y, z ∈ R.

2.3.4.2 Linear Seesaw

For completeness the parametrisation required for the linear seesaw is also presented.9

8Note that the generated Dirac mass matrix will only be guaranteed to recover the correct mass
di�erences among the light neutrinos if it continues to satisfy the approximation used for the block
diagonalisation of the original mass matrix, namely σi(m

ν
D)� σ1(MR) in the case of the type-I seesaw,

and any other approximation used in extended or di�erent seesaw models.
9The pure linear seesaw will not be considered further (in this chapter) as above the critical tem-

perature, relevant for thermal leptogenesis, the SNs will have degenerate masses and the generated
asymmetry is highly suppressed which we discuss in Chapter 3.
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Combining Eqs. (2.18) and (2.22) leads to

−m−1/2
n U †

[
mν
D

(
mLM

−1
R

)T ]
U∗m−1/2

n +m−1/2
n U †

[(
mLM

−1
R

)
(mν

D)T
]
U∗m−1/2

n = 13×3.

(2.28)

De�ning

R = −m−1/2
n U †

[
mν
D

(
mLM

−1
R

)T ]
U∗m−1/2

n (2.29)

implies that the R matrix must now satisfy R + RT = 13×3. Rearranging Eq. (2.29)

gives the parametrisation for mν
D,

mν
D = −U m1/2

n Rm1/2
n UT

(
mT
L

)−1
MT
R . (2.30)

2.3.5 Inverse + Linear Seesaws (ISS + LSS)

In the case where terms from both the linear and inverse seesaws are present, the e�ective

light neutrino mass matrix at �rst order is a linear combination of Eqs. (2.14) and (2.18),

mν = mν
D

(
MT
R

)−1
µM−1

R (mν
D)T −

[
(mν

D

(
mLM

−1
R

)T
+
(
mLM

−1
R

)
(mν

D)T
]
. (2.31)

Combining with Eq. (2.22) leads to

m−1/2
n U †

[
mν
D

(
MT
R

)−1
µM−1

R (mν
D)T −mν

D

(
mLM

−1
R

)T − (mLM
−1
R

)
(mν

D)T
]
U∗m−1/2

n

= 13×3.

(2.32)

It is convenient to de�ne a new matrix

A =
1

2
mν
D

(
MT
R

)−1
µM−1

R (mν
D)T −mν

D

(
mLM

−1
R

)T
,

AT =
1

2
mν
D

(
MT
R

)−1
µM−1

R (mν
D)T −

(
mLM

−1
R

)
(mν

D)T . (2.33)

Rewriting Eq. (2.32) in terms of this new A matrix gives

m−1/2
n U †

[
A+AT

]
U∗m−1/2

n = 13×3. (2.34)

We thus de�ne

R = m−1/2
n U †AU∗m−1/2

n , (2.35)
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where R now satis�es R + RT = 13×3. Combining Eqs. (2.32) to (2.35) leads to the

non-linear matrix equation

U m1/2
n Rm1/2

n UT =
1

2
mν
D

(
MT
R

)−1
µM−1

R (mν
D)T −mν

D

(
mLM

−1
R

)T
(2.36)

which will satisfy the light neutrino bounds when solved for mν
D.

The choice of R above is not a unique parametrisation of mν
D for the neutrino mass

matrix. It is, however, convenient. Due to the non-linearity of Eq. (2.36) it is di�cult to

�nd an analytic solution for mν
D. We therefore solve this equation numerically to obtain

our results in Section 2.6, using an R-matrix of the form

R =


1
2 r1 r2

−r1
1
2 r3

−r2 −r3
1
2

 (2.37)

where ri ∈ R in order to make δCP the sole source of CP-violation.

2.4 Leptogenesis

In order to assess the viability of low-scale, Dirac-phase leptogenesis it is necessary to

change basis such that the SN mass sub-matrix is diagonal and real in order to consider

the decays of physical SNs to the standard leptons and Higgs boson. At this time in

the early universe, above the electroweak phase transition critical temperature Tc, the

SM leptons are massless and the SNs decay either to a charged lepton and a charged

scalar of the opposite sign, or a neutral lepton and a neutral scalar. Taking Eq. (2.12),

performing a block diagonalisation of the lower right 2× 2 block such that the SNs are

in their mass basis, and rotating the Yukawa couplings to the SM leptons, transforms

the mass matrix to the form [133]

Mν →M ′ν '


0 vEW√

2
y′D

vEW√
2
y′L

vEW√
2

(y′D)T MR − 1
2µ 0

vEW√
2

(y′L)T 0 MR + 1
2µ

 , (2.38)

where y′D and y′L correspond to the rotated 3 × 3 Yukawa matrices coupling the heavy,

sterile fermions to the SM leptons. For this 3 + 6 generation case, the rotation will be
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performed numerically. In the one generation, it case can be expressed analytically (to

lowest order) as [134]

y′D ' i

vEW

[(
1 +

µ

4MR

)
mν
D −mL

]
y′L ' 1

vEW

[(
1− µ

4MR

)
mν
D +mL

]
. (2.39)

The rotated couplings are a linear combination of the unrotated couplings. Note that

the coupling mL does not in�uence the heavy SN masses at this temperature.

Thermal leptogenesis proceeds because, once the temperature of the universe drops below

the mass regime of the heavy SNs [in our case O(TeV)], the inverse decays producing

SNs will fall out of thermal equilibrium and a net lepton asymmetry will be generated

by forward decays due to the non-zero Dirac phase, δCP , in the PMNS matrix.

Because of the low-temperature regime in which the lepton asymmetry will be generated,

where the individual lepton �avours are distinguishable, it is necessary to adopt �avour-

dependent Boltzmann equations, which is nicely consistent with our requirement that the

low-energy CP-violating phases contribute to leptogenesis. As can be seen in Eq. (2.38),

and given that the parameter µ can be small in a technically-natural way, a small mass

splitting exists amongst the SNs and therefore the lepton asymmetry generated may be

enhanced due to a resonance e�ect [84, 85]. It is therefore necessary to account for this

potential resonant enhancement in the calculation of the generated lepton asymmetry.

The CP asymmetry generated due to the decays of an SN, NiR, to a speci�c lepton

�avour α is de�ned as

εαi =
Γ (NiR → lαΦ)− Γ

(
NiR → (lα)c Φ†

)∑
α

[
Γ (NiR → lαΦ) + Γ (NiR → (lα)c Φ†)

] . (2.40)

For later use we also de�ne the individual branching ratios of each SN into a speci�c

lepton �avour as

Bα
i =

Γ (NiR → lαΦ) + Γ
(
NiR → lcαΦ†

)∑
α

[
Γ (NiR → (lα)c Φ) + Γ (NiR → (lα)c Φ†)

] . (2.41)

The CP asymmetry parameter εαi has been calculated previously for the general case,

incorporating both the hierarchical as well as degenerate scenarios as limiting cases, and
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including potential resonance e�ects [135]:

εαi =
1

8π (h†h)ii

∑
j 6=i

(
Aαij f(xij)︸ ︷︷ ︸ + (Aαij

√
xij + Bαij)

(1− xij)
(1− xij)2 + 1

64π2 (h†h)
2
jj︸ ︷︷ ︸
)

+ O(h6)

εV εS (2.42)

where Aαij = Im
{(
h†h
)
ij
h∗αi hαj

}
, Bαij = Im

{(
h†h
)
ji
h∗αi hαj

}
, xij =

(
mNj
mNi

)2
and

h = (y′D, y
′
L). The loop function of the vertex diagram contribution f(xij), is given

by [83]

f(xij) =
√
xij

[
1− (1 + xij) ln

(
1 + xij
xij

)]
. (2.43)

Eq. (2.42) includes a resonant enhancement in the CP asymmetry of a SN decay if and

only if

1− xij '
1

8π

(
h†h
)
jj
. (2.44)

2.4.1 Boltzmann equations

The �avour-dependent Boltzmann equations valid for the low-scale regime of interest for

the extended type-I seesaw considered are given by [85]:

dηNi
dz

=
z

H(z = 1)

[(
1 − ηNi

ηeqNi

) ∑
β= e,µ,τ

(
ΓD (iβ) + Γ

S (iβ)
Yuk + Γ

S (iβ)
Gauge

)

− 2

3

∑
β= e,µ,τ

ηβl ε
β
i

(
Γ̂D (iβ) + Γ̂

S (iβ)
Yuk + Γ̂

S (iβ)
Gauge

)]
, (2.45)

dηα
dz

=
z

H(z = 1)

{
6∑
i=1

εαi

(
ηNi
ηeqNi

− 1

) ∑
β= e,µ,τ

(
ΓD (iβ) + Γ

S (iβ)
Yuk + Γ

S (iβ)
Gauge

)

− 2

3
ηα

[
6∑
i=1

Bα
i

(
Γ̃D (iα) + Γ̃

S (iα)
Yuk + Γ̃

S (iα)
Gauge + Γ

W (iα)
Yuk + Γ

W (iα)
Gauge

)

+
∑

β= e,µ,τ

(
Γ

∆L=2 (αβ)
Yuk + Γ

∆L=0 (αβ)
Yuk

)]

− 2

3

∑
β= e,µ,τ

ηβ

[
6∑
i=1

εαi ε
β
i

(
Γ
W (iβ)
Yuk + Γ

W (iβ)
Gauge

)

+ Γ
∆L=2 (βα)
Yuk − Γ

∆L=0 (βα)
Yuk

]}
, (2.46)
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where the functions ΓX... represent various decay and scattering cross sections normalised

to photon density. They are explicitly rewritten in Appendix A. An alternative approach

is to use �avour-covariant rate equations relevant for resonant scenarios which incorpo-

rate quantum decoherence e�ects [136, 137], in Chapter 3 we roughly estimate that the

decoherence e�ects do not alter the results of our analysis signi�cantly.

The Boltzmann equations in Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46) involve the rescaled variable,

z =
mN1

T
(2.47)

and the number density of each particle species has been normalised to the photon density

ηa(z) =
na(z)

nγ(z)
(2.48)

with

nγ(z) =
2T 3

π2
=

2m3
N1

π2

1

z3
. (2.49)

The term H(T ) corresponds to the Hubble parameter

H(T ) =

√
4π3

45
g

1/2
?

T 2

MPlanck
=⇒ H(z) =

√
4π3

45
g

1/2
?

m2
N1

z2MPlanck
, (2.50)

where MPlanck = 1.2 × 1019 GeV and g? = gSM = 106.75 is the number of relativistic

degrees of freedom of the SM at the temperature relevant to leptogenesis at z & 1.

The Boltzmann equations above utilise all ∆L = 0, 1, 2 scattering terms.10 As shown

in Ref. [134], the ∆L = 2 contributions can be of particular importance in this low-

scale realisation, where lepton number is approximately conserved, for reducing the total

e�ective washout.

2.4.2 Baryon asymmetry

As the SN decays generate the majority of the asymmetry at around the TeV scale, we

adopt the approximation that the critical temperature is a hard cuto� for reprocessing the

lepton asymmetry into a baryon asymmetry. In other words, we will not be considering

the temperature dependence of the sphaleron rate as the temperature passes across the

10In �avoured leptogenesis it is necessary to include ∆L = 0 lepton-�avour-violating but lepton-
number-conserving interactions.
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electroweak phase transition, with [138]

Tc = (246 GeV)

(
1

2
+

3g2

16λ
+

g′2

16λ
+
ht
4λ

)−1/2

, (2.51)

where ht is the top-quark Yukawa coupling, λ is the Higgs quartic coupling, and g and g′

are the U(1)Y and SU(2) gauge couplings. Therefore the lepton asymmetry will simply

be read o� at the critical temperature, which is when z = zc with

zc =
mN1

Tc
. (2.52)

This asymmetry is reprocessed by sphaleron e�ects into a baryon asymmetry, and in the

case of three families and one Higgs doublet we have

ηB = −28

51

1

27

∑
α=e,µ,τ

ηα. (2.53)

The factor of 28/51 arises from the fraction of lepton asymmetry reprocessed into a

baryon asymmetry by the electroweak sphalerons [82], while 1/27 is the dilution factor

from photon production until the recombination epoch [139].

As a consistency check, the asymmetries calculated through numerical solution of the

Boltzmann equations were compared with an approximate analytic solution which is

valid in the large washout regime, Keff
α ≥ 5, where

Kα
eff = κα

∑
i

KiB
α
i , (2.54)

and

κα = 2
∑

i,j(j 6=i)

Re
[
(h)iα (h)∗jα

(
hh†
)

ij

]
+ Im

[(
(h)iα (h)∗jα

)2
]

Re
[
(h†h)αα

{
(hh†)ii + (hh†)jj

}] (
1− 2i

mi −mj

Γi + Γj

)−1

.

(2.55)

These low-scale models easily satisfy the Kα
eff ≥ 5 condition [139, 140]. The approximate

asymmetry is then estimated as

ηapprox.
B = −28

51

1

27

3

2

∑
α,i

εαi
Kα

effMin[zc, 1.25 ln(25Kα
eff)]

. (2.56)
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Example parameters (ISS+LSS) |ηB|
∣∣ηapprox.
B

∣∣
mL = 7.42× 10−5 [GeV]
µ = 7.27× 10−14 [GeV] 3.03× 10−12 5.11× 10−12

r1 = 0.092, r2 = 0.163, r3 = 0.741

mL = 2.69× 10−3 [GeV]
µ = 6.59× 10−10 [GeV] 2.39× 10−14 6.70× 10−14

r1 = 0.013, r2 = 0.014, r3 = 0.800

mL = 9.72× 10−5 [GeV]
µ = 3.44× 10−6 [GeV] 1.29× 10−10 2.94× 10−10

r1 = 0.129, r2 = 0.134, r3 = 0.202

mL = 7.71× 10−4 [GeV]
µ = 1.49× 10−17 [GeV] 7.17× 10−17 1.98× 10−16

r1 = 0.084, r2 = 0.359, r3 = 0.026

Table 2.1: Comparison between the numerically computed asymmetry |ηB | and the
analytic approximation |ηapprox.

B | from Eq. (2.56) for example points of parameter space
in the ISS+LSS regime.

A relatively close agreement was found between the numerical results and the analytic

approximations in both the pure ISS and the ISS+LSS scenario demonstrated in Ta-

ble 2.1.

2.5 Constraints

In this section we detail the constraints we impose upon our model. Firstly, we place

a perturbativity constraint on the Yukawa couplings generated using the Casas-Ibarra

formalism, |hij |2 ≤ 4π. An alternative perturbative unitarity constraint often used is

Γi
mi

< 1
2 which results in a similar e�ect on the parameter space. We also require that

the light, active neutrino masses satis�es the oscillation limits taken from Ref. [125] and

listed in Table 2.2. We consider only the normal hierarchy for the light neutrinos as the

inverted hierarchy is disfavoured in the inverse seesaw model [141]. We rejected points

that did not satisfy the current mass di�erence squared best �t values to within 1σ. For

de�niteness, the lightest neutrino mass was �xed to 0.1 eV and the Dirac phase δCP �xed

to 3π/2. The values of the three mixing angles were �xed to their best �t points.
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Parameter Value

sin2 θ12 0.306
sin2 θ23 0.441
sin2 θ13 0.02166

∆m2
21/(10−5 eV2) 7.5+0.19

−0.17

∆m2
31/(10−3 eV2) 2.524+0.039

−0.040

m1/ eV 0.1
δCP 3π/2

Table 2.2: List of experimental results relevant to the PMNS matrix and the light
neutrino mass splittings �xed by active neutrino oscillation experiments at the time
of the analysis. The light neutrino mass di�erences were allowed to vary within 1σ of

their current best �t values [125].

2.5.1 Unitarity

The inclusion of heavy SN states in the theory results in a violation of unitarity of

the PMNS matrix due to the mixing between the active and sterile states. Unlike for

the vanilla type-I case, the unitarity violation required in the leptonic sector can be

potentially used as a discovery signal. To estimate the level of unitarity violation present

we de�ne the matrix

V =

V3×3 V3×6

V6×3 V6×6

 (2.57)

which diagonalises the full 9× 9 neutrino matrix of Eq. (2.12) through

V TMνV = Mdiag
ν . (2.58)

The matrix V has an exact representation derived using [142�144],

V =

 (
13×3 + ζ∗ζT

)−1/2
ζ∗
(
16×6 + ζT ζ∗

)−1/2

−ζT
(
13×3 + ζ∗ζT

)−1/2 (
16×6 + ζT ζ∗

)−1/2

U 0

0 V ′

 (2.59)

where U is the usual PMNS matrix which would exactly diagonalise the light neutrino

block in the absence of the heavy SNs. V ′ is the unitary matrix diagonalising the heavy

neutrino mass sub-matrix,

(
V ′
)T  0 MR

MT
R µ

V ′ =

M− 0

0 M+

 (2.60)
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and M± = MR ± µ above the critical temperature. While V ′ will be numerically com-

puted, it can be approximated in the case where MR and µ are diagonal to lowest order

by

V ′ =

√
2

2

13 −i13

13 i13

+O(µM−1
R ). (2.61)

ζ is a 3× 6 matrix

ζ =
(
mLM

−1
R , mν

D(MT
R )−1

)
≡ (F1, F2) , (2.62)

which satis�es11 ||ζ|| < 1 by construction, the matrices Fi are often used instead of ζ in

the literature [145, 146].

Each component of V in Eq. (2.59) can be expressed in terms of ζ, or F if expanding at

lowest order,

V3×3 =
(
13×3 + ζ∗ζT

)−1/2
U '

(
13×3 −

1

2
F ∗i F

T
i

)
U = (13×3 − η)U∗ (2.63)

where η expresses the �deviation from unitarity�,

η ≡ 13×3 −
(
13×3 + ζ∗ζT

)−1/2 ' 1

2

(
F ∗1F

T
1 + F ∗2F

T
2

)
. (2.64)

The remaining components of V can be similarly expressed,

V3×6 = ζ∗
(
16×6 + ζT ζ∗

)−1/2
V ′ ' (F ∗1 , F

∗
2 )V ′, (2.65)

V6×3 = −ζT
(
13×3 + ζ∗ζT

)−1/2
U ' −

F T1
F T2

U∗, (2.66)

V6×6 =
(
16×6 + ζT ζ∗

)−1/2
V ′ '

16×6 −
1

2

F T1 F ∗1 F T1 F
∗
2

F T2 F
∗
1 F T2 F

∗
2

V ′. (2.67)

The deviation from unitarity allowed by experimental observation from universality tests

of weak interactions, rare leptonic decays, the invisible width of Z-boson and neutrino

oscillation data is expressed through maximum allowed values for the entries in the

11In the inverse and linear approximations.
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matrix η [147],

|ηij | <


1.3× 10−3 1.2× 10−5 1.4× 10−3

1.2× 10−5 2.2× 10−4 6.0× 10−4

1.4× 10−3 6.0× 10−4 2.8× 10−3

 . (2.68)

2.5.2 Charged Lepton Flavour Violation (cLFV)

2.5.2.1 µ→ eγ

The current 90% C.L. upper bound on the branching ratio of µ → eγ from the MEG

collaboration is [148]

BR(µ→ eγ) < 4.2× 10−13 . (2.69)

The branching ratio for this process in the presence of additional sterile neutrinos is given

by [141, 149]

BR(µ→ eγ) =
α3
ws

2
w

256π2

m5
µ

M4
W

1

Γµ

∣∣∣∣∣
9∑
i=1

V ?
µiVeiG(yi)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (2.70)

where the loop function is given by

G(x) = −2x3 + 5x2 − x
4(1− x)3

− 3x3

2(1− x)4
lnx (2.71)

and yi = m2
i /M

2
W , αw = g2

w/4π, s
2
w = 1− (MW /MZ)2, mi refers to both the active and

sterile neutrinos and the matrix V is de�ned above in Eq. (2.57).

The design sensitivity of the proposed MEGII detector [150] is expected to increase the

90% C.L. bound of Eq. (2.69) to

BR(µ→ eγ) < 5× 10−14 . (2.72)

2.5.2.2 µ→ e conversion

The current strongest limit on the branching ratio for µ → e coherent conversion on

nuclei is from experiments involving gold [151],

BR(µAu→ eAu) < 7.0× 10−13. (2.73)
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The expected sensitivity of the future experiments COMET and Mu2e is estimated

at BR(µ−N→ e−N) . 10−17 [152], providing a potentially competitive cLFV limit to

BR(µ→ eγ).

It was shown in Ref. [153] that in ISS models the long range, photonic contribution dom-

inates in coherent conversion12 and so there is a tight relationship between the expected

branching ratios of µ → e conversion and µ → eγ. When the photonic contribution

dominates, µ→ e conversion can expressed in terms of the BR(µ→ eγ) as [155]

BR(µ−N→ e−N) ∼ B(A,Z)

428
BR(µ→ eγ), (2.74)

where B(A,Z) corresponds to a rate dependence on the mass number A and atomic

number Z for nucleus N . In this limit it is thus possible to use µ → e conversion to

constrain µ→ eγ (or vice versa). Both Mu2E and COMET will initially make use of an

aluminium target for which B(A,Z) ∼ 1.1, implying

BR(µ−N→ e−N) ∼ 2.6× 10−3 BR(µ→ eγ). (2.75)

The �rst run of COMET in 2018 has an expected sensitivity of

BR(µ−N→ e−N) ∼ 3× 10−15. (2.76)

Comparing this to Eq. (2.75) constrains BR(µ→ eγ) . 1.15× 10−12, a less competitive

limit to the current limit directly measured [Eq. (2.69)]. However, the lifetime sensitivity

of the COMET experiment is expected to be O(10−17), implying a constraint of BR(µ→

eγ) . 3.84× 10−15. This would be an order of magnitude more sensitive in constraining

models of heavy sterile neutrinos compared to the expectation in Eq. (2.72).

2.5.3 Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay

A Majorana mass contribution for neutrinos implies the possibility of neutrinoless double

beta decay. In our model, all the SN states are much heavier than the momentum

transfer involved in double beta decay mNi � 100 MeV. Accordingly the light neutrino

12For singlet fermion masses in these ISS models much lower than 1 TeV the photonic contribution
can become sub-dominant to other diagrams making this approximation invalid [154].
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propagator can be approximated by [156]

1

p2 −m2
Ni

= − 1

m2
Ni

+O

(
p2

m4
Ni

)
. (2.77)

The dominant contribution will come from the active, light neutrinos, and the allowed

region of the lightest neutrino masses will remain the same as in the SM.13. Refer-

ence [159] also demonstrates that, in our mass-range of interest, contributions to the

electron electric dipole moment are not signi�cant enough to have measurable e�ects.

2.6 Numerical Results

We consider the 3+3 scenario in which three right-handed neutrinos νR and three singlets

SL are added to the SM. The minimal scenario allowed by experiment is actually a 2 + 2

theory, since one of the active neutrinos is allowed to be massless. However as we are

considering SNs with similar TeV-scale masses, a degenerate spectrum of active neutrino

masses is assumed due to the degenerate spectrum of sterile neutrinos considered.

Following [160] we �x both the lepton number violating parameters,14 mL and µ to be

diagonal such thatmν
D is the only source of �avour violation in the theory for simplicity, in

Chapter 3 we discuss how this might be motivated through additional �avour symmetries

suggested by the SM. For simplicity all plots below in the three-generational scenarios

have µ and mL proportional to the identity matrix such that each matrix block depends

on only one parameter: µ = µp13×3 and mL = (mL)p13×3, the conclusions drawn also

apply when these matrices are diagonal, but not proportional to the identity, provided

that at least one of the values along the diagonal is of similar size. In our scans over µp

and (mL)p below we will drop the subscript, it should be clear in the multi-generational

scenario when we are referring to the 3× 3 matrix (proportional to the identity matrix)

and the coe�cient of this matrix (which is what is scanned over). These parameters are

randomly scanned with the ranges,

µp ∼ O(10−8 − 1) GeV (2.78)

13A possible caveat to this is when one-loop corrections and higher order terms become non-negligible.
SNs as heavy as 5 GeV can dominate in certain limits [157] or if very large complex entries in the R-matrix
are considered [158].
14The Majorana mass term µ can be taken to be diagonal without loss of generality, as can µ and mL,

but not µ, mL, MR simultaneously.
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Figure 2.1: Log-Log scale plots of the light neutrino mass splittings (orange curves) as
a function of the Majorana parameter µ in the ISS, for normal ordering and parameter
choices as described in the text. The coloured bands correspond to the current 1σ
experimental limits on the allowed mass splittings between the light neutrino mass
eigenstates. For regions below µ . 10−8 GeV, the generated Dirac matrix mν

D grows
too large and the block diagonalisation assumptions in Eq. (2.14) break down.

for the pure ISS and,

µp ∼ O(10−17 − 1) GeV

(mL)p ∼ O(10−9 − 1) GeV (2.79)

in the ISS+LSS scenario. The reasons for these choices are shown in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2.

Figure 2.1 shows the light neutrino mass splittings as a function of µ in the inverse seesaw

model. Once µ < 10−8 GeV the Dirac mass matrix mν
D generated using the Casas-Ibarra

method becomes too large and the block-diagonalisation assumptions used in Eq. (2.14)

break down. Figure 2.2 shows the light neutrino mass splittings in the ISS+LSS scenario.

The top panels demonstrate that mL should be greater than 10−9 GeV. The bottom

panels show the neutrino mass splitting dependence on µ, where we only select points

that satisfy mL > 10−9 GeV. Clearly in this case we can achieve much lower values of µ

than in the ISS model.

Similarly, the matrix MR which will �x the overall mass scale of the SNs is taken to be

diagonal with values given by

(
Mdeg
R

1 TeV

)
=


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1
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Figure 2.2: Top panels: Log-Log scale plots of the light neutrino mass splittings
as a function of the linear parameter mL in the ISS+LSS, for normal ordering and
parameter choices as described in the text. The coloured bands correspond to the
current 1σ experimental limits on the allowed mass splittings. For regions mL . 10−9

GeV, the generated Dirac matrix mν
D grows too large and the block diagonalisation

assumptions in Eq. (2.14) break down. Bottom panels: Log-Log scale plots of the
light neutrino mass splittings as a function of µ when mL > 10−9 GeV. Note that much
smaller values of µ are allowed if mL is turned on compared to the pure ISS scenario.

(
Mhier
R

1 TeV

)
=


1 0 0

0 5 0

0 0 5

 (2.80)

in the degenerate and hierarchical cases, respectively, as justi�ed below.

As stated earlier, the Casas-Ibarra R matrix is kept real in order to explore leptogenesis

purely driven by the Dirac phase. It was varied according to

x, y, z ∼ [0, 2π] (2.81)

in the case of the pure ISS, where x, y and z are the elements of the R matrix as de�ned

in Eq. (2.27). In the case of the ISS+LSS, it was varied according to

r1,2,3 ∼ O(10−2 − 1) (2.82)
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Figure 2.3: Solutions of the Boltzmann equations for the same set of parameters
solved with ηNi(zin) = 0 (Left Panel) and ηNi(zin) = ηeq

Ni
(Right Panel). The

brown, dotted lines correspond to the population of the six SNs ηNi and the coloured,
full lines to |ηα|. The orange, dot-dashed line is the critical temperature, zc ' 8.02 at
which the lepton asymmetry is read o� ηα(zc). In both cases the same asymmetry is
generated, ηB = − 28

1377

∑
α ηα = 7.229 × 10−10 which is expected for strong washout

thermal leptogenesis. Any asymmetry generated while thermally populating the sterile
neutrinos is quickly washed out once a thermal population is reached. The parameters
chosen in this example are: mL = 1.84 × 10−4 [GeV], µ = 6.148 × 10−8 [GeV], r1 =

3.869× 10−2, r2 = 4.676× 10−2, r3 = 6.989× 10−2.

with the R matrix satisfying Eq. (2.37).

In solving the Boltzmann equations we considered the initial conditions ηα(zin) = 0 for

the lepton asymmetry and ηNi(zin) = ηeq
Ni

for the SN population. Due to the strong

washout nature of this low-scale theory there is an insensitivity to any primordial lepton

asymmetry (which gets washed out immediately). Likewise the theory is insensitive to

the initial abundance of SNs in the thermal bath. Due to the relatively low-scale masses

of the SN, it should however be expected that a thermal abundance of them should be

produced at temperatures well before an asymmetry is generated, thus motivating the

initial conditions used. The insensitivity to the initial abundance and initial asymmetry

is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. These show the solutions of the Boltzmann equations for the

same set of parameters as a function of z, using di�erent initial conditions. In the left

panel we take ηNi(zin) = 0 and in the right we take ηNi(zin) = ηeq
Ni
. The upper, dotted

lines show the population abundances of the sterile neutrinos, and the lower, solid lines

the active neutrino asymmetries. The vertical dot-dashed line shows the value, zc from

Eq. (2.52), at which we read o� the lepton asymmetry. The plots show that this is

independent of the initial conditions used. The parameters used are detailed in the

�gure caption.
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2.6.1 Hierarchical Limit

The hierarchical limit is taken to be the point at which the heavier sterile neutrinos'

contribution to the �nal asymmetry is frozen out; the decays of these heavier SNs occur

in a region in which the lighter SNs remain in thermal equilibrium and whose interactions

wash out the generated asymmetry. In order to quantify the point at which the heavy

SN contributions freeze out, a scan was performed over the masses of the heavier SNs

whilst leaving all other parameters �xed.15 The hierarchical limit is chosen by hand at a

point in which the �nal baryon asymmetry is largely insensitive to the heavier SN masses.

Based on the scan of a few hundred sample parameters it was found that this decoupling

was generally comfortably achieved by mheavy/mlight ∼ 5. Sample plots are shown in

Fig. 2.4 in order to illustrate this behaviour and justify the choice made in this section.

These �gures all show that the value of ηB has stabilised once mheavy/mlight ∼ 3, so that

5 is a conservative choice.

2.6.2 Inverse Seesaw Case

Before considering the full 3+3 generation case, �rstly we estimate the washout associated

within the pure ISS scenario by considering the one generation 1 + 1 limit.16 In this case

the associated mass matrix becomes,

Minv,1g =


0 mν

D 0

mν
D 0 MR

0 MR µ

 . (2.83)

Employing Eq. (2.38) to rotate into the mass basis for the heavy sterile neutrinos (to

�rst order)

M ′inv,1g '


0 imν

D

(
1 + µ

4MR

)
mν
D

(
1− µ

4MR

)
imν

D

(
1 + µ

4MR

)
MR − µ

2 0

mν
D

(
1− µ

4MR

)
0 MR + µ

2

 (2.84)

15The active neutrinos are still taken to have a quasi-degenerate mass spectrum since, due to the
strong washout nature of the theory, the hierarchical limit as de�ned above is achieved before a very
large mass hierarchy is formed amongst the heavy SNs.
16As mentioned previously, we need at least two νR states in order to satisfy neutrino oscillation data,

but it is convenient to examine this unrealistic but simple case in order to illustrate how µ in�uences
the washout.
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Figure 2.4: Log-Log plots of �nal baryon asymmetry generated as a function of
ratio of heavy SN masses to light SN masses (which remains �xed at 1 TeV) for some
sample points. For computational convenience, only the ISS scenario is plotted and
therefore none of the points generate the correct asymmetry (as discussed in the text).
However, the plots serve to illustrate the freeze out of the asymmetry as some of the
sterile neutrino masses get heavier. By mHeavy/mLight ∼ 5, the asymmetry is almost

completely insensitive to the heavy masses.
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and substituting the Dirac mass term, which in the one generation case is exactly

mν
D =

m
1/2
n MR√
µ

, (2.85)

leads to an estimate of the naïve washout parameter as

(K1gen
naïve)Ni '

ΓNi
H(T = MNi)

'
√

45MpMRmn

16π5/2v2
EW g

1/2
∗ µ

∣∣∣∣1± µ

4MR

∣∣∣∣2 . (2.86)

While Knaïve is the usual parameter within hierarchical, type-I seesaw leptogenesis which

determines the e�cacy of asymmetry generation, with Knaïve < 1 known as the weak

washout regime and Knaïve > 1 the strong, in seesaw models with small LNV e�ects this

washout estimate leads to unphysical behaviour. For small values of µ in Eq. (2.86) the

washout grows without bounds. However, in the limit µ → 0 there is no LNV within

the theory, so no asymmetry generation can occur in this limit and neither can any

washout of the asymmetry. Therefore the true washout should tend to zero in the same

limit. An `e�ective' washout can be de�ned, however, by including the on-shell part of

the dominant ∆L = 2 scattering terms17 on top of the usual inverse decay terms when

calculating the washout [134]. This leads to an e�ective washout estimate given by

(K1gen
e� )Ni ' (K1gen

naïve)Ni
δ2

1 + ΓN
mN1

δ + δ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
κ (2.87)

with δ ' µ/ΓN . Due to the additional scaling factor, κ, the correct behaviour is now

observed in each limit. For small values of µ, δ � 1, and (K1gen
e� )Ni ' (K1gen

naïve)Niδ
2

which now correctly goes to zero whereas for δ > 1, (K1gen
e� )Ni ' (K1gen

naïve)Ni , and the

e�ective and naïve washouts coincide. Interestingly while in the limit µ → 0 no lepton

asymmetry can be created or destroyed, the thermal population of Ni is controlled by

the Yukawa coupling h which is non-zero in this limit. Therefore leptogenesis via small

LNV e�ects, such as the ISS scenario we are considering, has the thermal population

of Ni controlled by the naïve washout whereas the washout of the lepton asymmetry is

controlled by (K1gen
e� )Ni . This is in contrast with the vanilla, type-I seesaw where the

17The 2 ↔ 2 process, φ` ↔ φ†`c, is the most important process to include which has a contribution
from a minimum of two of Ni due to the pseudo-Dirac nature of the heavy SNs. A majority of their
contributions cancel but the interference between the two does not [134].
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Figure 2.5: Left panel: Log-Log plot of the naïve and e�ective washout as a function
of µ. As µ is decreased, the Yukawa coupling must increase in order to account for the
correct active neutrino masses thereby increasing the total washout, however when all
relevant ∆L = 2 LNV washout processes are included, which decrease for smaller µ,
the e�ective washout tends to zero as µ→ 0. Right panel: Log-Log plot of the mass
splitting, (1 − xij) in blue (solid) against 1

8π

(
h†h
)
jj

in orange (dashed) as a function

of µ. For the one generation case, µ ∼ 10−3.5 GeV satis�es the resonance condition.

production of the heavy SNs and the washout of the asymmetry are both controlled by

(K1gen
naïve)Ni .

In the left panel of Fig. 2.5, the washout parameters are plotted against µ, with MR

�xed to 1 TeV and mn = 0.1 eV. For the region applicable to the inverse seesaw,

µ < MR, where the SNs are pseudo-Dirac, the theory is squarely in the strong-washout

regime as (K1gen
naïve)Ni > 1. However, there are both regions of strong and weak e�ective

washout with (K1gen
e� )Ni ∝ µ3. Therefore this suggests that the asymmetry should be

independent of the initial conditions assumed for the population of Ni due to the strong

washout nature of the thermal production of Ni controlled by (K1gen
naïve)Ni and that large

values of µ lead to a washout of the asymmetry close to the naïve value. The right panel

of Fig. 2.5 shows the mass splitting between the two sterile neutrinos

1− xij = 1−
(
mNj

mNi

)2

= 1−
(
MR ± 1

2µ
)2(

MR ∓ 1
2µ
)2 ' ±2

µ

MR
(2.88)

as a function of 1
8π

(
h†h
)
jj
, the two parameters relevant for the resonance condition of

Eq. (2.44). Resonance can be achieved in the theory, allowing for the potential generation

of a net asymmetry, even in this regime of strong washout. It is important to note

that in the pure ISS, the parameter which determines the strength of the washout also

determines the mass splitting between the heavy sterile neutrinos; in other words, it also

a�ects the potential resonance contributions. The resonance condition is satis�ed where

the two lines in the right-hand panel cross, at µ ∼ 10−3.5 GeV which is in agreement
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with equating Eq. (2.88) to the decay width using Eq. (2.85). We observe that the region

of resonance corresponds to a high value of the washout parameter: (K1gen
e� )Ni ∼ 106−7.

The results presented in Fig. 2.5 are estimates of the strength of the washout in the theory

as well as the size of a possible resonant enhancement. Moving to a three-generational

scenario will lead to similar behaviour with regions of strong and weak e�ective washout

as well as a region of resonance. In Section 3.4.1 of Chapter 3 we will compare the above

rough estimates on (K1gen
e� )Ni to a numerical computation of the e�ective washout with

all ∆L = 2 scattering terms included for the full three-generational scenario and �nd

similar conclusions to the shape of the left �gure of Fig. 2.5.

For TeV scale sterile neutrinos, Eq. (2.86) can be used to estimate the required Majorana

mass µ in order to move to the weak washout regime, KNi < 1:

µ ∼ 4 TeV, (2.89)

which is completely outside the region of applicability of the ISS.18

Moving on to the full 3+3 scenario, Fig. 2.6 plots the generated baryon asymmetry from

numerically solving the Boltzmann equations as a function of µ/GeV for the degenerate

case. All points generate the correct active neutrino mass di�erences; points in purple at

low µ are excluded by unitarity violation. As we are speci�cally considering the scenario

of Dirac-phase leptogenesis, all points generate a baryon asymmetry of the correct sign for

δCP ∼ 3π/2, though obviously the magnitude is too small by many orders of magnitude.

The thickness of the green band in Fig. 2.6 and for most �gures that follow is due to a

scan over the Casas-Ibarra matrix R.

The reason for such a small amounts of asymmetry generated is that, in scenarios of TeV-

scale ISS, the generated asymmetry is heavily washed out. Figure 2.7 demonstrates that

a resonant enhancement occurs in the theory,19 in line with expectations from the one

generation scenario. The resonant enhancement can clearly be seen in the left-hand plot

at µ ∼ 10−3 − 10−4 GeV as expected from the one-generational toy scenario presented

18We note that Ref. [161] proposed a weak-washout scenario by setting the SN mass scale to 1 GeV
and relying on zero initial abundance of neutrinos close to the sphaleron decoupling point in order to
successfully satisfy the out-of-equilibrium condition for asymmetry generation.
19As the asymmetry is purely generated by the Dirac phase δCP , for this scenario

∑
α ε

α
i = 0 and

as such only one of the 18 CP-asymmetry parameters is plotted, in this case ε11. Each CP-asymmetry
parameter εαi has similar behaviour due to the degenerate limit considered.
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Figure 2.6: The generated baryon asymmetry as a function of the lepton number
violating parameter µ for the degenerate case. The points in purple, which correspond
to larger values in at least one of the entries of mν

D, are excluded by unitarity violation
limits for the PMNS matrix. In red is the required BAU, ηB ' 6.21 × 10−10. For the
pure ISS scenario, the washout is extremely strong, even in regions of resonance and
therefore a sizeable asymmetry cannot be generated in the case of CPV via the Dirac
phase. The thickness of the green band is due to a scan over the Casas-Ibarra matrix

R.

above. The right-hand plot demonstrates where the resonance condition is satis�ed where

∆N/ΓN = (1− xij)/ 1
8π

(
h†h
)
jj

and 1− xij is de�ned in Eq. (2.88).

However, while the net CP asymmetry generated per sterile neutrino decay may in-

crease, this is accompanied by an increased rate of washout, ultimately preventing the

generation of a su�ciently large �nal baryon asymmetry. This behaviour is obviously

una�ected by the hierarchy among the SN masses and therefore will be the same for the

hierarchical case. Regions of weak e�ective washout, where ‖µ‖ < 10−5 GeV, generate

much smaller values of εαi and therefore do not generate su�cient levels of asymmetry.

We �nd therefore �nd that both regions of strong and weak e�ective washout are unable

to generate su�cient asymmetry in the ISS scenario and con�rm numerically that the

�nal asymmetry is insensitive to the assumed initial population of the heavy SNs in both

regions as (K1gen
naïve)Ni > 1. The strength of the washout could potentially be lowered in

some pure ISS scenarios by resorting to special textures of mν
D, µ orMR. As an example

if a mass splitting is introduced by hand in the matrix MR (in the degenerate scenario)

an additional resonant contribution will exist independent of µ without generating an

increased washout along with it. Such textures would require additional symmetries in

the theory such as a �avour symmetry in order to justify their existence and we will
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Figure 2.7: Estimating the resonance contribution in 3+3 low-scale ISS models. Left
panel: Plot of the CP-asymmetry parameter εαi (in this case α = 1 and i = 1) as a
function of µ (in GeV). A clear resonance peak appears in the regime: µ ∼ 10−3−10−4.
The thickness of the green band is due to a scan over the Casas-Ibarra matrix R.
Right panel: Plot of ∆Ni/ΓNi against the same parameter where ∆N/ΓN = (1 −
xij)/

1
8π

(
h†νhν

)
jj
where 1−xij is de�ned in Eq. (2.88). The horizontal lines corresponds

to where the resonance condition is satis�ed. Unlike in traditional resonant models, the
mass splitting between the heavy sterile states cannot be adjusted independently of the
required Yukawa couplings, because both depend on µ. Nevertheless, a region satisfying

the resonance condition of Eq. (2.44) is possible.

Figure 2.8: A plot of the branching ratio of µ → eγ in the low-scale ISS model as a
function of µ (blue line). The green line is the current upper limit, while the orange line
is the combined future limit expected from MEGII and the µ → e conversion experi-
ments, in particular COMET. While currently unconstrained, future cLFV experiments
will begin to probe the parameter space of these low-scale models. Due to the minimal

�avour-violating assumption taken, the size of the LFV is tied to the size of mν
D.

explore this possibility further in Chapter 3.

Finally, though unable to account for baryogenesis, the discovery potential of the ISS

through cLFV is estimated in Fig. 2.8, which plots BR(µ → eγ).20 The current limits

20As discussed above, in regimes where the photon diagram dominates, µ→ eγ and µ− e conversion
are complementary.
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placed on cLFV processes involving electrons does not constrain the ISS model. The

parameter space which MEGII, COMET and Mu2E is predicted to probe is already

constrained from unitarity violation experiments. Due to the minimal �avour-violating

scenario considered, the cLFV e�ects are generated through the Casas-Ibarra parametri-

sation of mν
D (rather than imposing large cLFV e�ects through non-diagonal entries in

MR or µ) which will therefore have the largest contributions in regions of small entries

in µ for �xed choices in MR.

2.6.3 Inverse + Linear Seesaw Case

As in Section 2.6.2, we �rst consider a one-generation example to estimate how inclusion

of the LSS term in�uences the strength of the washout relevant for thermal leptogenesis.

As the LSS contribution to the light neutrino mass in Eq. (2.18) depends on an inverse

power ofMR compared to two inverse powers in the case of the ISS term of Eq. (2.14), its

contribution typically dominates in the light neutrino mass generation through mν
D. The

washout e�ciency of the ISS+LSS scenario can therefore be estimated by considering

the pure 1 + 1 LSS case,

Mlin,1g =


0 mν

D mL

mν
D 0 MR

mL MR 0

 . (2.90)

In this limiting case, the (non-unique) matrix rotation into the mass basis of the heavy

sterile neutrinos above the critical temperature can be performed exactly and takes the

form

Mlin = UTlinMlinUlin =
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(
1
2 −

i
2

)
(mν
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(
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2 + i

2

)
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(2.91)

with

Ulin =
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Figure 2.9: Log-Log plot of the washout parameters as a function of mL in the one
generation LSS. The naïve washout is minimised in this case for mL ∼ 4.5×10−4 [GeV]

with KNi ∼ 100, which is much lower than in the pure ISS case.

The neutrino oscillation data is recovered with a Dirac mass matrix of the form

mν
D = −mnMR

2mL
(2.93)

which can be used to estimate the strength of the naïve washout through the parameter,

K1gen
Ni

=
ΓN1

H(T = MNi)
=

√
45Mp

16π5/2v2
EW g

1/2
∗ MR

∣∣∣∣(1

2
∓ i

2

)(
2mnMR

mL
± imL

)∣∣∣∣2 (2.94)

where an e�ective washout can be de�ned, with δ ' mL/m
ν
D [162], similarly to the ISS

section above with identical behaviour such that for large values of mL the e�ective and

naïve washouts coincide and for small values of mL the e�ective washout tends to zero.

Figure 2.9 plots the naïve and e�ective washout parameters in the pure one-generation

LSS as a function of mL. Similarly to the case of the pure ISS, for O(TeV) scale sterile

neutrinos, the washout remains strong. However, as a result of the mixing between νR

and SL, lower values of the washout exist. More importantly, the parameter determining

the strength of the washout, mL, does not impact the mass of the heavy sterile neutrinos

(above the critical temperature), by contrast with the case of the ISS. Therefore when

both µ and mL are turned on, mL will largely be responsible in determining the neutrino

masses and couplings (and therefore largely responsible in determining the washout of

asymmetry as µ will generally be sub-dominant), whereas only µ introduces a mass

splitting between the heavy sterile neutrinos above the critical temperature. Therefore

when both parameters are switched on, resonant Dirac-phase leptogenesis is possible at
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Figure 2.10: The generated baryon asymmetry for the degenerate case as a function
of the Majorana mass µ (Left Panel) and the lepton number violating parameter mL

(Right Panel). The points in purple, which correspond to large values of mD, are
excluded from unitarity violation limits on the PMNS matrix. In red is the required
BAU, ηB ∼ 6.21 × 10−10. Generation of the correct asymmetry is possible in regions
close to where the naïve washout is minimised (but still in the strong regime) and
requires 10−5 . mL/GeV . 10−3 along with 10−16 . µ/GeV . 10−6 where resonance

occurs due to the small mass splitting.

relatively low values of strong washout.

2.6.3.1 Degenerate Limit

Figure 2.10 plots the baryon asymmetry generated as functions of µ and mL for the

degenerate case where all MR masses equal 1 TeV, as per Section 2.6. Similarly to the

pure ISS case, all points generate an asymmetry of the correct sign for δCP = 3π/2. The

points in purple are ruled out by non-unitarity of the PMNS matrix and are characterised

by low values ofmL, as can be seen in the right-hand plot. In order to generate the correct

asymmetry for these TeV scale sterile neutrinos via the Dirac phase, two ingredients are

necessary: the LSS term, mL, needs to be close to the region in which the naïve washout

is minimised, 10−5 . mL/GeV . 10−3, and the ISS term, µ, is required to be in the

broad range 10−16 . µ/GeV . 10−6 in order for the mass splittings amongst the heavy

sterile neutrinos to provide a resonant contribution to the asymmetry generation.

Figure 2.11 plots the CP-asymmetry parameter εαi as a function of µ for �xed bands

of mL. While a clear resonance exists as µ is lowered for all snapshots, it is only for

regions close to where the naïve washout is minimised that the resonance enhancement

is able to generate a su�cient asymmetry21. This serves to illustrate that for O(TeV)
21For the hierarchy µ > mL the neutrino mass matrix will be approximately given by the ISS mass

term and therefore the leptogenesis implications are unchanged from the section above. For small values
of mL, (with µ smaller) the e�ective washout may be small enough to be weak however there will be
less LNV within the theory and we therefore �nd that this leads to insu�cient asymmetry generation.
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mL < 10−8 10−8 < mL < 10−7 10−7 < mL < 10−6

10−6 < mL < 10−5 10−5 < mL < 10−4 10−4 < mL < 10−3

10−3 < mL < 10−2 10−2 < mL < 10−1 10−1 < mL

Figure 2.11: Log-Log plots of CP asymmetry parameter εαi as a function of µ for
�xed values of mL described above. In each case a resonant enhancement can occur for

a given range of µ which controls the mass splittings amongst the SNs.

scale extended type-I seesaw models, both the LSS and ISS contributions are required in

order for thermal leptogenesis to be possible, potentially providing a unique experimental

signature of pseudo-Dirac sterile fermions with leptonic decay channels.

Figure 2.12 plots the average washout parameter in the three generation case, which

closely resembles the pure LSS one-generation plot of Fig. 2.9. From Fig. 2.12, it is

evident that contributions to the washout (and therefore the couplings h) from µ are sub-

dominant compared tomL, justifying the assumption thatmL is almost solely responsible

for determining the strength of the washout, even at low values.

In the case of Dirac-phase leptogenesis, a region of parameter space exists for both mL

and µ for the well-motivated choice δCP = 3π/2. Figure 2.13 plots BR(µ → eγ) as a

function ofmL. Similarly to the pure ISS case, current and near-future cLFV experiments

will not probe regions where Dirac-phase leptogenesis occurs.
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Figure 2.12: Log-log plot of the average naïve washout parameter Kavg
N = 1

6

∑
iKNi

in the three-generation case as a function of mL/GeV. Comparison of this with the
one-generation case of the pure LSS as in Fig. 2.9 justi�es the claim that the ISS term

is sub-dominant to the LSS in the generation of mν
D.

Figure 2.13: A plot of contribution to µ → eγ in the low-scale ISS+LSS model
for the degenerate case. The horizontal green line is the current experimental upper
limit and the orange line is the combined future limit expected from MEGII and the
µ → e conversion experiments, in particular COMET, assuming the penguin diagram
contribution dominates. Regions of small mL in the ISS+LSS model are currently
constrained. The points in red generate a baryon asymmetry in the required region,
4× 10−10 < ηB < 8× 10−10. This region is currently unconstrained and will remain so
in the future. The points in blue give rise to asymmetry values that are too small.

2.6.3.2 Hierarchical Limit

In the hierarchical case, in which the heavier SNs are set to 5 TeV as justi�ed in Fig. 2.4,

Dirac-phase leptogenesis is also possible, as illustrated in Fig. 2.14. The asymmetry

is produced via the same mechanism as in the degenerate case: the relevant area of

parameter space is where mL minimises the strength of the naïve washout, and the

resonant enhancement is due to mass splittings driven by a small µ. Unsurprisingly, this

occurs in a smaller region of µ and mL than before, 5×10−3 . mL/GeV . 5×10−2 and

10−12 . µ/GeV . 10−6, compared to the degenerate case, making the hierarchical case
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Figure 2.14: The generated baryon asymmetry as a function of the Majorana mass
µ (Left Panel) and the lepton number violating parameter mL (Right Panel) in the
hierarchical case. The hierarchical case behaves similarly to the degenerate case with
slightly more constrained allowed couplings, 5 × 10−3 . mL/GeV . 5 × 10−2 along
with 10−12 . µ/GeV . 10−6 compared to the degenerate case. The points in purple

are excluded by unitarity violation limits on the PMNS matrix.

Figure 2.15: A plot of contribution to µ→ eγ in the low-scale hierarchical ISS+LSS
model. In green is the current limit from MEG and in orange is the combined fu-
ture limit from MEGII and the µ→ e conversion experiments, in particular COMET,
assuming the penguin diagram contribution dominates. Regions of small mL in the
ISS+LSS model are currently probed and constrained by MEG and future experiments
will serve to slightly improve the sensitivity onmL. The points in red generate a baryon
asymmetry in the region 4 × 10−10 < ηB < 8 × 10−10. This parameter region is un-
constrained by current experiments and beyond the reach of future cLFV experiments.

The points in blue give rise to asymmetry values that are too small.

more constrained. This result is similar to that found for the type-I Dirac-phase case in

Ref. [128].

The constraints from current and future cLFV are of similar strength as in the degenerate

situation: low scale, viable Dirac-phase leptogenesis cannot be constrained by unitarity

violation or cLFV processes as demonstrated in Fig. 2.15. Singlet neutrinos may be

produced at particle colliders however the classic signal of same-sign dileptons [163] is

suppressed due to the pseudo-Dirac nature of the SNs. Trilepton production has been
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studied in [144] where constraints have been derived on the mixing between the active

and sterile states |BlN |2. However, in our model the region of successful Dirac-phase

leptogenesis has |BlN |2 ∼ 10−12, far too small to be constrained at the LHC.

2.7 Summary

In this chapter we have studied the thermal leptogenesis implications of the low-scale

3+3 inverse-seesaw (ISS) and extended inverse-seesaw (ISS+LSS) models when the mass

splittings between the SNs are only given by LNV parameters. Both scenarios provide a

framework for TeV-scale sterile neutrinos, with much larger Yukawa couplings required

in order to account for current active neutrino oscillation data, in contrast to the vanilla

type-I seesaw mechanism. The implications of purely Dirac-phase leptogenesis were

considered, as values of δCP ∈ (0, 2π) \ {π} will necessarily contribute to the asymmetry

generation in any low-scale seesaw model, and δCP remains the only phase that can be

measured by neutrino oscillation experiments.

In the pure ISS scenario, the washout is too strong for asymmetry generation even when

incorporating resonance e�ects where no special textures are assumed in the theory

beyond diagonal couplings. In the ISS+LSS scenario, successful leptogenesis can be

achieved due to the mass splitting between the sterile neutrinos providing a resonant

enhancement of the asymmetry, a regime which is naturally motivated in the model

if the LNV parameters are taken to be small from technical-naturalness arguments.

Degenerate and hierarchical cases were considered, and in both situations predictions for

the entries of the matrices mL and µ are made in order to achieve successful Dirac-phase

leptogenesis. Unsurprisingly, the hierarchical case appears slightly more constrained than

the degenerate case. However the hierarchical case demonstrates that in the ISS+LSS

scenario resonant thermal leptogenesis is possible without the need for inter-generational

mass degeneracies between the six SNs.

The discovery potential of these models from precision tests was considered, particularly

through probes of unitarity violation in the PMNS matrix and charged-lepton �avour-

violating processes such as BR(µ→ eγ) and µ→ e conversion. It was found that regions

of successful Dirac-phase leptogenesis do not coincide with the current or future reach

of such cLFV experiments or unitarity tests. Collider tests were also brie�y considered,
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but the active-sterile mixing in regions of successful Dirac-phase leptogenesis is too low

for near-future discovery. It is worth noting, however, that an extension to a left-right

symmetric model or similar, well-motivated by the neutrino mass basis choice we have

employed, would increase the experimental signatures of such a scenario.

Crucially the above analysis insisted that the mass splittings between the masses of the

heavy SNs was purely from the LNV parameters within µ. In the next section we will

explore the possibility of su�cient lepton asymmetry generation in the ISS or LSS models

with additional resonance e�ects included within the matrix MR. In order to motivate

these small mass degeneracies we will assume the SM is extended by a �avour symmetry

and show how the ISS and LSS models are also the minimal choices as leptogenesis

candidates in type-I-like seesaw models.



Chapter 3

Low-scale Resonant Leptogenesis

with a Minimal Lepton Flavour

Violating Hypothesis

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter argued that in the speci�c case of the LSS, above the electroweak

phase transition, the heavy SNs are degenerate in mass and therefore self-energy diagrams

vanish, leaving only the highly-suppressed vertex contributions to produce the CP asym-

metry [164]. In the case of the ISS, a mass splitting is generated at high temperatures

allowing for a resonant enhancement in the self-energy contribution for a speci�c choice

of µS . However, decreasing the mass splitting also increases the e�ciency of washout

(as there is less L violation and therefore less B violation) and we �nd that asymmetry

generation cannot occur, assuming the mass splittings are generated by small LNV pa-

rameters [1, 165�167] for the ISS at the TeV scale. BSM theories often generate either

an ISS or LSS, but not both terms simultaneously if the scalar sector of the theory does

not allow the required couplings.

In this chapter we explore the idea that in addition to the intra-family SN degeneracies

naturally present in such theories, there is also the possibility of a quasi-degeneracy

between SNs from di�erent families, a �avour degeneracy in other words. To that end

we explore a scenario in which an SU(3)2⊗SO(3)2 �avour symmetry, to be de�ned below,

72
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is utilised in the lepton sector. Due to the SO(3) symmetry, mass terms for the heavy

SNs are proportional to the identity matrix and lead to a �avour degeneracy amongst the

SN states in both the ISS and LSS scenarios similar to the degenerate spectrum scenario

considered in Chapter 2. However, radiative e�ects induce SO(3)-breaking terms which

in turn break these degeneracies, enabling a resonant enhancement in the asymmetry

generation for both the LSS and ISS scenarios.

We work in the framework of an extended version of the Minimal Lepton Flavour Vi-

olation (MLFV) [168, 169] scenario, which is itself an extension of the well-established

idea of Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV) within the quark sector [170�172]. The MFV

scheme is an ansatz designed to address the very stringent bounds placed on new physics

from various rare hadronic decays and neutral meson oscillations. It is motivated by the

idea that taking the Yukawa sector couplings to zero recovers �ve separate1 �avour space

rotations which leave the Lagrangian invariant. Therefore an MFV (or MLFV) ansatz

is based on the core principle that these are �good� �avour symmetries which are broken

solely by the SM Yukawa �elds.

Under this ansatz, Yukawa couplings are said to arise from dynamical �elds typically

known as `spurions' which transform under the �avour symmetries such that the La-

grangian is �avour invariant. These spurion �elds are taken to have non-zero vevs which

spontaneously break the �avour symmetries and thereby induce the masses and �avour

mixing we observe. As a result, in its most minimal realisation, any �avour changing

process can be predicted from the well-measured Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)

mixing matrix and the fermion masses.

Due to the multiple distinct ways in which neutrino masses can be incorporated into the

SM there is no unique way of de�ning an MLFV ansatz, in contrast with MFV in the

quark sector. The potential connection between an MLFV ansatz and resonant leptoge-

nesis2 has been identi�ed previously [174�176] in the type-I seesaw context. Since then

it has been discovered that, due to developments within �avoured leptogenesis, there is

a signi�cant reduction in the allowed parameter space3 [136, 177, 178] speci�c to MLFV

leptogenesis which we explain in Section 3.3. Additionally, in order to produce large

1In the absence of neutrino mass. If neutrino mass is included more rotations are present.
2See [173] for an example of an MLFV ansatz which incorporates leptogensis without resonance

e�ects.
3Recently it was found that �avour e�ects can still be relevant at much higher temperatures than

thought previously, potentially reducing the allowed parameters space even further [129].
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leptonic �avour violation whilst suppressing neutrino masses in such models, a separa-

tion between the scale of lepton-number violation (LNV) and lepton-�avour violation

(LFV) should exist which is not present in the type-I seesaw alone [175, 179]. Neither

of these issues are present for MLFV in the ISS and LSS, allowing the possibility of

MLFV-induced resonant leptogenesis in these scenarios. We assume an ansatz such that

the heavy sterile Majorana neutrinos introduced have exactly degenerate masses in the

Lagrangian, motivated by the �avour symmetry of the theory. Radiative e�ects will

break this down to a quasi-degeneracy between the SNs, leading to small mass splittings,

from which a resonant enhancement in the asymmetry generated per decay of SN will

occur. For some choices of parameters which we will identify, this enhancement is able

generate the necessary baryon asymmetry observed in the universe. We will explore the

viability of leptogenesis both from PMNS phases (speci�cally only the Dirac phase for

the same reasons as in Chapter 2) alone [1, 2, 126�128] as well as from CPV parameters

related to the heavy SNs.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 reviews the basic idea behind the

MFV and MLFV ansätze including justi�cation from hadronic observables for the MFV

hypothesis. Section 3.3 describes our technique for calculation of the baryon asymmetry

in the ISS and LSS models with MLFV, while Sec. 3.4 provides a description of our choice

of scans and a discussion of the results. Here we also brie�y assess the discovery potential

of these models at current and future cLFV experiments. We conclude in Sec. 3.5.

3.2 Model

3.2.1 MFV in the quark sector

The Minimal Flavour Violation ansatz [170�172] recognises that, in the massless limit of

absent Yukawa couplings, the quark sector of the three-family SM is invariant under a

product of U(3) �avour groups, where an individual U(3) acts in �avour space on a given

type of SM multiplet: qL, uR and dR. Utilising U(3) = SU(3)⊗ U(1), the quark-sector

�avour group may be expressed as

GQ = U(1)B ⊗ U(1)Au ⊗ U(1)Ad︸ ︷︷ ︸ ⊗ SU(3)qL ⊗ SU(3)uR ⊗ SU(3)dR︸ ︷︷ ︸ . (3.1)

GQA GQNA
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U(1)B U(1)Au U(1)
Ad

SU(3)qL SU(3)uR SU(3)dR

qL 1/3 1 1 3 1 1

uR 1/3 −1 0 1 3 1

dR 1/3 0 −1 1 1 3

Table 3.1: Representations of the SM quark �elds under the Abelian and non-Abelian
parts of GQ which leave the kinetic terms of the SM Lagrangian invariant.

The Abelian transformations are �avour-blind and we have the freedom to rotate and

identify them with baryon number and two axial rotations [180]. The non-Abelian trans-

formations do act in �avour space; they govern interactions between the di�erent �avours

and hence are responsible for the �avour violation in the theory. Table 3.1 de�nes the

representations of the SM quark �elds under the �avour symmetries and speci�es a basis

for the Abelian generators.

The Yukawa terms in the SM are not invariant under these �avour transformations, but

can be made invariant if the Yukawa matrices are `promoted' to be spurionic �elds.4

Unique transformations under the �avour symmetries are assigned to the spurions in

order to make the would-be �avour-breaking terms invariant. This is a hypothesis mo-

tivated by the lack of experimental evidence for new �avour-violating physics; it should

be treated as the low-energy limit of an unspeci�ed higher-scale, renormalisable the-

ory. The necessary transformations under the non-Abelian symmetries are summarised

in Table 3.2.

Quark masses are generated in this framework when the spurionic �elds acquire nonzero

vevs alongside the SM Higgs doublet. These background values relate to the physically

measurable quark masses and mixings where we have the freedom to choose a basis such

that

〈Yu〉 =

√
2

vEW
V †CKMm̂u and 〈Yd〉 =

√
2

vEW
m̂d (3.2)

where

m̂u = diag(mu, mc, mt) and m̂d = diag(md, ms, mb), (3.3)

4In this chapter, promoting a Yukawa coupling to be a dynamical �eld will be represented by Yi → Yi.
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SU(3)qL SU(3)uR SU(3)dR

Yu 3 3 1

Yd 3 1 3

Table 3.2: Representation assignments for Yukawa spurions such that the Yukawa
terms in the MFV e�ective theory respect the �avour symmetry which exists in their

absence.

VCKM is the quark mixing matrix measured by experiment and here, by the usual con-

vention, we have chosen the vevs of the spurion �elds such that the down-type matrix is

diagonal and the up-type is not.

The MFV ansatz is based on two assumptions about the high-scale, renormalisable the-

ory:

� The �avour symmetry present in the SM quark kinetic terms is a `good' symmetry

which the high-scale sector respects. The only sources of �avour symmetry breaking

within the theory at the high scale are from the vevs of the Yukawa coupling

spurions.5 The dynamics by which these vevs are generated lie in the unspeci�ed

high-scale theory.

� The SM is an e�ective theory for which all renormalisable and non-renormalisable

operators must respect both the gauge and �avour symmetries of the theory. All

operators which are not formally invariant under the �avour symmetry are made

so by insertions of the appropriate combinations of Yukawa �elds.

A number of consequences follow from this ansatz.

SM e�ective �eld theory operators which describe �avour changing processes require

insertions of spurion combinations in order to become �avour invariant. For example,

the four-fermion operator (QLγµQL)(QLγ
µQL) is forced to be �avour preserving by the

�avour symmetry. In order to get a related ∆F = 1 operator, a spurion insertion must be

made: Oq1 = (QLYuY†uγµQL)(QLγ
µQL) is �avour invariant due to the insertion of YuY†u,

but gives rise to �avour-changing processes when the spurions acquire vevs. Due to the

hierarchy of the couplings within Yu there is an in-built suppression of �avour-changing

5Therefore under this ansatz �avour violation is completely dictated by the �avour structure of the
Yukawa terms in the Lagrangian; any new physics introduced into the theory should not contribute to
�avour-changing processes.
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Hadronic Process Bound on ΛNP

K0 −K0 9× 103 TeV

Bd −Bd 4× 102 TeV

Bs −Bs 7× 101 TeV

Table 3.3: Approximate lower bounds on the scale ΛNP of new physics from precision
measurements of neutral meson oscillations assuming dimension six and O(1) Wilson
coe�cients [181]. The bounds are stronger when �rst-generation quarks are involved.

processes for the �rst two generations of quarks. A list of relevant spurion insertions for

operators involving fermions at dimension six can be found in [172].

Of particular importance when adapted to resonant leptogenesis, which will be discussed

in more detail later, all terms in the lowest-order MFV Lagrangian will receive corrections

to their couplings from spurion terms which transform in the same way as the basic

spurion under the �avour symmetry. For example, in

QL

(
Yd + ε1YdY

†
dYd + . . .

)
dRH, (3.4)

the higher-order term YdY
†
dYd transforms in the same way as Yd and therefore under

the ansatz has to be included. As Yukawa spurion vevs are small in magnitude these

corrections are generally not signi�cant.

3.2.2 MFV vs Experiment

The motivation behind adopting the MFV ansatz is due to the strong limits placed on

the mass scale of new physics from �avour-violating hadronic processes involving the �rst

generation, as illustrated in Table 3.3. If new physics appears at scales lower than these

bounds it would indicate that either �avour violation arises solely, or dominantly, due to

the SM CKM matrix indicating an MFV-like theory, or that it could couple dominantly

to the heavier generations which have less stringent bounds.

A key advantage of the former assumption is that strict relations between di�erent �avour

changing processes arise due to precise measurements of the CKM parameters. Therefore

MFV-like theories have a degree of predictivity which can aid experimental searches. In

the case of an exact MFV ansatz, relations amongst di�erent �avour transitions, e.g.
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Hadronic Process Measured value or upper limit MFV prediction

ACP ( B → Xsγ ) 0.0144+0.0139
−0.0139 < 0.02

B( KL → π0νν ) < 2.6× 10−10 < 2.9× 10−10

B(B → Xsτ
+τ−) - [0.2, 3.7]× 10−7

B(B → Xdγ ) (1.41+0.57
−0.57)× 10−5 [1.0, 4.0]× 10−5

B(Bd → µ+µ−) (0.39+0.16
−0.14 × 10−9)CMS/LHCb < 0.38× 10−9

< (0.21× 10−9)ATLAS

Table 3.4: Predictions for some rare hadronic observables under the MFV ansatz [182�
184], based on other precisely measured processes, compared with their current exper-

imental limits [185�189].

b → s, b → d and s → d, can be used to make predictions of unmeasured (or poorly

measured) observables [182�184], some of which are summarised in Table 3.4. They

can be compared to their corresponding experimental measurement or limit [185�189]

showing strong correlation.

Most channels have measurements (or upper limits) in agreement with MFV predictions,

however a discrepancy exists for Bd → µ+µ− between the CMS/LHCb [186] and AT-

LAS [189] collaborations. CMS/LHCb measure the rate for this process at the limit of

the MFV prediction, whereas ATLAS place an upper-bound consistent with MFV. More

precise measurements are required and could potentially suggest a deviation from an

exact MFV theory. Certainly, however, we have strong evidence that �avour violation is

dominantly generated by the Yukawa couplings.

3.2.3 MLFV

While the MFV ansatz for the quark sector can be uniquely implemented (with strong

agreement with measurement) there is an issue when extending this concept to leptons.

Currently we do not know the origin of LFV observed experimentally and most im-

portantly whether the light neutrinos are predominantly Dirac or Majorana. One may

expand the MFV ansatz to the lepton sector, which is termed MLFV, but a dependence

exists on the speci�c SM extension adopted for neutrino mass generation as well as an

additional freedom in choosing which couplings are �avour violating [190] which we will

explain below. The simplest approach is to extend the SM by three right-handed neutri-

nos NR in the usual way where lepton number violation occurs through gauge-invariant
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Majorana neutrino mass terms,

Lseesaw = Lkss − Lmss, (3.5)

where Lkss is the usual kinetic term and

Lmss = εe`LYeeRH + εD`LY
ν
DNRH̃ +

1

2
µNN c

RYNNR + h.c. (3.6)

The numbers εe,D and µN are to be distinguished from the matrices (in �avour space)

Ye,N and Y ν
D which will ultimately act as sources for the breaking of the Abelian and

non-Abelian �avour symmetries respectively (once promoted to spurions having non-zero

vevs).

Similar to the quarks and MFV, the gauge sector of the leptons obey a �avour-transformation

invariance which can be de�ned analogously to Eq. (3.1):

GL = U(1)
L
⊗ U(1)Ae ⊗ U(1)

AN︸ ︷︷ ︸ ⊗ SU(3)
`L
⊗ SU(3)

eR
⊗ SU(3)

NR︸ ︷︷ ︸ . (3.7)

GLA GLNA

In the absence of Lmss, the Lagrangian is invariant under the following SU(3) rotations

`L → U`L`L eR → UeReR NR → UNRNR (3.8)

implying the following representations for the �elds:

`L ∼ (3,1,1) eR ∼ (1,3,1) NR ∼ (1,1,3). (3.9)

Once again, �avour invariance can be recovered (once Lmss is reintroduced) by promoting

the relevant couplings to spurions with �xed transformation properties under the �avour

symmetries,

Ye → U`LYe U
†
eR

YνD → U`LY
ν
D U

†
NR

YN → U
∗
NR
YN U

†
NR

(3.10)

implying the following representations for the �elds

Ye ∼ (3,3,1) YνD ∼ (3,1,3) YN ∼ (1,1,6). (3.11)
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Lepton masses and mixings appear once these spurionic �elds acquire non-zero vevs along

with the SM Higgs. We are free to choose a basis such that

〈Ye〉 =

√
2

vEW
m̂`, 〈YνD〉〈Y−1

N 〉〈(Y
ν
D)T 〉 =

2µN
v2
EW

UPMNS m̂ν U
T
PMNS

(3.12)

where

m̂` = diag(me, mµ, mτ ), m̂ν = diag(mν1 , mν2 , mν3). (3.13)

It is clear from Eq. (3.12) that it is not possible to assign unique background values

to the spurions YνD and YN in terms of physically measurable parameters. Rather, it

is the combination in the seesaw formula that is �xed by the physical observables. As

a consequence each individual spurion cannot be uniquely written in terms of physical

masses and mixings. In the quark sector, under the MFV ansatz, higher-dimensional

operators which control rare processes are made �avour invariant from the necessary

combination of spurion �elds. As their background values are only dependent on quark

sector masses and mixings, this prevents any sources of new physics from contributing

in a way not aligned with the SM �avour violation. For the lepton sector, however, rare

�avour-violating processes will not in general be made invariant by the exact combination

YνDY
−1
N YνD, but through di�erent combinations of these two spurions (see [169] for a list

of examples). Therefore speci�c �avour-changing processes cannot be uniquely written

in terms of physically measurable parameters in the same way they can be for MFV.

Predictivity can be recovered if only one of the spurion �elds is assumed to have non-

trivial �avour transformations, and therefore the other will not act as a source of �avour-

symmetry breaking. Usually, it is assumed that the Majorana mass term does not act

as a source of lepton-�avour breaking and, and as in the quark sector, only the Yukawa

couplings are responsible. If it is assumed that the Majorana mass term is lepton-�avour

blind, then YN must necessarily be equal to the identity matrix (in �avour space). Under

this assumption the non-Abelian �avour symmetry of the theory6 reduces to

GLNA = SU(3)`L ⊗ SU(3)eR ⊗ SO(3)NR ⊗ CP. (3.14)

6A alternative approach is to assume GLNA = SU(3)V=(`L+NR)⊗SU(3)eR and then via Schur's Lemma
one of the �avour space matrices must be unitary which can be rotated to the identity matrix with a
�eld rede�nition. Under this assumption no degeneracy is implied amongst the right-handed neutrinos
and CP invariance is not necessary. [191]
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The lepton-�avour symmetry is broken by YνD and Ye which can now be written uniquely

in terms of lepton masses and mixings

〈Ye〉 =

√
2

vEW
m̂`, 〈YνD〉〈(YνD)T 〉 =

2µN
v2
EW

UPMNS m̂ν U
T
PMNS, 〈YN 〉 = 13×3.

(3.15)

The measured masses and mixings in the lepton sector �x the combination YνD(YνD)T

in this setup and not the spurion YνD itself. However, often the combination YνD(YνD)†

(which transforms as a (8,1,1) under GL) is required to be inserted for many operators.

Without the imposition of CP invariance, additional and yet unmeasured phases will

appear in the predictions for �avour-changing processes. However, in general we expect

CP violation (CPV) to be present in the lepton sector.

Allowing for leptonic CPV, as necessary for leptogenesis, a slightly less minimal ansatz

is required, namely

GLNA = SU(3)`L ⊗ SU(3)eR ⊗ SO(3)NR . (3.16)

Lifting the assumption of CP invariance introduces new non-SM phases, as well as allow-

ing non-trivial phases in the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) mixing matrix.

While they spoil the absolute predictivity of the theory, they generally lead to only small

deviations in cLFV observables [174�176]. This is not in con�ict with experiment (as it

might be in the quark sector) as currently no cLFV processes have been measured. Ad-

ditionally, although not de�nitive, there is an interesting possibility for CPV in neutrino

oscillations [192] motivating the less-minimal de�nition of the MLFV principle, where

phases are allowed and their e�ect on measurable processes are taken into account.

As already emphasised, MFV and MLFV should be understood as hypotheses motivated

by experiment and do not provide a complete UV description of the �avour sector.

Attempts have been made in moving from this ansatz to a renormalisable model. In

particular in the case of the simplest type-I MLFV ansatz, the spurion scalar potentials

have been studied [193�195] with suggestive conclusions. For hierarchical masses amongst

the charged leptons, large mixing angles appear when Majorana neutrinos are considered,

whereas in the quark sector small mixing angles are predicted. It has been suggested

that the disparity in the mixing between the lepton and quark sector is therefore due to

the Majorana properties of the right-handed neutrinos. These results suggest that UV
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completions of the MFV and MLFV ansätze could ultimately explain the origin of the

�avour structure of the SM.

3.2.4 MLFV and the inverse and linear seesaw models

It was noted in [168, 175, 179] that in order to generate measurable LFV e�ects whilst ex-

plaining the smallness of the active neutrino masses, a decoupling between the LFV scale

and LNV scale is required such that ΛLFV � ΛLN. This observation, coupled with any

future measurement of cLFV, motivates the incorporation of such a scale separation into

the MLFV hypothesis. Note that LNV arises from the breaking of Abelian symmetries

in Eq. (3.7), whereas LFV arises from the breaking of the non-Abelian symmetries.

Scale separation, however, does not occur in the minimal version of the type-I and type-

III seesaw mechanisms where only one new scale is introduced such that ΛLFV = ΛLNV =

µN . Under an MLFV ansatz the �avour spurions decouple when the LNV scale is taken

to in�nity [179], preventing signi�cant LFV. In contrast it was argued that the type-II

seesaw does exhibit such a behaviour as ΛLNV ∼M2
∆/µ∆ while ΛLFV ∼M∆, where M∆

is the mass of the triplet and µ∆ is the dimensionful cubic coupling constant between

the triplet and the SM Higgs doublet. This therefore de�nes the only minimal seesaw

model for which an MLFV ansatz may lead to signi�cant LFV.

The simplest7 fermionic completions which achieves a natural scale separation are the

ISS and LSS mechanisms (and a combination of the two) where small LNV parame-

ters are introduced in order to ensure an approximate U(1)L symmetry. As discussed

in Chapters 1 and 2, additional sterile neutrino degrees of freedom SL are introduced

alongside the right-handed neutrinos NR,

Less = Lkess − Lmess, (3.17)

Lmess = εe`LYeHeR + εD`LYνDφcNR + εL`LYLφc (SL)c +mR(NR)c YR (SL)c

+
1

2
µS SL YµS

(
SL
)c

+
1

2
µN (NR)c YµNNR + h.c,

(3.18)

where it is conventional to choose L(`L) = L(NR) = 1 and L(SL) = −1.

7In [175] it was suggested the two scales could be made distinct by embedding the minimal type-
I seesaw mechanism into an extended theory such as the MSSM, where ΛLFV = m˜̀ ∼ O(TeV) is
proportional to the soft-SUSY breaking terms.
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As in the case of type-I MLFV, Yi correspond to dimensionless 3× 3 matrices in �avour

space associated with the breaking of GLNA. We impose an SO(3) rather than SU(3)

�avour invariance for the heavy singlets to ensure that only the Yukawa interactions

with the Higgs doublet act as sources of �avour-symmetry breaking. Therefore all bare

mass terms related to the heavy singlets are proportional to the identity matrix. The

�avour symmetry of the theory is de�ned analogously to Eq. (3.7),

Gl = U(1)L ⊗ U(1)Ae ⊗ U(1)AN ⊗ U(1)AS︸ ︷︷ ︸ ⊗ SU(3)`L ⊗ SU(3)eR ⊗ SO(3)NR ⊗ SO(3)SL︸ ︷︷ ︸ .
Gla Glna (3.19)

The mass matrix has the form

Mν =


0 1√

2
εDYνDvEW

1√
2
εLYLvEW

1√
2
εD(YνD)T vEW µNYµN mRYR
1√
2
εLYTL vEW mRYR µSYµS

 (3.20)

where for the ISS (εL = 0)

ΛLNV ∼
m2
R

µ
and ΛLFV ∼ mR (3.21)

and for the LSS (µN , µS = 0)

ΛLNV ∼
mR√
εL

and ΛLFV ∼ mR. (3.22)

The imposition of small lepton number violation means that µS , µN and εL are small.

This provides the desired separation of scales.

As with the quark sector and the example of the minimal type-I seesaw model, the kinetic

terms in Eq. (3.17) are invariant under the following �avour rotations

`L → U`L`L eR → UeReR NR → ONRNR SL → OSLSL (3.23)

where Ui are 3 × 3 special unitary matrices, Oi are 3 × 3 real-orthogonal matrices and

for example `L = (eL, µL, τL). The leptons therefore transform as fundamentals under
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their respective non-Abelian rotations

`L ∼ (3,1,1,1) eR ∼ (1,3,1,1) NR ∼ (1,1,3,1) SL ∼ (1,1,1,3). (3.24)

It follows that Eq. (3.18) can be made invariant by promoting the relevant couplings to

dynamical spurions with the �avour transformation properties,

Ye → U`LYe U
†
eR

YνD → U`LY
ν
DOTNR YL → U`LYLO

T
SL

(3.25)

implying that

Ye ∼ (3,3,1,1) YνD ∼ (3,1,3,1) YL ∼ (3,1,1,3). (3.26)

Lepton masses and mixings result as usual from non-zero vevs for the spurion �elds

where, similarly to Eq. (3.12), a basis can be chosen such that

〈Ye〉 =

√
2

vEW
m̂` 〈YνD〉〈(YνD)T 〉 =

2m2
R

v2
EWµS

UPMNS m̂ν U
T
PMNS (3.27)

in the case of the inverse seesaw and

〈Ye〉 =

√
2

vEW
m̂` 〈YνD〉〈YTL 〉+ 〈YL〉〈(YνD)T 〉 =

2mR

v2
EW εL

UPMNS m̂ν U
T
PMNS (3.28)

in the case of the linear seesaw.

3.3 Leptogenesis

The leading-order �avour degeneracy amongst the heavy SNs is built into the ansatz,

with higher order spurion e�ects breaking the degeneracy. This allows for a resonant

enhancement in asymmetry generation.

The case of the simplest MLFV scenario has been explored in detail [174�176, 196].

Recent developments related to �avoured leptogenesis [136, 177, 178] have, however,

highlighted the importance of a term not previously included, such that the �avoured
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CP-asymmetry is proportional to

εαi ∝ 2
∑
j 6=i

Im
{(
YνD
)
αi

(
YνD
)
αj

}
Re
{(

(YνD)†YνD
)
ij

}
+O((YνD)6). (3.29)

Equation (3.29) requires the existence of real, o�-diagonal entries in (YνD)†YνD in order for

non-zero asymmetry generation to appear at lowest order in the couplings. It turns out

that this presents a problem, as we now review, and provides an independent motivation

for the ISS and LSS extended seesaw schemes in the MLFV and leptogenesis context.

In the case of the MLFV ansatz implemented in the type-I seesaw scenario, the radiative

corrections to the SN Majorana masses are incorporated through

µ̃N = µN13×3 + δµN , (3.30)

where µN is de�ned in Eq. (3.6) and the SO(3) breaking source δµN arises from all

spurion insertions that transform such that the combination N c
R δµN NR is �avour in-

variant. For the remainder of this chapter, Majorana masses with tildes will denote that

corrections have been included whereas without will denote the SO(3) conserving bare

mass. At lowest order they are

δµN = µN

[
n1

(
(YνD)†YνD + (YνD)T (YνD)∗

)]
= 2µN n1 Re

{
(YνD)†YνD

}
(3.31)

where n1 is a Wilson coe�cient which at the e�ective level is a free parameter. The two

terms appearing in Eq. (3.31) can be checked to transform in the appropriate way by

applying the rotations de�ned in Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) to the terms of Eq. (3.31). For

the MLFV ansatz these terms must be included, but we remain agnostic as to how they

are generated.

In order to calculate the CP-asymmetry one must �rst rotate the SN into their mass

basis (above the critical temperature). The unitary matrix responsible for diagonalising
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the heavy SNs in this case is real (and therefore orthogonal):

 0 mν
D

(mν
D)T µN13×3 + δµN

 −→
 0 mν

DO

OT (mν
D)T OT (µN13 + δµN )O

 =

 0 mν
DO

OT (mν
D)T ˆ̃µN

 . (3.32)

where ˆ̃µN = diag(µN + δ1, µN + δ2, µN + δ3). Due to the degeneracy required in YN and

the allowed �avour invariant terms of Eq. (3.31) the rotation matrix O is exactly the

matrix which diagonalizes Re
{

(YνD)†YνD
}
. Therefore the CP asymmetry for �avoured

leptogenesis shifts to

Re
{

(YνD)†YνD
}
→ Re

{
OT (YνD)†YνDO

}
= OT Re

{
(YνD)†YνD

}
O = diag(. . . ) (3.33)

which has no o�-diagonal terms and thus the CP asymmetry vanishes exactly. A non-zero

asymmetry could potentially be recovered by including higher-order terms of O((YνD)6)

of appropriate form. However, due to the suppression from the additional powers of

couplings in the assumed perturbative regime, a substantial asymmetry will be di�cult

to generate even if resonance e�ects are present.

Alternatively, the consideration of higher-order corrections to the Majorana mass which

are not all aligned in �avour space will cause non-zero real entries in the relevant term

of Eq. (3.29). Higher-order terms which transform in the same way as in Eq. (3.31) can

be constructed from the charged-lepton spurion, as per

δµN = µN

[
c1

(
(YνD)†YνD + (YνD)T (YνD)∗

)
+ . . .

+ ci

(
(YνD)†YeY†eYνD + (YνD)TY∗eYTe (YνD)∗

)
+ . . .

]
(3.34)

where, for clarity, only the terms not �avour aligned have been written explicitly (the

additional terms in Eq. (3.34) will be fully written out later on). Due to the inclusion

of Ye, δµN cannot be diagonalised by the same orthogonal matrix O, since YeY†e 6∝

Re
{

(YνD)†YνD
}
. Changing to the mass basis now allows o�-diagonal real terms and

therefore the generation of a non-zero asymmetry. The necessary o�-diagonal entries,

however, are generated by the misalignment between the two spurions, and thus they
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will be suppressed compared to if they had been generated at leading order.

Due to the extra �elds introduced, the above �avour alignment problem does not occur

in general for the extended seesaw models. Consider the full ISS + LSS scenario where

the equivalent radiative corrections to the relevant Majorana masses are included,
0 mν

D mL

(mν
D)T µN13×3 + δµN mR13×3

mT
L mR13×3 µS13×3 + δµS

→


0 mν
DO mLV

OT (mν
D)T ˆ̃µN mRVOT

VTmT
L mRVTO ˆ̃µS

 .

(3.35)

Here ˆ̃µi = diag(. . . ) and the rotation matrices O and V diagonalise δµN and δµS re-

spectively. The spoiling of the �avour alignment should be clear: in the process of

diagonalising the Majorana mass terms µi, the Dirac mass between the two heavy SNs

mR13×3 has been rotated as well. Diagonalising the lower right 2 × 2 block will now

no longer rotate the Dirac mass matrices mν
D and mL by the same orthogonal rotation

that diagonalises (YνD)†YνD. The same alignment e�ect can occur only for very speci�c

choices between the entries of Eq. (3.35) and is not a general feature. We will provide

an illustrative example below.

3.3.1 Baryon Asymmetry

Based o� the calculations of the preceding chapter, in this section we brie�y review the

procedure and formalism we employ for estimating the e�ciency of asymmetry genera-

tion. Due to the introduction of additional sources of mass splittings between the SNs

compared to Chapter 2 as well as the MLFV ansatz assumed, there are some slight

di�erences between the leptogenesis analyses of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.

As is conventional, we work in the heavy sterile neutrino mass basis above the critical

temperature, i.e. the bottom-right sub-matrix of Eq. (3.20) is real, positive and diagonal.

The block diagonalisation of the lower right 2 × 2 block de�nes the required rotation

matrix:

Mν → UTrotMν Urot ≡M ′ν =


m1-loop
ν m′D m′L

(m′D)T M̂+ 0

(m′L)T 0 M̂−

 , (3.36)
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where primed parameters indicate rotated matrices and M̂i = diag(. . . ). We have in-

cluded the one-loop contribution to the active neutrino masses which may signi�cantly

contribute in some regions of parameter space, for the analysis of Chapter 2 this one-loop

contribution is negligible and therefore was not included. In the most general case, a

simple analytic expression for the rotated matrices m′i is not possible. However, in our

setup, where an SO(3)2 �avour symmetry is employed (and before radiative e�ects are

included) the entries of the bottom-right 2× 2 sub-block are all commuting. Under this

simpli�cation the rotation can be generalised from the simple one-generation case, giving

Urot =


13 0 0

0 cos
[
π
4 + 1

2 arctan(
µS−µN

2mR
)
]
13×3 −i sin

[
π
4 + 1

2 arctan(
µS−µN

2mR
)
]
13×3

0 sin
[
π
4 + 1

2 arctan(
µS−µN

2mR
)
]
13×3 i cos

[
π
4 + 1

2 arctan(
µS−µN

2mR
)
]
13×3


(3.37)

leading to

m′D = cos

[
1

4

(
π + 2 arccot

[
2mR

µS − µN

])]
mν
D + sin

[
1

4

(
π + 2 arccot

[
2mR

µS − µN

])]
mL

'
(

1√
2
− 1

4
√

2

(
µS − µN

2mR

))
mν
D +

(
1√
2

+
1

4
√

2

(
µS − µN

2mR

))
mL

m′L = −i sin

[
1

4

(
π + 2 arccot

(
2mR

µS − µN

))]
mν
D

+ i cos

[
1

4

(
π + 2 arccot

(
2mR

µS − µN

))]
mL

' −i
(

1√
2

+
1

4
√

2

(
µS − µN

2mR

))
mν
D + i

(
1√
2
− 1

4
√

2

(
µS − µN

2mR

))
mL

M̂+ =

(
mR

√
1 +

(µS − µN )2

4m2
R

+
µS
2

+
µN
2

)
13×3

'
(
mR +

µS
2

+
µN
2

)
13×3

M̂− =

(
mR

√
1 +

(µS − µN )2

4m2
R

−
µS
2
−
µN
2

)
13×3

'
(
mR −

µS
2
−
µN
2

)
13×3 (3.38)

where in every second line we have expanded up to O(
µS−µN
mR

). Once the spurionic
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radiative corrections are included in the Majorana self-energies, the O(3)2 invariance is

lifted and the matrices no longer commute. In the regime where these corrections are

small these expressions will remain approximately valid. However, once the corrections

are included, we perform the rotations numerically during our scan.

The combination

h†h ' 2

v2
EW

m′D†m′D m′D
†m′L

m′L
†m′D m′L

†m′L

 (3.39)

where h =
√

2
vEW

(m′D,m
′
L), is now the relevant combination for �avoured leptogenesis.

The entries in the diagonal blocks of h†h control the CP asymmetry generated by the

interference between two di�erent generations of heavy SNs with same sign mass splitting:

∆mSS
i,j = (M̂±)ii − (M̂±)jj . (3.40)

The o�-diagonal blocks control the CP asymmetry generated by the interference between

two di�erent heavy SNs of opposite mass splitting (same generation or otherwise):

∆mOS
i,j = (M̂±)ii − (M̂∓)jj . (3.41)

Clearly, in the absence of radiative e�ects where we have µN , µS ∝ 13×3 only ∆mOS
i,j 6= 0,

with ∆mSS
i,j = 0. Once the corrections are included, however, the SO(3)2 invariance is

broken allowing for both ∆mOS
i,j 6= 0 and ∆mSS

i,j 6= 0. From Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39) it can

be seen that for example if mν
D = mL

8 along with µN = µS then m′D 6= 0 but m′L = 0.

No real, o�-diagonal entries would exist and the same alignment problem of the type-I

seesaw would occur. This is not a general feature in the extended MLFV seesaw (as it

is in the minimal type-I MLFV seesaw) and would require an additional symmetry to

justify the necessary relations between the couplings and masses such that this �avour

alignment would occur.

Similar to Chapter 2 we consider a low-scale scenario in which the sterile masses are set to

O(TeV). This implies a low-temperature regime of lepton asymmetry generation where

individual lepton �avours are in equilibrium with the thermal bath and distinguishable.

We employ the same �avour-dependent Boltzmann equations [85, 88] from Chapter 2.

For completeness we rede�ne the CP asymmetry generated from the decays of an SN,

8This would imply that δµN = δµS and therefore O = V.
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Ni, to a speci�c lepton: �avour `α,

εiα =
Γ (Ni → lαΦ)− Γ

(
Ni → (lα)c Φ†

)∑
α

[
Γ (Ni → lαΦ) + Γ (Ni → (lα)c Φ†)

] . (3.42)

This parameter is once again given by

εαi =
1

8π (h†h)ii

∑
j 6=i

(
Aαij f(xij)︸ ︷︷ ︸ + (Aαij

√
xij + Bαij)

(1− xij)
(1− xij)2 + 1

64π2 (h†h)
2
jj︸ ︷︷ ︸
)

+ O(h6)

εV εS (3.43)

where Aαij = Im
{(
h†h
)
ij
h∗αi hαj

}
, Bαij = Im

{(
h†h
)
ji
h∗αi hαj

}
, xij =

(
mNj
mNi

)2
and the

loop function for the vertex-diagram contribution f(xij), is given by [83]

f(xij) =
√
xij

[
1− (1 + xij) ln

(
1 + xij
xij

)]
. (3.44)

As before we have indicated the contribution from the vertex εV and self-energy εS graphs

of Fig. 1.2. A resonant enhancement in the CP asymmetry will occur when

1− xij →
1

8π

(
h†h
)
jj

(3.45)

which leads to the simpli�ed condition

mNi −mNj →
Γi,j
2

(3.46)

where Γi ' mi
8π

∑
l h
∗
lihli is the decay width of Ni and we assume mNi −mNj � mNi,j in

order to move from Eq. (3.45) to Eq. (3.46).

We choose the regulator of εiα to be of the form miΓj , which as discussed in [136] has

consistent behaviour for models with approximate lepton-number conservation. For other

choices of regulators typically assumed in leptogenesis analyses, pathological behaviour

occurs for approximate lepton-number conserving scenarios. For example choosing a

regulator of the form (miΓi −mjΓj) diverges in the scenario mi → mj combined with

Γi → Γj which occurs in the ISS and LSS when the LNV parameters are taken to zero.

Speci�cally for the LSS scenario, it is important to note that the second term in Eq. (3.43),

due to the one-loop self-energy correction εS , identically goes to zero when mNi → mNj .
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By contrast, the �rst term arises from the one-loop vertex correction εV . In the limit

mNi → mNj the asymmetry it generates is non-zero. However, Aαij = −Aαji and therefore

εαi = −
(
h†h
)
ii(

h†h
)
jj

εαj (3.47)

for mNi = mNj . Therefore the asymmetry produced by the decay of Ni to �avour

α is almost equal and opposite to that of Nj and in the limit
(
h†h
)
ii
→
(
h†h
)
jj

the

asymmetry will vanish identically once the decays of all SNs are included. If the two SNs

have di�erent decay widths a non-zero asymmetry is possible, albeit highly suppressed.

We again work under the condition that, due to the strong washout nature of the tem-

perature regime we favour [1], asymmetry generation occurs predominately well before

the electroweak phase transition crossover and so we need not consider the changing

sphaleron rate as the temperature approaches and crosses its critical value. The baryon

asymmetry is then expressed as a fraction of the lepton asymmetry generated through

ηB = −28

51

1

27

∑
α=e,µ,τ

ηα (3.48)

where the factor of 28/51 arises from the fraction of lepton asymmetry reprocessed into

a baryon asymmetry by electroweak sphalerons [82], while the dilution factor 1/27 arises

from photon production until the recombination epoch [139].

3.4 Numerical Results

In full analogy to the type-I scenario, all appropriate �avour invariant operators must

be included. This leads to corrections to the Majorana mass terms from spurion com-

binations transforming the appropriate way such that when coupled with the heavy SN

�elds, the term is �avour invariant at the high scale. Now in the case of the extended

seesaw both Majorana masses receive corrections, as per

µ̃N = µN

(
YµN + n1

(
(YνD)†YνD + ((YνD)†YνD)T

)
+ n

(1)
2

(
(YνD)†YνD(YνD)†YνD + ((YνD)†YνD(YνD)†YνD)T

)
+ . . .

)
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µ̃S = µS

(
YµS + s1

(
Y†LYL + (Y†LYL)T

)
+ s

(1)
2

(
Y†LYLY

†
LYL + (Y†LYLY

†
LYL)T

)
+ . . .

)
. (3.49)

As can be checked explicitly by applying the transformations de�ned in Eq. (3.25), the

combinations of spurions above are �avour invariant when coupled to N c
RNR and SLScL.

All terms at next-to-leading order in the �avout-invariant spurion insertions will be

explicitly written below.

The coe�cients ni and si are dimensionless Wilson coe�cients which are treated as free

parameters in the absence of an explicit high-scale, renormalisable theory. They are

conventionally either taken to be O(1) numbers [168, 169, 174, 197], or arising from

radiative e�ects [175, 176] so that n1 ' s1 ' 1
16π2 and s

(i)
2 ∼ (s1)2 etc. Note that in

the ISS regime where YL = 0, only the Majorana mass µN receives radiative corrections

from �avour e�ects in our setup, whereas in the LSS regime where YµN = YµS = 0 both

Majorana masses receive corrections.

We consider the general scenario similar to Chapter 2 where one copy of NR and SL is

added for each generation of active neutrino. The tree-level light neutrino mass matrix

can be expressed in powers of the LNV parameters [143] which in complete generality

(without assuming MLFV) can be expanded out

mtree
ν = mν

D

(
MT
R

)−1
µSM

−1
R (mν

D)T +mν
D

(
MT
R

)−1
µSM

−1
R µN

(
MT
R

)−1
µSM

−1
R (mν

D)T

−mLM
−1
R (mν

D)T −mLM
−1
R µN

(
MT
R

)−1
µSM

−1
R (mν

D)T

−mν
D

(
MT
R

)−1
mT
L −mν

D

(
MT
R

)−1
µSM

−1
R µN

(
MT
R

)−1
mT
L

+mLM
−1
R µN (MT

R )−1mT
L +mLM

−1
R µN (MT

R )−1µSM
−1
R µN (MT

R )−1mT
L

+ . . . (3.50)

where for completeness we have written all leading and next-to-leading terms valid for

||µS ||, ||µN ||, ||mL|| � ||MR||. The above equation is valid for the general case of non-

commuting sub-matrices, but for our MLFV setup MR = mR13×3, mL is diagonal and

µS ∝ µN ∝ 13×3.

In the limiting case of the ISS, only the �rst line of Eq. (3.50) contributes at leading

order to the active neutrino masses. As discussed previously, mtree
ν vanishes in the limit

µS → 0 even if µN 6= 0. For µS 6= 0 the contribution from terms involving µN are highly
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suppressed compared to terms without factors of µN even for relatively large values in

the entries of µN .

At one-loop order however, additional terms are generated for the active neutrino masses

which can be important [143],

m1-loop
ν ' f(mR)

m2
W

(
mν
D µN (mν

D)T +mL µSm
T
L +mRmL (mν

D)T +mRm
ν
Dm

T
L

)
(3.51)

where

f(x) =
αW
16π

(
m2
H

x2 −m2
H

ln

[
x2

m2
H

]
+

3m2
Z

x2 −m2
Z

ln

[
x2

m2
Z

])
(3.52)

is a one-loop function and Eq. (3.51) is only valid for MR = mR13×3. Di�erent terms

in Eq. (3.51) can contribute signi�cantly for di�erent hierarchies amongst µN , µS and

mL which are free parameters in our scan.

Combining the tree-level and one-loop contributions at leading order leads to a general

light-neutrino mass matrix in our MLFV ansatz of the form

mν =
1

m2
R

(
mν
D µN (mν

D)T +mL µSm
T
L

)
− 1

mR

(
mL (mν

D)T +mν
Dm

T
L

)}
tree

+
1

m2
R

(
f(mR)

m2
R

m2
W

)(
mν
D µN (mν

D)T +mL µSm
T
L

)
+

1

mR

(
f(mR)

m2
R

m2
W

)(
mL (mν

D)T +mν
Dm

T
L

)
 one-loop

(3.54)

where for both the ISS and LSS we �x mR = 1 TeV. For the ISS speci�cally, the LNV

parameters are randomly (and independently) scanned over the ranges

µS ∼ O(10−15 − 102)13×3 GeV

µN ∼ O(10−15 − 104)13×3 GeV (3.55)

where we allow for larger values of µN over µS as its contribution to the active neutrino

mass is suppressed by a loop factor. For the LSS we vary

(mL)ii ∼ O(10−9 − 101) GeV (3.56)
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where, in order to reduce the number of degrees of freedom, we take it to be diagonal

but not proportional to the identity matrix in order for its inclusion to break the �avour

symmetry. We �x the diagonal entries of mL to satisfy min(mL) > 1
5max(mL) such that

signi�cant hierarchies between entries of mL do not occur. In this way the entries of mν
D

will act as the most signi�cant sources of �avour symmetry breaking in analogy with

MFV and minimal MLFV.

We �t active-neutrino data by �xing the Dirac mass matrix mν
D with an approximate9

Casas-Ibarra parameterisation [131] which for the ISS is

mν
D = mR UPMNS m̂

1/2
ν Rµ

−1/2
e� , (3.57)

where we de�ne an e�ective mass

µe� = f(mR)

(
mR

mW

)2

µN + µS . (3.58)

which is slightly di�erent to the Casas-Ibarra parameterisation of Chapter 2 given in

Eq. (2.26) due to the inclusion of non-zero entries in µN . For the LSS,

mν
D = −mR Um̂

1/2
ν C m̂1/2

ν UTPMNS (me�
L )T−1 (3.59)

with an equivalently de�ned e�ective mass

me�
L =

(
f(mR)

(
mR

mW

)2

− 1

)
mL. (3.60)

The matrix R is a complex-orthogonal matrix RRT = 13×3 which can be parameterised

with three complex mixing angles θi = θri + iθci where

R(θ1, θ2, θ3) = R12(θ1)R13(θ2)R23(θ3),

9The parameterisation is only approximate as we ignore the corrections to the mass terms e.g. µ̃i =
µi + δµi generated through spurion insertions when solving for mν

D. This approximation is valid in
the regime where δµi < µi. We additionally check that once these corrections are included the active-
neutrino mass di�erences are not spoiled.
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R12(θ1) =


cθ1 −sθ1 0

sθ1 cθ1 0

0 0 1

 , R13(θ2) =


cθ2 0 −sθ2
0 1 0

sθ2 0 cθ2

 , R23(θ3) =


1 0 0

0 cθ3 −sθ3
0 sθ3 cθ3

 .

(3.61)

In order to reduce the number of free parameters we �x the real components of the

mixing angles to

θr1 =
π

5
, θr2 =

5π

6
, θr3 =

4π

7
(3.62)

where there is no sign�cance to the values chosen. From the results of Chapter 2, the

asymmetry is not sensitive to the values of the real angles [1] and therefore should apply

for any choice of their values. We �x θc1 = θc3 = 0 for simplicity and scan over

θc2 ∼ O(10−3 − 101). (3.63)

By contrast to the complex-orthogonal R, the matrix C instead satis�es C + CT =

13×3 and therefore must be a combination of a skew-symmetric matrix and a matrix

proportional to the identity of the speci�c form,

C =


1
2 a1 a2

−a1
1
2 a3

−a2 −a3
1
2

 (3.64)

with ai = ari + iaci where we choose to �x

ar1 =
1

10
, ar2 =

2

10
, ar3 =

1

2
, ac1 = ac3 = 0 (3.65)

and scan over

ac2 ∼ O(10−3 − 101). (3.66)

The active-neutrino masses

m̂ν = diag(mν1 , mν2 , mν3) = U †PMNS(mtree
ν +m1-loop

ν )U∗PMNS (3.67)
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are inputs for Eqs. (3.57) and (3.59) where for simplicity we assume normal ordering

which is currently favoured over inverted ordering [192], implying

mν2 =
√
m2
ν1

+ ∆m2
21

mν3 =
√
m2
ν1

+ ∆m2
21 + ∆m2

31 (3.68)

and unless stated otherwise we �x the lightest neutrino massmν1 to 0.01 eV. Other active

neutrino parameters are �xed to their current best �t values [192] and listed in Table 1.3

but the Dirac phase has been �xed to be maximally CP-violating.

We work in the perturbative regime of the Yukawa couplings generated by the Casas-

Ibarra parameterisations such that |Yij |2 . 4π, which prevents very large choices for

the complex parameters. We �x the unknown Wilson coe�cients si and ni to 1
16π2 for

de�niteness unless stated otherwise.

To check our numerical solutions to the Boltzmann equations, we compare the results to

a known approximate analytic expression of the baryon asymmetry that is valid in the

strong washout regime (Kα
eff ≥ 5) [139, 140], where

Kα
e� = κα

∑
iKiB

α
i ,

κα = 2
∑
i,j

(
h∗αihαj+hc∗

αih
c
αj

)[
(h†h)

ij
+ (hc†hc)

ij

]
+
(
h∗αihαj−hc∗

αih
c
αj

)2

[(hh†)
αα

+ (hchc†)
αα

]
[
(h†h)

ii
+ (hc†hc)

ii
+ (h†h)

jj
+ (hc†hc)

jj

] (1− 2i
mNi−mNj

Γi+Γj

)−1
,

Bα
i =

Γ(Ni→lαΦ)+Γ(Ni→lcαΦ†)∑
α

[
Γ(Ni→(lα)cΦ)+Γ(Ni→(lα)cΦ†)

] ,
(3.69)

with mNi = (M̂±)ii and Ki = ΓNi/H(mN ) being the naïve washout solely from inverse

decays. The inclusion of the scale factor κα accounts for the numerically signi�cant

2↔ 2 scattering processes relevant for models with small lepton number violation. The

Yukawa couplings h and hc appearing in bold are resummed Yukawa couplings �rst

de�ned in [84]. They are required to properly account for unstable particle mixing

e�ects amongst the heavy sterile neutrinos. As a consequence of the resummed Yukawa

couplings, the scaling parameter κα is real-valued.
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Example parameters |ηB|
∣∣ηapprox.
B

∣∣
mL ' diag(1.5, 2.6, 1.2)× 10−3 GeV

µS = µN = 0 1.37× 10−10 7.23× 10−10

a1 = 1
10 , a2 ' 2

10 + 0.00028i, a3 = 5
10

mL ' diag(0.70, 1.33, 1.26)× 10−5 GeV
µS = µN = 0 1.98× 10−11 2.31× 10−11

a1 = 1
10 , a2 ' 2

10 + 2.06i, a3 = 5
10

mL = 0
µS ' 9× 10−11 GeV, µN ' 225 GeV 2.57× 10−11 1.21× 10−11

θ1 = π
5 , θ2 ' 5π

6 + 0.094i, θ3 = 4π
7

mL = 0
µS ' 1 GeV, µN ' 414 GeV 1.71× 10−10 5.75× 10−11

θ1 = π
5 , θ2 ' 5π

6 + 0.16i, θ3 = 4π
7

Table 3.5: Comparison between the numerically computed asymmetry |ηB | and the
analytic approximation |ηapprox.

B | from Eq. (3.70) for example points of the LSS (top two)
and ISS (bottom two). All points include all relevant radiative corrections as de�ned
in Eq. (3.49) where for these example parameters we have set all Wilson coe�cients at

lowest order to 1/16π2.

The asymmetry is then well approximated by

ηapprox.
B ' −28

51

1

27

3

2

∑
α,i

εαi
Kα

effmin[zc, 1.25 ln(25Kα
eff)]

(3.70)

where zc = mN/Tc is related to the critical temperature of the electroweak phase tran-

sition. The numerical versus analytic approximation comparison illustrated in Table 3.5

provides strong evidence that our numerical routines are accurate.

Finally, the small mass di�erences between the heavy sterile states generating the res-

onant enhancement could also lead to coherent oscillations between the SNs. The dy-

namics of the coherent oscillations will alter the evolution of the lepton asymmetry and

could potentially signi�cantly impact the net asymmetry generated for some region of

parameter space. To properly account for their e�ects would require a �avour-covariant

set of transport equations, as opposed to the semi-classical Boltzmann equations we em-

ploy. We will therefore estimate the impact of coherent sterile neutrino oscillations on

the �nal baryon asymmetry by employing an analytic estimate derived speci�cally for
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resonant scenarios of leptogenesis [136],

ηoscB ' −28

51

1

27

3

2

∑
α,i 6=j

1

zc

1

K``
(Aαij
√
xij + Bαij)

2(m2
i −m2

j )mNΓN

(m2
i −m2

j )
2 +

4m2
NΓ2

Ndet[Re{h†h}]
(h†h)ii(h†h)jj

, (3.71)

where K`` = (mN (hh†)``)/(8πH(z = 1)) and ΓN is the average of the sterile neutrino

decay widths. Equation 3.71 has a similar behaviour to the asymmetry due to standard

mixing e�ects given in Eqs. (3.43) and (3.48). In particular, the appearance of (Aαij
√
xij+

Bαij) in both expressions implies that the sign of the asymmetries generated by both of

these processes are the same. Therefore for the resonant scenario the e�ect of including

oscillations will only increase the overall asymmetry. The masses of the heavy SNs being

larger than the electroweak-phase transition temperature, in combination with the strong

washout nature of the parameter space we consider, prevents a `freeze-in' scenario due to

oscillations, as in traditional ARS leptogenesis [99]. Therefore the asymmetry generated

from coherent oscillations should be independent of the initial conditions of the heavy

SNs.

3.4.1 Inverse seesaw (ISS)

For the ISS (YL = 0,) the only LNV parameters present are the two small Majorana

masses

Mν =


m1-loop
ν mν

D 0

(mν
D)T µN MR

0 MT
R µS

 . (3.72)

From Eq. (3.49) only µN receives radiative corrections from SO(3)NR breaking terms

proportional to the Yukawa spurion YνD.

We separately consider three scenarios for the ISS: �rst where no corrections are intro-

duced, second where corrections are introduced at the next lowest order, labelled N1

and, third, corrections up to next-to-leading order, labelled N2:

µ̃N = µN

(
13×3 +N1 +N2

)
(3.73)
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where

N1 = n1

(
(YνD)†YνD + ((YνD)†YνD)T

)
,

N2 = n
(1)
2

(
(YνD)†YνD(YνD)†YνD + ((YνD)†YνD(YνD)†YνD)T

)
+ n

(2)
2

(
(YνD)†YνD((YνD)†YνD)T

)
+n

(3)
2

(
((YνD)†YνD)T (YνD)†YνD

)
+ n

(4)
2

(
(YνD)†YeY†eYνD + ((YνD)†YeY†eYνD)T

)
(3.74)

and we �x n(i)
2 = (n1)2 for computational convenience. Due to the perturbative regime

in which we operate, it will always be the case that ||Ni|| � 1. All terms are formally

�avour invariant and serve to break the �avour degeneracy amongst the heavy SNs when

these spurions acquire non-zero vevs.

For the ISS as mL = 03×3 the combination in Eq. (3.39) simpli�es to

h†h ' 2

v2
EW


(

1√
2
− 1

4
√

2

(
µS−µN

2mR

))2
(mν

D)†mν
D −i

(
1
2 −

1
32

(
µS−µN

2mR

)2
)

(mν
D)†mν

D

i

(
1
2 −

1
32

(
µS−µN

2mR

)2
)

(mν
D)†mν

D

(
1√
2

+ 1
4
√

2

(
µS−µN

2mR

))2
(mν

D)mν
D


(3.75)

where we are now dealing with unprimed matrices. Due to the fact thatMR ∝ µS ∝ 13×3,

in the case where onlyN1 is included the corrected Majorana mass µN can be diagonalised

without a�ecting the other entries in the 2× 2 sub-block, with
0 mν

D 0

(mν
D)T µN13×3 + δµN mR13×3

0 mR13×3 µS13×3

→


0 mν
DO 0

OT (mν
D)T ˆ̃µN mR13×3

0 mR13×3 µS

 (3.76)

under the rotation NR → ONR and SL → OSL. Similarly to the minimal type-I sce-

nario, if only N1 is included then Re
{

(mν
D)†mν

D

}
∝ N1 = δµN and the combinations

of (mν
D)†mν

D appearing in Eq. (3.75) will have no real o�-diagonal components. We em-

phasize that this only occurs for the ISS because mL = 03×3. Di�erently to the type-I

scenario however the o�-diagonal blocks of Eq. (3.75) have an additional complex phase

such that the imaginary components10 of OT (mν
D)†mν

DO become real o�-diagonal en-

tries in h†h. This therefore allows for non-zero generation of lepton asymmetry unlike

the type-I scenario.

10This is because OT Re
{

(YνD)†YνD
}
O = diag(. . . ) due to the form of the corrections but

OT Im
{

(YνD)†YνD
}
O 6= diag(. . . ) and therefore o�-diagonal imaginary components are generated which

become real due to the additional phase in Eq. (3.75).
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As only the o�-diagonal blocks of h†h contain the necessary terms, only diagrams between

two SNs of di�erent mass splittings, i.e. from ∆mOS
i,j , will contribute to asymmetry. The

real components of the (1, 1) and (2, 2) blocks are diagonal, on the other hand, meaning

that SNs with the same sign mass splitting ∆mSS
i,j will not contribute to ε

i
α. Once N2 is

included however, the �avour mis-alignment between δµN and (mν
D)†mν

D will generate

real o�-diagonal components in (mν
D)†mν

D and therefore all four blocks of Eq. (3.75) will

contribute to εiα.

In Fig. 3.1 we plot the baryon asymmetry numerically calculated as a function of both µN

and µS . All three scenarios are simultaneously plotted. Both in the case where radiative

e�ects are ignored as well as when only N1 is included, similar behaviour occurs. The

inclusion of N1 breaks the mass degeneracy between all six SNs, as opposed to without

its inclusion where two groups of identical mass SNs form. However, as discussed above,

due to �avour alignment only diagrams involving opposite mass split SNs contribute to

the asymmetry. Therefore the mass di�erence is generated exclusively from

∆mOS
i,j =

(
mN±

)
i
−
(
mN∓

)
j
' µN + µS (3.77)

with

mN± ' mR ±
1

2
µN ±

1

2
µS . (3.78)

While the spurion corrections are present we have µN � N1 and therefore they are not

the dominant source for the mass splittings in this situation. In this regime resonant

leptogenesis is not feasible [1, 162, 167]. The inclusion of N2 generates non-zero, o�-

diagonal entries in the (1, 1) and (2, 2) entries of Eq. (3.75) such that new contributions

turn on arising from the mass splitting

∆mSS
i,j =

(
mN±

)
i
−
(
mN±

)
j
' µN

(
(YνD)†YνD

)
ii
. (3.79)

We emphasis that even when only N1 is included, the mass degeneracy between the same

sign mass split SNs is still broken ∆mSS
i,j 6= 0. No resonant enhancement occurs between

two such SNs in this case not because of a mass degeneracy between them (as is the case

when no corrections are included) but because of the �avour alignment issue described

above.

Figure 3.2 plots the asymmetry when N2 is included and a clear resonant enhancement
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Figure 3.1: Plot of the asymmetry generated in the ISS for the individual cases where
no radiative corrections are considered (orange), where only N1 is considered (blue) and
when both N1 and N2 are included (cyan). This was varied with µN (left �gure) and
µS (right �gure). A resonant enhancement in the asymmetry occurs only if the
next-to-leading order contributions are included. The red horizontal line indicates the

asymmetry required to �t observations.

occurs for large values of µN . While the mass splitting is proportional to the decay

width, it is also scaled by the Majorana mass µN . For small LNV the mass splitting will

be much less than the decay width but for large values

µN

(
(YνD)†YνD

)
ii
→ mNi

8π

(
(YνD)†YνD

)
ii
' Γi (3.80)

forcing a resonant enhancement to occur. In Fig. 3.2 we distinguish between two di�erent

hierarchical cases for the Majorana masses: µN > µS in purple and µS > µN in green.

The asymmetry in the resonant regime is independent of µS as in our setup this mass

does not receive any radiative corrections. If a stricter setup was considered such that it

did receive corrections (if, for example, we took an SO(3)NR ⊗SO(3)SL → SO(3)NR+SL

�avour symmetry) µS would require equivalently large masses in order to be placed in

the required resonant regime. However, such large values of µS are outside the regime

of validity required for the ISS and would spoil the guarantee of the parametrisation

in Eq. (3.57) to generate the required active neutrino masses. This follows as unlike µN ,

µS does not have a loop suppressed contribution to the active neutrino masses. Therefore

we �nd that µS cannot contribute to the resonance required for MLFV-ISS.

Additionally, the e�ects of coherent oscillations are estimated (in orange) in the bottom

plot of Fig. 3.2, where N2 is included speci�cally for the regime µN > µS required for

successful resonant leptogenesis. Here we �nd, for the resonant region of parameter

space, that the e�ects of coherent oscillations are roughly three orders of magnitude

smaller than that of standard thermal decay. For similar reasons as presented above for
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Figure 3.2: Plot of the asymmetry generated in the ISS when both N1 and N2 are
included, as a function of µN (top-left �gure) and µS (top-right �gure). Points in
purple correspond to the regime where µN > µS , while points in green to µS > µN . A
resonant enhancement of su�cient size is generated for large values of µN as long as
the hierarchy µN > µS is satis�ed. In order to match active neutrino data, µS which
generates a tree-level contribution must be less than ∼ 100 GeV, whereas µN , which
generates it at loop level, is allowed to be larger. The bottom �gure compares the
asymmetry generated from standard decay to oscillations (in orange) in the relevant
regime µN > µS . While for some region of parameter space the two processes are of
similar order, in the resonant regime the asymmetry due to oscillations is roughly three

orders of magnitude smaller and is therefore a sub-dominant e�ect.

resonant leptogenesis, without the inclusion of the second order spurion corrections N2,

the asymmetry generated by coherent oscillations is highly suppressed due to the same

�avour related cancellation e�ects. This is evident as the Yukawa structure of Eq. (3.71)

is the same as Eq. (3.43) and therefore the same arguments apply.

Summarising, we �nd two criteria for successful MLFV-ISS resonant leptogenesis: (1)

large values of the Majorana mass µN such that the mass splittings between SNs of

di�erent generations moves on resonance in a region of relatively low strong washout,

and (2) the inclusion of spurion e�ects up to lext-to-leading order in order to break

�avour alignment and prevent only opposite mass splitting SNs, that is pairs of SNs

with mass di�erences generated by the LNV parameters µN and µS , from contributing

to the asymmetry. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 where the decay width and the mass

splittings are plotted with the spurion corrections included. For large values of µN the
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Figure 3.3: Plot of the decay width Γi ' mi
8π

∑
l h
∗
lihli (blue) along with the mass

splitting ∆mi,j (red) as a function of µN for µS = 10−4 GeV and all radiative ef-
fects included. Here the mass splitting among opposite splitting SNs ∆mOS

i,j (left) is

compared to those with same sign splitting ∆mSS
i,j (right) as de�ned in Eqs. (3.40)

and (3.41). While in both plots a region of resonance occurs, in the case on the left it
occurs in a region of extremely strong washout c.f. Fig. 3.5. The inclusion of radiative
e�ects allows for a resonance to occur between SNs with same-sign mass splittings in a
region of minimised washout such that asymmetry generation can occur. In this region
heavy SNs of opposite sign mass splitting grow in mass di�erence and their contribution

becomes irrelevant.

opposite mass splitting SNs move further away from resonance whilst the same sign

mass splitting SNs move onto resonance. This e�ect occurs both with N1 and N2 but, as

discussed above, if only N1 is included then same sign mass splitting SNs combinations

do not generate any �avoured asymmetry.

These conclusions were drawn for �xed values of certain parameters. Most importantly

the Wilson coe�cients were �xed such that c1 = 1/16π2, which we chose under the

assumption that the high-scale dynamics arise from radiative e�ects. Increasing the size

of the Wilson coe�cients will increase the overall size of N2 from Eq. (3.74), allowing for

smaller values of µN by one or two orders of magnitude. Similarly, we �xed the lightest

neutrino mass mν1 in our scans. Smaller values of the lightest neutrino mass will increase

the hierarchy within (mν
D)†mν

D, which impacts the level of resonance through Eq. (3.57).

To illustrate this behaviour, in Fig. 3.4 the asymmetry is plotted as a function of these

two parameters where we have �xed all other parameters to a benchmark point within

the resonant region. From this �gure we conclude that there is a preference for smaller

values of neutrino mass mν1 � 0.1 eV and if larger values of the Wilson coe�cients were

allowed, a larger region of parameter space would go on resonance.

Asymmetry generation is su�cient for large Majorana masses not simply because of the

enhancement in the mass splitting. Due to the relationship between the Yukawa couplings

required to satisfy active neutrino mixing data and the input parameters from Eq. (3.57),

larger values of the Majorana masses (for �xed sterile Dirac mass mR) results in a overall
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Figure 3.4: Variation in the baryon asymmetry as a function of the lightest active
neutrino mass mν1 (left) and varying the Wilson coe�cient n1 (right) for the case
where all radiative spurion e�ects are included. In this scan we �xed θc2 = 0.7, µS '
10−1 GeV and µN ' 900 GeV and in the left plot set n1 = 1/16π2 and mν1 = 0.01
eV in the right plot. As the lightest neutrino mass is reduced (becomes hierarchical)
the asymmetry freezes out. There is a slight preference for light neutrino masses of
O(10−3 − 10−2) eV. Larger values for mν1 lead to a degeneracy amongst the light

neutrino masses and decreases the mass splitting generated by the inclusion of Ni
decreasing the resonant enhancement. Increasing the size of the Wilson coe�cient
allows the mass splitting to be closer to resonance allowing for one or two orders of

magnitude increased asymmetry.

decrease in the size of the Yukawa couplings required to generate the same light neutrino

masses. This leads to less e�cient washout of any generated asymmetry. Figure 3.5 plots

the washout as a function of the e�ective Majorana mass µe� which for the hierarchy

µN > µS simpli�es to µe� ' µN . Both the naïve washout Kα ∝ Γimi/H(mi) and the

e�ective washout Ke�
α de�ned in Eq. (3.69) (and relevant for scenarios with small LN

violating parameters [134, 139, 140] due to the sensitivity to 2 ↔ 2 scatterings) are

plotted together.

While the naïve washout overestimates the e�ciency of washout, it is clear that for

large values of the LNV parameters palatable values of washout (albeit still very much

in the strong washout regime) of O(103) or below are possible and therefore resonant

leptogenesis is roughly feasible in this speci�c region albeit only in a narrow window.

Small values of µN may allow the e�ective washout to become weak however, as discussed

in Chapter 2, asymmetry generation is suppressed in this region compared to the region

with strong e�ective washout. The numerically computed e�ective washout in Fig. 3.5

has consistent behaviour with the one-generational analytic estimate from Chapter 2 in

Eq. (2.87) and Fig. 2.5.

Figures. 3.6 and 3.7 plot the CP-asymmetry parameter to a speci�c lepton �avour11 α

11Due to the anarchic nature of our scenario there is no preference for a speci�c lepton �avour.
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Figure 3.5: Plot of the washout as a function of µe�. In blue the naïve washout
is plotted while in red the e�ective washout which is de�ned in Eq. (3.69) relevant
for situations with approximate lepton number conservation. As can be seen, naïvely
the washout is overestimated. For the hierarchy µN > µS , relevant for leptogenesis,
µe� ' µN and therefore the washout in the theory is dictated by the size of µN . In
regions of large µN the e�ective washout is low enough (but still within the strong
regime) for resonant leptogenesis to be feasible. For small values of µN the e�ective
washout may be weak, however asymmetry generation is suppressed in this region as

discussed in Chapter 2.

Figure 3.6: Plot of the CP asymmetry into a speci�c �avour εα =
∑
i ε
i
α generated

in the ISS when both N1 and N2 are included, as a function of µN (left �gure) and
µS (right �gure). Points in purple correspond to the regime where µN > µS , while
points in green to µS > µN . At around 10−4 GeV a natural resonance occurs generated
by ∆mOS

i,j in agreement with [1]. Once radiative e�ects are included an additional

resonance occurs for large values of µN and in the regime µN > µS .

as a function of the Majorana masses. A `natural' resonance occurs in the region of

µi ' 10−4 GeV induced by ∆mOS
i,j independent of the radiative spurion contributions,

in agreement with [1] and the results of the preceding chapter. However, this region

is accompanied by a much larger e�ective washout and cannot accommodate su�cient

asymmetry generation. In contrast only when both N1 and N2 are included does a clear

second resonance peak form for large values of µN . Larger values of µN would cause

µe� � MR and the approximations involved in deriving Eq. (3.50) and (3.57) would

break down.

Finally in Fig. 3.8 the asymmetry is varied against the complex angle θc2 for all three
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Figure 3.7: Plot of the CP asymmetry into a speci�c �avour εα =
∑
i ε
i
α generated

in the ISS with no radiative e�ects included (green) and with N1 and N2 included
(purple). This is varied with µN (left �gure) and µS (right �gure). A resonant
enhancement in the asymmetry occurs only if the next-to-leading order contributions

are included.

scenarios for a �xed benchmark point on resonance. In the case where no radiative

e�ects are included, there is a slight dependence on the size of θc2 which can vary the

asymmetry generated by one or two orders of magnitude. For small values of θc2 the

asymmetry is generated by the CP-violating phase δCP within the low-energy mixing

matrix. Similar behaviour occurs when N2 is included, with an overall preference for

the range 0.1 < θc2 < 1. In the case where only N1 is included, we con�rm its strong

dependence on the angle θc2 similarly to the type-I scenario [174]. However, we note that

in our case the asymmetry is not zero exactly unless θc2 = 0. Asymmetry generation can

only occur for non-zero values of θc2 independent of any low-energy CP violating phases

as phases from UPMNS cancel in the term (mν
D)†mν

D in combination with the �avour

alignment described above. Leptogenesis is viable both through the Dirac phase as well

as high scale CPV but we note that within MLFV-ISS the region in which it is possible

is very narrow.

3.4.2 `i → `jγ and MLFV-ISS

Here we brie�y discuss the consequences of MLFV-ISS on low-energy cLFV processes,

speci�cally the impact that the introduction of CPV has on predictions for `i → `jγ. We

also assess whether a future measurement of the region important for resonant leptogene-

sis will be possible. Similar to the MFV hypothesis of the quark sector, models of MLFV

predict relationships between the rates for di�erent charged lepton �avour decays.
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Figure 3.8: Plot of the baryon asymmetry as a function of the complex angle θc2 for
δCP = 3π/2 (left) and δCP = 0 (right). Here we have �xed µN ' 950 GeV and
µS ' 10 GeV to be on resonance. In blue no radiative e�ects are included, in red only
to leading order and in green next-to-leading order e�ects are included. The behaviour
of the asymmetry as a function of the complex angle is clear. At small values it freezes
out to that provided by the Dirac phase δCP however if only the leading radiative e�ects
are included (red), the asymmetry tends to zero with decreasing θc2 even for non-zero
δCP . This e�ect is similar to what occurs in the type-I MLFV scenario [174, 176, 198].
Asymmetry generation is possible both with low-energy phases as well as complex
entries of the R matrix where we loosely �nd the criterion 0.1 . θc2 . 1 for su�cient

asymmetry generation when δCP = 0.

In the SM e�ective �eld theory framework the process `i → `jγ arises from dimension

six e�ective operators that contain
(
`Γ eR

)
[168, 169, 197] where family indices have

been suppressed. These operators are not invariant under the �avour symmetry de�ned

for MLFV in Eq. (3.19). Insertion of spurion combinations transforming as (3, 3, 1, 1)

make these terms formally invariant. At lowest order this is simply the spurion Ye.

However, as we work in a basis where this matrix is diagonal, it does not contribute

to �avour-violating processes. The lowest order spurion combination that makes the

relevant operators �avour invariant and contains non-diagonal entries is ∆Ye, where

∆ = YνD(YνD)†. (3.81)

The combination transforms as
(
∆Ye

)
→ U`L

(
∆Ye

)
U†eR as required.

A simple expression for the branching ratio is obtained [168] in the limit m`j � m`i ,

B`i→`jγ = 384π2e2 v4
EW

4Λ4
LFV

|∆ij |2 |C|2 (3.82)

where C accounts for a combination of Wilson coe�cients of the relevant operators. As

is conventional when considering cLFV in MLFV, we set |C|2 = 1. Note that in a speci�c

UV-complete model based on MLFV, these parameters will be �xed by the high-scale
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dynamics and may have a di�erent magnitude.

In Eq. (3.81) the only parameter which carries family indices is the spurion combination

∆ij . Therefore useful predictive parameters for MLFV are ratios of branching ratios for

di�erent lepton �avour decays,

R(i,j)[k,l] ≡
B`i→`jγ

B`k→`lγ
=
|∆ij |2

|∆kl|2
. (3.83)

In these ratios, the unknown scale of LFV (ΛLFV) cancels out. While it can be identi�ed

with MR in the ISS model, it is also possible that it could arise as the result of some

unknown dynamics not directly related to the seesaw mechanism.

Many detailed explorations of cLFV in MLFV have been made for the minimal type-I

seesaw scenario [168, 169, 175, 197, 199], the results of which should also hold in the ISS.

Here we brie�y consider the impact of the complex angle θc2 and the Dirac phase δCP on

the predictions for speci�c ratios of cLFV observables. In particular we compare the CP-

conserving scenario (assumed in the simplest version of MLFV) with the CP-violating

scenario and the size of deviation their inclusion introduces. As we have demonstrated

that leptogenesis is viable with both the low-energy phase δCP and with the inclusion

of the CP-violating angle θc2, we analyse the two limiting cases where CPV arises solely

from one of these angles.

Figure 3.9 plots three ratios of cLFV observables as a function of the lightest neutrino

mass mν1 for θc2 = 0 while varying δCP . The red and orange lines correspond to the

CP-conserving scenarios δCP = {0, 2π} or π, which allows for full reconstruction of YνD
from low energy observables. The blue shaded region corresponds to all other values of

δCP where the green line speci�cally corresponds to the maximally CP-violating cases

δCP = π/2 or 3π/2. The inclusion of CP-violating phases does not spoil the generic

MLFV prediction that R(µ,e)[τ,µ] � 1 and R(τ,e)[τ,µ] � 1 in both the hierarchical and

degenerate scenarios for the light neutrinos. A more potentially measurable e�ect occurs

for the ratio R(µ,e)[τ,e], speci�cally for a hierarchical spectrum of light neutrinos. The

CP-conserving case predicts either R(µ,e)[τ,e] > 1 or R(µ,e)[τ,e] < 1 depending on the

choice of δCP , while the maximally CP-violating scenario predicts R(µ,e)[τ,e] ' 1.

Similar plots are presented in Fig. 3.10 where we plot the ratios as a function of the

lightest neutrino mass mν1 for δCP = 0 and varying θc2. Once again a hierarchical
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Figure 3.9: Plot of the ratios R(i,j)[k,l] for various combinations of �avour initial and
�nal states as a function of the lightest neutrino mass mν1 . Here the complex angle θc2
has been switched o� but the low-energy phase δCP is varied. Lines in red and orange
correspond to the CP-conserving cases δCP = {0, 2π} and δCP = π respectively. In
green is the maximally violating case of δCP = π/2 or δCP = 3π/2. The shaded blue
region corresponds to δCP = (0, 2π)\{π/2, π, 3π/2}. All results are in full agreement

with [169] for the CP-conserving cases.

spectrum of light neutrinos is required in order for CP-violating phases to have their

most signi�cant e�ect. The inclusion of θc2 does not spoil the generic predictions from

the CP-conserving cases presented in Fig. 3.9, however it is clear in the case of R(µ,e)[τ,e]

and R(τ,e)[τ,µ] that the inclusion of CP-violation (CP-conservation) moves the ratios closer

(further) from one. Therefore future measurement of this ratio could constrain scenarios

of MLFV that include CP violation.

Finally in Fig. 3.11 the branching ratio BR(µ→ eγ) is plotted as a function of the LNV

parameter µN . Here the cases where no CPV is present is distinguished from the cases

where CPV arises from the low-energy observable δCP and from the complex angle θc2.

The LFV scale has been �xed to ΛLFV = MR = 1 TeV and the LNV parameter µS has

been �xed to the values described in the �gure caption. The horizontal dotted (solid)

red line corresponds to the current (future) sensitivity of MEG (MEG-II) [148, 150] for

this decay process. Currently, MLFV-ISS has been excluded for very low values of µN

and µS for which the scales of LNV ΛLNV = m2
R/µe� and LFV ΛLFV = mR are most
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Figure 3.10: Plot of the ratios R(i,j)[k,l] for various combinations of �avour initial and
�nal states as a function of the lightest neutrino mass mν1 . Here the low-energy phase
δCP has been switched o� but the complex angle θc2 is varied. We �nd the same generic
predictions as in the CP-conserving case of R(µ,e)[τ,e] > 1 (top-left) R(µ,e)[τ,µ] < 1
(top-right) and R(τ,e)[τ,µ] < 1 (bottom). For the ratios R(µ,e)[τ,e] and R(τ,e)[τ,µ] the
introduction of CP-violation brings the ratios closer to one and this di�erence is most
apparent with a hierarchical spectrum of light neutrinos. In orange θc2 < 0.1, in red

0.1 < θc2 < 0.3 and in burgundy θc2 > 0.3.

disparate.

Successful MLFV-ISS resonant leptogenesis, however, requires very large values of µN

in order for su�ciently reduced washout to occur in combination with a resonant en-

hancement of the asymmetry. This corresponds to a reduction in the hierarchy between

the LNV and LFV scale, suppressing the overall size of this cLFV decay. Therefore,

while some overall predictions can be made within MLFV-ISS on the relative strength of

various combinations of cLFV observables, a measurement of cLFV in near future exper-

iments will be in con�ict with the viable parameter space for MLFV-ISS leptogenesis in

the absence of some additional mechanism to reduce the overall washout in this region.
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Figure 3.11: Plot of the branching ratio BR(µ→ eγ) for θc2 = 0 (left) and 0.1 < θc2 <
1 (right) as a function of µN . Points in blue correspond to the choice δCP = 0 whereas
points in green correspond to δCP = 3π/2. In these plots the other LNV parameter µS
has been �xed to the values 10−8, 10−5, 10−2 and 10 GeV. The ratio plateaus whenever
µN < µS . The red dotted (solid) line corresponds to the current (future) sensitivity of
MEG and MEG-II [148, 150], respectively, for this decay mode. Clearly, small values
of the LNV parameters are experimentally accessible, while large values (necessary for
MLFV-ISS resonant leptogenesis) correspond to a suppressed signal. The inclusion of
low-scale CPV through the Dirac phase has no e�ect on the prediction, while CPV

from θc2 can alter the prediction by approximately an order of magnitude.

3.4.3 Linear Seesaw (LSS)

For the LSS (YµS = YµN = 0) the LNV parameter arises from the (1, 3) and (3, 1) entry

of the full neutrino mass matrix,

Mν =


m1-loop
ν mν

D mL

(mν
D)T 0 MR

mT
L MT

R 0

 . (3.84)

From Eq. (3.49) as long as YL 6∝ 13×3 there is a radiative contribution to both the (2, 2)

and (3, 3) entry which will break the SO(3)2 invariance, leading to

µ̃N = µN

(
N1 +N2

)
µ̃S = µS

(
S1 + S2

)
, (3.85)

where

N1 = n1

(
(YνD)†YνD + ((YνD)†YνD)T

)
,

N2 = n
(1)
2

(
(YνD)†YνD(YνD)†YνD + ((YνD)†YνD(YνD)†YνD)T

)
+ n

(2)
2

(
(YνD)†YνD((YνD)†YνD)T

)
+n

(3)
2

(
((YνD)†YνD)T (YνD)†YνD

)
+ n

(4)
2

(
(YνD)†YeY†eYνD + ((YνD)†YeY†eYνD)T

)
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S1 = s1

(
Y†LYL + (Y†LYL)T

)
,

S2 = s
(1)
2

(
Y†LYLY

†
LYL + (Y†LYLY

†
LYL)T

)
+ s

(2)
2

(
Y†LYL(Y†LYL)T

)
+ s

(3)
2

(
(Y†LYL)TY†LYL

)
+ s

(4)
2

(
Y†LYeY

†
eYL + (Y†LYeY

†
eYL)T

)
. (3.86)

As before, we consider separately the cases where no corrections are included, corrections

are included at leading order and corrections are included at next-to-leading order.

For the ISS scenario the corrections to the Majorana mass µ̃N were proportional to the

non-zero bare mass µN itself and scaled as µN . For the LSS, by contrast, we operate in a

regime where an explicit Majorana mass term in the Lagrangian is forbidden. However,

�avour-invariant combinations such as (YνD)†YνD and Y†LYL transform in the necessary

way to induce mass terms for each SN.

Here the dimensionful parameters µN and µS cannot be identi�ed with bare Majorana

mass terms. Rather, they arise from the unknown UV complete dynamics. As we remain

agnostic about these dynamics, yet under the MLFV ansatz we must include such terms,

we choose to �x the values of µN and µS in some plausible way. For example, it seems

reasonable to take µi ' v2/MX, which would be true if µi arose from some e�ective

coupling with the SM Higgs doublet mediated by a heavy new particle X, generating an

operator similar to the Weinberg operator.

We �x these parameters to µN = µS = 1 GeV which, in the example given above, would

arise if mX ' O(10 − 1000) TeV depending on the strength of the relevant couplings.

We also make the reasonable assumption that this mass scale is independent of any

parameters appearing in the matrix mL.

Figure 3.12 plots the asymmetry generated as a function of mL, which we de�ne to be

the average of the non-zero entries of mL in the three scenarios considered. Points in

blue correspond to the asymmetry without including Ni and Si. As discussed previously

near Eq. (3.47), in this regime (where all the SNs have identical masses) the self-energy

contribution to the CP-asymmetry is switched o� but a non-zero asymmetry is generated

from the vertex contribution and di�erences in the decay widths of each SN. The most

asymmetry (albeit much too small) is generated in the region where the washout is

minimised, as shown Fig. 3.13, in agreement with [1] and Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.12: Plot of the asymmetry generated in the LSS for the three scenarios
(left) and comparing the asymmetry generated from mixing to oscillations (right) as
a function of mL, the average of the non-zero entries of the LNV matrix mL in GeV.
Points in blue correspond to no radiative corrections, points in orange are when N1 and
S1 are included and points in cyan include all terms. Contrary to the case of MLFV-ISS,
corrections at leading order are su�cient to generate the necessary asymmetry. The case
without any radiative corrections is highly suppressed as the self-energy contributions
to εαi are identically zero. However a non-zero asymmetry is generated due to the
di�erences in the decay widths generating slight deviations in the vertex contribution
for each SN, c.f. Eq. (3.47). Points in purple correspond to the estimated asymmetry
generated due to oscillation e�ects between the heavy sterile neutrinos. The asymmetry
due to oscillations is predicted to be of the same order as the asymmetry from standard
thermal leptogenesis and modi�es the predictions for the allowed range of couplings

only slightly.

Points in orange correspond to spurion insertions at lowest order and points in cyan

include all relevant terms. Now, due to the inclusion of the radiative Majorana masses,

mass splittings occur between the six heavy SNs. The self-energy component of Eq. (3.43)

turns on and increases the overall CP-asymmetry (due to a resonance between the SN

masses) by several orders of magnitude. Here, including the next-to-leading order con-

tributions does not change the size of the asymmetry generated. By contrast with with

MLFV-ISS, the �avour mis-alignment between the matrix structure of mν
D and mL gen-

erates non-diagonal real entries in Eq. (3.39) at lowest order which also allows for larger

values of εαi .

The right side of Fig. 3.12 estimates the contribution to the asymmetry arising from

coherent oscillations with the spurion contributions included. For the entire region of

parameter space we considered, the asymmetry generated from coherent oscillations is

of similar size to that generated from conventional thermal leptogenesis. The inclusion

of oscillation e�ects will therefore increase the total asymmetry, but we �nd no region

where the e�ects of coherent oscillations dominate to a point where the region of viable

parameter space signi�cantly expands.
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Figure 3.13: Plot of the e�ective washout to a speci�c lepton �avour Kα generated
in the LSS as de�ned in Eq. (3.69). We �nd the washout is minimised for mL '
O(10−5−10−3) GeV in agreement with [1]. The washout which is related to the Yukawa
couplings in the mass basis of the heavy SNs from Eq. (3.39), is dominantly controlled
by the parameters of mL(m

ν
D) when ‖mL‖ > ‖mν

D‖( ‖mν
D‖ > ‖mL‖). For large values

ofmL the washout is not dependent on the size of the complex parameter ac2 whereas for
small values where the parameters of mν

D dominate, di�erent values of ac2 can produce
di�erent values of washout for the same choices in mL.

Figure 3.14 plots the CP-asymmetry into a speci�c lepton �avour α in the three scenar-

ios, where once again due to the anarchic nature each �avour has the same behaviour

and overall size. It is clear that, for all values of mL, the CP-asymmetry is orders of

magnitude larger when the radiative Majorana masses are included. In other words,

for the entire region of the parameter space, roughly the same resonant enhancement is

occurring. This forced-resonance is occurring as the mass splitting between the heavy

SNs is related to the small Majorana parameters,

mNj ' mR +
µ̃N
2

+
µ̃S
2

mNi ' mR −
µ̃N
2
− µ̃S

2
(3.87)

leading to

∆mij = mNi −mNj = µ̃N + µ̃S = µN n1

(
(YνD)†YνD

)
+ µS s1

(
Y†LYL

)
∝ Γi,j , (3.88)

where we take the parameters µ̃N and µ̃S to be independent of the parameters of mL.

Therefore the same level of resonant enhancement occurs for the entire parameter space.

Unlike with MLFV-ISS, both ∆mOS
i,j 6= 0 and ∆mSS

i,j 6= 0 occurs at lowest order in the
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Figure 3.14: Plot of the CP-asymmetry to a speci�c lepton �avour α as a function
of mL. Points in green correspond to when Ni and Si are not included and points
in purple correspond to when they are included (at lowest order and next-to-leading
order the points are identical). Clearly a resonance due to their inclusion increases the
overall CP-asymmetry by many orders of magnitude. The mass splittings induced in
this scenario are directly proportional to the decay widths and therefore for any choice
of the parameters within mL the mass splittings will always be in a resonant regime.

corrections and they both contribute to the asymmetry generated.

To illustrate this, Fig. 3.15 plots the mass splitting ∆mij and the decay width Γi as a

function of mL. The parameter which most signi�cantly impacts the level of resonance

(where the mass splitting overlaps with the decay width) is the combination of µN ni

and µS si. The resonant enhancement is maximised when

∆mi,j ' Γi,j =

(
h†h
)

8π
mNi ' 40

(
h†h
)

GeV. (3.89)

This places constraints on the overall size of the combination µN ni and µS si required

in order for enough asymmetry to be generated. While this forced resonance occurs, in

order for it to signi�cantly impact the asymmetry, it relies on the radiative Majorana

masses generated arising from a scale around O(1− 1000) GeV.

In Fig. 3.16 we vary the lightest neutrino mass mν1 and the Wilson coe�cients for

�xed choices of the other parameters as described in the �gure caption. We �nd similar

conclusions to MLFV-ISS where large values of the light neutrino massmν1 correspond to

smaller asymmetry generation. Masses less than O(10−3) eV maximise the asymmetry

generated. Larger values for the Wilson coe�cient leads to a larger asymmetry and

allows for a wider range of values within the parameters of mL to produce the necessary

asymmetry along with smaller values for the CPV parameters.
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Γi

μNn1 = μSs1 = 1     GeV

μNn1 = μSs1 = 0.1   GeV

μNn1 = μSs1 = 1
16π2   GeV

Figure 3.15: Plot of the mass splitting ∆mij as a function ofmL in GeV when N1 and
S1 are included. In red µN ni = µS si = 1/(4π)2 GeV, in green µNni = µSsi = 0.1 GeV
and in blue µNni = µSsi = 1 GeV. This is plotted against the decay width Γi,j in
brown. As the combination N1 +S1 ∝ Γi,j the mass splitting induced will always be on
resonance independent of the value of mL. Here there is no distinction between ∆mSS

i,j

and ∆mOS
i,j and they both behave in a similar way.

Figure 3.16: Variation in the baryon asymmetry as a function of the lightest active
neutrino mass mν1 (left) and varying the Wilson coe�cients ni and si (right) for the
case where all radiative spurion e�ects are included. In this scan we �xed ac2 = 0.7 and
in the left plot set ni, si = 1/16π2 whereas we �xed mν1 = 0.01 eV in the right plot.

In both plots similar behaviour compared to MLFV-ISS is found.

Based on these two scenarios, we conclude that successful MLFV resonant leptogenesis

will also occur if the ISS and LSS were operative together. Appropriate choices for the

now three LNV parameters based on the two scenarios here will allow for minimised

washout with mass splittings related to the heavy SN decay widths for the necessary

resonance to occur. However as the preceding chapter showed that resonant leptogenesis

is already feasible [1] in this scenario without the need for radiative resonant leptogenesis,

we do not consider this scenario further.
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Figure 3.17: Plot of the baryon asymmetry as a function of the complex parameter
ac2 for δCP = 3π/2 (let) and δCP = 0 (right). Here we have �xed mL ' 10−4 ×
diag(1, 2, 5) GeV to be in a region with su�cient washout suppression for necessary
asymmetry generation. In blue no radiative e�ects are included and in green is the
scenario where spurion e�ects are included. The behaviour of the asymmetry as a
function of the complex angle has consistent behaviour as it is taken to zero. As before
asymmetry generation is possible both with low-energy phases as well as complex entries
of the C matrix where smaller values of ac2 are allowed compared to the ISS scenario.

Finally, in Fig. 3.17 we plot the behaviour of the asymmetry as a function of the com-

plex component of the C matrix when low-energy CPV is included and when it is not.

Similarly to the ISS case, asymmetry generation can be predominately due to either the

Dirac phase, δCP , or the complex component ac2 of the C matrix. We �nd consistent

behaviour for the baryon asymmetry as these CPV parameters are taken to zero. It is

clear from both Figs. 3.12 and 3.17 that a larger portion of the parameter space provides

the necessary asymmetry generation allowing for smaller sizes of the CPV parameters,

decreasing their contribution to �avour-violating processes.

3.4.4 `i → `jγ and MLFV-LSS

Once again we brie�y consider the prospects of detection of MLFV-LSS through cLFV

processes. Unlike in the MLFV-ISS scenario a much less tuned region of parameter

space is required in order to generate the necessary baryon asymmetry which may lead

to improved detection prospects.

As before we require insertions of spurions transforming as a (3,3,1,1) in order to make

the necessary dimension six e�ective operators invariant. O�-diagonal terms are required

in order for LFV processes to occur. The lowest order combination which satis�es this

is once again

∆Ye = YνD(YνD)†Ye + YLY
†
LYe. (3.90)
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Figure 3.18: Plot of the ratios R(i,j)[k,l] for various combinations of �avour initial
and �nal states as a function of the lightest neutrino mass mν1 . Here the complex
parameter ac2 has been switched o� but the low-energy phase δCP is varied. Lines in
red and orange correspond to the CP-conserving cases δCP = {0, 2π} and δCP = π
respectively. In green is the maximally violating case of δCP = π/2 or δCP = 3π/2.

The shaded blue region corresponds to δCP = (0, 2π)\{π/2, π, 3π/2}.

While the combination YLY
†
L may transform in the correct way, it does not contain the

necessary o�-diagonal terms in our scan and therefore cLFV will once again be controlled

by (YνD)†.

Figure 3.18 plots the three ratios of cLFV observables as in the ISS case for the scenario

where ac2 = 0 while δCP is varying. Similar predictions on the ratio R(µ,e)[τ,µ] are made

compared to the ISS scenario and therefore the branching ratio BR(τ → µγ) should

be larger by one or two orders of magnitude compared to BR(µ → eγ). Here there

is a cancellation in τ → eγ for speci�c values of the lightest neutrino mν1 and the

phase δCP . In these regions a strong suppression of this channel is predicted. Outside

the regions of strong cancellation the LSS similarly predicts R(τ,e)[τ,µ] < 1 but always

predicts R(µ,e)[τ,e] > 1 unlike the type-I and ISS case where this varied depending on

the value of δCP . As before the introduction of CPV appears to bring the ratios closer

together.

Figure 3.19 plots the ratios of cLFV observables in the scenario where δCP = 0 and ac2 is

varied. We �nd that overall the presence of the CPV parameter becomes more impactful
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Figure 3.19: Plot of the ratios R(i,j)[k,l] for various combinations of �avour initial
and �nal states as a function of the lightest neutrino mass mν1 . Here the low-energy
phase δCP has been switched o� but the complex parameter ac2 is varied. We �nd
the same generic predictions as in the CP-conserving case of R(µ,e)[τ,e] > 1 (top-left)
R(µ,e)[τ,µ] . 1 (top-right) and R(τ,e)[τ,µ] . 1 (bottom). Similar to the scenario above
a cancellation occurs for the process τ → eγ for speci�c values of the lightest neutrino

mass mν1 . In orange ac2 < 0.1, in red 0.1 < ac2 < 0.3 and in burgundy ac2 > 0.3.

for larger values of the lightest neutrino mass, while for a hierarchical spectrum its

impact is less signi�cant. Overall similar predictions to the case where δCP was varied

are obtained and a signi�cant portion of the parameter space is not strongly sensitive to

the presence of CPV. This implies the inclusion of CPV necessary for leptogenesis does

not signi�cantly modify the predictions given by the CP-conserving case.

Finally, Fig. 3.20 plots the predictions for the branching ratio BR(µ→ eγ) as a function

of the LNV parameter mL for ΛLFV = 1 TeV. As before, we plot cases with no CPV

violation and cases in which CPV is present. The dotted(solid) red line corresponds

to the current(future) limit placed by MEG(MEG-II). Due to the LSS parameterisation

in Eq. (3.59), the Dirac-mass matrix mν
D is now inversely related to mL and is more

senesitive to parameters within mL changing compared to the Majorana masses in the

ISS scenario. While small values of mL are currently constrained, the region 10−5 .

mL/GeV . 10−3 required in order to account for baryogenesis will not be probed in

near-future experiments. This roughly corresponds with the LNV scale ΛLNV ' (106 −

104) GeV. This is in agreement with the estimates found in [169] for the necessary

LNV scale for a given LFV scale to be probed. A future measurement of the process
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Figure 3.20: Plot of the branching ratio of µ→ eγ for θc2 = 0 (left) and 0.1 < ac2 < 1
(right) as a function of mL. Points in blue correspond to the choice δCP = 0
whereas points in green correspond to δCP = 3π/2. The red dotted(solid) line cor-
responds to the current(future) sensitivity of MEG and MEG-II [148, 150] respectively
for this decay mode. Currently very small values of the LNV parameter are probed
for MLFV-LSS which correspond to a very large seperation of the LNV and LFV
scales. In order to allow for necessary asymmetry generation we require approximately
10−5 . mL/GeV . 10−3 which will not be probed by MEG-II in the near future. The

inclusion of CPV of any type does not signi�cantly impact the predictions.

µ→ eγ may rule out LSS as a leptogenesis candidate in the absence of additional physics

introduced to lower the overall strength of the washout present for smaller values of mL.

3.5 Summary

We have studied a well-motivated way in which small mass splittings between heavy SNs

from di�erent families may arise, within both the ISS and LSS frameworks, such that

leptogenesis is possible despite the strong washout present in the theory. In the preceed-

ing chapter we found that while a mass splitting naturally exists for the ISS, it is unable

generate su�cient asymmetry. For the LSS, the mass degeneracy amongst the SN masses

at the high scale prevents signi�cant asymmetry generation. While Chapter 2 demon-

strates that leptogenesis is feasible when all LNV terms are switched on (the ISS+LSS

case) we explore the potential for ISS or LSS leptogenesis to occur independently, where

additional symmetries may prevent both mass terms from simultaneously existing.

In the context of broken �avour symmetries and the MLFV hypothesis, a degeneracy

amongst the heavy SNs is naturally produced, for the purposes of having a predictive

theory. The degeneracy is then broken by higher-order spurion vev contributions, leading

to a parameter region consistent with resonant asymmetry generation. In order for the

desired splitting to occur in the intended way during cosmological evolution, the critical
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temperature at which the spurions acquire their non-zero vevs must be assumed to be

above the scale of thermal leptogenesis.

We found that for MLFV-ISS only a small region of very large Majorana masses is

able to generate the required asymmetry. Here asymmetry generation requires next-to-

leading order corrections to be included, therefore suppressing the overall size of the

CP-asymmetry generated per decay of SN. We brie�y discussed the impact of CPV on

potential low-energy observables, in particular how various ratios of cLFV decays are

impacted compared to the CP conserving MLFV scenario. The region compatible with

leptogenesis will not, however, be probed by current and near future cLFV experiments.

For MLFV-LSS a large region of parameter space is capable of satisfying the resonance

condition simultaneously with the minimised washout required for successful asymmetry

generation. Here corrections at lowest order are not �avour aligned and therefore much

larger values of the CP-asymmetry are possible compared to the ISS. Similarly, we studied

the impact of CPV on cLFV observables and �nd that small deviations occur due to their

inclusion. In this case, relatively small values of the CPV parameters allow for su�cient

asymmetry generation allowing for even smaller deviations as compared to the ISS case.

The viable regions of parameter space for ISS and LSS resonant leptogenesis found in

this chapter should apply to other possible models in which small inter-family mass

splittings are produced, provided that the mass splittings generated are of a su�cient

size. The region of viable parameter space in both cases occurs when the naïve washout

is minimised. This corresponds to large Majorana masses for µN or µS in the case of

the ISS and much smaller relative values of the linear mass term, mL, in the case of the

LSS.

In both cases we estimated the impact of the lightest neutrino mass mν1 on the asym-

metry generated. We �nd a clear preference for small values where the light neutrinos

are hierarchical and estimate that mν1 . 10−2 eV is required to maximise asymmetry

generation. Unsurprisingly we �nd that MLFV leptogenesis favours larger values for the

Wilson coe�cients related to the Majorana mass corrections in both scenarios.



Chapter 4

Lowering the scale of Pati-Salam

breaking through low-scale seesaws

4.1 Introduction

The quark-lepton unifying Pati-Salam (PS) gauge symmetry [115, 116] is an interesting

modi�cation of the Standard Model (SM) for a number of reasons. For example, it

requires the introduction of a right-handed neutrino state and therefore naturally can

incorporate neutrino mass (in a number of ways). It uni�es the now six seemingly

disparate multiplets in each generation of the SM into two which, in the minimal variant

of PS, only leads to two Yukawa couplings. It also appears as a subgroup of a number

of possible grand uni�ed theories (GUTs). An important property of the model is that

it uni�es quarks and leptons of the same SU(2) isospin.

Although the PS symmetry is usually considered to be broken at high scales, the theory

naturally can accommodate a conserved global baryon number. Therefore, and unlike

many models of gauge coupling uni�cation in which quark-lepton uni�cation occurs, the

PS breaking can occur at scales only a few orders of magnitude above the electroweak

scale. Low-scale and high-scale variants of PS di�er in very few ways, traditionally

through a modi�cation of the scalar sector and the inclusion of fermion singlets. However

as with all models which unify the SM multiplets, the PS symmetry in its minimal form

122
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necessarily predicts two important mass equalities not observed experimentally:

mDirac
ν = mu and md = me. (4.1)

The scalar content required in high-scale PS models to break the PS symmetry naturally

leads to a seesaw within the neutrino sector (and not the up-quark sector), breaking

the �rst mass relation; see e.g. [200]. Low-scale variants can be modi�ed very simply

in order to achieve a similar e�ect, although this requires extending the matter sector

with, at a minimum, fermionic singlets. The second mass equality md = me between the

down-isospin partners also needs to be modi�ed to produce a realistic theory

Any explanation of the broken mass degeneracy in the down-isospin sector requires a

modi�cation of the particle content of the theory. By far the most commonly considered

modi�cation is to introduce an additional scalar whose couplings to the down-quarks

and charged-leptons di�ers by group theoretic factors; see e.g. [116]. This introduces

enough free parameters such that all the masses of SM can arise without issue. An

alternative idea, which we pursue further in this chapter, was �rst proposed in [201, 202]

where additional fermionic states are introduced which mix with the charged-leptons

inducing additional seesaw mixing. This similarly allows for a viable mass spectrum

for all particles but additionally can attractively lead to phenomenologically viable PS

models at much lower breaking scales than usually considered.

The limits on the PS breaking scale arise from rare meson decay processes mediated by

leptoquarks. In particular the theory requires the existence of a gauge-boson leptoquark,

Xµ, which mediates these rare meson decays at tree level and with coupling strength

similar to the strong coupling constant gc. As Xµ couples quarks and fermions of the

same isospin, the dominant decay modes that constrain PS breaking arise from the

interactions of Xµ to the down-quarks and charged-leptons. Signals from up-isospin

interactions result in neutrino (or missing energy) �nal states which are more di�cult to

constrain.

Interestingly, the introduction of new physics to break the down-isospin mass degeneracy

can further modify the meson decay rates and hence also the limits on the PS breaking

scale. Ordinarily the PS breaking limits vary between O(100−1000) TeV. However these

mixing e�ects can reduce these limits down to O(10− 100) TeV. Lower PS limits are of
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obvious interest as they allow for potential experimental probes of these models at scales

lower than previously anticipated.

Additionally there has been a recent resurgence in interest in low-scale PS models as

the leptoquarks predicted by the theory are promising candidates as explanations of

anomalies in low-energy �avour-physics experiments [203�206]. The vector leptoquark

Xµ itself is an attractive candidate to explain a portion of these anomalies. However, this

requires a mass around Λ ' 30 TeV [207] which is naïvely ruled out from rare meson-decay

experiments. Modi�cations to the PS gauge group itself have been proposed [208�210] in

order to allow for lighter masses of Xµ by modifying the gauge coupling to the di�erent

generations or by embedding the theory in a Randall-Sundrum background allowing for

PS breaking in the TeV range [211]. Alternatively the scalar leptoquark content of the

theory has been considered as a candidate to explain the anomalies [207] in the standard

PS scenario, by assuming some scalars develop signi�cantly smaller masses than the PS

breaking scale. This potentially leads to a hierarchy problem.

The use of charged-lepton mixing in order to both break the down-isospin mass degen-

eracy and reduce the allowed scale of PS breaking has already been considered in the

context of the B anomalies for a speci�c model [212, 213] . The aim of this chapter is to

thoroughly analyse which PS multiplets are viable candidates in breaking the aforemen-

tioned mass degeneracy, and to evaluate the requirements on the couplings introduced

in each case such that this also leads to lower experimentally allowed PS breaking scales.

Therefore while we are motivated by di�erent appealing reasons for low-scale PS, we will

only focus on the requirements such that a reduction in the limits occurs.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 is an overview of the minimal PS scenario

including an examination of the gauge boson and fermion masses. Section 4.3 evaluates

the experimental limits on PS breaking as a function of the free parameters in the theory

and determines the impact that fermionic mixing can have on the limits. Section 4.4

identi�es all possible PS multiplets of low dimensionality that contain states such that

mixing is induced. Finally, Section 4.5 evaluates the requirements on the couplings

involving viable multiplets which achieve both the desired suppression in the PS limits

and a viable values for all relevant SM masses.
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4.2 Pati-Salam models

4.2.1 Basic Setup

The Pati-Salam gauge group GPS extends the SM by identifying the SU(3) colour group

as a subgroup of an SU(4) gauge group and extending the electroweak sector to be

left-right symmetric:

GPS = SU(4)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R . (4.2)

Often a discrete symmetry between the SU(2)L and SU(2)R sectors is imposed but is not

necessary. Under this gauge symmetry the �ve SM fermion multiplets of each generation

can be uni�ed into two simple multiplets1 under GPS

fL ∼ (4,2,1) and fR ∼ (4,1,2), (4.3)

where L/R indicates both which SU(2) the �elds are charged under as well as the chi-

rality. The breaking of SU(4) to the maximal subgroup SU(3)⊗ U(1)X is phenomeno-

logically required and under this breaking the fundamental of SU(4) decomposes as

4→ 1−1 ⊕ 31/3 (4.4)

indicating that the SM quarks and leptons can be uni�ed by identifying U(1)X with a

gauged B−L. The SM fermions are embedded into the multiplets given in Eq. (4.3) as2

fL =


ur dr

ub db

ug dg

νe e


L

and fR =


ur dr

ub db

ug dg

νe e


R

, (4.5)

with similar embeddings for the other generations. Therefore the gauge transformation

rules for the �elds, written as matrix multiplication, are

fL/R → U4

(
fL/R

)
UTL/R (4.6)

1With the necessary addition of a right-handed neutrino.
2For simplicity we choose to identify the �rst generation of leptons with the �rst generation of quarks

and so forth, however alternative assignments are possible [214].
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where U4,L,R are special unitary matrices for the groups SU(4)c, SU(2)L and SU(2)R re-

spectively. There are multiple choices of scalars which give the correct breaking patterns.

A common and near-minimal choice for electroweak symmetry breaking is a complex

bidoublet

φ ∼ (1,2,2) =

φ0
1 φ+

2

φ−1 φ0
2

 , 〈φ〉 =

v1 0

0 v2

 (4.7)

where the superscripts indicate the electric charge Q of each �eld and φ is written such

that it transforms as

φ→ ULφU
†
R. (4.8)

Two di�erent combinations of scalar multiplets are usually considered for the breaking

of GPS down to GSM. Firstly, and most commonly, two scalars ∆L ∼ (10,3,1) and

∆R ∼ (10,1,3) are employed, where

∆α
L/R =

1√
2



√
2∆

α+1/3
11 ∆

α+1/3
12 ∆

α+1/3
13 ∆

α−1/3
14

∆
α+1/3
12

√
2∆

α+1/3
22 ∆

α+1/3
23 ∆

α−1/3
24

∆
α+1/3
13 ∆

α+1/3
23

√
2∆

α+1/3
33 ∆

α−1/3
34

∆
α−1/3
14 ∆

α−1/3
24 ∆

α−1/3
34

√
2∆α−1

44


L/R

(4.9)

are symmetric matrices in SU(4) space (written in the de�ning representation), α =

(−1, 0, 1) corresponds to the non-trivial SU(2) charge of the scalar (in the adjoint rep-

resentation) and the superscripts on each component again corresponds to its electric

charge3. The breaking GPS → GSM occurs with a non-zero vev in the following compo-

nents 〈(
∆α=1
L/R

)
44

〉
= vL/R. (4.10)

Alternatively, the scalars χL ∼ (4,2,1) and χR ∼ (4,1,2) can be used:

χ
L/R =


χ2/3
r χ−1/3

r

χ2/3
b

χ−1/3
b

χ2/3
g χ−1/3

g

χ0 χ−


L,R

,
〈
χ
L/R

〉
=


0 0

0 0

0 0

vL/R 0

 (4.11)

where the gauge transformation rules for these scalars are the same as fL/R.

3Unless stated otherwise superscripts on �elds making up a PS multiplet will correspond to its electric
charge Q under U(1)EM.
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In both cases, ∆R and χ
R would be su�cient without their SU(2)L counterparts as

long as the bidoublet φ is included. Their inclusion however allows for the possibility of

imposing a discrete symmetry between the left and right gauge sectors which would lead

to partial uni�cation of the gauge couplings, gL = gR, at the relevant breaking scale. An

analysis of the renormalisation group running of the gauge coupling constants has shown

that the inclusion of a parity symmetry requires a PS breaking scale of O(1012) GeV

in order for consistency with low-energy measurements of electroweak observables [200],

unless the parity breaking scale is decoupled from the scale of PS breaking [215]. In order

to allow for the scale of PS breaking to be as low as possible we assume that if such a

discrete symmetry exists, then its breaking occurs independently at a higher scale to the

breaking of GPS which allows for the scale of PS breaking to be signi�cantly lowered.

However for generality we will include the SU(2)L scalars which may be predicted by

speci�c GUTs or lead to unique phenomenology.

In addition to the scalars in Eq. (4.11) often Φ ∼ (15,1,1) is included where

Φ =
1

2


Φ0
π + 1√

3
Φ0
η + 1√

6
Φ0

15

√
2Φ0

12

√
2Φ0

13

√
2Φ

2/3
r

√
2
(
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12

)∗ −Φ0
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3
Φ0
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6
Φ0

15

√
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23
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2Φ
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2
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23
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15
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6
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〈Φ〉 = vΦ diag

(
1

2
√

6
,

1

2
√

6
,

1

2
√

6
,−
√

3

8

)
(4.12)

such that Φ transforms as

Φ→ U4ΦU †4 . (4.13)

As this scalar transforms in the adjoint representation of SU(4)c, a non-zero vev for Φ will

break this symmetry down to one of its maximal subgroups such as SU(3)c ⊗ U(1)B−L.

The inclusion of Φ therefore allows for all possible scales of symmetry breaking4 starting

from GPS down to the broken SM but is only necessary in scenarios where the SU(2)R

gauge boson masses are desired to be smaller than the PS breaking scale.

4The vevs of the scalars χR and ∆R directly break SU(4)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R down to
SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y.
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The scalar content described above leads to the following symmetry breaking chain

SU(4)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)Ry
〈Φ〉

SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1)B−Ly〈χR/∆R〉

SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Yy〈φ, χL/∆L〉

SU(3)c ⊗ U(1)EM (4.14)

where Y = T3R + B−L
2 , Q = T3L + Y and the order of breaking is determined by the

relative size of each vev.

We now describe in more detail how the �rst mass relation of Eq. (4.1) can be avoided.

The equality between down-isospin partners will be addressed further below, however

the equality between up-isospin partners allows us to restrict the scalar content of the

theory. If ∆L/R are present, a Majorana mass term for the neutrinos will be generated

via yL/RfL/R (fL/R)c∆L/R and will lead to a see-saw mechanism between the neutral

fermions as the hierarchy 〈∆L〉 � 〈φ〉 � 〈∆R〉 is required due to electroweak precision

tests and the Yukawa couplings are �xed by the masses of the up-type quarks. This leads

to light, predominantly left-handed neutrinos, with masses given by

mν ' yL〈∆L〉+
m2
u

yR〈∆R〉
. (4.15)

Considering the third generation of fermions alone, mu = mt ' 175 GeV, requires PS

breaking at large scales in order to achieve a viable low-energy neutrino mass spectrum.

Setting 〈∆L〉 = 0 gives a rough lower-bound 〈∆R〉 & 1012 GeV and therefore the scalars

∆L/R are not viable as models of low-scale PS.5

If χL/R are present, a viable neutrino mass spectrum is only possible with the inclusion

of additional particles, for example a left-handed gauge-singlet fermion SL ∼ (1,1,1)

for each fermion generation, as otherwise νL/R are predicted to be Dirac particles with

masses similar to those of the up-type quarks. Light neutrinos can arise due to the

5A viable neutrino mass spectrum with 〈∆R〉 � 1012 GeV may be possible with a �ne-tuned cancel-
lation between the two terms appearing in Eq. (4.15) if yL/R have opposite sign, although we will not
consider this possibility further.
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Φ φ χL χR

SU(4)c 15 1 4 4

SU(2)L 1 2 2 1

SU(2)R 1 2 1 2

Table 4.1: The scalar content which we utilise and their respective dimensions under
each PS gauge group.

ISS and LSS mechanisms if small but non-zero lepton number violating mass terms are

included as in Chapters 2 and 3. This scenario can allow for the PS breaking scale to be

much lower, as we describe below, while allowing for light neutrino masses and therefore

we restrict ourselves to the scalar content described in Table 4.1.

4.2.2 Yukawa sector

The full Yukawa Lagrangian for the fermions fL, fR and SL and the scalars φ, χL and χR

is

Lyuk = Tr
[
y1fLφ (fR)T + y2fL φ

c(fR)T + yRSL
χ†
RfR + yLfL

χ
L(SL)c

]
+

1

2
µSSL(SL)c+H.c

(4.16)

where generational indices are suppressed, φc = τ2 φ
∗τ2 and τ2 = εab is the two-dimensional

Levi-Civita symbol.

After spontaneous symmetry breaking, charged-fermion masses arise from 〈φ〉

mu = y1v1 + y2v
∗
2

md = y1v2 + y2v
∗
1

me = md, (4.17)

whereas, within the neutrino sector, mixing between the neutral fermions leads to

1

2

(
νL νcR SL

)
0 mu yLvL

mu 0 yRv
∗
R

yLvL yRv
∗
R µS



νcL

νR

ScL

 . (4.18)
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Adopting the hierarchy |µS , yL vL| < |mu| < |yR vR| and setting all parameters to be

real for simplicity leads to

mν1 ' µS
(
mu

yRvR

)2

+ 2
yLvL
yRvR

mu

mν2,3 ' yRvR ± µS (4.19)

if only one generation is considered, where the light state is predominantly made up of νL

and the two heavy states predominantly made up of νR and SL. A viable neutrino mass

spectrum is possible for su�ciently small values of the lepton number violating mass

terms µS and yLvL. These choices are technically natural and allow for the breaking

scale vR (which breaks PS) to be lowered to O(1000) TeV or lower.

4.2.3 Gauge Sector

The kinetic term for each scalar is given by

Lskin = (Dµφ)† (Dµφ) +
(
DµχR

)† (
Dµχ

R

)
+
(
DµχL

)† (
Dµχ

L

)
+

1

2
Tr (DµΦ) (DµΦ) ,

(4.20)

the covariant derivatives are given by

Dµφ = ∂µφ + igLŴLµφ− igRφ ŴRµ

DµχL = ∂µχL + ig4ĜµχL + igLχL(ŴLµ)T

DµχR = ∂µχR + ig4ĜµχR + igRχR(ŴRµ)T

DµΦ = ∂µΦ + ig4

[
Ĝµ, Φ

]
(4.21)

and ŴL[R]µ/Ĝµ are the SU(2)L[R]/SU(4) gauge �elds respectively, written as matrices

transforming in their de�ning representation and are explicitly written down in Ap-

pendix C.

After spontaneous symmetry breaking the spectrum of masses and mixings for the dif-

ferent gauge �elds can be calculated. We �nd

m2
X = g2

4

(
1

3
v2

Φ +
1

2
v2
L +

1

2
v2
R

)
(4.22)
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where Xµ corresponds to a colour-triplet vector leptoquark with electric charge 2/3,

Lskin ⊃
1

2

(
W+
L W+

R

)
µ

g2
L

(
v2
φ + v2

L

)
−2gLgRv1v2

−2gLgRv1v2 g2
R

(
v2
φ + v2

R

)


︸ ︷︷ ︸
W−L
W−R

µ

M2
W± (4.23)

which corresponds to the mixing matrix between the two colour-neutral, electrically-

charged gauge bosons with v2
φ = v2

1 + v2
2 and

Lskin ⊃
1

2

(
G15 W3L W3R

)
µ


3
2g

2
4

(
v2
L + v2

R

)
−
√

3
2g4gLv

2
L −

√
3
2g4gRv

2
R

−
√

3
2g4gLv

2
L g2

L

(
v2
φ + v2

L

)
−gLgRv2

φ

−
√

3
2g4gRv

2
R −gLgRv2

φ g2
R

(
v2
φ + v2

R

)


︸ ︷︷ ︸


G15

W3L

W3R


µ

M2
0 (4.24)

which corresponds to the mixing matrix between the three colour- and electrically-neutral

gauge bosons.

While the above equations can be solved numerically, simple analytic expressions can

be derived in certain limits. Assuming a hierarchy in the scales of symmetry breaking,

vEW =
√
v2
φ + v2

L < vR, leads to the following spectrum of gauge boson masses:

m2
γ = 0, m2

Z '
1

2

3g2
Rg

2
4 + 3g2

Lg
2
4 + 2g2

Rg
2
L

3g2
4 + 2g2

R

v2
EW, m2

Z′
' 1

2

(
g2
R +

3

2
g2

4

)
v2
R

m2
W '

1

2
g2
Lv

2
EW, m2

W ′
' 1

2
g2
R

(
v2
R + v2

EW

)
m2
X =

1

2

(
2

3
v2

Φ + v2
L + v2

R

)
g2

4. (4.25)

where the hypercharge gauge coupling is given by

g2
Y =

3g2
Rg

2
4

3g2
4 + 2g2

R

. (4.26)

Note that 〈Φ〉 only contributes to the mass of the vector leptoquark Xµ and otherwise

is completely decoupled from the remaining gauge bosons and fermions.
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Figure 4.1: Plot of the masses of the SM-like gauge bosons mZ and mW (left) and
the heavy gauge bosons mZ′ and mW ′ (right) as a function of the SU(2)R breaking
scale vR. Here the masses were found by numerically solving Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24)
with gauge couplings given by Eq. (4.27) assuming the normal running of the SM
gauge couplings at these energy scales described in Appendix E. We roughly �nd that
vR > 1.2 TeV is required for Eq. (4.25) to be valid and to ensure the light gauge �elds
remain SM-like as indicated by the dashed vertical line, the dashed horizontal lines
correspond to the measured masses of the electroweak gauge �elds. We �nd that the Z ′

gauge �eld will be signi�cantly heavier than theW ′ �eld and a ratio of mZ′/mW ′ ' 3.5.
This is due to the additional mixing e�ects occurring between the neutral gauge bosons

compared to the charged ones.

The gauge couplings of GPS (g4, gL and gR) are related to those of the SM (gc, gw and

gY ) at the scale of PS breaking:

g2
4(µ) = g2

c (µ), g2
L(µ) = g2

w(µ) and g2
R(µ) =

3g2
Y (µ)g2

c (µ)

3g2
c (µ)− 2g2

Y (µ)
. (4.27)

As the SU(4) coupling constant is given by the usual colour gauge coupling, at low

scales gc(µ) > gY (µ) and therefore gR(µ) ' gY (µ). Figure 4.1 plots the masses of the

electroweak gauge bosons of the theory as a function of the SU(2)R breaking scale vR. In

order to decouple vR from signi�cantly impacting the masses of the light, SM-like gauge

bosons we roughly �nd that vR > 1200 GeV is required in order for Eq. (4.25) to be a

valid approximation. The heavy neutral gauge boson Z ′ is signi�cantly heavier compared

to the heavy charged gauge boson W ′ and we roughly �nd a ratio of mZ′/mW ′ ' 3.5 at

TeV scales. Adoption of the hierarchy vΦ � vR would imply that the leptoquark X is

heavier than both the Z ′ and W ′ �elds such that mW ′ < mZ′ � mX . However, were

Φ to be absent or have vΦ < vR, the spectrum of heavy gauge bosons masses would be

mW ′ < mX < mZ′ with the ratio mZ′/mX ' 1.3 at TeV scales.
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4.2.4 Baryon number violation

In order to assess the implications for baryon number violation arising from the uni�ca-

tion of quarks and leptons within PS we consider the Yukawa and kinetic portion of the

Lagrangian, and the scalar potential separately. Consider �rst the electroweak sector of

the Yukawa Lagrangian:

Lyuk,ew = Tr
[
y1fLφ (fR)T + y2fL φ

c(fR)T
]

+ H.c. (4.28)

This Lagrangian is invariant under a single global U(1)J transformation

fL → eiθJfL, fR → eiθJfR and φ→ φ (4.29)

and therefore the J charge of each �eld can be chosen such that

J(fL) = J(fR) = 1 and J(φ) = 0. (4.30)

As φ is uncharged under the SU(4) of Pati-Salam and the global symmetry J , the vev

〈φ〉 also does not break either symmetry e.g. J(〈φ〉) = T (〈φ〉) = 0, where T corresponds

to the �fteenth generator of SU(4) identi�ed with B − L. Baryon and lepton number

can be identi�ed as di�erent linear combinations of J and T

B =
1

4
(J + T ) and L =

1

4
(J − 3T ) (4.31)

such that

B(fL) = B(fR) =


1/3 1/3

1/3 1/3

1/3 1/3

0 0

 and L(fL) = L(fR) =


0 0

0 0

0 0

1 1

 (4.32)

as required for the embeddings of SM fermion in fL and fR de�ned in Eq. (4.5). As the

electroweak Yukawa Lagrangian is invariant under both J and T independently in both

the broken and unbroken phase, it is clearly also invariant under a linear combination of

the two and therefore all interactions conserve both B and L.
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Turning to the remaining terms in the Yukawa Lagrangian6,

Lyuk,ps = Tr
[
yRSLχ

†
RfR + yLfLχL(SL)c

]
+

1

2
µSSLS

c
L + H.c (4.33)

the global symmetry U(1)J is unbroken with the additional charge assignments

J(χL) = J(χR) = 1 and J(SL) = 0 (4.34)

where the B and L numbers of each component of χL/R are identical to those of fL/R.

The scalars χL and χR are charged under both J and T , such that 1
4(J + T )(〈χL/R〉) =

B(〈χL/R〉) = 0, whereas 1
4(J − 3T )(〈χL/R〉) = L(〈χL/R〉) 6= 0. Therefore B is conserved

by the Yukawa Lagrangian at all scales whereas lepton number is spontaneously broken

at the scale of SU(2)R breaking. Baryon number being an accidental symmetry of the

PS Yukawa Lagrangian is a feature which appears to be insensitive to the choice of

scalars used to break the PS symmetry. If the scalars ∆α
L/R de�ned in Eq. (4.9) were

present instead of χL/R (often considered in high-scale PS models) identical conclusions

are reached with baryon number remaining an accidental symmetry of the Yukawa sector

while lepton number is spontaneously broken.

The kinetic portion of the Lagrangian

Lkin = i
∑
F

F /DF +
∑
S

(DµS)†(DµS), (4.35)

where F = (fL, fR, SL) and S = (χL, χR, φ, Φ), does not violate B − L = T as

it is a gauge symmetry. However it is easy to show that it also conserves a global

B + L = 1
2(J − T ) symmetry where

(B + L)(Ĝµ) =


0 0 0 −2/3

0 0 0 −2/3

0 0 0 −2/3

2/3 2/3 2/3 0 ,

 (4.36)

as every gauge �eld is uncharged under U(1)J and Ĝµ corresponds to the SU(4)c gauge

�elds. The gauge �elds of SU(2)L and SU(2)R are uncharged under J and T and therefore

uncharged under B and L. As the gauge interactions conserve both B − L and B + L

6Adopting the scalar and fermion particle content detailed in Section 4.2.1.
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simultaneously they necessarily conserve B and L separately and therefore there is no

gauge-mediated baryon- or lepton-number violation predicted by PS, though these may

appear if PS is embedded into some GUT at a higher scale, with the e�ects suppressed

by the relevant uni�cation scale (see e.g. [216]).

A comprehensive analysis of the scalar potential including minimisation of the potential is

beyond the scope of this work. Of all the possible gauge invariant terms within the scalar

potential, we �nd only one term7 which will violate U(1)J for the charge assignments

imposed by the Yukawa Lagrangian:

V (φ,Φ, χL, χR) ⊃ λ̃LR (χL)Aa(χL)Bb(χR)Cα(χR)DβεABCDεabεαβ, (4.37)

where (A,B, . . . )/(a, b, . . . )/(α, β, . . . ) correspond to SU(4)/SU(2)L/SU(2)R indices re-

spectively. As J(χL/R) = 1 is required by the Yukawa sector, the existence of this term

in the scalar potential violates J by four units and therefore violates B by one unit.

Therefore proton and neutron decay diagrams can exist within low-scale PS and will

involve a combination of the couplings yR, yL and λ̃LR. This requires the existence

of both χL and χR. Models with only χR included (required for PS breaking) have

exact proton stability assuming no additional particle content. Additionally, baryon

number can be easily imposed when both scalars are present by setting λ̃LR → 0 which

is not constrained by any other phenomenology and is technically natural and therefore

insensitive to quantum corrections. Constraining the allowed size of λ̃LR from the current

experimental constraints on rare proton and neutron decays is beyond the scope of this

work. However, this was brie�y looked at in [202] for a similar model where they found

λ̃LR ≤ 10−5 as a constraint arising from N → eeν. PS models therefore are relatively

unconstrained by baryon number violating decays compared to GUT scenarios and other

experimental measurements (or lack thereof) are required in order to constrain the scale

of PS breaking.

We note that the scalar potential must satisfy additional phenomenological bounds be-

yond the suppression of baryon number violation. In particular, due to the multiple

SU(2)L doublets which appear in the theory, the masses of the physical scalars which

7Additionally there are two extra possible terms λ̃L(χL)4 = λ̃L (χL)Aa(χL)Bb(χL)Cc(χL)DdεABCDεabεcd
and λ̃R(χR)4 = λ̃R (χR)Aα(χR)Bβ(χR)Cγ(χR)DδεABCDεαβεγδ which would also break U(1)J however
we �nd them to be identically zero once contracted.
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arise after minimisation of the scalar potential must be su�ciently heavy as they medi-

ate various �avour-changing processes at tree-level, for example neutral-meson mixing.

These constraints are identical for all left-right symmetric extensions of the SM which

contain, at a minimum, a scalar bi-doublet and have been extensively studied [217�221].

Recent studies on the masses of the additional physical scalar �elds [222] with �avour

changing couplings puts a lower bound on its mass scale of O(20) TeV. Although this

limit requires masses to be somewhat larger than the electroweak scale, it has been

pointed out [221] that quartic couplings in the scalar potential can generate mass contri-

butions proportional to the SU(2)R breaking scale for these scalars and therefore large

masses can naturally be generated. Regardless, while such constraints are important for

low-scale left-right symmetric models, of which PS is an example, they have no impact

on the experimental limits on the scale of PS breaking and therefore we do not consider

them further.

4.3 Probing Pati-Salam models through rare meson decays

A promising probe of the scale of Pati-Salam breaking is through the contributions of

the gauge and scalar leptoquarks predicted by di�erent realisations of the model to

low-energy hadronic processes. Of particular signi�cance is the gauge boson leptoquark

Xµ which must couple universally to all three generations of fermions. This is unlike

the various possible scalar leptoquarks for which the Yukawa couplings to the lighter

generations could be suppressed, perhaps through a �avour symmetry. Additionally

as SU(3)c is a subgroup of the SU(4) appearing in GPS, the coupling strength of the

leptoquark Xµ to the SM quarks is related to that of gc and cannot be treated as a

free parameter. Therefore precision �avour experiments involving the lighter generations

provide stringent limits8 on the mass of the gauge leptoquark Xµ which directly limits

the scale of PS breaking (either vΦ or vR) through Eq. (4.25).
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qp li

qq lj

XµMpq

Figure 4.2: Tree-level Feynman diagram of the leptonic decay of a scalar meson Mpq,
where qp and qq correspond to the valence quarks of the meson, to the lepton pair
li,j (i, j = e, µ, τ) mediated by the PS gauge leptoquark Xµ. PS uni�es quarks and
leptons of similar isospin, therefore the processes mediated by Xµ at tree-level are easily
predicted, e.g. if qq corresponds to an up-type quark then lj must be a neutrino. The
strongest limits on the mass of Xµ arise in the case where p and q are both down-
type quarks, where Mpq = (K0

L, B
0
d, B

0
s , . . . ), and therefore the �nal state comprises of

charged leptons with opposite sign.

4.3.1 Neutral Pseudoscalar meson decays induced by Xµ

The most stringent constraint on the mass of Xµ arises from limits on rare leptonic

decays of pseudoscalar mesons, mediated at tree level by Xµ as shown in Fig. 4.2. As

Pati-Salam uni�es quarks and leptons with the same SU(2)L/R isospin into the same

SU(4) multiplet, as shown by Eq. (4.5), it couples up-type quarks to neutrinos and

down-type quarks to the charged leptons. Therefore the leptonic decay channels induced

by Xµ at tree-level can be predicted based on the valence quark content of the relevant

meson. For example, Xµ will mediate the leptonic decay D0 → νν as both valence quarks

are up-type but not D0 → `+`−. Unsurprisingly the meson decay channels which lead

to the most stringent limits on the mass of Xµ arise from opposite-sign charged-lepton

�nal states where there is no missing energy, which only occurs in PS for neutral mesons

with down-type valence quarks. As a result, the mass of Xµ is most constrained by

measurements of the decays of K0
L, B

0
d and B0

s mesons whose leptonic decay channels

are well measured.

The leptoquark Xµ couples to the fermions through their kinetic terms in the Lagrangian

Lfkin = ifL /DfL + ifR /DfR (4.38)

8If a scalar leptoquark is present which also mediates the same decay, destructive interference between
the gauge and scalar contribution to the hadronic process can somewhat lower the limits on the mass of
X by up to a factor of 2 [223] depending on the mass(es) and couplings of the relevant scalar(s). In our
analysis we will focus solely on the contribution from the gauge leptoquark and neglect possible regions
of destructive interference with scalar contributions by assuming the masses of the scalars to be heavier
than the gauge leptoquark.
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where the covariant derivatives for fL/R are de�ned similarly to χL/R given in Eq. (4.21).

Expanding out Eq. (4.38) explicitly with the fermion multiplets given in Eq. (4.5) and

leaving only the interactions of interest gives

Lfkin ⊃
g4√

2

(
d /XPLe+ d /XPRe

)
+ H.c, (4.39)

where colour and generational indices have been suppressed. Here the �elds d and e

represent the gauge eigenstates. Rotating to the mass eigenstates leads to

LXde =
g4√

2

(
d′i (Kde

L )ij /XPLe
′
j + d′i (Kde

R )ij /XPRe
′
j

)
+ H.c. (4.40)

where now the generational indices are explicitly shown and primed �elds represent mass

eigenstates9. The matrices Kde
L/R are CKM-like mixing matrices between the down-type

quarks and charged leptons. The existence of both left- and right-handed couplings to

Xµ leads to two di�erent mixing matrices which, without a parity symmetry, are not

necessarily equal. The matrices can be expressed in terms of the unitary matrices used

to diagonalise the mass matrices e.g. (U iL)†MiU
i
R = Md

i = diag(. . . ). For the case of

GPS in total there are eight di�erent physical mixing matrices (compared to the two of

the SM) given by

V ckm
L = (UuL)† UdL, V ckm

R = (UuR)† UdR, Kde
L = (UdL)† U eL, Kde

R = (UdR)† U eR

UleptL = (UνL)† U eL, UleptR = (UνR)† U eR, Kuν
L = (UuL)†UνL, Kuν

R = (UuR)† U eR

(4.41)

where UνL/R is a 3 × (3 + n) matrix due to the possible seesaw nature of the neutrino

sector and the upper-left 3× 3 block of UleptL is given by the (now non-unitary) PMNS

matrix.

For a pseudo-scalar meson Mpq, where qp and qq correspond to the valence quarks of the

meson e.g. B0
d = Mbd, the partial width for the two-body decay Mpq → `+i `

−
j is given

by [223, 224]

ΓMpq→`+i `
−
j

=
mMpq

16π
λ(mMpq ,m`i ,m`j )

∑
h

|Mpq,ij |2 (4.42)

9For the remainder of this chapter, where there is no chance of confusion between gauge and mass
eigenstates, �elds will remain unprimed for both basis.
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where

λ(mMpq ,m`i ,m`j ) =

√[
1−

(
µ`i + µ`j

)2] [
1−

(
µ`i − µ`j

)2]
(4.43)

and µX = mX/mMpq . For the decay of a scalar to two fermions the sum over helicity

states is given by

∑
h

|Mpq,ij |2 =
(

1− µ2
`i
− µ2

`j

)[
|ML

pq,ij |2 + |MR
pq,ij |2

]
− 2µ`iµ`j

[
ML

pq,ij

(
MR

pq,ij

)∗
+MR

pq,ij

(
ML

pq,ij

)∗ ]
(4.44)

where

Mpq,ij ≡ML
pq,ij u(p`j )PL v(p`i) +MR

pq,ij u(p`j )PR v(p`i). (4.45)

The matrix elements of the axial and pseudoscalar currents for the relevant mesons are

given by [214, 223]

〈0|dpγµγ5dq|Mpq〉 = ifMpq(p
µ
`j

+ pµ`i)

〈0|dpγ5dq|Mpq〉 = −ifMpqmpq (4.46)

where fMpq is the meson's decay constant and mpq = m2
Mpq

/(mqp + mqq). Combining

these matrix elements with Fig. 4.2 and Eq. (4.40) leads to

ML/R
pq,ij = fMpq

[
Rpqmpq

(
M

L/R
P

)
pq,ij
−
{
m`j

(
M

L/R
A

)
pq,ij
−m`i

(
M

R/L
A

)
pq,ij

}]
(4.47)

where

(
M

L/R
A

)
pq,ij

= ∓ g2
4

4m2
V

(
Kde
L/R

)
pi

(
Kde
L/R

)∗
qj(

M
L/R
P

)
pq,ij

= ∓ g2
4

2m2
V

(
Kde
L/R

)
pi

(
Kde
R/L

)∗
qj

(4.48)

and Rpq is a factor introduced to account for the running of the strong coupling from

the high scale, µ ∼ mX , down to the relevant hadron mass scale, µ ∼ mMpq . This leads

to an enhancement in the pseudoscalar-current matrix element in Eq. (4.46) [223, 225]

but no enhancement for the axial current which does not run due to the Ward identity

of QCD [226].
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To demonstrate, for the leptonic decays of K0
L the correction factor is given by

RK0
L
(mK0

L
, mX) = R(mK0

L
, mc; 3)R(mc, mb; 4)R(mb, mt; 5)R(mt, mX ; 6) (4.49)

where

R(µ1, µ2; nf ) = [gc(µ1)/gc(µ2)]8/b(nf ), (4.50)

b(nf ) = 11 − (2/3)nf and nf corresponding to the number of active quark �avours in

each energy regime.

As Xµ couples to both left- and right-handed quarks and leptons, two di�erent types of

contributions can be seen in Eq. (4.47). The �rst term does not depend on the masses of

the �nal state leptons and corresponds to the helicity-unsuppressed contribution and only

exists if both Kde
L/R exist, which is only possible if Xµ couples to both fermion chiralities.

The last two terms are proportional to the �nal state charged lepton masses. This

corresponds to the helicity-suppressed contribution which arises from a mass insertion

and only requires one of Kde
L/R to exist. It is forbidden in the limit of massless �nal-

state leptons, in complete analogy to weak meson decays in the SM. If the �nal state

particle masses are ignored, the decay width is given purely by the helicity-unsuppressed

contribution, and can be simpli�ed to [223, 227, 228]

ΓHU
Mpq→`+i `

−
j

=
mMpq

[
g4(mX)

]4
f2
Mpq

m2
pq

64πm4
X

R2
pq

(∣∣∣Kde
L

∣∣∣2
pi

∣∣∣Kde
R

∣∣∣2
qj

+
∣∣∣Kde

R

∣∣∣2
pi

∣∣∣Kde
L

∣∣∣2
qj

)
.

(4.51)

In the limit where Xµ couples to only one chirality of fermions10 similar to the weak

force, ML/R
P = 0 but one of ML/R

A remains nonzero. This results in the total decay

width depending only on the helicity-suppressed terms appearing in Eq. (4.47). The

usual result for helicity-suppressed meson decays is recovered

ΓHS
Mpq→`+i `

−
j

=
mMpq

[
g4(mX)

]4
f2
Mpq

256πm4
X

√[
1−

(
µ`i + µ`j

)2] [
1−

(
µ`i − µ`j

)2]
×
[(

1− µ2
`i
− µ2

`j

)(
m2
`i

+m2
`j

)
− 4µ`iµ`jm`im`j

]
(4.52)

10This is a special case of the general case which occurs for example by setting Kde
R = 03×3 but Kde

L

remains unitary.
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which, in the limit m`j > m`i , valid for the SM charged leptons, is well approximated by

ΓHS
Mpq→`+i `

−
j
'
mMpq

[
g4(mX)

]4
f2
Mpq

256πm4
X

m2
`j

(
1−

m2
`j

m2
Mpq

)2(∣∣∣Kde
∣∣∣2
pi

∣∣∣Kde
∣∣∣2
qj

)
, (4.53)

where Kde corresponds to either Kde
L or Kde

R depending on which chirality of fermions

Xµ couples to. Comparing Eqs. (4.51) and (4.53) unsuprisingly suggests that generically

the helicity-unsuppressed contribution is expected to dominate:

RHU/HS =
ΓHU

ΓHS
'

4m2
pqR

2
pq

m2
`j

∣∣Kde
L

∣∣2
pi

∣∣Kde
R

∣∣2
qj

+
∣∣Kde

R

∣∣2
pi

∣∣Kde
L

∣∣2
qj∣∣Kde

L

∣∣2
pi

∣∣Kde
L

∣∣2
qj

+
∣∣Kde

R

∣∣2
pi

∣∣Kde
R

∣∣2
qj


︸ ︷︷ ︸

.

κ (4.54)

For example, for K0
L → µe we roughly �nd RHU/HS ' 104 κ where κ corresponds to

the combination of mixing matrices involving Kde
L/R above. However the helicity unsup-

pressed contribution can be sub-dominant if the couplings are strongly suppressed for

one chirality over the other e.g. |Kde
L |pi/qj ' 1 and |Kde

R |pi/qj ' 0. In such scenarios

the limits for the vector leptoquark mass (and therefore the PS breaking scale) will be

signi�cantly decreased due to a reduction in the decay rate with RHU/HS < 1. However

this would require the hierarchy
4m2

pqR
2
pq

m2
`j

<
1

κ
(4.55)

implying a di�erence in the couplings of Xµ to fL and fR of several order of magnitude

at least.

The contribution to the decay widths from the PS gauge leptoquark in Eq. (4.42) depends

on both the mass of the leptoquark mX as well as to the di�erent elements of Kde
L/R.

These physical mixing matrices are currently unconstrained and di�erent textures within

each matrix can signi�cantly change the relative strength of speci�c lepton �avour decay

channels over others for a given meson. As limits and measurements of di�erent processes

di�er in sensitivity, the limits on the leptoquark mass (and therefore the scale of PS

breaking) can vary signi�cantly for di�erent choices of the mixing matrices Kde
L/R.
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To demonstrate this, we de�ne general unitary matrices for Kde
L/R,

Kde
L/R = K23(θ

L/R
23 , δL/R)K13(θ

L/R
13 )K12(θ

L/R
12 )

=


c12 c13 c13 s12 s13

−c23 s12 − eiδc12 s13 s23 c12 c23 − eiδs12 s13 s23 eiδc13 s23

−c12 c23 s13 + e−iδs12 s23 −c23 s12 s13 − e−iδc12 s23 c13 c23


L/R

.

(4.56)

In principle the matrix Kde
L should contain all six possible phases as by convention

rephasing of quark and lepton �elds �xes the phases appearing in V ckm
L and UleptL and

therefore no rephasing11 can occur for Kde
L or Kuν

L . However only one complex phase

is important for the discussion below and therefore we ignore all other possible complex

phases which can appear in Kde
L/R.

Table 4.2 lists the meson decay channels of interest12 alongside either their measured

branching fractions or the current experimental upper limit. Additionally we indicate

which two matrix elements ofKde
L/R are required to be non-zero in order forXµ to mediate

this process through Fig. 4.2. Note that for lepton-�avour violating decays there are two

possible combinations of non-zero matrix elements which mediate a decay which is taken

into account in our calculations. It is clear from Table 4.2 that the decays of K0
L are

currently the most experimentally probed channels, with the lepton-�avour violating

decay K0
L → µe having the most sensitive upper limit of any process.

In contrast the current experimental precision for the decays of B0
d/s is, for most channels,

signi�cantly weaker and will lead to weaker limits. Therefore the lower mass bound on

Xµ will vary most depending on whether the structure of Kde
L/R leads to decays of K0

L

or not. A thorough analysis for general unitary matrices similar to Eq. (4.56) for the PS

gauge leptoquark has been performed [228] to �nd what conditions are required on Kde
L/R

in order to suppress the decays of K0
L, either preventing them completely or signi�cantly

reducing the predicted decay width by removing the helicity-unsuppressed contribution.

11In contrast Kde
R could be chosen to contain one complex phase if the other right-handed physical

mixing matrices are left as general unitary matrices. However a more natural choice of basis would be
to rephase the �elds appearing in V ckm

R and U lept

R in analogy with the left-handed mixing matrices.
12All neutral-pesudoscalar mesons will receive a similar contribution however in the cases of other

mesons not listed (such as the π0, η, η′, Υ etc) we �nd the limits on mX are subdominant compared to
the mesons listed in Table 4.2 when comparing the predicted branching fraction induced by Xµ compared
to the experimental sensitivity.
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Hadronic Process Measured value or upper limit (p, i)(q, j)

B(K0
L → ee) 9.0+6.0

−4.0 × 10−12 (1,1)(2,1)

B(K0
L → µµ) 6.84+0.11

−0.11 × 10−12 (1,2)(2,2)

B(K0
L → µe) < 4.7× 10−12 (1,2)(2,1)/(1,1)(2,2)

B(B0
d → ee) < 8.3× 10−8 (1,1)(3,1)

B(B0
d → µµ) < 3.6× 10−10 (1,2)(3,2)

B(B0
d → ττ) < 2.1× 10−3 (1,3)(3,3)

B(B0
d → µe) < 1.0× 10−9 (1,2)(3,1)/(1,1)(3,2)

B(B0
d → τe) < 2.8× 10−5 (1,3)(3,1)/(1,1)(3,3)

B(B0
d → τµ) < 2.2× 10−5 (1,3)(3,2)/(1,2)(3,3)

B(B0
s → ee) < 2.8× 10−7 (2,1)(3,1)

B(B0
s → µµ) 3.0+0.4

−0.4 × 10−9 (2,2)(3,2)

B(B0
s → ττ) < 6.8× 10−3 (2,3)(3,3)

B(B0
s → µe) < 5.4× 10−9 (2,2)(3,1)/(2,1)(3,2)

B(B0
s → τe) − (2,3)(3,1)/(2,1)(3,3)

B(B0
s → τµ) − (2,2)(3,3)/(3,2)(2,3)

Table 4.2: Experimental measurements and upper limits on rare leptonic decays of
various pseudo-scalar mesons which form the dominant constraint on the scale of Pati-
Salam breaking. The third column represents which entries of the matrices (Kde

L/R)pi

and (Kde
L/R)qj need to be non-zero for the given decay channel to occur viaXµ where p, q

correspond to the valence down-type quarks, (d, s, b) = (1, 2, 3) and i, j to the �nal
state charged leptons (e, µ, τ) = (1, 2, 3) for the diagram in Fig. 4.2. Lepton-�avour
violating decay modes can occur via two di�erent possible diagrams. For example the
process B0

d → µe can arise from the (3, 1) and (1, 2) entries which corresponds to the
couplings b /Xe and d /Xµ leading to B0

d → µ−e+, but can also have a contribution from
(3, 2) and (1, 1) which corresponds to b /Xµ and d /Xe and leads to B0

d → e−µ+.

Two possible scenarios were found. Firstly if

θL23 = θR23 =
π

2
, θL13 = θR13 = θ, δL = δ and δR = π − δ (4.57)

is satis�ed by Eq. (4.56), this leads to

Kde
L =


cL12 cθ sL12 cθ sθ

−eiδcL12 sθ −eiδsL12 sθ eiδcθ

e-iδsL12 −e-iδcL12 0

 and Kde
R =


cR12 cθ sR12 cθ sθ

e-iδcR12 sθ e-iδsR12 sθ −e-iδcθ

−eiδsR12 eiδcR12 0

 .

(4.58)

These matrix structures will not completely prevent the decays of K0
L. However, they

will prevent the helicity-unsuppressed terms from contributing and therefore will be
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suppressed by the �nal-state lepton masses similar to weak decays in the SM. Note that

all the entries of the upper-left 2 × 2 block of Kde
L/R are non-zero, but an important

cancellation in the amplitude arises as δL/R are exactly out of phase. Additionally the

(3, 3) entry of both matrices is zero and therefore for this scenario the decays B0
d →

ττ and B0
s → ττ cannot occur. Interestingly, if δ is maximally CP violating then

the helicity unsuppressed contribution completely disappears and therefore there is no

contribution to the decay of K0
L, whereas the helicity-suppressed contribution to this

decay is maximised for CP conserving choices for δ.

Alternatively the desired decays can be completely prevented with the simple condition

θL13 = θR13 =
π

2
(4.59)

which leads to

Kde
L/R =


0 0 1

−c23 s12 − eiδc12 s23 c12 c23 − eiδs12 s23 0

−c12 c23 + e-iδs12 s23 −c23 s12 − e-iδc12 s23 0


L/R

. (4.60)

Here the decays of K0
L trivially do not occur as both the (1, 1) and (1, 2) entries of

Kde
L/R are exactly zero and, as can be seen in Table 4.2, Xµ will not mediate the relevant

decays. Similar to the previous scenario the decays B0
d → ττ and B0

s → ττ do not occur.

Additionally, the processes B0
d → (ee, µµ, τe) and B0

s → (τe, τµ) will not occur as

the (2, 3) entry is also zero. Therefore, for low-scale PS, the suppressed decay channels

for B0
d/s → ττ are directly correlated with suppressed decays of K0

L. Increasing the

experimental sensitivity of these channels could therefore provide a powerful test of PS,

especially if a non-SM signal was detected in these channels as no such signal has been

seen in the decays of K0
L.

In both scenarios above which lead to the lowest possible limits on the PS gauge lepto-

quark, the matrices Kde
L and Kde

R are required to have a similar structure to each other.

The �rst scenario allows for only four free parameters between the two matrices whereas

in the second scenario six free parameters exist. In order for both these matrices (which

are naïvely unrelated) to have the same structure suggests that a parity symmetry must

be enforced at some scale. The two matrices do not have to be exactly equal to each

other, although this is also possible. However in both scenarios at least one angle has
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to be identical for both matrices. As discussed previously it has been found that en-

forcing a parity symmetry alongside the PS gauge groups requires parity to be broken

at O(1012) GeV or higher [200, 215]. As we are interested in minimising the scale of

PS breaking it would seem quite coincidental for both Kde
L and Kde

R to be so similar

at low scales (and rather unlikely for them to be exactly equal) with such a high scale

of parity breaking. However, this requires a full analysis of the running of the relevant

mixing angles which we will not explore further. It may be possible that at some high

scale Kde
L/R are equal to each other and after parity breaking some angles are insensitive

to running e�ects whereas others run signi�cantly, leading to the desired form for the

mixing matrices.

In addition to the two scenarios above which completely preventXµ from inducing decays

of K0
L we identify two additional scenarios which would prevent the LFV decay K0

L → µe

but not necessarily the decays K0
L → ee or K0

L → µµ. For example if the conditions

θL12 = θR12 = 0 and θL23 = θR23 =
π

2
(4.61)

are satis�ed, this leads to

Kde
L/R =


c13 0 s13

−eiδs13 0 eiδc13

0 −e-iδ 0


L/R

, (4.62)

and the decays K0
L → µe and K0

L → µµ do not occur via Xµ. However the decay

K0
L → ee does occur as suggested by Table 4.2. Similarly if

θL12 = θR12 =
π

2
and θL23 = θR23 =

π

2
(4.63)

is satis�ed, this leads to

Kde
L/R =


0 c13 s13

0 −eiδs13 eiδc13

e-iδ 0 0


L/R

. (4.64)

The decays K0
L → µe and K0

L → ee will not occur, but K0
L → µµ will, forming a strong

constraint on the mass of Xµ.
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Finally as the decay channel K0
L → µe is currently the most precisely constrained of

all relevant meson decay channels the largest lower bound on the mass of Xµ will occur

for Kde
L/R which have a form that maximises this particular decay channel. Table 4.2,

which indicates which entries of Kde
L/R mediate this decay, suggests that if for example

the mixing matrices were given by

Kde
L/R =


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

 (4.65)

then the contribution to this decay channel would be maximised. Therefore the current

mass limits on the PS gauge leptoquark (and the breaking scale) can �uctuate between

the mass limits obtained if the mixing matrices are given by Eqs. (4.58) and (4.60) up

to the limits obtained if the matrices are given by Eq. (4.65).

In order to numerically �nd the lower-bound mass range for Xµ we �x the values of the

total decay width of each relevant meson to the experimentally observed central values

ΓTOT

K0
L

= 1.29× 10−17 GeV, ΓTOT

B0
d

= 4.33× 10−13 GeV and ΓTOT

B0
s

= 4.36× 10−13 GeV,

(4.66)

which we take from the PDG [229]. The parameter Rpq which appears in the helicity-

unsuppressed contribution to a given decay and is de�ned in Eq. (4.49) requires running

from the scale µ = mX down to µ = mMpq and the gauge coupling constant g4 is related

to the strong coupling constant at the scale of PS breaking:

g4(mX) = gc(mX) = 2
√
π

(
17

2
+

7

2π
log
[mX

90

])−1/2

RK0
L
' 0.51

(
17

2
+

7

2π
log
[mX

90

])4/7

RB0
s
' RB0

d
' 0.37

(
17

2
+

7

2π
log
[mX

90

])4/7

(4.67)

where mX is in units of GeV and for simplicity we assume the one-loop SM running of

the gauge coupling constant gc which can be found in Appendix E. We calculate lower

bound limits on the leptoquark mass by numerically solving Eqs. (4.42) and (4.67) as

a function of the leptoquark mass and comparing to the experimental limits listed in

Table 4.2.
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Table 4.3 shows the calculated lower bound on the gauge leptoquark masses for the

relevant decay channel with di�erent choices of Kde
L/R corresponding to the �ve scenarios

above. Maximising the leptoquark's contribution to K0
L → µe as in Eq. (4.65) leads to

limits on the gauge leptoquark mass of roughly 2500 TeV, similar to previous studies [214,

225, 227]. The other non-zero decays in this case indicate which other channels will occur

in this scenario: B0
d → τe and B0

s → τµ. More realistically we would expect the matrices

Kde
L/R to be approximately diagonal rather than exactly, and therefore other processes

which are listed would also be mediated by Xµ, but the three listed would have the

strongest signals.

If Kde
L/R is of the form described in Eq. (4.58), decays of K0

L still occur but are helicity

suppressed. This reduces the limits obtained from 2500 TeV down to O(100) TeV (with

some sensitivity to the free mixing angles) where notably the channel K0
L → ee leads to

limits on the gauge leptoquark mass of O(10) TeV. This signi�cant reduction compared

to other channels of K0
L is due to the helicity-suppression of electron �nal states being

signi�cantly larger than for muon �nal states. For this scenario neglecting the electron

and muon mass, as was done in [228], would suggest that Xµ does not mediate K0
L

decays. However, we �nd when included they lead to comparable limits for mX to the

helicity-unsuppressed B0
d and B

0
s decays. This is due to the larger experimental precision

obtained for K0
L decays and therefore we �nd that the muon mass cannot be ignored.

As mentioned previously, if δ is maximally violating the helicity-unsuppressed decays of

K0
L are forbidden and in this limit the results of [228] remain valid.

If the mixing matrices are given by Eq. (4.60), decays of K0
L do not occur via Xµ ei-

ther helicity-suppressed or -unsuppressed. Only �ve decay channels are non-zero in this

scenario and the dominant mass limit will arise from decays of B0
s and are of similar

order to the previous scenario: mX ∼ O(100) TeV. The �nal two scenarios described by

Eqs. (4.62) and (4.64) completely suppress the channel K0
L → µe but does not suppress

the lepton-�avour conserving channels of K0
L. Here the resulting mass limits are O(1900)

TeV unless the mixing angles in κ were signi�cantly tuned (e.g. θL12 ' −θR12) in order to

suppress these channels. In all cases the last two channels B0
s → τe and B0

s → τµ are

currently unconstrained by measurement and therefore do not lead to limits on mX . In

cases were a scenario predicts a contribution to these channels, future measurement will

be a relevant constraint which we indicate in Table 4.3 by `−'.
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Kde
L = Kde

R = 13×3 scenario 1 scenario 2 scenario 3 scenario 4

B(K0
L → ee) 0 13κK

ee

1 TeV 0 1817κK
ee

3 TeV 0

B(K0
L → µµ) 0 177κK

µµ

1 TeV 0 0 1900κK
µµ

4 TeV

B(K0
L → µe) 2467 TeV 230κK

µe

1 TeV 0 0 0

B(B0
d → ee) 0 39.7κB

ee

1 TeV 0 0 0

B(B0
d → µµ) 0 151κB

µµ

1 TeV 0 0 0

B(B0
d → ττ) 0 0 0 0 0

B(B0
d → µe) 0 140κB

µe

1 TeV 0 140κB
µe

3 TeV 140κB
µe

4 TeV

B(B0
d → τe) 12.1 TeV 10.6κB

τe

1 TeV 10.6κB
τe

2 TeV 0 10.6κB
τe

4 TeV

B(B0
d → τµ) 0 11.3κB

τµ

1 TeV 11.3κB
τµ

2 TeV 11.3κB
τµ

3 TeV 0

B(B0
s → ee) 0 29.5κ

Bees
1 TeV 29.5κ

Bees
2 TeV 0 0

B(B0
s → µµ) 0 90.0κB

µµ
s

1 TeV 90.0κB
µµ
s

2 TeV 0

B(B0
s → ττ) 0 0 0 0 0

B(B0
s → µe) 0 92.3κB

µe
s

1 TeV 92.3κB
µe
s

2 TeV 92.3κB
µe
s

3 TeV 92.3κB
µe
s

4 TeV

B(B0
s → τe) 0 − 0 0 −

B(B0
s → τµ) − − 0 − 0

Table 4.3: Limits on the gauge leptoquark mass mX compared to current measurements (or upper limits) for the mesons K0
L, B

0
d and B0

s . Each
column represents di�erent choices for the matrices Kde

L/R where scenarios 1-4 are given by Eqs. (4.58), (4.60), (4.62) and (4.64) respectively. Each

scenario corresponds to possible structures of the mixing matrices which would in some way suppress the decays of K0
L. In scenario 1 the decays

to K0
L are non-zero albeit helicity-suppressed, leading to mass limits similar to what is obtained from decays of B0

d and B0
s . Scenario 2 completely

suppresses the decays of K0
L and the most signi�cant mass limits now come from the decays of B0

s . Scenario 3 and 4 correspond to examples of
mixing matrices which would suppress the decay channel K0

L → µe but not K0
L → ee or K0

L → µµ which would form the dominant limit. The �rst
column represents a scenario which maximises the rate of K0

L → µe decays leading to the largest mass limit on Xµ. In all the scenarios above the
parameter κXα corresponds to the combination of mixing angles relevant to that decay chain. We �nd the lower bound on the PS breaking scale to be
no smaller than O(100) TeV. For the �nal two channels B0

s → τe/τµ there are currently no measured upper bounds, however non-zero contributions
to these channels are indicated by `−' and their future measurement will form a constraint for a given choice of Kde

L/R.
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For simplicity, the interference between the SM and PS contributions to the decay chan-

nels with lepton-�avour conserving �nal states has not been calculated. As the PS

contribution to the decay rate is inversely proportional to the fourth power of mX , the

decay rate will decrease by orders of magnitude for small increases in mX . The derived

lower bound on mX from such channels should be understood as a conservative lower

bound and will slightly change by order one factors once the SM contribution is incor-

porated. Obviously when the dominant limit arises from a LFV decay channel no such

interference occurs and the derived limit can be considered even more robust.

In all cases, non-zero decay channels listed in Table 4.3 come with factors of κ corre-

sponding to the combination of mixing angles arising from Kde
L/R. These expressions,

particularly in the cases of scenario 1 and 2, are quite complicated due to the large

number of free parameters allowed. Therefore minimising the decay widths as a function

of the free mixing angles is di�cult. Instead, we perform a numerical scan of the free

parameters in order to estimate the maximum and minimum lower bound on the mass

of Xµ for a given scenario.

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 explicitly calculate the leptoquark mass limits for di�erent choices of

the mixing angles appearing in scenario 1 and 2 ordered from largest to smallest limits.

The limit on the leptoquark mass varies for di�erent choices but not signi�cantly. The

decay channel which forms the dominant constraint also varies for di�erent choices of

angles, which we indicate. A numerical scan over the parameter space shows that for

scenario 1 the mass limits on Xµ vary from 81 − 177 TeV for di�erent values of the

mixing angles. The fourth entry of Table 4.4 is a benchmark taken from [228] who found

in their case a lower bound mass limit of 86 TeV compared to the 117 TeV we �nd.

In their analysis they neglected the �nal-state muon mass and therefore assumed no

induced decays of K0
L from Xµ, whereas we �nd, when included, it forms the dominant

constraint. When neglected we �nd a limit of 84 TeV from the process B0
d/s → µµ in

full agreement with [228]. For Table 4.4 we �nd that, though helicity-suppressed, decays

of K0
L are important to consider for PS breaking limits. For the case of scenario 2 we

conducted a similar scan of parameters and found the mass limits on Xµ varies roughly

from 84− 102 TeV as indicated by Table 4.5.
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scenario 1 Limit on mX Dominant channel

θL12 = 3π
2 , θ

R
12 = 2π, θ = 7π

4 , δ = π 177 TeV K0
L → µµ

θL12 = π
4 , θ

R
12 = π

4 , θ = π
4 , δ = 0 164 TeV K0

L → µe

θL12 = π
2 , θ

R
12 = π

8 , θ = 0, δ = π
2 145 TeV B0

d → µµ

θL12 = 0, θR12 = 0.81, θ = 1.183, δ = 0 117 TeV K0
L → µe

θL12 = π
4 , θ

R
12 = π

4 , θ = π
4 , δ = π

2 107 TeV B0
d → µµ

θL12 = 2.06, θR12 = 2.4, θ = 5.11, δ = 4.58 81 TeV B0
s → µe

Table 4.4: Limits obtained for the gauge leptoquark mass Xµ for di�erent choices of
the mixing angles appearing in Eq. (4.58) ordered from largest to smallest. The decay
process from which the dominant limit arises is also listed. In some cases, even though
it is helicity-supressed, the dominant limit will still arise from K0

L decays. The angles
in the fourth row were �rst used in [228] from which they obtained a limit of 86 TeV
from B0

d/s → µµ when the muon and electron mass were neglected. We �nd similar
limits however we highlight the importance of including the muon mass as the channel
K0
L → µe still forms the dominant limit for this scenario. A numerical scan �nds the

limits in this scenario can vary from 81− 177 TeV.

scenario 2
Limit on
mX

Dominant
channel

θL12 = 2.4, θR12 = 2.3, θL23 = π
2 , θ

R
23 = 0, δL = 2π, δR = 2.77 102 TeV B0

s → µe

θL12 = π
9 , θ

R
12 = π

2 , θ
L
23 = 1, θR23 = 0, δL/R = 0 100 TeV B0

s → µe

θL12 = π
3 , θ

R
12 = π

6 , θ
L
23 = π

2 , θ
R
23 = 1, δL/R = 0 92 TeV B0

s → µµ

θL12 = π
3 , θ

R
12 = π

6 , θ
L
23 = π

2 , θ
R
23 = 1, δL/R = π

2 86 TeV B0
s → µµ

θL12 = π
4 , θ

R
12 = π

8 , θ
L
23 = 0, θR23 = 0, δL/R = 0 85 TeV B0

s → µe

θL12 = 0.72, θR12 = 3.05, θL23 = 4.02, θR23 = 2π, δL = 0, δR = 3π
2 84 TeV B0

s → µe

Table 4.5: Limits obtained for the gauge leptoquark mass Xµ for some di�erent
choices of mixing angles appearing in Eq. (4.60) ordered from largest to smallest. The
decay process from which the dominant limit arises is also listed. Here the decays of K0

L

are completely forbidden and the dominant limit will always arise either from B0
s → µµ

or B0
s → µe. Through a numerical scan we �nd the mass of the PS leptoquark varies

between roughly 84− 102 TeV depending on di�erent choices of mixing angles, a much
closer range compared to the results of Scenario 2.

4.3.2 Fermion mass degeneracy

Although the dominant constraint on the PS breaking scale arises from pseudoscalar

meson decays, a secondary requirement for a viable Pati-Salam model is to address the

lack of mass degeneracy between fermion pairs with the same SU(2)L/R isospin. As
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µ = mZ µ = 1 TeV µ = 10 TeV µ = 100 TeV µ = 1000 TeV

me/md 0.177 0.205 0.230 0.251 0.271

mµ/ms 1.891 2.195 2.454 2.688 2.902

mτ/mb 0.612 0.724 0.823 0.913 0.997

Table 4.6: Measured mass ratios me/md for each generation at �xed energy scales
µ at one-loop and assuming SM running of the Yukawas. Additional details of the

running calculations performed can be found in Appendix E.

indicated by Eq. (4.17) the simplest PS models lead to the fermion mass relations

md = me and mu = mDirac
ν (4.68)

for all three generations of SM fermions.

Comparing this prediction to the measured masses of the down-isospin fermions shown

in Table 4.6 for the di�erent generations at di�erent energy scales demonstrates that this

tree-level relation must be broken. As discussed previously, the mass relation between the

up-isospin components can be easily broken due to seesaw mixing in the neutral fermion

sector as demonstrated in Section 4.2.2. In the case of the down-isospin components,

with no additional particle content, the mass relation is unbroken at tree level and holds

at the scale of PS breaking. In scenarios where PS is broken at high scales, this relation

could potentially be viable as threshold e�ects as well as renormalisation group running

can potentially be su�cient to explain the observed mass di�erences of the di�erent

generations. PS breaking scales as low as O(1000) TeV can explain the bottom and tau

lepton mass di�erences [230] as the two Yukawa couplings unify at around this scale.

It therefore could be possible for high-scale PS models to explain the mass di�erences

between all three generations in the same way. Table 4.6 shows that for PS breaking scales

below 1000 TeV the di�erent generations of down-quark and charged-lepton Yukawa

couplings cannot be equal at the PS breaking scale and therefore there should be some

tree-level explanation for their di�erence.

The mass relations can be broken at tree level by the existence of additional particle

content, either scalar or fermion, necessarily transforming as complete PS multiplets

above the scale of PS breaking. For example, the inclusion of a scalar (15,2,2) Higgs

particle, sometimes referred to as the Minimal Quark-Lepton Symmetric Model (MQLS),
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which has a non-zero vev will induce a Georgi-Jarlskog like texture [231] lifting the

degeneracy between the down quark and charged lepton masses [115, 116]. The additional

Yukawa couplings results in enough freedom such that the mass ratios measured and

shown in Table 4.6 can arise.

We explore an alternative possibility �rst noted in [201, 202] where additional anomaly-

free fermion multiplets transforming under the PS gauge group are introduced. If the

additional multiplets contain components with the same quantum numbers as the down

quarks or charged leptons, mixing e�ects could induce a see-saw which can decouple the

down-quark and charged-lepton Yukawas, breaking the tree-level mass relations obtained

without their inclusion. In this scenario, both the up- and down-isospin components have

their PS mass relations broken due to see-saw e�ects, so the breaking of the mass relations

between all SM fermions is explained by a similar mechanism.

An additional consequence of introducing extra fermionic states is that they can cause the

gauge boson leptoquark Xµ to couple in a chiral-like way to the light SM-like fermions.

As an example, consider the introduction of the fermion multiplets FL/R that contain

components E−L/R that have the same quantum numbers as the SM charged leptons:

fL/R =


ur dr

ub db

ug dg

νe e


L/R

⊕ FL/R =


. . .

...
. . .

E−L/R
. . .

 . (4.69)

Here both E−L and E−R are required phenomenologically such that no massless charged

fermion states appear and the exotic multiplets FL and FR need not transform in the

same way. However, the combination must be anomaly free.

If Yukawa interactions connecting the multiplets FL/R and fL/R exist, mass mixing will

be induced as per

LeE =
(
eL EL

)mee meE

mEe mEE

eR
ER

+ H.c. (4.70)

Diagonalising into the mass basis for the charged fermions leads to

(e′L/R)l = cθL/ReL/R + sθL/REL/R (E′L/R)h = −sθL/ReL/R + cθL/REL/R (4.71)
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where the subscripts l and h indicate the light and heavy eigenstates respectively. The

pseudoscalar meson decays discussed above are induced by the gauge leptoquark inter-

actions between the colour triplet d and charged lepton e from the multiplet fL/R.

Expanding Eq. (4.39) with Eq. (4.71) leads to

LXde =
g4√

2

(
d′Kde

L /XPL(cθLe
′ − sθLE

′)) + d′Kde
R /XPR(cθRe

′ − sθRE
′)
)

+ H.c (4.72)

for the gauge interactions in the mass basis where generational indices have been sup-

pressed for simplicity. Because of phenomenological constraints, any exotic fermions

with SM quantum numbers must be signi�cantly heavier than the pseudoscalar mesons

whose decays supply the dominant constraint on PS breaking; therefore, processes such

as K0
L → EE or K0

L → eE are kinematically forbidden. The decay K0
L → ee will exist

as before, but now suppressed by the relevant mass mixing angles. Therefore the only

relevant interactions in Eq. (4.72) for meson decay are

LXde ⊃
g4√

2

(
d′ (cθLK

de
L ) /XPLe

′ + d′ (cθRK
de
R ) /XPRe

′
)

+ H.c (4.73)

which will lead to a decay rate given by Eqs. (4.51) and (4.53) with the replacement

Kde
L/R → K

de
L/R = cθL/RK

de
L/R. As the mixing angles θL and θR can signi�cantly di�er,

this can e�ectively lead to a chiral coupling between Xµ and the fermions d and e causing

a suppression in the helicity-unsupressed contribution of the total meson decay rates in

Eq. (4.42). This therefore allows for an overall weaker lower bound on the leptoquark

mass compared to those in Table 4.3 and therefore the scale of PS breaking. As noted

previously, however, in order to signi�cantly helicity-suppress the decays mediated by

Xµ, one of the angles θL/R is required to be very small e.g. θR . 10−4 in the case of

K0
L → µe decays.

Table 4.7 demonstrates the impact this can have on the mass limits in the extreme case

of an exactly chiral theory (mE → ∞) where for example cθL = 1 and cθR = 0 for all

three generations13, assuming the same matrix textures for Kde
L/R as in Table 4.3. The

leptoquark mass limits are signi�cantly lowered compared to Table 4.3 as the helicity

13These limits are also valid for scenarios where quark-lepton uni�cation occurs for only one chirality of
fermions, e.g. a gauge group given by SU(4)L⊗SU(3)R⊗SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R → SU(3)c⊗SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R
where the vector leptoquark X couples to only one chirality of fermions.
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Kde
L = 13×3 scenario 1 scenario 2 scenario 3 scenario 4

B(K0
L → ee) 0 13κK

ee

1 TeV 0 13κK
ee

3 TeV 0

B(K0
L → µµ) 0 177κK

µµ

1 TeV 0 0 177κK
µµ

4 TeV

B(K0
L → µe) 194 TeV 230κK

µe

1 TeV 0 0 0

B(B0
d → ee) 0 0.2κB

ee

1 TeV 0 0 0

B(B0
d → µµ) 0 10.8κB

µµ

1 TeV 0 0 0

B(B0
d → ττ) 0 0 0 0 0

B(B0
d → µe) 0 10.0κB

µe

1 TeV 0 10.0κB
µe

3 TeV 10.0κB
µe

4 TeV

B(B0
d → τe) 2.7 TeV 3.2κB

τe

1 TeV 3.2κB
τe

2 TeV 0 3.2κB
τe

4 TeV

B(B0
d → τµ) 0 3.2κB

τµ

1 TeV 3.2κB
τµ

2 TeV 3.2κB
τµ

3 TeV 0

B(B0
s → ee) 0 0.2κ

Bees
1 TeV 0.2κ

Bees
2 TeV 0 0

B(B0
s → µµ) 0 6.5κB

µµ
s

1 TeV 6.5κB
µµ
s

2 TeV 0

B(B0
s → ττ) 0 0 0 0 0

B(B0
s → µe) 0 6.7κB

µe
s

1 TeV 6.7κB
µe
s

2 TeV 6.7κB
µe
s

3 TeV 6.7κB
µe
s

4 TeV

B(B0
s → τe) 0 − 0 0 −

B(B0
s → τµ) − − 0 − 0

Table 4.7: Limits on the gauge leptoquark mass mX compared to current measurements (or upper limits) for the mesons K0
L, B

0
d and B0

s in the
chiral limit (e.g. cθR = 0) where all decays are now helicity suppressed. Each scenario is given by Eqs. (4.58), (4.60), (4.62) and (4.64) respectively.
As all decays are now helicity-suppressed, the dominant decay channel in scenario 1 will now arise from K0

L → µe (unless forbidden by a speci�c
choice of κ). As Scenario 2 completely suppresses the decays of K0

L and now the decays of B0
d/s are helicity-suppressed, the limits on the leptoquark

mass quite substantially decrease. Similarly the limits from scenarios 3 are signi�cantly reduced. In particular scenario 3 allows for incredibly low
mass scales due to the large helicity-suppression present for electron �nal-states. The �rst column represents a scenario which maximises the rate
of K0

L → µe decays leading to the largest mass limit on Xµ which in this case is roughly 200 TeV. In all the scenarios above the parameter κXα
corresponds to the combination of mixing angles relevant to that decay chain. We �nd the lower bound on the PS breaking scale to be no smaller
than O(10) TeV. For the �nal two channels B0

s → τe/τµ there are currently no measured upper bounds, however non-zero contributions to these
channels are indicated by `−' and their future measurement will form a constraint for a given choice of Kde

L/R.
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unsuppressed contribution from Eq. (4.51) no longer contributes and therefore the de-

cay rate is suppressed by the charged lepton masses. Scenario 1, which already had

helicity-suppressed K0
L decays, will have its limits largely unchanged except for when

the dominant channel arises from B0
d/s. If there are no contributions to the decays of

K0
L, as in scenario 2, then the helicity suppression on the other decay channels allows

for PS breaking scales as low as O(10) TeV. Interestingly, in these scenarios with a

chiral-like coupled Xµ, if there is a signi�cant contribution to K0
L → ee, then the limits

are signi�cantly reduced compared to the reduction for the processes K0
L → µµ[µe] due

to the much larger helicity-suppression present for the electron compared to the muon.

Therefore with the presence of exotic fermion multiplets, a sign�cant contribution to

K0
L decays can be possible with small leptoquark masses provided it only couples K0

L to

electrons. This is unlike the case without mass mixing where any induced decay for K0
L

by Xµ causes mass limits larger than 1000 TeV irrespective of the �nal decay product.

In such a chiral scenario only one of Kde
L and Kde

R is required to have a matrix structure

given by each indicated scenario as the other is signi�cantly suppressed through seesaw

e�ects. Therefore for scenarios involving charged-lepton or down-quark seesaws, Kde
L/R

do not need to be related and therefore no parity symmetry needs to be imposed at a

high scale.

In Tables 4.8 and 4.9 the limits onmX are re-evaluated for the same benchmark scenarios

in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 now assuming an exact helicity suppression. In both scenarios a

signi�cant reduction in the mass limits can occur. This reduction occurs for any choice

of mixing angles in scenario 2, whereas in scenario 1, a signi�cant reduction occurs only

when the dominant decay channel comes from either B0
d or B0

s . In general a reduction

in the limits on mX by a factor of 0.05− 0.07 naturally occurs compared to the scenario

without additional mass mixing. We �nd that the limits on mX can be as low as 5 TeV

potentially allowing for discovery signals of di�erent PS particles comfortably within

reach of current and possible future hadron colliders.

Exotic fermion multiplets are therefore an attractive feature for low scale Pati Salam

models. It is curious that they allow for signi�cantly lighter PS breaking scales whilst

also potentially breaking the mass degeneracy amongst the down-isospin fermions. This

e�ect is possible not only for mixing between the charged leptons as discussed above,

but also if heavy versions of the down quarks, D, were to be included which mix with
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scenario 1 Limit on mX Reduction
Dominant
channel

θL12 = 3π
2 , θ = 7π

4 , δ = π 177 TeV 1 K0
L → µµ

θL12 = π
4 , θ = π

4 , δ = 0 139 TeV 0.85 K0
L → µe

θL12 = 2.06, θ = 5.11, δ = 4.58 51 TeV 0.63 K0
L → µµ

θL12 = 0, θ = 1.183, δ = 0 11 TeV 0.09 K0
L → ee

θL12 = π
2 , θ = 0, δ = π

2 8.5 TeV 0.06 B0
d → µe

θL12 = π
4 , θ = π

4 , δ = π
2 7.8 TeV 0.07 B0

d → µµ

Table 4.8: Limits obtained for the gauge leptoquark mass Xµ for di�erent choices of
the mixing angles appearing in Eq. (4.58) with an exact helicity suppression where we
have chosen Kde

R = 03×3. The decay process from which the dominant limit arises is
also listed as well as the percentage reduction from the non-helicity suppressed scenario
given in Table 4.4. In some cases only a small reduction in the mass limits occurs,
this is a result of the Kaon decay channels being helicitiy suppressed as a result of the
structure of the mixing matrices instead of due to a chiral coupling of Xµ. Only the
benchmark scenarios which initially had dominant decay channels arising from Bd or
Bs experience a signi�cant reduction in their limits as they were initially not helicity

suppressed.

scenario 2 Limit on mX Reduction
Dominant
channel

θL12 = 2.4, θL23 = π
2 , δ

L = 2π 6.2 TeV 0.06 B0
s → µe

θL12 = π
9 , θ

L
23 = 1, δL = 0 6.0 TeV 0.06 B0

s → µe

θL12 = π
4 , θ

L
23 = 0, δL = 0 6.0 TeV 0.07 B0

s → µe

θL12 = 0.72, θL23 = 4.02, δL = 0 5.9 TeV 0.07 B0
s → µe

θL12 = π
3 , θ

L
23 = π

2 , δ
L = 0 5.6 TeV 0.06 B0

s → µµ

θL12 = π
3 , θ

L
23 = π

2 , δ
L = π

2 5.6 TeV 0.065 B0
s → µµ

Table 4.9: Limits obtained for the gauge leptoquark mass Xµ for some di�erent
choices of mixing angles appearing in Eq. (4.60) with an exact helicity suppression
where we have chosen Kde

R = 03×3. The decay process from which the dominant limit
arises is also listed as well as the percentage reduction from the non helicity-suppressed
scenarios in Table 4.5. Each benchmark experiences a signi�cant reduction in their
mass limits of over an order of magnitude allowing for extremely light masses of Xµ

and signi�cantly lower scales of PS breaking.

the light d quarks. This would lead to a similar reduction in the mass limits on Xµ as

above for the same reasons.
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4.4 Exotic PS fermion multiplets

As discussed above, exotic PS fermion multiplets which contain states with the correct

quantum numbers to mix with the charged leptons or down quarks can simultaneously

explain the experimentally observed mass non-degeneracy between these two types of

fermions as well as lower the phenomenologically-allowed scale of PS breaking. A num-

ber of di�erent viable PS multiplets are possible; for consistency we require that the

multiplets added do not introduce anomalies and that they allow for a phenomenologi-

cally valid mass spectrum. For simplicity we focus on small multiplets which transform

with no more than two indices total under all three gauge groups when written in their

de�ning representations. All possible combinations satisfying this requirement are listed

in Table 4.10. We take the scalar content of the theory to remain unchanged but will

note where additional exotic scalars may be required for a viable model in some cases.

Although the PS gauge group is an attractive subgroup of some GUTs e.g. SO(10) or E6,

we will not require successful gauge-coupling uni�cation or partial uni�cation. We will

not consider the location of Landau poles14 or require that the extra exotic fermions �t

into complete GUT multiplets. We simply focus on the speci�c particle content required

at low scales su�cient to lift the mass degeneracy between ` and d and simultaneously

lower the scale of PS breaking.

4.4.1 Fermion extensions

Considering the relevant exotic multiplets indicated in Table 4.10, below we study basic

phenomenological implications of introducing each given multiplet. We indicate heavy,

exotic versions of down quarks, charged leptons and neutrinos by D, E and N respec-

tively. We will also brie�y comment on the implications for baryon number violation

in each case. As we are only introducing exotic fermions, the Yukawa sector of the

Lagrangian is the only possible area where additional violation could arise.

14These would further motivate considering multiplets of small dimensionality as large multiplets will
have a much more signi�cant impact on RGE evolution relevant for viable GUT theories.
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PS multiplet A(R) SU(3)⊗ U(1)EM decomposition Candidate

fa (1,2,1) 0 1−1/2 ⊕ 1+1/2 6

fα (1,1,2) 0 1−1/2 ⊕ 1+1/2 6

fA (4,1,1) ±1 1−1/2 ⊕ 3+1/6 6

fab (1,3,1) 0 1−1 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 1+1 4

fαβ (1,1,3) 0 1−1 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 1+1 4

fAB (6,1,1) 0 3−1/3 ⊕ 3+1/3 4

fAB (10,1,1) ±8 1−1 ⊕ 3−1/3 ⊕ 6+1/3 4

fAB (15,1,1) 0 3−2/3 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 80 ⊕ 3+2/3 6

faα (1,2,2) 0 1−1 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 1+1 4

fAa (4,2,1) ±2 1−1 ⊕ 3−1/3 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 3+2/3 4

fAα (4,1,2) ±2 1−1 ⊕ 3−1/3 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 3+2/3 4

Table 4.10: Di�erent dimensional representations of fermions f (with indices in their
de�ning representation) under PS where a, α and A correspond to SU(2)L, SU(2)R
and SU(4)c indices respectively. Multiplets are considered good candidates if they
contain states with the same quantum numbers as either the down quarks or charged
leptons, which will mix with its SM counterpart, when broken to SU(3)c ⊗ U(1)EM .
Additionally the SU(4) anomaly coe�cient A(R) for each fermion is indicated where

the sign depends on whether the fermion is left- or right-handed.

4.4.1.1 SU(2)L/R Triplets

If a triplet fermion is added, for example ΨR
3 ∼ (1,1,3), the extra terms appearing in

the Yukawa Lagrangian are

Lyuk ⊃ Tr

[√
2 yΨ3

(ΨR
3 )cχ†RfR +

1

2
µΨ3

(ΨR
3 )c (ΨR

3 )T
]

+ H.c. (4.74)

As ΨR
3 is uncharged under the colour group SU(4)c, it contains no quark states. However,

it contains components which can mix with both the charged and neutral SM leptons

fL/R =


· ·

· ·

· ·

ν e


L/R

, ΨR
3 =

1√
2

 NR

√
2 (E−L )c

√
2E−R −NR

 (4.75)

where the dotted components of fL/R do not mix with ΨR
3 but the undotted do and

ΨR
3 → UR ΨR

3 U
†
R. Here we have assigned ΨR

3 to be a right-handed fermion without loss

of generality. Expanding out Eqs. (4.16) and (4.74) with the parameterisation given in
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Eq. (4.75) leads to a mixing matrix given by

LeE =
(
eL EL

) me 0
√

2 yRΨ3
v∗R µΨR3

eR
ER

 (4.76)

for the charged lepton states and

LνN =
1

2

(
νL νcR N c

R

)
0 mu 0

mu 0 yRΨ3
v∗R

0 yRΨ3
v∗R µΨR3



νcL

νR

NR

 (4.77)

for the neutral states. If fL, fR and Ψ are the only fermions introduced, the PS symmetry

enforces that the singular values of md and mu are given by the down and up quark

masses respectively. Equation (4.77) assumes that the fermion singlets SL discussed in

Section 4.2, appearing in the usual low-scale PS scenario, are not included. As can be

seen from the neutrino mass mixing matrix, SL may no longer be necessary for light

neutrino masses as an inverse seesaw arises naturally with the triplet. We therefore

neglect SL, and if it were to be included Eq. (4.77) would be trivially extended by the

last row and column of Eq. (4.18).

The terms introduced in Eq. (4.74) do not violate the global U(1)J symmetry which

Eq. (4.16) obeys and is the only global accidental symmetry of this Yukawa Lagrangian.

These terms unsurprisingly enforce the assignment

J(ΨR
3 ) = 0 (4.78)

as ΨR
3 transforms as a real representation. Therefore baryon number remains an un-

broken global symmetry of the Yukawa sector similar to the vanilla scenario described

in Section 4.2.4. Interestingly if the singlet SL is not included, the scalar χL no longer

Yukawa couples to any of the fermions and the relevant term of the scalar potential

given in Eq. (4.37) no longer violates the U(1)J global symmetry as we are free to choose

J(χL) = −1. The proton would therefore remain absolutely stable (assuming no addi-

tional particle content) after breaking of the PS symmetry, whereas lepton number would

be broken.

If instead an SU(2)L triplet fermion ΨL
3 was introduced, similar conclusions are reached
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related to the leptonic mass mixing matrices and baryon number violation15. The Yukawa

Lagrangian in this case is similar to the one appearing in Eq. (4.74) with the replacements

ΨR
3 → (ΨL

3 )c, χR → (χL)∗ and fR → (fL)c leading to the mixing matrix

LeE =
(
eL EL

)me

√
2 yLΨ3

vL

0 µΨL3

eR
ER

 (4.79)

for the charged lepton states and

LνN =
1

2

(
νL νcR NL

)
0 mu yLΨ3

vL

mu 0 0

yLΨ3
vL 0 µΨL3



νcL

νR

N c
L

 (4.80)

for the neutral states.

If both ΨL
3 and ΨR

3 are included simultaneously the mass mixing matrices for the charged

and neutral sectors are simply a combination of Eqs. (4.76), (4.77), (4.79) and (4.80).

Explicitly writing out the mass mixing matrices gives

LeEE =
(
eL EL EL

)


me 0
√

2 yLΨ3
vL

√
2 yRΨ3

vR µΨR3
0

0 0 µΨL3



eR

ER

ER

 (4.81)

for the charged leptons, where EL/R and EL/R correspond to the charged lepton states

appearing in ΨR
3 and ΨL

3 respectively, and

LνN =
1

2

(
νL νcR NL N c

R

)


0 mu yLΨ3
vL 0

mu 0 0 yRΨ3
v∗R

yLΨ3
vL 0 µΨL3

0

0 yRΨ3
v∗R 0 µΨR3




νcL

νR

N c
L

NR

 (4.82)

for the neutral states.
15However if both ΨL

3 and ΨR
3 are included simultaneously, the Yukawa Lagrangian enforces J(χL) =

J(χR) = 1 and the relevant quartic term of the scalar potential would once again violate U(1)J and
therefore B regardless of the existence of SL.
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4.4.1.2 SU(2)L/SU(2)R Bi-doublet

If a fermion transforming as a bi-doublet under the two SU(2) gauge groups of PS,

Ψ22 ∼ (1,2,2), is introduced the Yukawa Lagrangian is extended by

Lyuk ⊃ Tr
[
yRΨ22

fLχR(ΨT
22)c(iτ2) + yLΨ22

Ψ22(iτ2)χ†LfR + µΨ22
Ψ22(iτ2)(Ψ22)c(iτ2)

]
+ H.c.

(4.83)

As before, Ψ22 is uncharged under the SU(4)c colour group and therefore only contains

uncoloured states which can mix with the SM leptons:

fL/R =


· ·

· ·

· ·

ν e


L/R

, Ψ22 =

−(E−R )c N0
L

(N0
R)c E−L

 (4.84)

where Ψ22 is written with two raised indices and therefore transforms as

Ψ22 → ULΨ22U
T
R . Expanding out Eqs. (4.16) and (4.83) with Eq. (4.84) leads to

LeE =
(
eL EL

) me yRΨ22
vR

yLΨ22
v∗L µΨ22

eR
ER

 (4.85)

for the charged lepton mass mixing matrix and

LνN =
1

2

(
νL νcR NL N c

R

)


0 mu 0 yRΨ22
vR

mu 0 0 yLΨ22
v∗L

0 0 0 µΨ22

yRΨ22
vR yLΨ22

v∗L µΨ22 0




νcL

νR

N c
L

NR

 (4.86)

for the neutral mass mixing.

Similar to the case of the triplet, Eq. (4.83) does not violate the global U(1)J symmetry

(which, recall, is the only accidental symmetry in this Yukawa Lagrangian) and implies

J(Ψ22) = 0. (4.87)
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Therefore U(1)J is not violated in the Yukawa Lagrangian and baryon number violation

proceeds through the scalar sector as before. Unlike the scenarios involving only one

triplet, in the absence of the fermion SL, Eq. (4.83) still enforces the choice J(χL) =

J(χR) = 1 and therefore baryon number will remain violated if both scalars are included

and will proceed via similar diagrams to those presented in Section 4.2.4.

4.4.1.3 SU(4)c/SU(2)L/R Bi-fundamentals

In the case where additional copies of the usual PS fermions exist, there are a number

of di�erent possible scenarios depending on the chirality of the fermions introduced.

An even number of fermion bi-fundamentals needs to be introduced, as can be seen in

Table 4.10, for anomaly cancellation and therefore we focus on the minimal scenario

where a pair of bi-fundamentals are added. If two exact copies of fL and fR are added,

that is a left-handed fermion transforming as (FL)α ∼ (4,2,1) under PS and a right-

handed fermion transforming as (FR)α̇ ∼ (4,1,2) where we explicitly show the dotted

and undotted Lorentz indices for clarity, then the Yukawa Lagrangian is extended by the

terms

Lyuk = Tr
[{
yfLfRfL φ (fR)T+ ỹfLfRfL φ

c(fR)T + yfRSL
χ†
R fR + yfLfL

χ
L(SL)c

+ (fL → FL) + (fR → FR)
}]

+
1

2
µSSL S

c
L + H.c

(4.88)

with the additional fermion multiplets

fL/R =


ur dr

ub db

ug dg

ν e


L/R

, FL/R =


Ur Dr

Ub Db

Ug Dg

N0 E−


L/R

(4.89)

where Ui and Di (i = r, b, g) have electric charge +2/3 and −1/3 respectively. Note

that no bare mass terms are present in Eq. (4.88) and therefore the expansion will be

similar to that of Eq. (4.16) in the vanilla PS scenario. In particular all mass terms

between the SM and exotic charged fermions will be related to the electroweak vevs v1

and v2 implying that the heavy exotic charged fermions E, D and U would be expected

to appear near the electroweak scale which is ruled out phenomenologically.
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Alternatively two fermions with the same PS representations but opposite chirality to the

bi-fundamentals already included in PS could be added, that is a right-handed fermion

transforming as (FL)α̇ ∼ (4,2,1) under PS and a left-handed fermion transforming

as (FR)α ∼ (4,1,2). In this case the Yukawa Lagrangian will be similar, albeit with

additional bare mass and Yukawa terms:

Lyuk = Tr
[{
yfLfRfL φ (fR)T + ỹfLfRfL φ

c(fR)T + yfRSL
χ†
R fR + yfLfL

χ
L(SL)c

+ (fL/R → FR/L & χR → χL)
}

+ µL fL FL + µR FR fR + yLΦ fLΦFL + yRΦ FRΦfR

]
+

1

2
µSSL S

c
L + H.c. (4.90)

Now the exotic charged fermions can have their masses decoupled from the electroweak

scale for large bare mass terms. However as the exotic fermion multiplets transform in

the exact same way as the multiplets containing the SM �elds, large values for the bare

mass terms µL and µR will not decouple the masses of the down-quarks and charged-

leptons. However, if the SU(4) adjoint scalar, Φ, is included in the scalar spectrum,

its allowed Yukawa couplings between fL/R and FL/R will lead to a breaking of the

mass degeneracy since 〈Φ〉 ∝ (1, 1, 1,−3). Therefore, in order for such a scenario to be

even remotely feasible, additional scalars beyond that of φ, χL and χR are required so

that the down-isospin mass degeneracy can be broken: a seesaw mechanism as well as

the addition of scalars which induce a Georgi-Jarlskog-like texture are simultaneously

required.

The charged-lepton mixing matrix will then be given by

LeE =
(
eL EL

) mf µL −
√

3
2y

L
ΦvΦ

µR −
√

3
2y

R
ΦvΦ MF

eR
ER

 (4.91)

where mf = ỹfLfRv1 + yfLfRv
∗
2 and MF = ỹFRFLv1 + yFRFLv

∗
2. The down quark mixing

matrix is given similarly and only di�ers by group theoretic factors introduced by the

allowed Yukawa couplings of the fermions to Φ:

LdD =
(
dL DL

) mf µL +
√

1
6y

L
ΦvΦ

µR +
√

1
6y

R
ΦvΦ MF

dR

DR

 . (4.92)
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Similar matrices can be written down for the mass mixing between the neutral fermions:

LνN = nLMνNS (ncL)T (4.93)

with nL =
(
νL νcR NL N c

R SL

)
and

MνNS =



0 mx 0 µL −
√

3
2y

L
ΦvΦ yfLvL

mx 0 µR −
√

3
2y

R
ΦvΦ 0 yfRv

∗
R

0 µR −
√

3
2y

R
ΦvΦ 0 MX yFRvL

µL −
√

3
2y

L
ΦvΦ 0 MX 0 yFLv

∗
R

yfLvL yfRv
∗
R yFRv

∗
R yFLv

∗
R µS


.

(4.94)

The mass mixing between uL/R and UL/R is instead given by

LuU =
(
uL UL

) mx µL +
√

1
6y

L
ΦvΦ

µR +
√

1
6y

R
ΦvΦ MX

uR
UR

 . (4.95)

The only di�erence between the up-quark and down-quark mass mixing matrices being

mx = yfLfRv1 + ỹfLfRv
∗
2 andMX = yFRFLv1 + ỹFRFLv

∗
2 compared to mf andMF de�ned

above.

Two other possible combinations can occur when pairs of bi-fundamentals are introduced,

e.g. two fermions of opposite chirality transforming under SU(2)R: (F
(1)
R )α ∼ (4,1,2)

and (F
(2)
R )α̇ ∼ (4,1,2) which will lead to a mass mixing matrix similar to above with a

zero entry appearing on one of the o� diagonal terms. Note that in all possible cases, the

diagonal entries of MeE and MdD will contain mass terms tied to the electroweak scale

whereas the o�-diagonal entries (if they exist) will contain bare mass terms and terms

tied to the scale of PS breaking generated by 〈Φ〉.

Let us brie�y comment on the implications for such models where mass mixing matrices

occur for all SM fermion types as in Eqs. (4.91) to (4.93) and (4.95). Due to the additional

mixing within the up-isospin sector, which have very similar mixing matrices to the

down-isospin sector, we �nd it very di�cult to achieve a viable mass spectrum for all

SM fermions in this scenario. It appears highly unlikely that the inclusion of a pair

of bi-fundamental fermions is able to achieve a chiral-suppression on the experimental

limits on mX as well as a phenomenologically-viable mass spectrum for the SM fermions.
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Due to the number of coupled mass mixing matrices as well as the large number of mass

parameters, we do not try to prove this statement. Note, however, that if one of the

o�-diagonal entries of MdD is made large (required such that the D′ states do not gain

electroweak masses), this also implies the same thing forMuU . Assuming that this occurs

for the bottoem-left entry, we have that

mu/d ' (µL +

√
1

6
yLΦvΦ)−mx/f

(
µR +

√
1

6
yRΦvΦ

)−1

MX/F (4.96)

which would imply that the up-quarks and down-quarks have similar masses if the �rst

term is dominant compared to the second. If instead the second term was dominant

compared to the �rst, at a minimum, it would be di�cult to generate the correct top

mass considering that mx/X are tied to the electroweak scale.

A chiral suppression along with a viable mass spectrum of SM fermions is possible with

the addition of two pairs of SU(4) ⊗ SU(2)L/R PS bi-fundamental fermions on top of

the usual fermions fL and fR as has already been shown in [209]. As two pairs of bi-

fundamentals are introduced, more freedom in the mixing matrices allows for a viable

mass spectrum as well as allowing for chiral couplings of Xµ to the light SM-like fermions.

As a variant of this model has already been studied within the literature we do not

consider this possibility any further and simply conclude that this model, in its minimal

form, does not appear viable.

It is easy and unsurprising to see that for both Eqs. (4.88) and (4.90) the accidental

global symmetry U(1)J is unbroken and therefore for these scenarios all baryon number

violating interactions will proceed similarly to Section 4.2.4.

4.4.1.4 SU(4)c Sextet

Adding a fermion which transforms as an SU(4) sextet Ψ6 ∼ (6,1,1), extends the

Yukawa Lagrangian by16

Lyuk ⊃ Tr
[
yLΨfL(iτ2)χ†LΨ6 + yRΨ (Ψ˜6)c χR(iτ2)(fR)T +

1

2
µΨ6(Ψ˜6)c Ψ6

]
+ H.c (4.97)

16Note that for one generation of sextet fermions, no Yukawa coupling exists between Ψ6 and the
adjoint scalar Φ due to the antisymmetric nature of the sextet.
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where (Ψ˜6)mn = (Ψ6)ijεijmn. As this multiplet is uncharged under SU(2)L/R, the electric

charge of each component is given by the diagonal generator of SU(4) identi�ed with

B − L. The branching rule for this multiplet is therefore

(6,1,1)→ 3+1/3 ⊕ 3−1/3 (4.98)

when broken to SU(3)c ⊗ U(1)EM of the SM. This irreducible representation therefore

contains the correct states to mix with the down quarks of the standard model:

fL/R =


· dr

· db

· dg

· ·


L/R

, Ψ6 =



0 (DL,g)
c −(DL,b)

c DR,r

−(DL,g)
c 0 (DL,r)

c DR,b

(DL,b)
c −(DL,r)

c 0 DR,g

−DR,r −DR,b −DR,g 0


(4.99)

where the components D(L/R),i (i = r, g, b) have electric charge −1/3 and

Ψ6 → U4 Ψ6 U
T
4 .

The resulting mixing matrix for the down quark and its partners can be found by ex-

panding Eqs. (4.16) and (4.97) with Eq. (4.99), giving

LdD =
(
dL DL

) md yLΨ6
v∗L

yRΨ6
vR µΨ6

dR

DR

 , (4.100)

and, in the absence of additional fermionic states which mix with `, the singular values

of md are given by the charged-lepton masses.

The additional Yukawa interactions involving Ψ6 lead to explicit violation of the global

symmetry U(1)J : the bare mass term requires J(Ψ6) = 0, while the two Yukawa terms

of Eq. (4.97) imply J(Ψ6) = 2 and J(Ψ6) = −2 respectively, assuming the singlet SL is

included for neutrino mass and therefore J(χL/R) = J(fL/R) = 1 is enforced. Therefore

any two of the three terms in Eq. (4.97) in combination with the Yukawa couplings of

fL/R to SL in Eq. (4.16) leads to baryon number violating interactions. Interestingly

for a more minimal PS model where the only scalars17 present are χR and φ, a global

17Therefore the Yukawa terms yLΨfLχ
†
LΨ6 and yLfLχL(SL)c will not be present.
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(uR)
i eR

(uR)
j (dR)

k

(dL)
k (dL)

k

µs µΨ

(χ
+2/3
R )i

(χ
+2/3
R )j

P

π0

Figure 4.3: An example box diagram of proton decay implied by a PS model extended
by a fermionic SU(4) sextet fermion. The p → π0e+ diagram above is similar to the
coloured Higgsino mediated proton decay, p → K+ν, predicted by the minimal SUSY
SU(5) GUT model which typically requires GUT scale masses for the Higgsinos, see

e.g. [232].

baryon number is restored in the limit µψ6 → 0 which therefore could be argued to be

small from technical naturalness.

Evaluating the full implications of baryon number violation with a realistic mass spec-

trum for the SM particles is quite complicated for the sextet and beyond the scope of

this work. However, an example diagram for p → π0e+ is shown in Fig. 4.3 in the case

where χL is removed. The diagram involves the couplings

L ⊃ yR SL(χ
+2/3
R )∗i (uR)i + yRΨ

(
(DL)keR + εijk(D

c
R)i(dR)j

)
(χ

+2/3
R )k + µΨ6(DL)i(DR)i

+ H.c

(4.101)

where SU(3) indices are explicitly shown and the above couplings are found by expand-

ing out Eqs. (4.16) and (4.97). This decay diagram leads to an e�ective four-fermion

interaction very similar to the coloured Higgsino mediated p → K+ν in minimal SUSY

SU(5), see e.g. [232]. As this usually requires very large Higgsino masses (at or larger

than the GUT scale) and the SM quantum numbers of DL and DR are the same as the

coloured Higgsino, we expect that in scenarios where baryon number is not imposed (by

setting µΨ to be small), this diagram alone would likely lead to signi�cant limits on the

masses of the particles running in the loop which would translate into large limits on

the PS breaking scale. An additional suppression factor of µS appears in Fig. 4.3, and is

required to be small for neutrino mass generation, which may interestingly connect the

large proton lifetime to the smallness of neutrino mass in this potential minimal model.
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4.4.1.5 SU(4)c Decuplets

Finally we consider the possibility that two fermions of opposite handedness18 transform-

ing as Ψ10
L/R ∼ (10,1,1) are added. The relevant, non-zero terms added to the Yukawa

Lagrangian are

Lyuk ⊃ Tr
[√

2 yRΨ10
Ψ10
L
χ
R(iτ2)(fR)T −

√
2 yLΨ10

(fL)T (iτ2)χ†LΨ10
R

+ µΨ10Ψ10
L Ψ10

R +
√

6 yΦΨ10
L Φ Ψ10

R

]
+ H.c.

(4.102)

Similar to the case of the sextet above, these multiplets are uncharged under SU(2)L/R

and therefore the branching rule for their breaking to SU(3)c ⊗ U(1)EM is simply given

by

(10,1,1)→ 61/3 ⊕ 3−1/3 ⊕ 1−1. (4.103)

These multiplets therefore contain the necessary states to mix with both the down quarks

and the charged leptons:

fL/R =


· dr

· db

· dg

· e


L/R

, Ψ10
L/R =

1√
2



· · · Dr

· · · Db

· · · Dg

Dr Db Dg

√
2E−


L/R

(4.104)

where the components D(L/R),i (i = r, b, g) have electric charge −1/3. Contained in

Ψ10
L/R is an exotic colour sextet Dirac fermion, which is embedded in the upper-left 3× 3

block of the second multiplet in Eq. (4.104). If such a sextet was discovered alongside

heavy copies of the charged leptons and down quarks it would suggest the existence of

these exotic fermion multiplets within a PS symmetry.

In this scenario, the mixing matrices for the charged leptons and down quarks are related

to each other as they exist in the same multiplet. The charged lepton mixing matrix is

18Both are required for anomaly cancellation.
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given by

LeE =
(
eL EL

) mF

√
2 yLΨ10

v∗L
√

2 yRΨ10
vR µΨ10 −

√
1
6yΦvΦ

eR
ER

 (4.105)

and the down quark mixing matrix is of a similar form and only di�ers by some group

theoretic factors

LdD =
(
dL DL

) mF yLΨ10
v∗L

yRΨ10
vR µΨ10 −

√
3
2yΦvΦ

dR

DR

 (4.106)

where mF is enforced by the PS symmetry to appear in both mass matrices and its sin-

gular values are no longer necessarily given by the charged-lepton or down-quark masses

individually. Note that, similar to the case of the bi-fundamental, a Georgi-Jarlskog like

texture will occur with the inclusion of the scalar Φ. Unlike the bi-fundamental scenario

however, extra group theoretic factors between the two mass matrices exist even without

the inclusion of Φ and therefore it is not required for a breaking of the down-isospin mass

degeneracy (though it may be needed to achieve a phenomenologically viable spectrum

of masses). Additionally as E and D are contained in the same multiplet, there will be

gauge interactions between the two mediated by Xµ similar to e and d.

The colour sextet fermion ψ develops a mass given bymψ = µΨ10 +
√

1
6yΦvΦ and therefore

the mass spectrum of the exotic states depends on the relative sizes of the dimensionful

parameters yRΨ10
vR, µΨ10 and yΦvΦ

19. For example assuming µΨ10 > yΦvΦ � yRΨ10
vR

leads to a mass spectrum where the colour sextet would be the heaviest of the three

exotics and the heavy, charged leptons would be the lightest.

The global symmetry U(1)J remains unbroken in the Yukawa sector and enforces the

charge assignment

J(Ψ10
L ) = J(Ψ10

R ) = 2 (4.107)

regardless of whether SL is included or not and therefore baryon number remains an

accidental symmetry of the Yukawa sector. The additional multiplets Ψ10
L/R do not

contain any neutral states under U(1)EM and there are no lepton number violating terms

present in Eq. (4.102). This is easy to see as in the absence of SL the Yukawa Lagrangian

19For phenomenological reasons the parameters me and y
L
Ψ10

v∗L are required to be smaller in size than
these parameters.
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obeys a secondary global symmetry

J ′(φ, Φ) = 0, J ′(fL, fR) = 1, J ′(χL, χR) = −3 and J ′(Ψ10
L ,Ψ

10
R ) = −2. (4.108)

Lepton number can be identi�ed as L = 1
4(J ′ − 3T ) such that

L(fL/R) =


0 0

0 0

0 0

1 1

 and L(Ψ10
L/R) =


−1 −1 −1 0

−1 −1 −1 0

−1 −1 −1 0

0 0 0 1

 (4.109)

which is unbroken by 〈χL, χR〉 and therefore νL and νR develop a Dirac mass of order

mu. Therefore, for a realistic model, SL or some other lepton number violating physics

needs to be included in order to break L = 1
4(J ′ − 3T ) and allow for small neutrino

masses. If SL is included the neutrino mass matrix is given by Eq. (4.19) as before.

Baryon number violation will therefore proceed similarly to Section 4.2.4 and therefore

will lead to the same order of magnitude limits on the relevant quartic coupling of the

scalar potential.

4.5 Fermion mixing

From the results of Section 4.4.1 only a few PS multiplets lead to mass mixing in the

charged-lepton and/or down-quark sectors in the desired way. Table 4.11 summarises

viable multiplets from the ones considered and indicates in which sector mixing will occur.

Charged-lepton mixing exclusively will occur with the addition of SU(2)L/R triplets

or bidoublets and in the down-sector exclusively with the addition of SU(4) sextets20.

Mixing will occur in both sectors either through a combination of the aforementioned

multiplets or with21 the addition of a pair of SU(4) decuplets, with opposite chiralities.

We analyse, where possible, the conditions necessary on the parameters of the Lagrangian

which lead to the desired e�ects of decreasing the experimentally allowed PS breaking

scale through helicity suppression and generating a viable fermion mass spectrum through

20With the caveat that the additional baryon number violating Yukawa interactions do not lead to
proton and neutron decay rates larger than the experimental bounds.
21Note that in this case the mass mixing between d − D and e − E will be `coupled' and the mass

mixing matrices only di�er by group theoretic factors.
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PS multiplet e− E mixing d−D mixing

(1,1,3) 4 6

(1,3,1) 4 6

(1,2,2) 4 6

(6,1,1) 6 4

(10,1,1) 4 4

Table 4.11: Summary of the results of Section 4.4.1 which indicates which viable
fermion extensions lead to a seesaw with the charged leptons by adding heavy states
E or with the down quarks by adding heavy states D, required to explain the lack
of mass-degeneracy predicted by PS. Including an SU(2)L/R triplet or bi-doublet will
induce e−E mixing and including an SU(4) sextet will lead to d−D mixing. Including
two SU(4) decouplet fermions of opposite chirality or will lead to `coupled' e− E and

d−D mixing.

mixing for all SM-like particles. We will separately consider the validity of charged-lepton

mixing and down-quark mixing and �nally comment on the more general scenarios where

mixing occurs for both fermion types.

4.5.1 e− E mixing

Mixing with heavy exotics within the charged-lepton sector will arise if at least one

SU(2)L/R triplet or SU(2)L/R bi-doublet is included. As the minimal low-scale PS

model already requires an additional singlet SL for viable neutrino mass, it would be

attractive if these more complicated multiplets could allow for a viable mass spectrum

for the neutral and charged leptons without the need for the singlet SL. In this situation

we parametrise the general mass mixing matrix for the charged leptons as

LeE =
(
eL EL

)mee meE

mEe mEE


︸ ︷︷ ︸

eR
ER

+ H.c,

MeE (4.110)

where the di�erent elements of MeE in terms of Lagrangian parameters are given in

Sections 4.4.1.1 and 4.4.1.2 for each possible case we have considered. Additionally we

parametrise the diagonalisation matrices for MeE

U †LMeE UR = diag(. . . ) = Mdiag
eE , (4.111)
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by

UL/R =

V W

X Y


L/R

(4.112)

where the unitarity condition on U implies V V † + WW † = XX† + Y Y † = 1 and

V †V + X†X = W †W + Y †Y = 1. Therefore the relationship between the interaction

and mass eigenstates for the charged leptons is given by

eL/R = VL/R e
′
L/R +WL/RE

′
L/R (4.113)

with e′L/R (E′L/R) corresponding to the light (heavy) mass eigenstate. The �elds eL/R

correspond to the uncoloured components of fL/R charged under SU(4) which couple to

dL/R via Xµ.

Therefore the relevant physical mixing matrices between the light, SM-like states and

down quarks relevant for meson decays is given similarly to the vanilla PS scenario by

Kde
L = (UdL)† VL, Kde

R = (UdR)† VR (4.114)

where now the matrices VL/R are no longer unitary. The condition required for a chiral

suppression to occur in the relevant pseudoscalar meson decays is for one of Kde
L/R to

satisfy

‖Kde
L/R‖ � 1 (4.115)

such that the helicity-unsuppressed contribution to each decay is su�ciently reduced as

discussed in Section 4.3.2.

The limits on heavy charged-leptons are model-dependent but in all cases far exceed the

masses of the SM charged leptons. For example for an SU(2)L triplet the limits are

roughly 800 GeV [233] and reduce down to 300 GeV in the case of vector-like lepton

doublets [234]. We will conservatively assume that the masses of the heavy charged-

lepton states all exceed 1 TeV, this obviously requires at least one block appearing in

MeE to have all its singular values larger than 1 TeV.

Comparing the general form ofMeE in Eq. (4.110) to those derived for the cases of either

SU(2)L/R triplet or the bi-doublet given in Eqs. (4.76), (4.79) and (4.85) respectively, we
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see that two possible mass terms can be signi�cantly larger than the electroweak scale: ei-

ther the Yukawa couplings yRΨ3
vR or yRΨ22

vR proportional to the scale of SU(2)R breaking

(which is absent in the case of the SU(2)L triplet), or the bare mass terms µΨ3 and µΨ22

which are completely unconstrained. Therefore the correct phenomenological masses for

the heavy charged leptons are possible in the scenarios where ‖yRΨ3
vR, y

R
Ψ22

vR‖ ≥ 1 TeV

or ‖µΨ3 , µΨ22‖ ≥ 1 TeV. In all cases the mass term generated by vR appears on the o�-

diagonal ofMeE , either in the top-right entry in the case of the bi-doublet extension and

in the bottom-left entry for the case of an SU(2)R triplet. Although this term is absent

in the case of the SU(2)L triplet, it may be generated in the bottom-left entry of MeE

by assuming a modi�ed scalar sector, which we discuss further below, and therefore the

discussion below remains relevant for this exotic fermion choice. The bare mass terms

µΨ3 and µΨ22 appear in the bottom-right entry in all three cases. We suppress the labels

Ψ3 and Ψ22 below and write yRΨvR and µΨ for simplicity.

Consider �rst the scenario where µΨ is taken to be larger than all other mass terms, e.g.

µΨ = mEE > meE , mEe, mee. Following the results from Appendix D.0.1 the resultant

masses for the seesaw states are approximated by

ml '
∣∣∣∣mee −

meEmEe

mEE

∣∣∣∣ and mh ' mEE . (4.116)

Using Eq. (D.4) the mass eigenstates relate to the interaction eigenstates by

eL '

(
1− 1

2

(
meE

mEE

)2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸ e
′
L +

(
meE

mEE

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸E′L

VL WL (4.117)

for the left-handed states and

eR '

(
1− 1

2

(
mEe

mEE

)2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸ e
′
R +

(
mEe

mEE

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸E′R

VR WR (4.118)

for the right-handed states. One generation of fermions with real parameters has been

assumed for simplicity in order to establish viability. Similar conclusions are reached for

multi-generational scenarios where each entry of MeE is promoted to a block matrix of

appropriate dimension. The one-dimensional equivalents of VL/R andWL/R are indicated
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and, as can be seen in this scenario where the bare mass is the dominant term in the

charged-lepton seesaw, both the left- and right-handed light charged lepton mass states

are predominantly made up of the �elds eL/R embedded in fL/R. Therefore, while

this would lead to a very mild suppression in the PS mass limits as VL/R are slightly

suppressed compared to the scenario without charged-lepton mass mixing (where VL/R =

1), the mass limits obtained for Xµ will be of similar size to those appearing in Table 4.4

and therefore the limits will remain at around O(100 − 1000) TeV depending on the

structure of Kde
L/R.

Alternatively, yRΨvR can be the dominant mass term within MeE which corresponds to

one of the o�-diagonal terms in our parametrisation. Following a similar procedure we

�nd

ml '
∣∣∣∣mEe −

meemEE

meE

∣∣∣∣ (4.119)

and

eL ' −
(
mEE

meE

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸ e′L +

(
1− 1

2

(
mEE

meE

)2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸E
′
L

VL WL

eR '

(
1− 1

2

(
mee

meE

)2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸ e
′
R +

(
mee

meE

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸E′R

VR WR (4.120)

for the scenario where meE is dominant and

ml '
∣∣∣∣meE −

meemEE

mEe

∣∣∣∣ (4.121)

and

eL '

(
1− 1

2

(
mee

mEe

)2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸ e
′
L +

(
mee

mEe

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸E′L

VL WL

eR ' −
(
mEE

mEe

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸ e′R +

(
1− 1

2

(
mEE

mEe

)2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸E
′
R

VR WR (4.122)

if mEe is dominant. In both cases, one of eL/R is predominantly made up of the light
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mass state e′L/R while the opposite chirality is predominantly made up from the heavy

mass state E′R/L. VL or VR are now signi�cantly di�erent in size from each other,

where one will be suppressed compared to the other. If meE is the largest term then

VL � VR and the leptoquark Xµ will strongly couple e′R and d′R but not e′L and d′L

and vice versa for mEe dominance. Therefore the desired helicity suppression in meson

decays induced by Xµ will occur for the hierarchy yRΨvR > µΨ leading to decreased PS

breaking limits, potentially as low as those appearing in Table 4.7. Both an SU(2)R

triplet or the SU(2)L/R bidoublet are therefore viable candidates as one o�-diagonal

term is proportional to vR and therefore can be large in size. In the case of an SU(2)L

triplet, assuming no modi�cation to the scalar �elds, the only mass term not tied to the

electroweak scale is µΨ and therefore helicity suppression in the relevant meson decays

will not occur as µΨ must be dominant phenomenologically.

For a multi-generational scenario all terms in MeE are promoted to block matrices and

using the results in Appendix D.0.2 we �nd for ‖mEe‖ > ‖mee, meE , mEE‖

mL ' meE −mee

(
m−1
Ee

)
mEE (4.123)

and

e′L '
(
1− 1

2

(
meem

−1
Ee

) (
meem

−1
Ee

)†)
OL︸ ︷︷ ︸ eL +meem

−1
EeOL︸ ︷︷ ︸ EL

VL WL

e′R ' −m−1
EemEE OR︸ ︷︷ ︸ eR +

(
1− 1

2

(
m−1
EemEE

) (
m−1
EemEE

)†)OR︸ ︷︷ ︸ER
VR WR (4.124)

where OL/R and OL/R are the unitary matrices which diagonalise the light and heavy

mass blocks which appear after block diagonalisation, e.g. O†LmLOR = diag(. . . ). For

obvious reasons these expressions are only valid when mEe is nonsingular. Similar ex-

pressions for meE dominance can be derived quite simply and the results only di�er by

the same permutations of parameters as between Eqs. (4.119) and (4.120).

One last potential scenario which will lead to the heavy lepton masses exceeding 1 TeV

occurs for the tuned case yΨvR ' µΨ. Consider for example when mEe ' mEE and are
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both dominant in MeE . We �nd for one generation

ml '
∣∣∣∣mee −meE√

2

∣∣∣∣ (4.125)

and

eL ' −

(
1− 1

4

(
meE +mee

mEe

)2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸ e
′
L +

1

2

(
meE +mee

mEe

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸E′L

VL WL

eR '
1√
2︸︷︷︸ e′R +

1√
2︸︷︷︸E′R

VR WR (4.126)

with similar results if meE ' mEE except for the reassignments L ↔ R on the �elds

above. Here the mass eigenstate e′R is made up of a roughly equal amount of the �elds

eR and ER and therefore while the mixing parameter VR is decreased, it remains an

order one number. The overall strength of Kde
R will be lowered, however the helicity-

unsuppressed contribution for each meson decay will remain dominant as it is several

orders of magnitude larger than the helicity-unsuppressed contribution, as discussed

in Section 4.3.2. Therefore we �nd that in order for helicity suppression to allow for

decreased experimental limits on the PS breaking scale, the hierarchy yRΨvR � µΨ is

required.

We will therefore adopt the hierarchy ‖yRΨvR‖ > ‖yΨvL, me, µΨ‖ below in order to

helicity suppress the mass limits of Xµ, further requiring the correct down-quark and

charged-lepton masses with appropriate SM-like weak couplings as a secondary condition

will further restrict the parameters in each mass mixing matrix.

Speci�cally for the case of an SU(2)R triplet, adopting the above hierarchy inMeE leads

to the light-mass block approximately given by

m` ' −
1

vR
md (YΨ3)−1µΨ3 (4.127)

where we have introduced three generations of the triplet ΨR
3 and YΨ3 corresponds to a

3 × 3 matrix further assumed to be nonsingular. Unless stated otherwise, and for the

remainder of the chapter, yΨ and YΨ will distinguish between when one or three genera-

tions of exotic fermions are introduced respectively. Within Eq. (4.127) we have used the
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relationme = md which is enforced by the PS symmetry and therefore the singular values

of md are given by the down-quark masses run up to the PS breaking scale. Similarly the

singular values of the light block m` must be given by the masses of the charged-leptons

at the same scale. An unavoidable consequence of Eq. (4.127) is that it necessarily

predicts that all generations of charged leptons have masses strictly lighter than their

corresponding generation of down-quark. We prove this result in Appendix D.0.3. While

this is accurate for the �rst and third generations, this mass hierarchy is �ipped in the

second generation as shown in Table 4.6 where the muon is heavier than the strange

quark at least for energy scales below 1000 TeV which we are considering.

Therefore we �nd that Eq. (4.127) is unable to reproduce the correct charged-lepton

masses if me = md is enforced by the PS symmetry to give the down-quark masses.

The alternative seesaw scenario where ‖µΨ3‖ > ‖YΨ3vR‖, although unable to lead to the

desired chiral suppression in the PS breaking scale, is also unable to reproduce the correct

muon and strange masses as it requires m` ' md. Therefore a potential hybrid scenario

where the hierarchy in the singular values between Y R
Ψ3
vR and µΨ3 �ips for the second

generation compared to the �rst and third would also not be viable. Similar arguments

apply to the SU(2)L triplet, which was already unable to give su�ciently heavy masses

to the charged-lepton partners. Therefore both triplet scenarios are unable to reproduce

the correct charged-lepton masses in their minimal form. This is a direct consequence

of the zero entry appearing in the mass matrix MeE but applies to any similar scenario

with quark-lepton mass uni�cation and exotic mass mixing. Similar arguments apply

to the scenario where both an SU(2)L and SU(2)R triplet are added as in Eqs. (4.81)

and (4.82) and therefore we �nd that SU(2)L/R triplets require a more exotic scalar

sector such that all mass terms in the Yukawa Lagrangian can be generated.

4.5.1.1 Top-right dominance: Bi-doublet fermions

Turning to the case of the SU(2)L/R bi-doublet, now each entry of the charged-lepton

mass matrixMeE is non-zero. The choice ‖YΨ22vR‖ > ‖µΨ22‖, such that the desired sup-

pression in the PS limits occurs, implies that the top-right entry of MeE is the dominant

block, as can be seen in Eq. (4.85). Therefore the light mass block is given by

m` ' Y L
Ψ22

vL −
1

vR
µΨ22(Y R

Ψ22
)−1md (4.128)
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where again the PS symmetry enforces me = md. Now with the addition of the mass

term Y L
Ψ22

vL the correct charged-lepton masses can be generated. For example in the

limit µΨ22 → 03×3 the charged lepton masses are simply given by

m` ' Y L
Ψ22

vL (4.129)

and therefore the e�ect of the seesaw inMeE is to completely disassociate the mass origin

of the SM-like charged leptons from the down quarks as now they arise from di�erent

Yukawa couplings and vevs and implies that vL & mτ for perturbative couplings.

Using Appendix D.0.2, the mass states of the light leptons relate to the interaction states

by

e′L ' −(OeL)†X eL + (OeL)†
(
1− 1

2
XX †

)
EL

e′R ' (OeR)†
(
1− 1

2
Z†Z

)
eR − (OeR)†Z†ER (4.130)

where OeL/R diagonalise the light mass block and

X ' 1

vR
µΨ22

(
Y R

Ψ22

)−1
+
vL
v2
R

Y L
Ψ22

m†d[(Y
R

Ψ22
)†]−1(Y R

Ψ22
)−1,

Z ' 1

vR
(Y R

Ψ22
)−1md +

vL
v2
R

(Y R
Ψ22

)−1[(Y R
Ψ22

)†]−1µ†Ψ22
Y L

Ψ22
(4.131)

and we have expanded up to second order in X and Z. In this seesaw regime, the

light left-handed lepton states measured in experiments are predominately made up of

EL appearing in the bi-doublet whereas the right-handed light states are predominately

made up of eR appearing in fR which interacts with Xµ.

For clarity, the relevant physical mixing matrices are given by

Kde
L ' −(UdL)†X †OeL, Kde

R ' (UdR)†
(
1− 1

2
Z†Z

)
OeR and UPMNS ' N †ν

(
1− 1

2
XX †

)
OeL,

(4.132)

where Nν corresponds to the relevant non-unitary submatrix of the neutral fermion

diagonalising matrix for the active neutrinos. Therefore in this scenario the deviation

from unitarity of the PMNS matrix arising from mixing in the charged lepton sector and

the suppression of the matrix Kde
L is determined by the smallness of the matrix X . In

Eq. (4.131) we have included the second order terms in the expansion as for su�ciently
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small values in the matrix µΨ22 this deviation will be dominated by the second-order

term. As Y L
Ψ22

vL and md are �xed to give the correct SM charged-lepton and down-

quark masses respectively, the second order term is therefore �xed for a given choice of

Y R
Ψ22

vR and therefore can place a lower bound on the scale vR required to satisfy both

PMNS unitarity constraints and lead to the desired chiral suppression in the rare meson

decays which constrain PS.

The neutrino mass matrix with the addition of the fermion bi-doublets is given by the

block matrix equivalent of Eq. (4.86) which speci�cally for the hierarchy ‖Y R
Ψ22

vR‖ >

‖mu, Y
L

Ψ vL‖ > ‖µΨ22‖ leads to the following four mass blocks (after block diagonalisa-

tion):

m1,2 ' vR Y R
Ψ22

ν1/2 '
1/i√

2
(νL ±N c

R)

m3 '
vL
vR

(
Y L

Ψ22
(Y R

Ψ22
)−1mu +mT

u

[
Y L

Ψ22
(Y R

Ψ22
)−1
]T)

ν3 ' νcR

m4 '
1

vLvR
µΨ22

[
(Y L

Ψ22
)Tm−1

u Y R
Ψ22

+ (Y R
Ψ22

)T (mT
u )−1Y L

Ψ22

]−1
µTΨ22

ν4 ' NL. (4.133)

Here there is a heavy pseudo-Dirac pair with degenerate masses to the heavy charged

leptons, a light neutrino block with mass arising from a linear seesaw mechanism whose

mass eigenstate is predominantly made up of νR. and an even-lighter neutrino mass

block which is predominantly made up of NL appearing in the bi-doublet. Therefore

mν4 � mν3 � mν1 , mν2 (4.134)

where mν4 corresponds to the three light neutrinos observed through oscillation experi-

ments. A more complete expression for the relationship between the neutrino mass and

interaction eigenstates can be found at the end of Appendix D.0.4. In Appendix D.0.4

we argue that the above scenario where µΨ22 is signi�cantly smaller than all other mass

parameters, which will lower the experimental limits on PS breaking, is the only scenario

which allows for an experimentally valid spectrum of active neutrino masses unless a

PS breaking scale larger than 1011 GeV is adopted. It is quite striking that the only

hierarchy of parameters which allows for both low scale PS breaking and appropriately

light active neutrino masses, when bi-doublet fermions are introduced, is the same hi-

erarchy that will lead to a suppression in the experimental limits on the PS breaking

scale. Additionally, in the limit µΨ22 → 03×3 where the lightest neutrinos are massless at
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tree-level, there is an additional global symmetry conserved in the Yukawa Lagrangian

and therefore taking this mass matrix to be small is technically natural.

The correct charged-lepton masses for each generation and the active neutrino mass

limits and di�erences can both be achieved with the addition of the bi-doublet without

needing to introduce any additional states, such as the singlet SL. Equations (4.128)

and (4.133) can be solved simultaneously for the three unknown blocks Y R
Ψ22

, Y L
Ψ22

and

µΨ22 with the assumed hierarchy between each block. In the one generational scenario,

the masses of the two lightest neutrino states and the light charged lepton state are given

by

mν3 '
vL
vR

2yLΨ22
mt

yRΨ22

(4.135)

mν4 '
1

vLvR

µ2
Ψmt

2yLΨ22
yRΨ22

(4.136)

m` ' vLyLΨ22
− µΨmb

vRyRΨ22

(4.137)

where we have �xed the masses of the quarks to the top- and bottom-quark respectively.

Setting m` ' 1 GeV in order to reproduce the correct tau mass and mb ' 4 GeV and

mt ' 173 GeV leads to Fig. 4.4 where we �nd the required size of µΨ22 as a function

of yRΨ22
vR for di�erent choices of the light neutrino mass. We �nd for sub-eV neutrino

masses, setting vR to be between 1− 100 TeV requires µΨ22 to be below the MeV scale.

Due to the small size of µΨ22 required from neutrino mass limits, the term µΨ22md/y
R
Ψ22

vR

entering the charged lepton masses is negligible compared to yLΨ22
vL and therefore the

correct charged-lepton masses are easily possible. As discussed, such small values of µΨ22

required for neutrino mass quite conveniently also lead to a chiral suppression in the PS

breaking scale. The mass of the intermediately heavy neutrino, ν3, will vary only with

the size of yRΨ22
vR as all other parameters are related to SM masses. The predicted mass

of mν3 lies roughly between the MeV and GeV scales depending on the vR breaking scale,

with larger scales of SU(2)R breaking corresponding to lighter masses as demonstrated

in the second plot of Fig. 4.4. We note that for this proposed scenario, the quark masses

arise from the vevs v1 and v2 from φ whereas the charged-lepton masses predominately

arise from the vev vL appearing in fL.

The lightest neutrino mass eigenstate arises predominantly from the state NL appearing

in the bi-doublet fermion Ψ22 and therefore, as phenomenologically required, will have
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Figure 4.4: Plot of the required size of µΨ22
in GeV as a function of vR in TeV in the

one generational scenario where yRΨ22
= 1 has been assumed (left) and the masses of the

intermediately heavy neutrino as a function of the same scale (right). Di�erent lines
correspond to di�erent choices for the value of the neutrino masses and we have �xed
m` ' 1 GeV, mb ' 4 GeV and mt ' 173 GeV in order to reproduce the correct tau,
bottom- and top-quark masses. Requiring su�ciently light neutrinos is only possible
when µΨ22 is su�ciently small which also happens to be the requirement in order to

helicity-suppress the experimental limits on PS breaking.

SM-like weak interactions. The left-handed charged-lepton mass eigenstates arise pre-

dominantly from the state EL which appears in the same bi-doublet as NL, as shown

in Eq. (4.84), additionally they form an SU(2)L doublet with each other after SU(2)R

breaking. The (pseudo-unitary) PMNS matrix is identi�ed from the coupling of W±L to

NL and EL as

UL =
(
1− η′

)
U †N

(
1− η′

)
OeL (4.138)

where

η′ ' 1

2
XX † (4.139)

measures the deviation from unitarity arising from mixing. We �nd the deviation to be

the same in both sectors, at least at the lowest order, as explained in Appendices D.0.2

and D.0.4. As usual UN and OeL are the unitary matrices which diagonalise the light

mass blocks in each sector of the block-diagonal mass matrices.

Writing

UL =
[(
1− η′

)
U †N

(
1− η′

)
OeL

] [
(OeL)†UNU

†
NO

e
L

]
=
[(
1− η′

)
U †N

(
1− η′

)
UN

]
U †NO

e
L

'
(
1− η′ − U †Nη

′ UN

)
U †NO

e
L

= (1− η)UPMNS (4.140)
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allows us to estimate the deviation from unitarity by (1− η), as is usually done, where

η ' η′ + U †Nη
′ UN (4.141)

and we identify the combination U †NO
e
L with the unitary PMNS matrix as usual.

The left plot of Fig. 4.5 shows the deviation from unitarity as a function of X '

µΨ22(Y R
Ψ22

)−1 where we have �xed UN = 1 for simplicity. We further assumed that

Y R
Ψ22

was diagonal with entries close to unity such that the vev of vR can be as small as

possible22. We then performed two scans over di�erent values of vR ranging from 1 TeV

to 104 TeV. In the �rst scan (in blue) we randomly scanned over the entries of µΨ22 and

therefore do not generate the correct neutrino mass spectrum but establishes the rela-

tionship between η and µΨ22 . The second scan (in red) had µΨ22 �xed for a given vRY R
Ψ22

through a Casas-Ibarra parametrisation in order to generate the correct charged lepton

and neutrino masses. The resultant PMNS matrix was compared to the experimental

limits on the deviation from unitarity, ηexp which we take from [147], and we �nd that

the region which leads to a viable mass spectrum for the SM leptons predicts a deviation

of unitary many orders of magnitude below the current limit. This is due to the deviation

being proportional to the small matrix µΨ22 . For alternative models where, for example,

the size of µΨ22 and therefore ‖X‖F is not �xed to be small by requiring small neutrino

masses (through the introduction of additional neutral lepton mass mixing), deviation

from unitarity limits constrain

‖X‖F . 10−1. (4.142)

Fig. 4.6 plots the experimental limits on the mass of Xµ as a function of X where

again points in blue have the entries of µΨ22 randomly scanned over and points in red

correspond to where µΨ22 has been �xed by through a Casas-Ibarra parameterisation.

We �nd that the only region of parameter space which allows for a low-scale seesaw in

the charged lepton and neutrino masses also happens to be the region where the limits

on the mass of Xµ have been completely helicity suppressed to their lowest values. The

plot on the left and right represent two di�erent choices of Kde
L/R where we �nd the

same behaviour regardless of the form of Kde
L/R. For some more complicated scenario

where the entries of X are not related to the smallness of neutrino mass, deviation from

22For a non-degenerate spectrum of singular values in YΨ22 , requiring all the masses of the heavy
charged leptons to be larger than 1 TeV requires larger vR breaking scales, e.g. if σ1(YΨ22) = 1/100 then
this requires vR ≥ 100 TeV.
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Figure 4.5: Plot of the deviation of unitarity (left) as a function of X where points
in blue correspond to a random scan on the entries of µΨ22 and Y RΨ22

whereas points
in red correspond to the region which gives the correct charged-lepton and neutrino
masses through a Casas-Ibarra parameterisation. We �nd that there are no limits on
the scale vR from unitarity violation and furthermore the region with a viable neutrino
mass spectrum predicts a deviation of unitarity many orders of magnitude less than the
experimental precision. The (right) plot shows the generated X through the Casas-
Ibarra parameterisation as a function of vR which leads to a viable charged-lepton and
neutrino mass spectrum. As the deviation of unitary is given by η ' X 2, the deviation at
all scales is signi�cantly smaller than the current experimental limits. ‖·‖F corresponds
to the Frobenius norm of the given matrix which we use to present the data and the

limits on the deviation indicated by the dashed green line is taken from [147].

unitarity limits require ‖X‖F . 10−1 and therefore would at a minimum lead to the

limits decreasing by about a factor of a half compared to the limits obtained without

any charged-lepton mixing. For values where ‖X‖F . 10−2 the limits on the mass of

Xµ are decreased by about an order of magnitude and for ‖X‖F . 10−3 the limits are

completely helicity suppressed to their lowest values.

Therefore we �nd that with the addition of fermionic SU(2)L/R bi-doublets to the usual

PS fermions the singlet SL is no longer necessary for the generation of neutrino masses.

The down-quark, charged-lepton and neutrino masses can all be successfully generated

for low scales of PS breaking only in the region where ‖µΨ22‖ is smaller than all other

mass parameters, and this region also leads to an order of magnitude reduction in the

limits on mX through helicity suppression. The smallness of the entries of µΨ22 can be

justi�ed through technical naturalness, since a new global symmetry is recovered (which

can be identi�ed with a type of lepton number) when they are taken to zero. In this

limit the active neutrino become massless, however other massive Majorana neutrinos

are present.

A number of predictions for the exotic fermions can be made in the scenario where

only fL/R and Ψ22 are present. Firstly heavy charged-lepton partners and pseudo-Dirac

pairs of heavy neutrinos are predicted to have the same masses as each other at the
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Figure 4.6: Plot of the experimental limits on mX as a function of X where we have
assumed Kde

L/R = 1 (left) and mixing angles given by the �fth row of Tables 4.5 and 4.9

(right). Points in blue correspond to a random scan over µΨ22
in order to establish

its variation whereas points in red correspond to where the entries of µΨ22
are �xed

through a Casas-Ibarra parameterisation to give a valid neutrino mass spectrum. We
�nd that all regions which lead to a viable neutrino mass spectrum also imply that
the limits on the mass of Xµ are completely helicity suppressed. This remains true for
any choices of the physical mixing matrices Kde

L/R. The horizontal dashed green lines
corresponds to the limits obtained without helicity suppression, as in Tables 4.3 to 4.5,
and the horizontal dashed purple lines corresponds to the limits calculated with exact
helicity suppression as in Tables 4.7 to 4.9. For large values of ‖X‖F the limits on
the mass of Xµ approach their usual values whereas for values where ‖X‖F . 10−3 the
limits on mX are almost identical to the limits obtained with exact helicity suppression.

scale of SU(2)R breaking and additional, intermediately heavy neutrinos are predicted

to exist with masses between MeV to GeV which are su�ciently heavy to not violate any

cosmological bounds. For more complicated scenarios with additional fermions (but the

same charged-lepton mass mixing matrix), where the size of X is not tied to the smallness

of neutrino mass, we �nd that unitarity deviation constraints begin to constrain the

overall size of X and imply that the limits on mX must be reduced by at least a factor

of a half.

4.5.1.2 Bottom-left dominance: SU(2)L/R Triplet fermions

The analysis of the alternative scenario where the mass matrix Y R
Ψ vR appears in the

bottom-left entry ofMeE (such as when an SU(2)R triplet is added) follows very similarly

to the above, with only a few key di�erences. As mentioned previously, the scalar content

we have chosen is unable to generate a viable charged lepton mass spectrum in the case

of the triplets due to the lack of an eLER or ELeR mass term in the Yukawa sector, as

per Eqs. (4.76) and (4.79). However, these missing mass terms can be generated through

a modi�ed scalar sector. For example, if χL ∼ (4,2,1) is replaced with χ′ ∼ (4,2,3)

then, as was �rst noted in [213], the missing mass term in the top-right entry of MeE in
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Eq. (4.76), proportional to vL, is generated for the case of an SU(2)R triplet. Similarly, if

χR ∼ (4,1,2) is replaced with χ′′ ∼ (4,3,2) then the missing mass term in the bottom-

left entry of MeE , proportional to vR, is generated for the case of an SU(2)L triplet. We

therefore assume that all mass terms are generated in what follows, with a Y R
Ψ3
vR mass

matrix appearing in the bottom-left entry of MeE in Eq. (4.79), but remain agnostic

about the scalar sector which generates it.

We shall also not undertake a detailed study of the requirements for neutrino masses in

these modi�ed scenarios, but make the following brief observations: A crucial di�erence

between the triplet and bi-doublet scenarios is that the neutral lepton mass mixing

matrix in the case of triplets is given by an inverse/linear seesaw similar to Eq. (4.18),

with the exception that the terms are also related to the charged-lepton mass mixing

matrix. In Appendix D.0.5 we argue that, unlike the bi-doublet case, the mass mixing

matrices in this scenario are such that low-scale seesaws for the neutrinos and charged

leptons are unable to correctly reproduce the SM lepton masses. A viable setup therefore

requires additional physics to further decouple the charged- and neutral-lepton mass

mixing matrices, for example with the addition of singlet fermions SL [213] which also

appear in the usual low-scale PS particle spectrum. Introducing SU(2)L or SU(2)R

triplets therefore requires both a modi�cation of the scalar content of the theory (to

generate a viable charged-lepton mass spectrum), as well as additional fermionic states

to generate su�ciently light neutrinos for low scales of PS breaking.

We therefore assume some additional physics is included in the neutrino sector to allow

for a viable mass spectrum and simply comment on the implications of a charged-lepton

mass matrix of the form

LeE =
(
eL EL

) md Y L
Ψ3
vL

√
2Y R

Ψ3
v∗R µΨ3

eR
ER

 , (4.143)

where the dominant seesaw term is in the bottom-left entry has on the limits on PS

breaking through mX .

Adopting the hierarchy ‖Y R
Ψ3
‖ > ‖md, µΨ3 , Y

L
Ψ3
vL‖, necessary for a chiral suppression to

occur, leads to

m` ' vLY L
Ψ3
− 1

vR
md(Y

R
Ψ3

)−1µΨ (4.144)
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for the light states after diagonalisation. The relationship between the interaction and

mass eigenstates is now given by

e′L ' (OeL)†
(
1− 1

2
XX †

)
eL − (OeL)†X EL

e′R ' −(OeR)†Z† eR + (OeR)†
(
1− 1

2
Z†Z

)
ER (4.145)

where OeL/R diagonalises the light mass block,

X ' 1

vR
md

(
Y R

Ψ3

)−1
+
vL
v2
R

Y L
Ψ3
µ†Ψ3

[(Y R
Ψ3

)†]−1(Y R
Ψ3

)−1

Z ' 1

vR
(Y R

Ψ3
)−1µΨ3 +

vL
v2
R

(Y R
Ψ3

)−1[(Y R
Ψ3

)†]−1m†dY
L

Ψ3
(4.146)

and we have expanded up to second order. The physical mixing matrices are now given

by

Kde
L ' −(UdL)†

(
1− 1

2
XX †

)
OeL, K

de
R ' −(UdR)†ZOeR and UPMNS ' N †ν

(
1− 1

2
XX †

)
OeL.

(4.147)

The notable di�erences to the results in the previous section where the top-right en-

try of MeE is dominant are: (i) the leptoquark Xµ now e�ectively only couples to the

left-handed states (compared with right-handed previously), and (ii) the parameter con-

trolling the deviation from unitarity for the PMNS and the parameter determining the

degree of helicity suppression in meson decays are di�erent. Unitarity deviation is de-

termined by X , which is given at lowest order by X ' md(Y
R

Ψ3
vR)−1, while the degree

of helicity suppression in the Xµ couplings is given by Z ' (Y R
Ψ3
vR)−1µΨ3 . In the pre-

vious scenario of top-right entry dominance, both are controlled by X which in that

case was given by X ' (Y R
Ψ3
vR)−1µΨ3 . Unlike before where µΨ3 could be lowered, the

only way to decrease the deviation from unitarity is by increasing the scale vR as md is

�xed by the SM down-quark masses. This leads to larger masses for the leptoquark Xµ,

and thus experimental limits on the deviation will more strongly constrain the allowed

scales of SU(2)R breaking. As before, the degree of helicity suppression is controlled by

Z ∼ (Y R
Ψ3
vR)−1µΨ3 but now there are no constraints on Z from unitarity deviation.

The two plots of Fig. 4.7 show the size of X as a function of vR where as before we

consider the singular values in Y R
Ψ3

to vary between 0.1 and 1. Points in blue correspond
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to X at �rst order where

X (1) ' md(Y
R

Ψ3
vR)−1 (4.148)

and points in light purple correspond to where X has been calculated up to second order

where

X (2) ' X (1) +
vL
v2
R

Y L
Ψ3
µ†Ψ3

[(Y R
Ψ3

)†]−1(Y R
Ψ3

)−1. (4.149)

As µΨ3 is a free parameter � it is not �xed from the requirement of a viable neutrino mass

spectrum � for regions where ‖µΨ3‖ � ‖md‖ the second order term in Z can dominate

leading to larger levels of unitarity deviation. Of course for larger values of µΨ3 the

degree of helicity suppression in the limits on mX also decreases leading to larger limits

on the PS breaking scale. The right plot of Fig. 4.7 shows the level of unitarity deviation

in the most experimentally constrained entry of η and it shows that for all values of

vR the deviation is below the current experimental limit. Unlike the previous scenario,

as µΨ3 enters X at second order, large values of µΨ3 are not constrained by requiring

|ηij | < |ηexpij |. For vR ∼ 1 TeV and large values in the entries of µΨ3 , the deviation

from unitarity in the most constrained entry of η is roughly one order of magnitude

below the current experimental limits. For small values of µΨ3 (which correspond to the

region which helicity suppresses the limits on mX) the predicted deviation in unitarity is

roughly an order of magnitude smaller. Unlike the previous scenario, however, Fig. 4.7

demonstrates that as the constraints on ηexp get stronger, they will lead to constraints

on the allowed magnitude of vR. This will require limits several orders of magnitude

stronger than the current ones.

Similarly to the scenario with top-right dominance, the level of chiral suppression in the

couplings of Xµ is controlled by Z ' µΨ3(Y R
Ψ )−1. The left plot of Fig. 4.8 demonstrates

that the variation in the limits on mX vary in the exact same way as Fig. 4.6 and

requiring complete helicity suppression in the limits on mX requires ‖Z‖F . 10−3 as

before.

Whereas in the bi-doublet scenario the smallness of µΨ22 could be directly con-

nected to the light neutrino masses, here we �nd additional physics is required for a

phenomenologically-viable neutrino mass spectrum. Therefore the relationship between

the bare mass term µΨ3 and the light neutrino masses cannot be established without

properly considering the possible hierarchies of parameters in the full neutrino mass ma-

trix, which is itself model dependent. While we do not thoroughly analyse the neutrino
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Figure 4.7: Plots of the variation of X (left) and the variation of the most experi-
mentally constrained entry of η (right) as a function of vR. Points in blue correspond
to where ‖µΨ3

‖ < ‖md‖ and therefore X ' X (1) and points in purple correspond to the
opposite regime where X ' X (2) where we have scanned over the entries of µΨ3 only
requiring ‖µΨ3‖ < ‖Y RΨ3

vR‖ such that the seesaw assumption is satis�ed. Here there
are no current experimental constraints on X from unitarity deviation however future

constraints on η will begin to constrain vR.

mass matrix of a more complete model, we note that [213] found that if an SU(2)R

triplet, Ψ3, was extended with additional fermionic singlets (such that the full Yukawa

Lagrangian was given by a combination of Eqs. (4.16) and (4.74)) a viable neutrino mass

spectrum was recovered for ‖µΨ3‖ . 1 GeV which would suggest that Z � 10−3 and

therefore the limits on mX will be helicity suppressed to their lowest values. However

we note that the limit µΨ3 → 0 does not recover a global symmetry of the Lagrangian as

it does in the bi-doublet case and therefore it is unlikely that the smallness of µΨ3 can

be related to the smallness of neutrino mass. It may be possible that there are multiple

regions in which viably light neutrino masses are recovered, some of which require the

entries of µΨ3 to be large, which would not lead to a reduction in the limits on mX .

While the smallness of µΨ3 cannot be guaranteed by the smallness of the active neutrino

masses, as in the bi-doublet scenario, the work in [213] at least indicates that there is a

region of parameter space which recovers all SM fermion masses with µΨ3 small enough

to reduce fully the limits on mX .

Therefore exotic PS fermion multiplets which introduce additional states which mix with

the SM charged and neutral leptons are an attractive method for reducing the limits on

PS breaking. As both multiplets considered contain both charged and neutral states, the

mixings within both sectors are now coupled. Requiring a valid neutrino-mass spectrum

leads to a chiral suppression in the limits on mX . In the case of additional SU(2)L/R

bi-doublets, a chiral suppression can be motivated through technical naturalness argu-

ments. In the case of additional SU(2)L/R triplets, the usual PS scalar content is ruled
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Figure 4.8: Plot of the limits on mX as a function of ‖Z‖F assuming that Kde
L = 1.

As the extent of chiral suppression in the couplings of Xµ to e′R and d′R is controlled
by Z, requiring full helicity suppression in the limits on mX requires ‖Z‖F . 10−3 as
in the previous section. Unlike the previous section Z is not constrained by limits on

unitarity deviation.

out phenomenologically. However, if the scalar and fermion sectors are modi�ed ap-

propriately the desired masses and chiral suppression can be achieved. Although not

linked to any technical naturalness arguments, previous studies with the triplets and

more exotic scalar content suggest that a viable neutrino mass spectrum will still lead

to a complete chiral suppression in the limits on mX . Due to the fact that the mass

hierarchy between the down quarks and charged leptons di�ers between the di�erent

generations, the correct masses are most naturally generated for the two fermion types

by having their masses arise from di�erent Yukawa couplings and vevs. In the two sce-

narios considered above, viable charged-lepton and down-quark masses implied that the

masses of all quarks arise from couplings of fL/R to φ with vevs v1 and v2, whereas

the lepton masses are related to couplings of the relevant fermions to χL with vev vL,

suggesting the hierarchy v1,2 � vL & 1 GeV.

4.5.2 d−D mixing: Sextet fermions

Mixing between the down quarks and heavy exotic partners is similar to the scenarios

above involving lepton mixing. A number of possible fermion extensions lead to d −D

mixing. Here we will focus on the feasibility of d −D mixing alone in generating both

a viable SM mass spectrum and a suppression of the mass limits on mX which occurs

through the addition of the SU(4) sextet fermions, but may also occur with higher

dimensional PS multiplets. The results for down-quark mixing will follow very similarly

to Section 4.5.1.2. As can be seen in Eq. (4.100), yRΨ6
vR appears in the bottom-left entry

of MdD.
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Writing the down-quark mass mixing matrix similarly to the case of the charged leptons

LdD =
(
dL DL

)mdd mdD

mDd mDD


︸ ︷︷ ︸

dR

DR

+ H.c

MdD (4.150)

and noting that the entries of Eq. (4.100) appear similarly to the case of MeE above

allows us to draw the same conclusions which we will summarise. Limits on exotic quark

states exceed 1 TeV [235] and therefore for phenomenological reasons a seesaw in MdD

is required. As before the only two entries of MdD not tied to the electroweak scale are

yΨ6vR and µΨ6 and, as discussed, a signi�cant chiral suppression in limits on the PS

breaking scale will only occur for the scenario where ‖yRΨ6
vR‖ > ‖md, y

L
Ψ6
vL, µΨ6‖.

This hierarchy implies the down-quark masses are given upon diagonalisation by

md ' yLΨ6
v∗L −me (yRΨ6

vR)−1µΨ6 (4.151)

where the PS symmetry enforces that the singular values of me give the correct charged-

lepton masses at the appropriate scale in the case where there are no additional multiplets

that induce e−E mixing. For the same reasons as with the SU(2)L/R triplets, the correct

down-quark masses cannot be recovered in the limit yLΨ6
vL → 0 as this would imply

md ' −me (yRΨ6
vR)−1µΨ6 (4.152)

suggesting all three generations of down-quarks are lighter than the corresponding gener-

ation of charged-lepton, as discussed in Appendix D.0.3. In Section 4.4.1.4 the constraint

from baryon number violation suggested that imposing baryon number conservation re-

quired suppressing the Yukawa interactions of χL to the fermions (for example by re-

moving the scalar). However as phenomenologically the mass term yLΨ6
vL is required in

order to generate a viable charged-lepton and down-quark mass spectrum, this suggests

that models involving just d−D mixing through the introduction of SU(4) sextets are

likely ruled out by proton lifetime measurements. An analysis of all possible proton and

neutrino decay diagrams in the region where the correct down-quark and charged-lepton

masses arise is beyond the scope of this work. If the dominant decay channels are two-

body decays which proceed via d = 6 e�ective four-fermi interactions similar to Fig. 4.3,
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estimates from [236] suggest that for TeV scale new physics the product of Yukawa cou-

plings within the relevant loop diagram must satisfy Y . 10−6. As yLΨ6
vL is related to

the down-quark masses in this case and for low scales of vR, yRΨ6
is required to be close

to unity such that the heavy D states are su�ciently heavy naïvely suggests di�culty in

suppressing the decays.

If a viable model involving the SU(4) sextets exists which can suppress the dangerous

proton decay diagrams whilst generating the appropriate charged-lepton and down-quark

masses in the regime where the mass term |yRΨ6
| is dominant, the requirements for a chiral

suppression in the limits on mX would follow almost identically to the e−E mixing case

above. For small values of µΨ6 the couplings of Xµ to d′R and e′R will be suppressed and

decreasing the experimental limits to their lowest value would roughly require

‖Z‖F ' (Y R
Ψ6

)−1µΨ6 . 10−3. (4.153)

The only di�erence between d−D and e−E mixing will be in the deviation of unitarity,

where e−E mixing is constrained by deviation of unitarity in the PMNS whereas d−D

mixing is constrained by deviation within the measured CKM matrix,

VCKM ' (UuL)†
(
1− 1

2
XX †

)
OdL (4.154)

where

d′L ' (OdL)†
(
1− 1

2
XX †

)
dL − (OdL)†X DL

d′R ' −(OdR)†Z† dR + (OdR)†
(
1− 1

2
Z†Z

)
DR (4.155)

and

X ' 1

vR
mX

(
Y R

Ψ

)−1
+
vL
v2
R

Y L
Ψ µ
†
Ψ[(Y R

Ψ )†]−1(Y R
Ψ )−1

Z ' 1

vR
(Y R

Ψ )−1µΨ +
vL
v2
R

(Y R
Ψ )−1[(Y R

Ψ )†]−1m†dY
L

Ψ . (4.156)

In Section 4.5.3 which involves coupled e−E and d−D mixing we �nd that limits from

CKM unitarity deviation lead to very similar constraints on the level of mixing within

the theory and therefore we �nd that d−D mixing would be equally viable to the e−E

mixing above in the absence of proton decay issues.
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4.5.3 Coupled e− E and d−D mixing: Decuplet fermions

Coupled mass mixing, which we de�ne as scenarios which involve the introduction of

exotic PS multiplets which contain both D and E states within the same multiplet,

occurs with the addition of a pair of opposite-chirality SU(4) decuplets. There is an

additional subtlety for such coupled scenarios compared to the previous analyses. Due

to the coupled nature of the exotic states D and E there exist additional relevant gauge

interactions with the leptoquark Xµ.

Consider the full fermion kinetic Lagrangian with the addition of SU(4) decuplet fermions

Ψ10
L/R:

Lfkin = ifL/R /DfL/R + iΨ10
L/R

/DΨ10
L/R (4.157)

with covariant derivative given by

/DΨ10
L/R = ∂µΨ10

L/R + ig4ĜµΨ10
L/R + ig4Ψ10

L/R(Ĝµ)T (4.158)

for the decuplets, which transform as Ψ10
L/R → U4Ψ10

L/RU
T
4 . Expanding out Eq. (4.158)

and leaving only the interactions of interest gives

Lfkin ⊃
g4√

2

(
d /XPL/Re+

√
2D /XPL/RE

)
+ H.c (4.159)

and therefore the exotic states D and E within Ψ10
L/R have similar gauge interactions to

Xµ as the states d and e within fL/R. Due to the mass mixing present in MdD and MeE

in Eqs. (4.105) and (4.106) between the states fL/R and Ψ10
L/R, the physical mass states

e′, E′, d′ and D′ are admixtures as before. Writing

 e

E


L/R

=

V e
L/Re

′
L/R +W e

L/RE
′
L/R

Xe
L/Re

′
L/R + Y e

L/RE
′
L/R

 and

 d

D


L/R

=

V e
L/Rd

′
L/R +W e

L/RD
′
L/R

Xe
L/Rd

′
L/R + Y e

L/RD
′
L/R


(4.160)

for the unitary diagonalisation matrices as usual leads to

g4√
2

(
d′L

(
(V d
L )†V e

L +
√

2(Xd
L)†Xe

L

)
/Xe′L + (L↔ R)

)
(4.161)

for the gauge interactions between the physical SM-like states d′ and e′. We have once

again neglected to write the similar gauge interactions which contain the heavy states D′
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or E′ as by assumption the relevant mesons are kinematically forbidden from decaying

into them.

Therefore the relevant mixing matrices are now given by

Kde
L/R = (V d

L/R)†V e
L/R +

√
2 (Xd

L/R)†Xe
L/R. (4.162)

Due to the second term which now appears in Eq. (4.162) (which arises from the com-

ponents of d′ and e′ contained within the states D and E), the resultant mixing matrix

can only be made helicity-suppressed if and only if a hierarchy in both V and X occurs,

e.g. ‖V d
R‖ � ‖V e

R‖ and ‖Xd
R‖ � ‖Xe

R‖. This is unlike the previous scenarios where the

additional multiplets included did not induce any new interactions between Xµ and ex-

otic states with down-quark and charged-lepton quantum numbers. For scenarios where

the D and E states are introduced through two di�erent PS multiplets, no such gauge

interactions will occur and the requirements for a helicity suppression in the relevant

meson decays will be given by a combination of the results in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.

Therefore what follows will be speci�c to `coupled' scenarios where the new states D and

E transform within the same multiplet.

Consider the mass mixing matrices between the down-quark and charged-lepton states,

in the three-generational scenario, which arises from the inclusion of a pair of SU(4)

decuplets:

MeE =

 mF

√
2Y L

Ψ10
v∗L

√
2Y R

Ψ10
vR µΨ10 −

√
3
2 YΦvΦ

 and MdD =

 mF Y L
Ψ10

v∗L

Y R
Ψ10

vR µΨ10 −
√

1
6 YΦvΦ

 .

(4.163)

Previously it was found that a hierarchy where ‖Y R
Ψ10

vR‖ is larger than all other entries of

MdD or MeE is required for a helicity suppression to occur, and therefore for a reduction

in the experimental mass limits of Xµ. If such a hierarchy is assumed for the entries of

MdD and MeE above, the unitary block diagonalisation matrices are given by

U e,dL '

13×3 − 1
2XX

† X

−X † 13×3 − 1
2X
†X

 and U e,dR '

 −Z 13×3 − 1
2ZZ

†

13×3 − 1
2Z
†Z Z†


(4.164)

where the explicit forms for X and Z in the case of U eL/R and UdL/R can be easily

derived from Appendix D.0.2. As always, due to the assumption that there is a seesaw
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where ‖Y R
Ψ10

vR‖ is dominant in both MdD and MeE , the parameters X and Z are small:

‖X , Z‖ � 1. Comparing Eq. (4.164) with Eq. (4.160) implies

‖V e
L‖ ' ‖V d

L‖ ' 1, ‖V e
R‖ ' ‖V d

R‖ ' 0 (4.165)

and

‖Xe
L‖ ' ‖Xd

L‖ ' 0, ‖Xe
R‖ ' Xd

R ' 1. (4.166)

Therefore under the assumption that the mass term proportional to the SU(2)R breaking

is dominant for both MdD and MeE (which previously led to a helicity-suppression with

‖Kde
R ‖ � 1 for cases of uncoupled e−E or d−D mixing), we �nd no suppression in the

relevant mixing matrices:

‖Kde
L ‖ ' ‖Kde

R ‖ ' 1 (4.167)

which is due to the second contribution to Kde
L/R appearing in Eq. (4.162). Physically

it is very simple to see why this occurs. Assuming that the bottom-left entries of MdD

and MeE are both dominant in a seesaw implies that the light mass states d′L, d
′
R, e

′
L

and e′R are predominately composed of dL, DR, eL and ER respectively. However dL and

eL are contained in the same PS multiplet and DR and ER are also contained within a

PS multiplet together. As such, the gauge leptoquark Xµ couples to both chiralities of

fermion mass states with little suppression. If instead the bottom-right entries of MdD

and MeE are assumed dominant, for the same reasons as presented in Section 4.5.1, the

desired helicity suppression in the relevant meson decays will not occur.

From the above arguments it is clear that, for scenarios with coupled mixing in the down-

quark and charged-lepton sectors, a chiral-suppression in the relevant meson decays is

not possible if both mixing matrices MdD and MeE in Eq. (4.163) are assumed to have

the same seesaw structure. However, note that the entries of the two mixing matrices

di�er by combinations of group theoretic factors from the Yukawa couplings of the adjoint

scalar Φ. Therefore it is in principle possible for there to be su�cient tuning of the mass

parameters, particularly the parameters in the second row of MeE and MdD, such that

the seesaw structure in the two mass matrices di�ers.
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To demonstrate this for for one-generation of fermions, assume that the hierarchy of

parameters in µΨ10 , y
R
Ψ10

vR and yΦvΦ is such that

µΨ10 −
√

1

6
yΦvΦ ≥ 10 yRΨ10

vR ≥ 100

(√
1

2
µΨ10 −

√
3

4
yΦvΦ

)
(4.168)

is satis�ed (taking each combination to be real and positive). This corresponds to the

hierarchy mDD > mDd,mEe > mEE . Under this assumption, the bottom-left entry of

MeE is at least an order of magnitude larger than the other entries of the charged-lepton

mass mixing matrix. In addition, the bottom-right entry of MdD is dominant in the

down-quark mass mixing matrix. This certainly requires a degree of tuning between the

mass parameters µΨ10 and yΦ vΦ and also implies that the adjoint scalar Φ is required

in such a theory in order to introduce the required Georgi-Jarlskog-like factors. Now the

unitary block diagonalisation matrices di�er from Eq. (4.164):

U eL '

13×3 − 1
2XX

† X

−X † 13×3 − 1
2X
†X

 , U eR '

 −Z 13×3 − 1
2ZZ

†

13×3 − 1
2Z
†Z Z†

 ,

UdL '

13×3 − 1
2XX

† X

−X † 13×3 − 1
2X
†X

 , UdR '

13×3 − 1
2Z
†Z Z†

−Z 13×3 − 1
2ZZ

†

 .

(4.169)

Consequently

‖V e
L‖ ' ‖V d

L‖ ' 1, ‖V e
R‖ ' 0, ‖V d

R‖ ' 1 (4.170)

and

‖Xe
L‖ ' ‖Xd

L‖ ' 0, ‖Xe
R‖ ' 1, ‖Xd

R‖ ' 0 (4.171)

and therefore ‖Kde
L ‖ ' 1 and ‖Kde

R ‖ ' 0 as required. Again this is simple to see given

that in this case the light mass states are predominately composed of eL, ER, dL and

dR, due to the seesaw assumption. Therefore the leptoquark Xµ will strongly couple to

left-handed states23 (as eL and dL are in the same PS multiplet) whereas there will be

a suppression in its right-handed couplings (as ER and dR are not within the same PS

multiplet). Therefore, scenarios with coupled mass mixing matrices between the down-

quark and charged-lepton sectors are able to generate the desired chiral couplings of Xµ

for a tuned selection of certain mass parameters within the theory. To reiterate, this

23The light left-handed mass states will therefore also behave correctly in weak interactions.
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kind of tuning is required only when the extra states, D and E, reside in the same PS

multiplet. A similar tuning was required in [209], such that the mass mixing matrices

in the down-quark and charged-lepton sectors had di�erent seesaw structures, in order

to achieve a chiral suppression the limits on mX for the case where multiple pairs of

bi-fundamental PS fermions were introduced. We therefore �nd this to be a general

requirement for models with coupled e−E and d−D mixing, when a chiral suppression

in the couplings of Xµ is desired.

Importantly, the addition of Ψ10
L/R implies the existence of a Dirac colour-sextet fermion

with electric charge 1/3. Its mass is given by

mψ = µΨ10 +

√
1

6
yΦvΦ (4.172)

and therefore requiring that the sextet is su�ciently heavy leads to constraints on the

singular values of µΨ10 . The mass limits for a colour sextet fermion vary from roughly

100 GeV if stable on collider length scales [229] up to a TeV [237] for large couplings and

possibly in the multi-TeV range [238]. However if a hierarchy similar to

µΨ10 −
√

1

6
yΦvΦ � yRΨ10

vR �
√

1

2
µΨ10 −

√
3

4
yΦvΦ (4.173)

is required, mψ is already required to be at least at the multi-TeV scale considering the

limits on the SU(2)R breaking scale. Therefore regions of parameter space which lead

to the desired chiral suppression of Xµ will naturally require the colour-sextet masses to

be su�ciently large.

Let us estimate whether this hierarchy of mass parameters, though somewhat tuned,

is able to successfully reproduce the correct SM fermion mass hierarchies as well as

generate a chiral suppression in the couplings of Xµ in the multi-generational scenario.

For simplicity, put the bottom-right entry of MeE to be exactly zero (the maximally

tuned case), that is:

µΨ10 −
√

3

2
YΦvΦ = 03×3. (4.174)

This implies that the bottom-right entry of MdD is given by

µΨ10 −
√

1

6
YΦvΦ =

2

3
µΨ10 (4.175)
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and consequently

mψ =
4

3
µΨ10 . (4.176)

The two mass mixing matrices, MeE and MdD, now simplify to

MeE =

 mF

√
2Y L

Ψ10
v∗L

√
2Y R

Ψ10
vR 03×3

 and MdD =

 mF Y L
Ψ10

v∗L

Y R
Ψ10

vR
2
3µΨ10

 . (4.177)

We require that ‖
√

1
2 mF , Y

L
Ψ10

vL‖ < ‖Y R
Ψ10

vR‖ < 2
3‖µΨ10‖ in order for the dominant

entries of each mass matrix to be di�erent. This hierarchy leads to

m` '
√

2Y L
Ψ10

vL (4.178)

for the charged-lepton mass matrix and

md ' mF −
3

2
vLvRY

L
Ψ10

(µΨ10)−1 Y R
Ψ10

(4.179)

for the down-quark mass mixing matrix.

As the dominant block is in the bottom-left entry, the relationship between the in-

teraction and mass eigenstates for the SM-like charged leptons is given identically to

Section 4.5.1.2:

e′L ' (OeL)†
(
1− 1

2
X e(X e)†

)
eL − (OeL)†X eEL

e′R ' −(OeR)†(Ze)† eR + (OeR)†
(
1− 1

2
(Ze)†Ze

)
ER (4.180)

with X e ' mF (YΨ10vR)−1 and Ze ' vL
v2
R

(Y R
Ψ10

)−1((Y R
Ψ10

)†)−1mFY
L

Ψ10
at leading order.

The light down-quark mass eigenstates are instead given by

d′L ' (OdL)†
(
1− 1

2
X d(X d)†

)
dL − (OdL)†X dDL

d′R ' (OdR)†
(
1− 1

2
(Zd)†Zd

)
dR + (OdR)†(Zd)†DR (4.181)
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with X d ' 3
2vLY

L
Ψ10

(µΨ10)−1 and Zd ' 3
2vR(µΨ10)−1Y R

Ψ10
. The physical mixing matrices

are therefore given by

Kde
L ' (OdL)†

[(
1− 1

2
X d(X d)†

)(
1− 1

2
X e(X e)†

)
+ X d(X e)†

]
OeL,

' (OdL)†OeL

Kde
R ' (OdR)†

[
(Zd)†

(
1− 1

2
(Ze)†Ze

)
−
(
1− 1

2
(Zd)†Zd

)
Ze
]
OeR

' (OdR)†
(

(Zd)† −Ze
)
OeR

VCKM ' (UuL)†
(
1− 1

2
X d(X d)†

)
OdL and UPMNS ' N †ν

(
1− 1

2
X e(X e)†

)
OeL (4.182)

where the two terms appearing in Kde
L/R are generated from the gauge interactions D /XE

and d /Xe as explained above. This features the Xµ coupling being predominately to d′L

and e′L as expected, with a strong suppression of its coupling to d′R and e′R.

Additionally, the unitarity deviation in the PMNS mixing matrix is given almost iden-

tically to Section 4.5.1.2, where it was quanti�ed by X ' 1
vR
md(Y

R
Ψ3

)−1, compared to

the current scenario where X e ' 1
vR
mF (Y R

Ψ10
)−1. Note also that combining Eqs. (4.178)

and (4.179) leads to

md ' mF −
3

2
√

2
vRm` (µΨ10)−1 Y R

Ψ10
, (4.183)

which, combined with ‖Y R
Ψ10

vR‖ < ‖µΨ10‖, implies that mF ' md, since the singular

values of m` are of similar order to md. Therefore the constraints on the SU(2)R break-

ing scale, vR, from the deviation of the PMNS matrix follows essentially identically to

Section 4.5.1.2 and therefore Fig. 4.7 is also valid for this scenario. Therefore for all

values of vR which are at the TeV scale or higher, there are no constraints arising from

the deviation of unitarity from the PMNS matrix.

Due to the additional down-quark mixing, there are also constraints from the deviation

from unitarity of the CKM matrix. In this case, the deviation is determined by the

matrix X d ∝ vLY
L

Ψ10
(µΨ10)−1 where again vLY L

Ψ10
is proportional to the charged-lepton

mass matrix, m`. Now, µΨ10 is related to the colour-sextet fermion mass scale from

Eq. (4.176). In Fig. 4.9 we measure the level of deviation through the parameters

ηrj = 1−
∑
i

|(VCKM)ji|2 and ηck = 1−
∑
i

|(VCKM)ik|2. (4.184)
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Figure 4.9: Plot of the deviation of unitarity in the CKM matrix as a function of
‖X d‖F where the dashed green line roughly indicates the current experimental limit.
The CKM matrix deviation is measured as the di�erence in the sum of the squares of
each row and column. Even though it is currently the least constrained, the sum of the
squares of the third row and column provide the strongest bounds on the deviation due
to the large masses of the third generation of quarks compared to the �rst and second
generation. This plot indicates that ‖X d‖F . 10−1 is required. The limits for CKM

matrix elements are taken from [14].

The strongest experimental limits on ηr/c come from the sum of the squares of the �rst

row or column of the CKM matrix. However, due to the much larger masses of the third

generation of quarks, we �nd that deviations in the sum of the third row and column

of the CKM matrix lead to stronger constraints on X d. We �nd that ηr3 and ηc3 place

almost identical limits on the magnitude of ‖X d‖F and therefore only plot one for brevity.

Using [14] places the limit

− 0.01 . η
r/c
3 . 0.09 (4.185)

and therefore we conservatively set the limit |ηr/c3 | < 10−2 at the PS breaking scale.

Figure 4.9 therefore sets a rough limit of ‖X d‖F . 10−1 in order to prevent signi�cant

deviation occurring for the CKM matrix. This can be compared to the limits from PMNS

deviation which currently lead to no derived limits on vR.

The implications for the experimental limits on mX can also be very easily determined

from the results derived in Section 4.5.1 and the explicit derivations of Kde
L/R derived in

Eq. (4.182). From the results in Fig. 4.8 it is clear that in order for a substantial chiral

suppression to occur in the limits on mX , where Kde
R ' (OdR)†ZOeR, we roughly require

‖Z‖ . 10−2. The expression for Kde
R given in Eq. (4.182) in this case is of a identical

form with

Kde
R ' (OdR)†

(
(Zd)† −Ze

)
OeR ≡ (OdR)†Z10O

e
R. (4.186)
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Therefore we clearly require that ‖Z10‖ . 10−2 in order for the desired chiral suppression

to occur. This will clearly be satis�ed if both Zd and Ze individually satisfy this re-

quirement, and we do not consider a scenario with a tuned cancellation between the two

matrices. By inspection, from the de�nitions of Zd and Ze in Eqs. (4.180) and (4.181)

this will be trivially satis�ed by Ze, as it contains terms which are at most at the GeV

scaled which are suppressed by terms which are at a minimum at the TeV scale, but in

the case of Zd roughly implies the hierarchy

‖vRY R
Ψ10
‖

‖µΨ10‖
. 10−2 (4.187)

and therefore we require the colour-sextet masses to be at least two order of magnitude

larger than the mass term proportional to the SU(2)R breaking term, if a full suppression

in the experimental limits on mX is desired.

However note that here we are assuming that µΨ10 =
√

3
2YΦvΦ where vΦ is a vev which

breaks SU(4) and therefore contributes to the mass of Xµ. Therefore the gauge lepto-

quark mX will roughly develop a mass at the same order as the colour-sextet fermion

mψ, which will typically be a stronger limit onmX than the experimental constraints, for

many choices ofKde
R . For example, if vR ' 5 TeV, a large chiral suppression requires µΨ10

to be roughly two order of magnitude larger than this, implying that mψ ' mX & 500

TeV. Therefore a mild suppression in the limits on mX is expected due to the required

hierarchy between YΨ10vR and µΨ10 (and therefore YΦvΦ). Only for situations where the

mixing angles in Kde
R are such that the experimental constraint on mX are initially close

to their largest value, e.g. Kde
R = 13×3, will this lead to a suppression in the limits on

mX . We therefore �nd that it is possible for the leptoquark Xµ to develop a chiral cou-

pling to the SM-like fermions and requires a tuning between the mass matrices µΨ10 and

YΦvΦ. However, while this may lead to a suppression in the decay rates of the relevant

mesons, the large hierarchy required between vΦ and vR requires mX & 100 TeV at a

minimum. As the experimental limits on vR increase, this will subsequently decrease the

already small parameter space for this scenario.

It is easy to estimate the minimum level of tuning between the parameters within µΨ10

and YΦvΦ in order to achieve the desired change in seesaw structure between MdD and
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MeE . Requiring ∥∥∥∥∥µΨ10 −
√

3

2
YΦvΦ

∥∥∥∥∥ < ∥∥Y R
Ψ10

vR
∥∥ < ∥∥∥∥∥µΨ10 −

√
1

6
YΦvΦ

∥∥∥∥∥ (4.188)

in combination with the limits from unitarity violation within the CKM matrix from

Fig. 4.9 requires that ∥∥∥∥∥∥Y R
Ψ10

vR

(
µΨ10 −

√
1

6
YΦvΦ

)−1
∥∥∥∥∥∥ . 10−1 (4.189)

at a minimum. This suggests that for anarchic values for the entries of each matrix:

‖µΨ10 , YΦvΦ‖ & 10 ‖Y R
Ψ10

vR‖ (4.190)

and therefore the left inequality of Eq. (4.188) requires that a cancellation between

µΨ10 and
√

3
2YΦvΦ of at least two orders is required for the couplings of Xµ to become

e�ectively chiral, and at least three orders for a full suppression in the couplings of Xµ

to the right-handed SM-like fermions, such that ‖Z‖ . 10−3.

4.5.4 Connection to SO(10)

While we are motivated by the experimentally attractive prospect of lowering the scale

of PS breaking to be as low as possible, here we brie�y consider how the exotic fermionic

multiplets proposed could �t into an SO(10) GUT and mention any obvious problems.

We note the smallest dimensional multiplets of SO(10) which contain each exotic multi-

plet as well as additional states this would predict. It is well known that two standard

PS fermion multiplets �t into the spinorial

16→ (4,1,2)⊕ (4,2,1) = fL ⊕ fR (4.191)

of SO(10). The fundamental representation of SO(10),

10→ (1,2,2)⊕ (6,1,1) = Ψ22 ⊕Ψ6, (4.192)

contains both the bi-doublet and sextet fermion states. While we �nd that the bi-doublet

fermion is the most attractive candidate in lowering the PS breaking scale, the sextet
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fermion leads to undesirable proton decay diagrams. Some mechanism would therefore

be desirable in order to signi�cantly increase the masses of the D states from the sextet,

and not the E and N states from the bi-doublet, in order to prevent large proton decay

widths. This cannot be through di�erent bare mass terms, e.g. µΨ22 � µΨ6 ' 1016 GeV,

as the SO(10) symmetry now enforces the two terms to be equal.

The adjoint representation

45→ (1,3,1)⊕ (1,1,3)⊕ (15,1,1)⊕ (6,2,2) ⊃ Ψ3L ⊕Ψ3R (4.193)

contains both the SU(2)L and SU(2)R triplet fermions. Interestingly, the additional

(15,1,1) fermion contains a neutral state and therefore will contribute to the full neu-

trino mass matrix. As we found that the triplets alone are unable to generate a viable

neutrino mass spectrum, due to the various mass equalities predicted, it is convenient

that the minimal SO(10) multiplet which contains these states also contains additional

neutrino states which could possibly generate a viable spectrum of masses. The (6,2,2)

fermion will likely require a similar mechanism to the (6,1,1) fermion in order to signif-

icantly increase its mass compared to the triplets within the theory. Finally the SU(4)

decuplets �rst appear in the 120 representation of SO(10). This representation also

contains the bi-doublet fermion which will itself allow for the generation of chiral-like

couplings of Xµ as well as generate neutrino masses, which the decuplet fermions do not.

An interesting possible direction of future work is to analyse the feasibility of embed-

ding such low-scale variants of PS into an SO(10) GUT in such a way that the required

fermion states do not develop GUT scale masses whereas any fermion in a given em-

bedding which may mediate proton decay, or similar undesirable processes, have masses

developed at the SO(10) breaking scale.

4.6 Conclusion

We have studied the implications of introducing additional fermionic states to the usual

Pati-Salam fermion multiplets. In particular we have focused on multiplets of relatively

low dimensionality which contain partner states to the charged-leptons and/or down-

quarks. The implications of mixing e�ects induced by these states were extensively

studied, particularly with a focus on the feasibility of lowering the scale of PS breaking.
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We identi�ed four multiplets that allow for the possibility of a suppression in the PS

limits. Of the four, the inclusion of an SU(2)L/R bi-doublet alone can lead to a valid

mass spectrum for all SM particles and a signi�cant reduction in the PS limits. The

decuplet, requires the addition of extra singlet states (at a minimum) for neutrino mass,

the inclusion of a scalar that induces a Georgi-Jarlskog like texture (such as Φ) and is only

able to reduce the limits on mX for some choices of Kde
L/R and for a tuning between mass

parameters. The remaining two multiplets, the SU(2)L and SU(2)R triplets, require

both a modi�cation of the scalar sector for a viable charged-lepton mass spectrum as

well as additional fermionic states for a viable neutrino mass spectrum. A common

feature of all scenarios was the existence of scalars χL and χR in order to generate a

viable down-quark and charged-lepton mass spectrum. Therefore three SU(2)L Higgs

doublets are predicted.

The most attractive models, the SU(2)L/R bidoublet or triplets, contain only additional

leptonic states, inducing both e−E mixing as well as mixing within the neutrino sector.

While both these models have already appeared in the literature, we have extended these

analyses by rigorously studying the requirements for viable mass spectra of the down-

quarks, charged-leptons and neutrinos as well as the implications for the PS breaking

scale limits. We identify an attractive connection between the smallness of neutrino mass

and the helicity suppression of the limits on mX which, particularly in the case of the

bi-doublet, necessarily has a chiral-like coupling of Xµ to the SM fermions.

The sextet option leads to mixing in the down-quark sector alone but we �nd that this

likely leads to large proton decay widths in the only region which can generate a viable

mass spectrum. Finally the scenario with fermion decouplets, which leads to both d−D

and e − E mixing, was considered. It also includes additional exotic states potentially

discoverable at current and future colliders. The regime of interest, where the limits on

PS breaking can be lowered, is very sensitive to future experimental limits on SU(2)R

breaking scale vR and relies on a tuning of mass parameters.

We �nd that a chiral suppression in the PS breaking limits can reduce the usual limits

of 81 − 2467 TeV, depending on the structure of Kde
L/R, down to as low as 5.6 − 194

TeV. An attractive property of models which lead to a chiral suppression is that only

one of Kde
L/R is required to have a speci�c structure. Without a chiral suppression, the
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lowest PS limits obtained required both of Kde
L/R to have a speci�c structure which might

suggest a parity symmetry in con�ict with the assumed low-scale setup.

The addition of SU(2) triplets has already been explored in the context of the current

B-anomalies [212, 213]. A more in-depth examination of baryon number violation impli-

cations in the case with SU(4) sextets is required before it can be ruled out as a low-scale

candidate. Additionally, due to the mass mixing induced, collider constraints for other

particles predicted (such as theW ′ and Z ′) could lead to signi�cantly smaller mass limits

than what is usually expected. Exploring the reach of the LHC and future colliders for

these extended PS scenarios with chiral-like gauge couplings may be required.
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Conclusion

The work within this thesis has extended the Standard Model in a number of well moti-

vated ways in order to explore the possibility of new physics occurring at scales close to

the electroweak scale. Two of the three areas explored, neutrino mass and the measured

BAU, incontrovertibly require an extension to the SM from long established experimen-

tal evidence, whereas the last area explored, quark-lepton uni�cation, is an example

where extending the SM is motivated from the theoretical attractiveness of increasing

the symmetries of the theory. The seesaw mechanism is a simple and attractive mech-

anism for generating neutrino mass with an important connection to both leptogenesis

and the Pati-Salam gauge symmetry. Low-scale seesaw models of neutrino mass, and

their implications for the BAU and quark-lepton uni�cation, are highly motivated mod-

els that should be studied in detail due to to much more promising prospects of it's

testability, either through direct on-shell production at colliders or from an observation

of charged-lepton �avour violation, compared to the traditional high-scale variants. A

generic prediction of most low-scale seesaw models is the pseudo-Dirac nature of the

heavy sterile neutrino states predicted, and their detection can have signi�cant implica-

tions for BSM theories beyond the simple possibility of explaining neutrino mass.

In Chapter 1 we described how the experimental observation of neutrino �avour os-

cillations is itself evidence for massive neutrinos and how a number of other indirect

measurements �x all three generations of neutrino to have masses signi�cantly smaller

than the other SM fermions. The simplest method of incorporating neutrino mass into

the SM was discussed, the seesaw mechanism, with examples of the di�erent possible

205
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types of seesaws which may exist. The relationship between the light and heavy neu-

trino mass states and the LNV parameters of the theory were discussed in detail. The

evidence for a baryon asymmetry as well as the motivations for considering a dynamic

generation of this asymmetry were presented. In particular the idea of leptogenesis was

introduced as a baryogenesis mechanism and the incredibly interesting connection be-

tween the seesaw mechanism of neutrino mass and baryogenesis was established. Finally,

the Pati-Salam gauge symmetry was motivated and the connection between the scale of

sterile neutrino masses and the scale of Pati-Salam breaking was discussed implying that

low-scale models of PS are only possible if a low-scale seesaw is implemented.

In Chapter 2 we considered the leptogenesis implications for the SM which has been

extended by two additional sterile fermions per generation of SM lepton. The focus within

this chapter was on the feasibility of the inverse, linear or combined seesaw scenarios as

the source of leptogenesis where small mass splittings occur between SNs within the same

family. The possible resonant enhancement under this assumption is purely driven by

LNV parameters, motivated to be small due to the observed small neutrino masses. In

this scenario we �nd that both the ISS and LSS models alone are unable to generate

a su�cient level of asymmetry by many order of magnitude. The combined scenario,

where both the ISS and LSS terms are present simultaneously, contains parameter space

for a viable generation of the baryon asymmetry. This study was the �rst to point out

that asymmetry generation in the simplest low-scale model requires both LNV terms

to present. This chapter also served as a proof of principle that, in this model, the

asymmetry generation can occur purely from the CPV Dirac phase of the PMNS matrix,

motivating the precise measurement of δCP in future oscillation experiments. Possible

discovery signals in each model were also discussed brie�y.

In Chapter 3 we point out that the inclusion of additional mass splitting terms within

the neutrino mass matrix can modify the results of Chapter 2. In particular leptogenesis

can be viable in both the ISS or LSS alone when the assumption that the mass split-

ting is driven only by LNV parameters is lifted. Here we assumed a MLFV hypothesis

which had been extensively studied in the case of a minimal type-I seesaw, and �nd that

both the ISS and LSS seesaws can lead to asymmetry generation albeit in a very narrow

window in the case of the ISS. Importantly we �nd that the extended type-I seesaws

do not su�er from the same �avour alignment issue which the minimal type-I seesaw

experiences and therefore asymmetry generation can occur much more naturally with a
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MLFV hypothesis in the ISS and LSS compared to the vanilla scenario. Chapter 2 and

Chapter 3 therefore demonstrate that the linear seesaw term can very naturally generate

the required baryon asymmetry provided that a mass splitting above the critical tem-

perature can be generated, either from the accompanying inverse mass term or through

additional e�ects if this term is forbidden in a given theory.

Chapter 4 explores the connection between low-scale seesaws and the Pati-Salam gauge

group. In particular we extensively study the connection between a seesaw occurring

within the down-quark or charged-lepton sectors and the experimental limits on PS

breaking. We show that the traditional quoted experimental limit of vPS ' O(1000)

TeV, can be signi�cantly lowered to even as low as 5 TeV in some scenarios where

additional exotic fermionic states are included. We additionally analyse the di�erent

possible matrix textures required for the mixing matrix between d and e in charged-

current interactions and how the experimental limits on the PS breaking scale vary

for di�erent choices. We �nd that only four possible exotic multiplets can lead to the

desired suppression, two of which, the SU(2)L or SU(2)R triplet, require a modi�ed

scalar sector and additional singlet fermions at a minimum and one of which, the SU(4)

decuplets, that predict additional exotic coloured particles with direct implications for

collider searches. The �nal viable multiplet, the SU(2)L/R bi-doublet, is able to generate

all SM fermion masses without additional modi�cations to the scalar or fermion sectors.

In the cases where exotic fermion multiplets introduced contain singlet states, the two

triplets or the bi-doublet, we identify a well motivated connection between the reduced

PS breaking scale and the smallness of neutrino mass.

Overall we have considered non minimal extension to the type-I seesaw and the inter-

play they have with aspects of early universe cosmology and BSM uni�cation models.

Such models can explain unresolved puzzles of the Standard Model at scales potentially

accessible in future experiments with exciting potential discovery signals and therefore

their importance extends well beyond the simple generation of non-zero neutrino mass

for the neutral components of `α.



Appendix A

Decay and Scattering Rates entering

the Boltzmann Equations.

The decay and scattering rates entering the Boltzmann equations used in the analyses

of Chapters 2 and 3 are listed below. Following the literature, the following rescaled

variables are used:

z =
mN1

T
, x =

s

m2
N1

, ai =

(
mNi

mN1

)2

, ar =

(
mIR

mN1

)2

' 10−5 , ci =

(
ΓNi
mN1

)2

.

(A.1)

where s is the Mandelstam variable, and mIR = mΦ/MN1 is an infrared mass regulator

for the t-channel whose value is set to 10−5 as discussed in Refs. [239, 240].

The total decay width ΓNi of the SNs is given by

ΓNi =

3∑
l=1

ΓαNi =
mNi

8π

3∑
l=1

h∗lihli. (A.2)

The collision terms for 1→ 2 and 2→ 2 processes which appear in Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46)

are calculated in [84] for the un�avoured case and additional �avour-speci�c processes are

calculated in [85]. These scattering rates will be summarised below without suppressed

�avour indices. The rate for a generic process X → Y and its conjugate counterpart

X → Y is de�ned as γXY . For the 1 → 2 process, Ni → LΦ or Ni → LCΦ†, γXY is given
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by

γNiLαΦ =
mN1m

2
Ni

ΓαNi
π2 z

K1(z
√
ai) , (A.3)

in terms of the rescaled variables of Eq. (A.1) where Kn(z) is an nth-order modi�ed

Bessel function. The 2 → 2 processes can be divided into ∆L = 0, 1, 2 cases, each

contributing to the washout of lepton �avour at di�erent rates. For a generic 2 → 2

process the collision term is calculated through

γXY =
m4
N1

64π4z

∞∫
xthr

dx
√
x K1(z

√
x) σXY (x) , (A.4)

where xthr corresponds to Max(m2
x,m

2
y) with mx(y) corresponding to the sum of masses

of particles in the initial(�nal) state such that the process is kinematically allowed. Each

process is therefore calculated by substituting each reduced cross section σXY , numerically

interpolating Eq. (A.4) over a range of z values and then including them in the numerical

Boltzmann Equations.

The relevant ∆L = 1 processes and cross-sections are,

σNiLα
QuC

=
3y2
t

4π
(h∗αihαi)

(
x− ai
x

)2

,

σNiu
C

LαQC
= σNiQLαu

=
3y2
t

4π
(h∗αihαi)

(
1− ai

x
+
ai
x

ln

(
x− ai + ar

ar

))
,

σ
NiVµ
LαΦ =

3g2

8π x
(h∗αihαi)

(
(x+ ai)

2

x− ai + 2ar
ln

(
x− ai + ar

ar

))
,

σNiLα
Φ†Vµ

=
3g2

16π x2
(h∗αihαi)

(
5x− ai) (ai − x) + 2(x2 + xai − a2

i ) ln

(
x− ai + ar

ar

))
,

σNiΦ
†

LαVµ
=

3g2

16π x2
(h∗αihαi) (x− ai)

(
x− 3ai + 4ai ln

(
x− ai + ar

ar

))
. (A.5)

For the scatterings involving gauge bosons, only the SU(2)L processes were considered

as the U(1)Y processes are expected to be subdominant.
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The relevant ∆L = 2 processes and cross-sections are,

σLαΦ
LCβ Φ†

= 2
6∑

i,j=1

Re
[ (
hαjhβjh

∗
αih
∗
βi

)
Assij +

(
hαjhβjh

∗
αih
∗
βi

)
Attij

+
(
h∗αihβih

∗
αjhβj + hαih

∗
βihαjh

∗
βj

)
A(st)∗
ij

]
σ
LαLβ
Φ†Φ†

=
6∑

i,j=1

Re
(
hαjhβjh

∗
αih
∗
βi

)
Bij , (A.6)

where

A(ss)
ij =


0 (i = j) ,

x
√
ai aj

4πP ∗i Pj
(i 6= j) ,

A(tt)
ij =


ai

2πx

[
x
ai
− ln

(
x+ai
ai

)]
, (i = j) ,

√
ai aj

2πx (ai−aj)

[
(x+ aj) ln

(
x+aj
aj

)
− (x+ ai) ln

(
x+ai
ai

)]
, (i 6= j) ,

A(st)
ij =

√
ai aj

2πPi

[
1 − x+ aj

x
ln

(
x+ aj
aj

)]
,

Bij =


1

2π

[
x

x+ai
+ 2 ai

x+2ai
ln
(
x+ai
ai

) ]
, (i = j) ,

√
ai aj
2π

[
1

ai−aj ln
(
ai(x+aj)
aj(x+ai)

)
+ 1

x+ai+aj
ln
(

(x+ai)(x+aj)
ai aj

) ]
. (i 6= j) ,

(A.7)

and

P−1
i (x) =

1

x− ai + i
√
aici

. (A.8)

Finally as �avoured leptogenesis is being considered there are also processes which do not

violate lepton number but do violate lepton �avour [85]. The relevant ∆L = 0 processes

are,

σLαΦ
LβΦ =

6∑
i,j=1

(
h∗βihαihβjh

∗
αj + hβih

∗
αih
∗
βjhαj

)
Cij

σLαΦ†

LβΦ†
=

6∑
i,j=1

Re
(
hν∗lα h

ν
kα h

ν
lβ h

ν∗
kβ

)
Dij ,

σ
LαLCβ
Φ†Φ

=
6∑

i,j=1

Re
(
hν∗lα h

ν
kα h

ν
lβ h

ν∗
kβ

)
Eij , (A.9)
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with

Cij =


0 (i = j)

x
√
aiaj

4πP ∗i Pj
(i 6= j)

Dij =


ai
πx

[
x
ai
− ln

(
x+ai
ai

)
(i = j)

√
aiaj

πx(ai−aj)

[
(x+ aj) ln

(
x+aj
aj

)
− (x+ ai) ln

(
x+ai
ai

)]
(i 6= j)

Eij =


x

π(x+ai)
(i = j)

√
aiaj

π(ai−aj) ln

(
ai(x+aj)
aj(x+ai)

)
(i 6= j)

(A.10)

The scattering rates used in Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46) are then calculated as functions of

the collision terms above,

ΓD(iα) =
1

nγ
γNiLαΦ

Γ̂D(iα) =
1

nγ

(
1 +

4

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiLαΦ

Γ̃D(iα) =
1

nγ

(
1 +

4

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiLαΦ

Γ
S(iα)
Y =

1

nγ

(
γNiLα
QuC

+ γNiu
C

LαQC
+ γNiQLαu

)
,

Γ̂
S(iα)
Y =

1

nγ

[(
−ηNi
ηeq
Ni

+
4

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiL
QuC

+

(
1 +

1

9

η∆L

η∆Lα

− 5

63

ηNi
ηeq
Ni

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNαu

C

LQC

+

(
1 +

5

63

η∆L

η∆Lα

− 1

9

ηNi
ηeq
Ni

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiQLu

]

Γ̃
S(iα)
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1

nγ

[(
ηNi
ηeq
Ni

+
4

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiL
QuC

+

(
1 +

1

9

η∆L

η∆Lα

+
5

63

ηNi
ηeq
Ni

η∆L

η∆Lα
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γNiu

C

LQC

+

(
1 +

5

63

η∆L

η∆Lα

+
1

9

ηNi
ηeq
Ni

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiQLu

]
Γ
S(iα)
G =

1

nγ

(
γNiLα

Φ†Vµ
+ γ

NiVµ
LαΦ + γNiΦ

†

LαVµ

)
Γ̂
S(iα)
G =

1

nγ

[(
−ηNi
ηeq
Ni

+
4

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiL

Φ†Vµ
+

(
1 +

4

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γ
NiVµ
LΦ

+

(
1− 4

21

ηNi
ηeq
Ni

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiΦ

†

LVµ

]
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Γ̃
S(iα)
G =

1

nγ

[(
ηNi
ηeq
Ni

+
4

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiL

Φ†Vµ
+

(
1 +

4

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γ
NiVµ
LΦ

+

(
1 +

4

21

ηNi
ηeq
Ni

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiΦ

†

LVµ

]

Γ
W (iα)
Y =

1

nγ

[(
2 +

4

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiL
QuC

+

(
1 +

17

63

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiu

C

LQC

+
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1 +

19

63

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNαQLu

]
Γ
W (iα)
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1

nγ

[(
2 +

4

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiL

Φ†Vµ
+

(
1 +

4

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γ
NiVµ
LΦ

+

(
1 +

8

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γNiΦ

†

LVµ

]
Γ

∆L=2(αβ)
Y =

1

nγ

[(
1 +

4

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)(
γLαΦ
LCβ Φ†

+ γ
LαLβ
Φ†Φ†

)]
Γ

∆L=0(αβ)
Y =

1

nγ

[(
1 +

4

21

η∆L

η∆Lα

)
γLαΦ
LβΦ + γLαΦ†

LβΦ†
+ γ

LαLCβ
ΦΦ†

]
. (A.11)
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δCP dependence of ηB

Due to the �avoured nature of the Boltzmann equations, an inherent δCP dependence

exists on the strength of certain �avoured scattering terms within them. It is interest-

ing to note that, as a consequence, a maximally-violating phase, such as δCP , actually

does not necessarily result in a maximally generated net baryon asymmetry. Although

maximal values of δCP will lead to maximised generation of asymmetry per decay, if the

e�ciency of the washout is greater here compared to some other values of δCP the net

surviving asymmetry may end up being smaller. It is even possible for the net asymme-

try to be minimised when the CP violating phase is maximised. This phenomenon was

not explored further and the CP-violating phase δCP was simply �xed to the suggestive

value of δCP = 3π/2 in Chapter 2. Below are example plots of the absolute value of the

net baryon asymmetry1 |ηB| as a function of δCP in the pure ISS scenario, chosen once

again for computation convenience even though the asymmetry values are unrealistic.

Alongside each plot is a contour plot of the sum of each ∆L = 0, 1, 2 scattering term

(
∑

X,i,α ΓX(iα)) as a function of δCP and z for a speci�c lepton �avour. As illustrated in

Figs. B.1 to B.4, in scenarios where scattering terms without a δCP dependence domi-

nate, the generated asymmetry behaves as naïvely expected. However, for some regions

of parameter space the �nal asymmetry generated is maximised for values of δCP di�er-

ent to the maximal CPV case as in these cases, where the scattering terms which depend

on δCP are dominant, the washout is stronger here comparative to other values of δCP .

1The absolute value is plotted due to the sign change between 0 < δCP < π and π < δCP < 2π.
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2 2π
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10-26

δCP

|ηB|

ηe ηµ ητ
Figure B.1: In scenarios where the asymmetry is dominated by terms in the scat-
terings which do not have a net dependence on δCP the net asymmetry is maximised

when the CP violation is maximised and as naïvely expected.
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δCP

|ηB|

ηe ηµ ητ
Figure B.2: If the total scattering rate is maximised for δCP = π, more asymmetry
is washed out in this region and the baryon asymmetry will be maximised for values of

δCP closer to 0 and 2π.
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0 π
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δCP

|ηB|

ηe ηµ ητ
Figure B.3: If the total scattering is maximised around δCP ∈ {0, 2π}, more asym-
metry is washed out in this region and the baryon asymmetry will be maximised for

values of δCP closer to π.
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Figure B.4: In the unique scenario that the scattering rates have competing e�cien-
cies, e.g. the e�ciency to e is maximal for δCP ∈ {0, 2π} and the e�ciency to µ and
τ is maximal for δCP = π as shown above, the net baryon asymmetry generated can

actually be minimised for maximal CP violation.



Appendix C

SU(4) Generators

We use a basis for the SU(4) generators (in their de�ning representation) given by

λ1 =


0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

 λ2 =


0 −i 0 0

i 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

 λ4 =


1 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

 λ5=


0 0 −i 0

0 0 0 0

i 0 0 0

0 0 0 0



λ6 =


0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

 λ7 =


0 0 0 0

0 0 −i 0

0 i 0 0

0 0 0 0

 λ9 =


0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

 λ10 =


0 0 0 −i

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

i 0 0 0



λ11 =


0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

 λ12 =


0 0 0 0

0 0 0 −i

0 0 0 0

0 i 0 0

 λ13 =


0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

 λ14 =


0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 −i

0 0 i 0



λ3 =


1 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

 λ8 =



1√
3

0 0 0

0 1√
3

0 0

0 0 − 2√
3

0

0 0 0 0

 λ15 =



1√
6

0 0 0

0 1√
6

0 0

0 0 1√
6

0

0 0 0 −
√

3
2


(C.1)
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and similarly for the SU(2) generators

τ1 =

 0 1

1 0

 τ2 =

 0 −i

i 0

 τ3 =

 1 0

0 −1

 . (C.2)

Note that all generators are normalised such that Tr(τ iτ j) = Tr(λiλj) = 2δij where i

and j should be understood as summing over the appropriate indices in the SU(4) and

SU(2) cases.

Therefore the SU(4) gauge bosons, G, can be written as

Ĝµ =
1

2
λaG

a
µ

=
1

2


G3µ + 1√

3
G8µ + 1√

6
G15µ

√
2G+

(12)µ

√
2G+

(45)µ

√
2X+

rµ
√

2G−(12)µ −G3µ + 1√
3
G8µ + 1√

6
G15µ

√
2G+

(67)µ

√
2X+

bµ
√

2G−(45)µ

√
2G−(67)µ − 2√

3
G8µ + 1√

6
G15µ

√
2X+

gµ
√

2X−rµ
√

2X−bµ
√

2X−gµ − 3√
6
G15µ


(C.3)

where G±(ij)µ = 1√
2

(Giµ ∓ iGjµ), G3µ and G8µ correspond to the SM gluons, X±rµ =

1√
2

(G9µ ∓ iG10µ),X±bµ = 1√
2

(G11µ ∓ iG12µ) andX±gµ = 1√
2

(G13µ ∓ iG14µ) form a colour-

triplet electric-charge 2/3 vector leptoquark and G15µ is the gauge �eld of the U(1)B−L

subgroup.

Similarly the SU(2)L/R gauge �elds, WL/R, are written in this basis as

ŴLµ =
1

2
τaW

a
Lµ =

1

2

 W3µ

√
2W+

µ
√

2W−µ −W3µ


L

ŴRµ =
1

2
τaW

a
Rµ =

1

2

 W3µ

√
2W+

µ
√

2W−µ −W3µ


R

(C.4)

with W±(L/R)µ = 1√
2

(W1µ ∓ iW2µ)(L/R) as usual.



Appendix D

Various Seesaw Properties

D.0.1 Singular Values in One Generation

Consider the matrix M ∈M2(C) given by

M =

a b

c d

 . (D.1)

This matrix can be diagonalised via its singular value decomposition:

U †LM UR = Md =

ml 0

0 mh

 . (D.2)

There exists exact analytic expressions for UL, UR, ml and mh for this 2 × 2 matrix,

however in the seesaw limit where the absolute value of one entry of Eq. (D.1) is signi�-

cantly larger than the others, these expressions can be signi�cantly simpli�ed by writing

it as a perturbation series. For example, in the limit where |d| � |a|, |b|, |c| we �nd for

the unitary-diagonalisation matrices

UL =

1− 1
2

∣∣∣ac∗+bd∗|d|2

∣∣∣2 ac∗+bd∗

|d|2

−
(
ac∗+bd∗

|d|2

)∗
1− 1

2

∣∣∣ac∗+bd∗|d|2

∣∣∣2


︸ ︷︷ ︸
QL


√

ml

|ml| 0

0
√

mh

|mh|


︸ ︷︷ ︸

KL

+ O(ε3)

UR =

1− 1
2

∣∣∣ab∗+cd∗|d|2

∣∣∣2 (
ab∗+cd∗

|d|2

)∗
−ab∗+cd∗

|d|2 1− 1
2

∣∣∣ab∗+cd∗|d|2

∣∣∣2


︸ ︷︷ ︸
QR

√ m∗
l

|ml| 0

0
√

m∗
h

|mh|


︸ ︷︷ ︸

KR

+ O(ε3) (D.3)
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where QL/R removes the o�-diagonal entries of M , KL/R is required to ensure the re-

maining diagonal entries are real and positive and ε ∼ 1
|d| . The singular values of M

written up to sub-subleading order are

ml =

∣∣∣∣a− bc

d
− a

2

(
|b|2 + |c|2

|d|2

)∣∣∣∣ +O(ε3)

mh =

∣∣∣∣d+
1

2

(
|b|2 + |c|2

d∗

)
+
a∗bc

|d|2

∣∣∣∣ +O(ε3). (D.4)

Note that in the type-I seesaw scenario (a = 0, b = c = mD, d = MR), Eq. (D.3) implies

U †L = UTR and therefore the (now symmetric) matrix M can be diagonalised either by

UTRMUR or U †LMU∗L with the singular values of Eq. (D.4) simplifying to

ml =

∣∣∣∣m2
D

MR

∣∣∣∣+O(ε2)

mh =

∣∣∣∣MR +
|mD|2

MR

∣∣∣∣+O(ε2) (D.5)

as expected.

The results above can applied to �nd similar expressions for UL, UR, ml and mh in

scenarios where di�erent entries of M are the largest in the seesaw through appropriate

permutations. For example consider when |c| � |a|, |b|, |d|, as before there exist UL and

UR which diagonalise M however we note that Eq. (D.2) can be rewritten,

U †L

a b

c d

UR = U †L

b a

d c

 τ1 UR = (U ′L)†

b a

d c

U ′R = diag(ml, mh) (D.6)

where τ1 corresponds to the �rst Pauli matrix.

The results in Eqs. (D.3) and (D.4) can now be applied to Eq. (D.6) as c is assumed to be

the largest entry of M . Therefore ml and mh are given by the expressions in Eq. (D.4)

with the permutations a ↔ b and c ↔ d, and the unitary diagonalisation matrices are

given by U ′L = UL and U ′R = τ1 UR taken from Eq. (D.3) with similar permutations.

Applying a similar procedure for |b| � |a|, |c|, |d| we �nd that U ′L = τ1 UL and U ′R = UR

and the results from Eqs. (D.3) and (D.4) are valid with permutations a↔ c and b↔ d.

Finally when |a| � |b|, |c|, |d| we �nd U ′L = τ1 UL and U ′R = τ1 UR with the permutations

a↔ d and b↔ c applied to Eqs. (D.3) and (D.4).
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D.0.2 Singular Values for Multiple Generations

Consider now a general matrix MB ∈ Cm×n which can be partitioned into a 2× 2 block

matrix of the form

MB =

Am1×n1 Bm1×l1

Cl1×n1 Dl1×l1

 (D.7)

where the subscripts on the matrix blocks correspond to their dimensions, m1 + l1 = m,

n1 + l1 = n and D is restricted to be nonsingular. This matrix can be block diagonalised

by

Q†LMBQR = MD = diag(mL, mH) =

 mL 0m1×l1

0l1×n1 mH

 (D.8)

where mL and mH now correspond to m1×n1 and l1× l1 block matrices respectively and

0n1×l1 corresponds to a matrix of zeroes with dimension n1× l1. Unlike in the 2×2 case,

exact analytical expressions for the block matrices mL and mH or the diagonalisation

matricesQL andQR do not exist. However in the seesaw limit, where the lightest singular

value of the square block D is assumed to be signi�cantly larger than the largest singular

value of all other blocks, a similar perturbative expansion can be derived. This is done

by assuming, as an ansatz, that the block matrices UL and UR have a similar form to the

matrices appearing in Eq. (D.3)1 in combination with the conditions U †L(MBM
†
B)UL =

diag(mLm
†
L, mHm

†
H) and U †R(M †BMB)UR = diag(m†LmL, m

†
HmH) which allows UL/R

to be solved separately from each other.

In this limit, ||D|| � ||A,B,C||, we �nd MB can be fully diagonalised at sub-subleading

order by

UL '

1n×n − 1
2XX

† X

−X† 1n×n − 1
2X
†X


︸ ︷︷ ︸

QL

VL 0

0 WL


︸ ︷︷ ︸

KL

UR '

1n×n − 1
2Z
†Z Z†

−Z 1n×n − 1
2ZZ

†


︸ ︷︷ ︸

QR

VR 0

0 WR


︸ ︷︷ ︸

KR

(D.9)

1In other words that UL and UR can be written perturbatively in terms of an expansion parameter
ε related to the seesaw in M .
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where

X = (AC† +BD†)(DD†)−1 ' BD−1

Z = (D†D)−1(B†A+D†C) ' D−1C. (D.10)

Similar to the 2× 2 case, QL/R remove the o�-diagonal entries of MB, KL/R diagonalise

the blocks mL/H via (V/W )†LmL/H (V/W )R = md
L/H = diag(. . . ) and the expression for

VL/R and WL/R depends on the structure of the submatrices mL and mH .

Applying Eqs. (D.9) and (D.10) to Eq. (D.8) gives the light and heavy submatrices at

sub-subleading order as per

mL '
(
A−BD−1C − 1

2

(
BD−1(D†)−1B†A+AC†(D†)−1D−1C

))
mH ' D +

1

2

(
CC†(D†)−1 + (D†)−1B†B

)
+

1

2

(
(D†)−1D−1CA†B + CA†BD−1(D†)−1

)
. (D.11)

Note that Eq. (D.11) agrees with Eq. (D.4) in the special case where MB ∈ C2×2, i.e. all

the blocks of MB are just complex numbers, A→ a . . .D → d.

In the special case of Eq. (D.7) where B = CT = mD (implying n1 = m1), A = 0n1×n1

and D = MR is a symmetric matrix, which occurs in the n-dimensional type-I seesaw

model of neutrino mass, U †L = UTR and mL and mH simplify to at sub-subleading order

mL ' −mDM
−1
R mT

D

mH ' MR +
1

2

(
mT
Dm

∗
D(M∗R)−1 + (M∗R)−1m†DmD

)
(D.12)

where MR = MT
R has been used. Therefore the usual results are recovered in this case

and we �nd them to be in full agreement2 with [241] which derived an algorithm to �nd

the light and heavy mass matrices in neutrino seesaw models at arbitrary order.

In a similar way to the case with M ∈ C2×2, the results above can be extended to �nd

mL, mH , UL and UR in situations where the norm of di�erent blocks in Eq. (D.7) are

dominant3. Once again consider a scenario where ||C|| � ||A,B,D|| (and C is square)

2We also �nd agreement in the case where A = AT 6= 0n×n which for example is relevant in hybrid
type-I+II models.

3This is with the caveat that MB can be partitioned such that the dominant block has a well de�ned
inverse.
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Dominant Block Permutations (U ′L, U
′
R)

A A↔ D & B ↔ C (/1(l1,m1)UL, /1(n1, l1)UR)

B A↔ C & B ↔ D (/1(l1,m1)UL, UR)

C A↔ B & C ↔ D (UL, /1(n1, l1)UR)

D − (UL, UR)

Table D.1: Required rotations on UL and UR and permutations of block elements for
the formulas in Eqs. (D.9) to (D.11) to be valid for di�erent block elements assumed
to be the nonsingular-square dominant block of MB in seesaw scenarios. /1(l1,m1) is
de�ned in Eq. (D.13) and here l1 is taken to be the dimension of the dominant square
matrix block and (m1, n1) corresond to the dimensions of the matrix block diagonally

opposite.

and note that

MB =

Am1×l1 Bm1×n1

Cl1×l1 Dl1×n1

 =

Bm1×n1 Am1×l1

Dl1×n1 Cl1×l1

0n1×l1 1n1×n1

1l1×l1 0l1×n1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

/1(n1,l1)

. (D.13)

Therefore Eqs. (D.9) to (D.11) are valid if U ′L = UL, U ′R = /1(n1, l1)UR and the permu-

tations A ↔ B and C ↔ D are performed, where (U ′L)†MB U
′
R = diag(mL, mH). This

can be performed for any of the four blocks of MB being dominant and the results for

this are summarised in Table D.1.

D.0.3 Gap properties between the charged leptons and down quarks

Below we brie�y prove the claim that, in the triplet scenario, the charged-lepton mass

matrices de�ned in Eqs. (4.76) and (4.79) imply that the SM-like charged lepton masses

must be lighter than the down-quark masses for all generations. This arises due to the

zero block appearing in their mass matrices diagonally opposite the dominant block in the

seesaw. Unlike the previous section which relied on an approximate block diagonalisation

technique with neglected higher-order terms, the results below are exact statements that

do not rely on any perturbative arguments. We closely follow the work presented in [242]

which proved a similar gap property speci�cally for the type-I seesaw symmetric mass

matrix, which we will generalise to an arbitrary complex matrix relevant to our charged-

lepton seesaw.
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We state without proof three matrix properties related to the Courant-Fischer-Weyl

min-max theorem:

� For two hermitian n× n matrices A and B, if C = A+B then

ak + b1 ≤ ck ≤ ak + bn (D.14)

where xi corresponds to the i-th largest eigenvalue of the matrix X and k ≤ n. For

k = 1 this reduces to the special case

min(A) + min(B) ≤ min(A+B) (D.15)

where min(X) = x1.

� For all A ≥ 0 and B ∈Mn(C), if C = B†AB then

akmin(B†B) ≤ ck. (D.16)

� If Q is an n× n submatrix of the N ×N matrix M then

mk ≤ qk ≤ mN−n+k (D.17)

for every k ≤ n, this is known as the Cauchy interlacing theorem.

Additional details including proofs for some of these properties can be found in [242].

We take the mass mixing matrix MeE to have the same structure as the case of an

SU(2)R triplet de�ned in Eq. (4.76):

MeE =

mee 03×3

mEe mEE

 , (D.18)

where we are assuming three generations of the exotic triplet fermion and therefore each

block is 3×3 and we further assume mEe is nonsingular. As discussed in Section 4.5.1, in

order to achieve the desired helicity-suppression in the PS limits we require the hierarchy

‖mEe‖ > ‖mee, mEE‖ to be satis�ed which implies

σn(mee), σn(mEE) < σ1(mEe) (D.19)
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where σi(X) corresponds to the i-th largest singular value of the matrix X and n = 3.

This de�nes a seesaw in MeE with mEe as the dominant block.

The bottom-right sub-matrix of

(
MeEM

†
eE

)−1
=

· ·

· m−1
EEmEem

−1
ee (m†ee)−1m†Ee(m

†
EE)−1 +m−1

EE(m†EE)−1

 (D.20)

which we will label as X satis�es the property de�ned in Eq. (D.17), where the dots

correspond to sub-matrices which are not relevant. As the sub-matrix X has dimensions

n× n and the full matrix has dimensions 2n× 2n the interlacing theorem implies

xn−k ≤ m2n−k (D.21)

where we have chosen k = n − k in Eq. (D.17). As MeE(M †eE)−1 is Hermitian, its

eigenvalues correspond to the squared singular values of MeE . Furthermore, from simple

properties of eigenvalues, the i-th largest eigenvalue of an n×n matrixM−1 corresponds

to the (n-i)-th smallest eigenvalue of M . Therefore Eq. (D.21) implies

xn−k ≤
1

σk(MeE)2
. (D.22)

Applying Eq. (D.15) to xn−k leads to the inequality

[
m−1
EEmEem

−1
ee (m†ee)

−1m†Ee(m
†
EE)−1

]
n−k

+ min(m−1
EE(m†EE)−1) ≤ xn−k (D.23)

and now with repeated applications of Eq. (D.16) to the �rst term of Eq. (D.23) leads to

([
m−1
ee (m†ee)

−1
]
n−k

min
(
mEem

†
Ee

)
+ 1

)
min(m−1

EE(m†EE)−1) ≤ xn−k (D.24)

which implies
1

σn(mEE)2

(
σ1(mEe)

2

σk(mee)2

)
≤ 1

(σk(MeE))2
(D.25)

and therefore

σk(MeE) ≤ σk(mee)
σn(mEE)√

σ1(mEe)2 + σk(mee)2
< σk(mee)

σn(mEE)

σ1(mEe)
(D.26)

where we have used the seesaw assumption that σn(mee, mEE) < σ1(mEe).
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The exact same procedure can be applied to the matrix (M †eE)−1MeE which instead leads

to the inequality

σk(MeE) ≤ σk(mEE)
σn(mee)√

σ1(mEe)2 + σk(mEE)2
< σk(mEE)

σn(mee)

σ1(mEe)
. (D.27)

Combining Eqs. (D.26) and (D.27) leads to an upper-bound on the k-th largest light

singular value of MeE

σk(MeE) <
min [σk(mee)σn(mEE), σk(mEE)σn(mee)]

σ1(mEe)
≤ σn(mee)σn(mEE)

σ1(mEe)
. (D.28)

Comparing Eq. (D.28) to the charged-lepton mass matrix in the case of the SU(2)R

triplet in Eq. (4.76) leads to the strict inequality

σk(ml) < σk(md)

(
σ3(µΨ)

vR σ1(YΨ)

)
(D.29)

and as the singular values of each matrix correspond to the physical masses, each light

lepton mass of a given generation must be strictly lighter than the corresponding down-

quark mass of the same generation. This is due to the seesaw assumption which en-

forces the fraction in brackets to be strictly smaller than one. As shown in Table 4.6

the charged-lepton and down-quark mass hierarchies change between generations at low

scales, therefore due the PS symmetry, a matrix of the form in Eq. (D.18) is phenomeno-

logically ruled out.

Although not relevant in our analysis, a similar procedure can be applied to the Hermitian

matrices (M †eE)MeE and MeE(M †eE) to derive inequalities on the masses of the n heavy

states of MeE and for example leads to

σn+1(MeE) ≥ max
(√

σ1(mEe)2 + σ1(mee)2,
√
σ1(mEe)2 + σ1(mEE)2

)
> σ1(mEe)

(D.30)

Therefore the strict hierarchy implied by these inequalities leads to the `gap property'

σ1(MeE) ≤ ... ≤ σn(MeE) ≤ σn(mee)σn(mEE)

σ1(mEe)
� σ1(mEe) < σn+1(MeE) ≤ ... ≤ σ2n(MeE)

(D.31)

which does not rely on any perturbative arguments and we emphasise that these results

are only valid for `type-I like' scenarios where the entry diagonally opposite the dominant
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block is zero. Our results agree with the gap properties derived in [242] in the type-I

limit which assumes mee = (mEE)T = mD and mEe = MR and recovers the usual type-I

hierarchy.

D.0.4 Lepton masses with additional bi-doublets

The neutrino mass matrix which arises with the addition of an SU(2)L/R bi-doublet to

the usual PS fermions fL/R is given by

LνN =
1

2

(
νL νcR NL N c

R

)


0 mu 0 yRΨ22
vR

mu 0 0 yLΨ22
v∗L

0 0 0 µΨ22

yRΨ22
vR yLΨ22

v∗L µΨ22 0




νcL

νR

N c
L

NR

 (D.32)

where we have labelled the �elds as in Eq. (4.84). A phenomenologically viable mass

spectrum for the heavy charged lepton states requires either yRΨ22
vR or µΨ22 to have

masses at a TeV or above, as discussed in Section 4.5.1, due to the charged lepton mass

mixing matrix

LeE =
(
eL EL

) md yRΨ22
vR

yLΨ22
v∗L µΨ22

eR
ER

 . (D.33)

The parameter mu is �xed by the up-quark masses due to the PS symmetry, md is �xed

by the down-quark masses, yLΨ22
vL is tied to the electroweak scale, yRΨ22

vR can at most

be the size of SU(2)R/PS breaking and µΨ22 is unconstrained.

Di�erent hierarchies between the parameters appearing in Eq. (D.32) lead to di�erent

neutrino mass phenomenology and here we show that only one possibility allows for a

viable mass spectrum for the charged leptons as well as su�ciently light neutrino masses

assuming a low scale PS breaking. We will use a one-generational example for illustrative

purposes as the same statements hold true for the more complicated multi-generational

scenario. As discussed in Section 4.5.1 at least one of yRΨ22
vR or µΨ22 must have masses

at least an order of magnitude larger than the electroweak scale such that the charged

lepton partners are su�ciently heavy phenomenologically.
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Firstly in the scenario where |µΨ22 | � |yRΨ22
vR, y

L
Ψ22

vL, mu| the light, charged-lepton

masses are given by

m` ' md − vLvR yLΨ22
(µΨ22)−1yRΨ22

(D.34)

and diagonalising Eq. (D.32) leads to two di�erent pairs of pseudo-Dirac neutrinos with

masses given at �rst order by

m1,2 ' µΨ22 ν1,2 '
1√
2
NL ±

1√
2
N c
R

m3,4 ' mu ν3,4 '
1√
2
νL ±

1√
2
νcR. (D.35)

Therefore the lightest neutrino masses would be predicted to have masses and splittings

similar to the up-quark sector. The above equation is true irrespective of the hierarchy

between the non-dominant parameters yRΨ22
vR, y

L
Ψ22

vL and mu. Therefore we �nd that

this hierarchy of couplings does not lead to the desired seesaw required to explain the

lightness of the active neutrino masses for any scale of PS breaking.

Turning to the alternate possibility where |yRΨ22
vR| � |µΨ22 , y

L
Ψ22

vL, mu| the charged

lepton masses are now given by

m` ' yLΨ22
vL −

mdµΨ22

yRΨ22
vR

. (D.36)

Here we �nd two di�erent neutrino mass regimes depending on the hierarchy between

the non-dominant parameters |µΨ22 | and |yLΨ22
vL|.

For the hierarchy |yRΨ22
vR| � |µΨ22 | > 2|yLΨ22

vL| the physical neutrino states have masses

given at �rst order by

m1,2 ' yRΨ22
vR ν1,2 '

1√
2
νL ±

1√
2
N c
R

m3,4 '
mu

yRΨ22
vR

(
µΨ22 ± yLΨ22

vL
)

ν3,4 '
1√
2
NL ±

1√
2
νcR (D.37)

where the above results are insensitive to the relative size of |mu| to |yLΨ22
vL| and |µΨ22 |.

Su�ciently light neutrinos now implies the ratio

mν

mu
' µΨ22

yRΨ22
vR
' 10−11 (D.38)
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where we have estimated mν . 10−9 GeV from known neutrino upper mass limits and

mu ' 170 GeV in the case of the top quark. This consequently implies that

m` ' yLΨ22
vL (D.39)

for the charged-lepton masses as the second term in Eq. (D.36) will be highly suppressed.

Therefore in order to recover the correct charged-lepton masses we require yLΨ22
vL ' 1

GeV for the tau lepton and as we have assumed |µΨ22 | > |yLΨ22
vL| this necessarily implies

|µΨ22 | > 1 GeV (D.40)

and therefore

|yRΨ22
vR| > 1011 GeV (D.41)

using Eq. (D.38). Therefore for |µΨ22 | > |yLΨ22
vL|, su�ciently light neutrino masses are

only possible for very large SU(2)R/PS breaking scales.

Alternatively the hierarchy |yRΨ22
vR| � |yLΨ22

vL| > 1
2 |µΨ22 | leads to

m1,2 ' vR yRΨ22
ν1,2 '

1√
2
νL ±

1√
2
N c
R

m3 '
vL
vR

2yLΨ22
mu

yRΨ22

ν3 ' νcR

m4 '
1

vLvR

µ2
Ψ22

mu

2 yLΨ22
yRΨ22

ν4 ' NL (D.42)

where again the results are insensitive to the overall size of mu as long as it is smaller

than yRΨ22
vR. This scenario therefore leads to the neutrino mass hierarchy

mν4 � mν3 � mν1,2 (D.43)

Su�ciently light neutrinos implies

mν

mu
yLΨ22

vL ' 10−11 GeV ' 1

2

µ2
Ψ22

yRΨ22
vR

(D.44)

for the same estimates. Once again this implies that the second term in Eq. (D.36) will

be subdominant and therefore the charged lepton masses are given bym` ' yLΨ22
vL. Now

light neutrinos are possible for low PS breaking scales for similar reasons to the usual
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inverse seesaw mechanism, for example for yRΨ22
vR ' 10 TeV we can estimate

µΨ22 ' 4.4× 10−3 GeV. (D.45)

Therefore we �nd for a mass matrix of the form in Eq. (D.32), only one hierarchy of

parameters leads to a viable neutrino mass spectrum for low scales of PS breaking. As

this requires the term µΨ22 to be very small, this also conveniently leads to a helicity-

suppression in the PS mediated rare meson decays, and therefore allows the limits for

PS breaking to be signi�cantly lowered as discussed in Section 4.5.1.

In the multi-generational scenario we �nd the block diagonalisation of Eq. (D.32), as-

suming the hierarchy ‖yRΨ22
vR‖ � ‖yLΨ22

vL‖ > ‖µΨ22‖4, is given at �rst order by

m1,2 ' vR Y R
Ψ22

m3 '
vL
vR

(
Y L

Ψ22
(Y R

Ψ22
)−1mu +mT

u

[
Y L

Ψ22
(Y R

Ψ22
)−1
]T)

m4 '
1

vLvR
µΨ22

[
(Y R

Ψ22
)T (mT

u )−1Y L
Ψ + (Y L

Ψ22
)Tm−1

u Y R
Ψ22

]−1
µTΨ22

(D.46)

for each mass block where Y L/R
Ψ22

, mu and µΨ22 are now matrices of appropriate dimension.

We estimate the relationship between the mass and interaction eigenstates for the rele-

vant light neutrinos states to be

ν4 ' U †N
[
µΨ22(yRΨ22

)−1
]†
νcL −

1

2
U †N

[
Y L

Ψ22
(yRΨ22

)−1([yRΨ22
]†)−1µ†Ψ22

]†
νR

+ U †N

[
1− 1

2
µΨ22(Y R

Ψ22
)−1([Y R

Ψ22
]†)−1µ†Ψ22

]†
N c
L

ν3 ' O†3
[
Y L

Ψ22
(Y R

Ψ22
)−1
]†
νcL

− 1

2
O†3

[
Y L

Ψ22
(Y R

Ψ22
)−1([Y R

Ψ22
]†)−1µ†Ψ22

]†
N c
L +O†3

[
mT
u (Y R

Ψ22
)T−1

]†
NR

+O†3

[
1− 1

2

(
Y L

Ψ22
(Y R

Ψ22
)−1([Y R

Ψ22
]†)−1(Y L

Ψ22
)† +mT

u (Y R
Ψ22

)T−1([Y R
Ψ22

]∗)−1m∗u

)]†
νR

(D.47)

using a perturbative seesaw expansion where U †N and O3 diagonalise the lightest and

next-to-lightest mass blocks of the neutrino mass matrix after block diagonalisation.

Therefore for the lightest neutrino states, ν4, the deviation from unitarity between its
4More accurately, the hierarchy between each matrix required for a low scale spectrum is given

by ‖µΨ22(yRΨ22
vR)−1mu‖ < ‖vLvR

(
Y LΨ22

(yRΨ22
vR)−1mu + [Y LΨ22

(yRΨ22
vR)−1mu]T

)
‖ for non-commuting

matrices. This should in general imply the hierarchy ‖µΨ22‖ < ‖Y LΨ22
vL‖ however.
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couplings to the SM charged leptons, which are predominately made up of EL which

weakly couples to NL, is given at lowest order by the matrix

η ' 1

2
µΨ22(Y R

Ψ22
)−1

(
µΨ22(Y R

Ψ22
)−1
)†
. (D.48)

This determines the degree of non-unitarity in the physical PMNS matrix which stems

from mixing e�ects within the neutral sector. As the fermion bi-doublet also introduced

additional exotic charged-lepton states, there will additionally be mixing e�ects within

the charged sector which leads to additional non-unitarity e�ects for the PMNS. Inter-

estingly, as shown in Section 4.5.1.1 we �nd the deviation of non-unitarity within the

charged lepton sector to be the same as in the neutral sector above implying

UPMNS ' (1− η)U †N (1− η)OeL. (D.49)

Figure D.1 plots the norm of the required matrix µΨ22 for a given choice of vR and Y R
Ψ22

which leads to a viable mass spectrum for the active neutrinos where we have �xed the

lightest neutrino mass to

mν1 = 10−10 GeV (D.50)

and assumed a normal ordering for the remaining masses. The matrix Y R
Ψ22

was randomly

scanned over where we assumed a degenerate spectrum such that the singular values of

the matrix were within an order of magnitude to each other. The SU(2)R breaking scale

vR was scanned between 1− 104 TeV and µΨ22 was �xed by

µΨ22 = U∗νm
1/2
ν A

[
YLm

−1
u Y R

Ψ22
+ (Y R

Ψ22
)T (mT

u )−1YL
]1/2

(D.51)

through a Casas-Ibarra parametrisation [131]. Here Uν corresponds to the unitary matrix

which diagonalises the lightest neutrino mass block, mν is a diagonal matrix composed

of the assumed neutrino masses and A is a random orthogonal matrix. The left plot of

Fig. D.1 shows that as vR increases, the singular values of µΨ22 must increase for a �xed

neutrino mass scale. As a result at around 103 TeV, the singular values of µΨ22 become

larger than Y L
Ψ22

spoiling the required hierarchy of scales for light neutrinos at low scales.
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Figure D.1: The Frobenius norm of the matrix µΨ22 generated through a Casas-
Ibarra parametrisation as a function of vR (left) and Rν as a function of the same
scale (right), where Rν is de�ned in Eq. (D.52). Here we have randomly scanned
over a degenerate spectrum for Y RΨ22

such that the heavy charged lepton partners have
masses at around the scale vR. For larger values of vR the generated µΨ22

develops
singular values larger than the required hierarchy ‖Y LΨ22

‖ > ‖µΨ22
‖ where Y LΨ22

vL is
�xed to give the correct SM charged-lepton masses and the resultant neutrino masses

begin to disagree with experimental values.

The right plot of Fig. D.1 plots the same scale as a function of Rν where

Rν =
∏
i

mi

minput
i

(D.52)

where mi corresponds to the mass of the i-th generation of the three active neutrinos

numerically calculated after diagonalising the mass matrix and minput
i to the masses

inputed via the Casas-Ibarra parameterisation. Clearly larger scales for vR are unable

to reproduce the correct neutrino masses. For all points considered the light states from

the charged-lepton mass matrix reproduce the charged-lepton masses with me ' Y L
Ψ22

to a high degree of accuracy. Therefore the neutral- and charged-lepton mass matrices

generated in the scenario with additional fermionic bi-doublets are viable candidates for

a low-scale PS setup provided that

yRΨ22
vR . 103 TeV. (D.53)
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D.0.5 Lepton masses with additional triplets

The neutrino mass matrix which arises with the addition of SU(2)L/R triplets is given

by the usual linear/inverse seesaw:

LνN =
1

2

(
νL νcR N c

R

)
0 mu yLΨ3

vL

mu 0 yRΨ3
v∗R

yLΨ3
vL yRΨ3

v∗R µΨ



νcL

νR

NR

 (D.54)

where we have labelled the �elds as in Eq. (4.75) and the PS symmetry enforces that the

singular values of mu are given by the up-quark masses. As discussed in Sections 4.4.1.1

and 4.5.1, both yLΨ3
vL and yLΨ3

vR are required in order to generate a phenomenologically

valid charged lepton mass spectrum. Both terms will not be present if the usual scalars

χ
L/R are assumed and therefore require a more exotic choice of scalars. For example if

χL ∼ (4,2,1) is replaced with χ′ ∼ (4,2,3) in the case of the SU(2)R triplet as was done

in [213], the missing mass term in the Yukawa Lagrangian will now be generated. We

will therefore assume in what follows that the scalar spectrum is such that all the terms

appearing in Eq. (D.54) are present. Consequently the charged lepton mass matrix will

be given by

LeE =
(
eL EL

) md

√
2 yLΨ3

vL
√

2 yRΨ3
v∗R µΨ3

eR
ER

 (D.55)

where now the top-right entry is non-zero and therefore a valid spectrum of charged-

lepton masses is possible, unlike before.

Unlike the usual low-scale PS setup, as described in Section 4.2.2, the neutral lepton

mass mixing matrix is related to a charged lepton mass mixing matrix and a viable

neutrino mass spectrum may not be possible whilst simultaneously generating a viable

charged-lepton mass spectrum. As in Appendix D.0.4 we analyse all possible hierarchies

of parameters in the two mass matrices in order to establish whether a viable charged-

lepton and neutrino mass spectrum can be simultaneously generated for the SM-like

states for low scales of PS breaking.

In the scenario where µΨ3 is the dominant block in each mass matrix, there are multiple

di�erent possible neutrino mass regimes depending on the hierarchy between the non-

dominant parameters.
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Firstly if |µΨ3 | > |mu| > |
(yLΨ3

vL)2

µΨ3
,

(yRΨ3
vR)2

µΨ3
| is satis�ed the mass states are given at �rst

order by

m1 ' µΨ ν1,2 ' N c
R

m2,3 ' mu ν3,4 '
1√
2
νL ±

1√
2
νcR (D.56)

and therefore this hierarchy is ruled out as the light neutrinos would be pseudo-Dirac

with masses comparable to the up-quark sector.

If instead |µΨ3 | > |
(yRΨ3

vR)2

µΨ3
| > |mu| is satis�ed the mass spectrum is now given by

m1 ' µΨ3 ν1,2 ' N c
R

m2 '
(yRΨ3

)2v2
R

µΨ3

ν2 ' νcR

m3 '

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1

v2
R

(
mu

yRΨ3

)2

µΨ3 −
2vL
vR

yLΨ3
mu

yRΨ3

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ν3 ' νL (D.57)

which is rather interesting as the lightest mass state contains a term linearly (rather than

inversely) proportional to the dominant term in the seesaw but is still small due to the

hierarchy in the non-dominant parameters. The SM charged lepton has a mass given by

m` ' md − vLvR
yLΨ3

yRΨ3

µΨ3

(D.58)

by diagonalising Eq. (D.55). These equations can be solved for yLΨ3
vL and yRΨ3

vR as a

function of µΨ3 for the required lepton masses. In the case of the third generation where

mb ' 4.2 GeV, mt ' 173 GeV, mτ ' 1.7 GeV and setting mν ' 10−10 GeV leads to

(yLΨ3
vL)2

µΨ3

' 10−14 GeV and
(yRΨ3

vR)2

µΨ3

' 1014 GeV (D.59)

which implies that µΨ3 > 1014 GeV by the initial seesaw assumption, therefore requiring

both a viable charged-lepton and neutrino mass spectrum with µΨ3 dominant is only

possible for high scale PS breaking scenarios. The �nal possible hierarchy where |µΨ3 | >

|(yLΨ3
vL)2/µΨ3 | > |mu| is also unviable for similar arguments.
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The alternative scenario where |yRΨ3
vR| is the dominant term in the mass matrix recovers

the usual inverse/linear seesaw

m1,2 ' yRΨ3
vR ν1,2 '

1√
2
N c
R ±

1√
2
νcR

m3 '

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1

v2
R

(
mu

yRΨ3

)2

µΨ3 −
2vL
vR

yLΨ3
mu

yRΨ3

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ν3 ' νL. (D.60)

and the lightest charged-lepton mass is given by

m` ' vLyLΨ3
− 1

vR

mdµΨ3

yRΨ3

. (D.61)

The lightest neutrino state is now suppressed by the scale yRΨ3
vR as usual, it is quite

interesting that the lightest neutrinos in Eqs. (D.57) and (D.60) have identical masses

for completely di�erent hierarchies of parameters.

For three generations of each fermion multiplet the light mass blocks are given by

mν '
1

v2
R

mu[(Y R
Ψ3

)T ]−1µΨ3(Y R
Ψ3

)−1mT
u −

vL
vR
mu[(Y R

Ψ3
)T ]−1(Y L

Ψ3
)T − vL

vR
Y L

Ψ3
(Y R

Ψ3
)−1mT

u

(D.62)

for the neutrinos and

m` ' Y L
Ψ3
vL −

1

vR
md(Y

R
Ψ3

)−1µΨ3 (D.63)

for the charged leptons.

For a given choice of vRY R
Ψ3
, the unknown matrices vLY L

Ψ3
and µΨ3 are �xed by solving

the above equations. Due to the complexity of solving the above matrix equations we

solve Eqs. (D.62) and (D.63) numerically where we assume a normal ordering for the

light neutrino masses and �x the lightest neutrino mass to

mν1 = 10−10 GeV. (D.64)

The left plot in Fig. D.2 plots the Frobenius norm of the required matrix µΨ3 (in blue)

required in order to solve the two above equations for di�erent choices of vRY R
Ψ3
. The

orange line corresponds to ‖µΨ3‖F = ‖vRY R
Ψ3
‖F and for any choice of vRY R

Ψ3
the required

size of µΨ3 in order to solve the above equations is larger, destroying the hierarchy
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Figure D.2: Plot of the Frobenius norm of µΨ3
generated by solving Eqs. (D.54)

and (D.55) (left) as a function of the scale vR with a random scan over Y RΨ3
with de-

generate singular values and a plot of Rν/e (right), de�ned in Eq. (D.65), as a function
of the same scale. The orange line in the left plot corresponds to ‖µΨ3‖F = ‖Y RΨ3

‖F vR
and therefore at all scales considered the required size of µΨ3

spoils the assumed hier-
archy of parameters in order to achieve an inverse/linear seesaw. Though Rν ' 1, the
resultant charged-lepton masses after diagonalisation are sign�cantly di�ernet to their
input values and therefore we �nd that additional triplets to the usual PS fermions
alone are not su�cient to lead to a viable mass spectrum for all SM fermions (due to

the quark-lepton symmetry assumed).

assumed in deriving Eqs. (D.62) and (D.63). The right plot of Fig. D.2 plots

Rν/e =
∏
i

mi

minput
i

(D.65)

where mi corresponds to the numerically computed mass for the i-th generation of lepton

and minput
i corresponds to the experimental values for the masses inputted (run up to the

appropriate scale). The charged lepton masses which result are signi�cantly departed

from their SM values whilst the neutrino values are well predicted, this is a coincidence

due to the light neutrino mass block having the same formula regardless of the hierarchy5

between ‖µΨ3‖ and ‖Y R
Ψ3
vR‖ as can be seen in Eqs. (D.57) and (D.60).

The light, charged-lepton mass block however is di�erent depending on the hierarchy

and we therefore �nd that due to the SM parameters mu and md entering Eqs. (D.54)

and (D.55) as well as requiring viable correct charged-lepton and neutrino masses upon

diagonalisation is not possible for low seesaw scales (for the entries of Y R
Ψ3
vR which we

scanned over). Though unlikely, it may be possible that special textures within Y R
Ψ3
vR

could lead to valid charged-lepton and neutrino masses for the appropriate hierarchy

of block matrices. Therefore the addition of triplets to the usual PS multiplets will in

general require additional physics, in [213] for example an additional fermionic singlet SL

was introduced and a viable mass spectrum for the leptons was recovered. The addition

5‖Y RΨ3
vR‖ > ‖mu‖ is always satis�ed in our scan.
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of both an SU(2)L and SU(2)R triplet was found to lead to an unviable mass spectrum

for the scalars χL and χR, if more exotic scalars were introduced such that all mass terms

in the Yukawa sector were generated, a viable mass spectrum would likely be generated

for a speci�c hierarchy of parameters which may or may not lead to a chiral suppression

of the Xµ mass limits as with the bi-doublet. In this case however the neutrino mass

matrix would not be given by an inverse/linear seesaw and would be similar to Eq. (4.82)

with additional entries.



Appendix E

Running of the Gauge and Yukawa

couplings

In order to estimate the running of the relevant SM parameters up to the potential scale

of PS breaking we solve the simultaneous di�erential equation

µ
dx

dµ
=

1

(4π)2
β(1)
x + . . . (E.1)

where for simplicity we restrict ourselves to the one-loop renormalisation group equations.

We make two reasonable assumptions on the running of each parameter: the exotic PS

particle content does not signi�cantly a�ect the running of the SM parameters below

the scale of PS breaking we are interested in (due to their masses) and secondly as a

simplifying assumption, we only include the contribution from the top-quark Yukawa

coupling and gauge couplings in the evaluation of all relevant parameters due to its

dominant role.

The beta functions β(i)
x have been extensively studied for the SM [245�248], at one-loop

the beta functions which are non-zero when only the gauge and top-quark couplings are

included1 are

β(1)
gi = bi

[
gi(µ)

]3
β(1)
yd,i

= yd,i(µ)

(
ai
[
yu,3(µ)

]2 −{1

4

[
g1(µ)

]2
+

9

4

[
g2(µ)

]2
+ 8
[
g3(µ)

]2})
1Additionally as in [246], terms smaller thanO(10−3) in βx/x were approximated to zero for simplicity.

237
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µ = mZ

g1 0.461425+0.000044
−0.000043

g2 0.65184+0.00018
−0.00017

g3 1.2143+0.000044
−0.000043

µ = mZ

yu 7.4+1.5
−3.0 × 10−6

yc 3.6+0.11
−0.11 × 10−3

yt 0.9861+0.0086
−0.0087

yd 1.58+0.23
−0.10 × 10−5

ys 3.12+0.17
−0.16 × 10−4

yb 1.639+0.015
−0.015 × 10−2

θq12 0.22735+0.00072
−0.00071

θq23 4.208+0.064
−0.064 × 10−2

θq13 3.64+0.13
−0.13 × 10−3

δCKM 1.208+0.054
−0.054

µ = mZ

ye 2.79+0.000015
−0.000016 × 10−6

yµ 5.90+0.000019
−0.000018 × 10−4

yτ 1.00+0.00090
−0.00091 × 10−2

θ`12 0.59+0.0136
−0.0133

θ`23 0.84+0.0192
−0.0332

θ`13 0.15+0.0023
−0.0023

δPMNS 3.87+0.6632
−0.4887

∆m2
21/eV

2 7.39+0.21
−0.20 × 10−5

∆m2
31/eV

2 2.523+0.032
−0.030 × 10−3

Table E.1: Values used for the SM parameters at µ = mZ in the MS scheme taken
from Table 1 of [243] for the gauge couplings, quark and charged-lepton parameters with
their respective 1σ uncertainty. The neutrino parameters with their 1σ uncertainty are
taken from [192], which are not measured at µ = mZ , however as the PMNS parameters
do not signi�cantly run at low energies [244] (in the SM) we take these values to be

valid at this scale.

β(1)
y`,i

= y`,i(µ)

(
3
[
yu,3(µ)

]2 − 9

4

{[
g1(µ)

]2
+
[
g2(µ)

]2})
β(1)
yu,i = yu,i(µ)

(
(3ai − 2ci)

[
yu,3(µ)

]2 −{17

20

[
g1(µ)

]2
+

9

4

[
g2(µ)

]2
+ 8
[
g3(µ)

]2})
β

(1)
θi

= θi(µ)
(
ci
[
yu,3(µ)

]2)
. (E.2)

Here yd,i = (yd, ys, yb) and similarly for the charged-lepton and up-type Yukawa cou-

plings, θi = (θ13, θ23, θ12) are the CKM mixing angles and

ai =


3 i = 1, 2

3

2
i = 3

, bi =



41

10
i = 1

−19

6
i = 2

−7 i = 3

and ci =


3 i = 1, 2

0 i = 3
(E.3)

where the gauge coupling g1 is given as it usually is in SU(5) normalisation: g2
1 = 5/3g2

Y .

The beta functions (at one-loop) for the CP-violating CKM parameter δCKM and all

the parameters related to the neutrino sector are zero for our stated assumptions and

therefore will not run. The parameters in Eq. (E.2) are run up from µ = mZ with

initial values taken from [243] which utilised the Mathematica package RunDec to evolve

the QCD parameters up to mZ ' 91.19 GeV in the MS scheme and are summarised in
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Table E.1.

The results of Eqs. (E.1) and (E.2) are shown in Fig. E.1 for the Yukawa couplings,

gauge couplings and relevant CKM parameters run from µ = mZ up to µ = 1000 TeV.

The points on the left plots correspond to the results obtained using RunDec at two-

loops [243] at 1, 3 and 10 TeV in the SM. The plots on the right correspond to the ratio

of the running parameter to its initial value at µ = mZ . The quark Yukawa couplings all

signi�cantly decrease as the energy scale increases whereas the charged-lepton Yukawa

modestly increase. Due to the approximations we assume in Eq. (E.2), the ratios β(1)
x /x

are equal for the �rst and second generations of quark Yukawas, all three generations of

charged-lepton Yukawas as well as between θ13 and θ23.

As is often chosen, we work in a basis where the Yukawa coupling matrix for the up-type

quarks and charged leptons is diagonal. Therefore the running of each relevant Yukawa

coupling matrix, for the SM fermions, at a given energy scale is given by

Yu(µ) = diag
[
yu(µ), yc(µ), yt(µ)

]
Yd(µ) = V †CKM

[
θq12(µ), θq23(µ), θq13(µ), δCKM(µ)

]
diag

[
yd(µ), ys(µ), yb(µ)

]
Y`(µ) = diag

[
ye(µ), yµ(µ), yτ (µ)

]
(E.4)

where we use the numerical results from solving Eqs. (E.1) and (E.2) using Table E.1 as

the initial values.
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Figure E.1: Plot of the numerical running of various SM parameters (left) (run up
from µ = mZ) at one-loop as a function of the energy scale µ. The points correspond to
values taken from [243] at 1, 3 and 10 TeV with their respective 1σ uncertainties, where
the running was performed to two-loops to demonstrate the accuracy of our one-loop
approximations. Also shown are the ratios (right) of the run parameter against its

initial value at µ = mZ .
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